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ABSTRACT  
!
 This dissertation examines how adolescent pop culture fans seeking “imaginary solutions” for 

adulthood interact with the structural processes of vocational education and a globalized pop culture 

production industry job market. A qualitative study of students enrolled as animation and manga majors 

at two Japanese vocational schools in Tokyo, Japan based on qualitative fieldwork, interviews and 

surveys of students and staff, and internal school data explores the following issues. 1) How explicit 

vocational training and implicit socialization at vocational schools transform pop culture consumers into 

skilled workers in the pop culture industry. As youth are transformed during the school-to-work process, 

they also impact the practices of both schools and production employers.  2) How Japan’s non-university 

post-secondary educational sector is shaped by market pressures to entice enrollment and informal hiring 

agreements with industry employers. Targeting young pop culture fans to enroll in two-year vocational 

programs produces an influx of socially awkward and introverted students who must be re-socialized to 

meet workplace communications and social interaction expectations. 3) How industry professionals hired 

as contract lecturers provide legitimacy for schools with students and employers, while as master 

craftsmen and role models they train students to meet employers’ standards for skilled workers. 4) How 

the push to meet global market demands for Japanese pop culture products is transforming the Japanese 

domestic industry into a two-tiered global job model, with consequences for youth who train for the lower 

tier of skilled working class jobs in terms of social status, quality of life, and job mobility.   
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CHAPTER 1.  

INTRODUCTION 
 

  What happens when adolescents immersed within Japanese pop culture consumption practices are 

motivated to cross the threshold to become skilled pop culture production workers? How does the fan-to-

work journey transform and prepare those youth for skilled occupations firmly in the domestic working 

class sector of Japan? This dissertation examines a population of youth at two Japanese vocational 

schools enrolled as animation and manga majors that began immersed in the personal enjoyment of 

Japanese popular culture, which is increasingly globally distributed and promoted by the Japanese 

government as “Cool Japan” cultural industries. Japanese pop culture immersion propelled this group of 

young people to undertake vocational training. The goal: use pop culture fandom as a practical solution 

for employment, specifically as professional anime animators and manga creators in Japan’s pop culture 

industry.  

 Data collected for this research consists of a year and a half of qualitative fieldwork, interviews, 

questionnaires, quantitative survey, and internal school data. Data indicated that individuals in this study 

differed in their creativity, desire, and will to pursue the path to skilled vocational jobs in the pop culture 

industry, but motivations generally fell into several patterns based on their consumption practices. At one 

end are casual consumers who might view skilled work in the popular culture industry as a successful 

alternative to undesirable or unappealing options offered by society to high school graduates from 

working class backgrounds. In the middle, are fans who are immersed in pop culture and use it as an 

inspiration to train, but may not have clear ideas about the hard work involved in producing their favorite 

anime or manga. At the other end are passionate amateur creators, prosumers, with the desire and will to 

become professionals by honing their skills through fan created works, dōjinshi. Accordingly, the types of 

motivations held by youth at the outset of the journey had an impact on whether their pop culture 

consumer dreams surviving the transition from immersion as a fan, to training as a student, to working in 

Japan’s pop culture industry as production labor.  

 For most in the research population, no matter what the initial motivation to embark on the path, 

vocational training offers a working class journey. Youth in this study either began with working class 

backgrounds or had failed to succeed at mainstream paths to middle class adulthood in Japan. As shown 

in figure 1.0, as youth travel along this working class track to adulthood, transitional forces, such as 

targeted school marketing and limited-apprenticeships, transport youth from one sphere of influence to 

the next. They move from immersion in Japanese popular culture communities, to “becoming the 

vocation” during the process of skilled training in popular culture production, and internalizing working 
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class expectations and attitudes for entry-level production work in Cool Japan industries. Along the 

journey, adolescents are either successfully molded and tempered by each stage of the process into skilled 

working adults, or their motivation breaks, and they end up in less stable service work or manual labor.  

Figure 1.0. Three Spheres Of Influence On A Working Class Journey To Adulthood 

 
        

 To begin the journey into skilled labor in Japan’s global pop culture industries shown in figure 1.0, 

youth must successfully transition from pop culture fans into a very different sphere of influence: the 

organizational priorities of Japan’s non-university post-secondary educational sector. For-profit 

vocational schools, two-year senmon gakkō, must survive in a highly competitive global neoliberal 

market, increasingly encroached upon by universities, by producing graduates with the skills and work 

habits desired by employers. Many pop culture fans are drawn into the sphere of vocational training for 

the popular culture industry through targeted marketing that entices high school students to enroll. Once 

they have enrolled as students, pragmatic vocational institutions must reshape youthful pop culture fans 

into skilled laborers who meet the expectations of employers in Japan’s creative content industries.  

 To negotiate the dissonance between the young people’s glamorous ambitions and employers’ 

training expectations, vocational schools employ creative production industry professionals as contract 

instructors, mentors, and master craftsmen. These industry insiders guide students to “become the 

vocation” through the attainment of entry-level skills in hands-on classes, socialize them into working 

class expectations for skilled labor, and provide limited-apprenticeships for entry-level work in the 
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industry. Contract lecturers serve as critical transitional agents as well as providing industry authenticity 

for the school in the eyes of both potential students and industry employers. 

 Preparation by vocational schools only partially determines whether or not vocational school 

graduates with animation or manga majors are able to gain and retain employment in the globalized labor 

market that generates Japanese pop culture products. Increasingly, Cool Japan’s industry employment 

aligns with the global knowledge-centered economy. In a two-tiered job market, vocational school 

graduates end up in contract production jobs with long hours, low pay, and repetitive tasks, while college 

graduates with similar skill training but stronger academic credentials occupy the creative entry-level 

positions in production. Despite the long journey to define their adulthood starting with personal 

enjoyment of Japanese pop culture, even for those with the fortitude and willpower to weather the 

journey, the end result remains a class-bound adult identity in the working class strata of Japanese society. 

However, it is in the skilled upper part of the working class sector in jobs credentialed with two years of 

vocational training. This offers more stable contract based work, below middle class employment, but 

above precarious working class labor.  

  In this dissertation I will examine the following. 1) How explicit vocational training and implicit 

socialization at vocational schools transform imaginary solutions to adulthood into practical paths that are 

built on initial pop culture consumer dreams, even if they produce working class outcomes. While youth 

are transformed during the school-to-work process, collectively they also have an impact on the practices 

of both schools and production employers.  2) How the practices of Japan’s non-university educational 

sector are shaped by market pressures on the one hand to entice enrollment, and on the other to maintain 

informal hiring agreements with industry employers. The practice of targeting entertainment venues of 

young pop culture fans in order to entice enrollment leads to its own set of problems, with an influx of 

socially awkward and introverted vocational students who must be re-socialized to meet the social 

interaction requirements of the workplace. 3) How contract lecturers, as industry professionals and 

insiders, play a pivotal role for both schools and students. First, they provide legitimacy for schools in 

marketing to potential students and employers. Second, through limited-apprenticeships, they act as 

master craftsmen and role models that help students to “become the vocation,” graduating into adult lives 

in skilled working class occupations in Japan’s pop culture production industry. 4) How the globally 

oriented Japanese pop culture industry is felt domestically in Japan as well as abroad. Japanese 

government promotion of Japan’s pop culture industry as part of “Cool Japan” seeks to increase the “soft 

power” of the Japanese entertainment economy. The push to meet global market demands also transforms 

the ways in which the Japanese domestic industry is run, aligning into a two-tiered global job model, in 

turn stratifying entry-level work fluidity. The domestic structural changes in the pop culture industry job 
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market have consequences for youth who train for the lower tier of skilled working class jobs in terms of 

social status, quality of life, and job mobility.  

 In sum, this research considers how initial “imaginary solutions” for adulthood as pop culture fans 

interact with the structural processes of vocational education and a globalized pop culture production 

industry job market. This dissertation is significant in at least three ways. First, there is a dearth of 

research on the production side of the popular culture industry, particularly in Asia. Second, there is only 

limited research available in English on Japan’s vocational school sector. Third, this research provides an 

in-depth examination of the development of craftsman training in Japan’s entertainment production 

industries through limited vocational school apprenticeships followed by further on-the-job specialization.  

1.0 THE JOURNEY TO THE COOL JAPAN JOB MARKET:  
A GLOBALIZED JAPANESE POP CULTURE PRODUCTION INDUSTRY  

Mixed-Media: The Interdependency of Japan’s Pop Culture Production Industries 

 Japan’s entertainment industries, referred to domestically in Japan as kontentsu, or “contents” is “a 

multi-tiered system of dissemination and intellectual property business practices,” an umbrella term to 

describe the companies and industries that produce intellectual properties for entertainment markets in 

Japan (Choo 2011; Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013a:7). The usage of contents in Japanese is also 

interchangeable with the western legal concept of intellectual property, IP, a creative work for which the 

creator or rights holder has exclusive legal rights and protections. For clarity’s sake, I will refer to Japan’s 

kontentsu businesses throughout this dissertation as either Japan’s media content industry or pop culture 

industry and contents in terms of creative works with the English phrase, intellectual property. DCAJ 

defines five primary economic fields within Japan’s media content industry: 1) film and television, 2) 

anime, 3) manga, 4) music, and 5) video games (DCAJ 2011). 

 This dissertation investigates youth who seek to train in vocational programs with the goal of 

working in a production capacity within two of Japan’s media content industries: animation and manga. 

“Production” refers to the chain of processes by which a media content company or group of companies 

in a production committee create, develop, fabricate, manufacture and distribute an intellectual property 

into a entertainment form suitable for a medium such as manga, animation, broadcast television, cinema, 

online, mobile or as video games. The production process differs by medium, but each media content 

industry requires vocational workers trained and skilled to perform the tasks necessary to fabricate and 

produce a media content product to completion for consumption by the public.  

 Since the 1980s, the production of animation and film projects in Japan has been primarily created 

through co-operative efforts within the production committee system, seisaku-iinkai. These are temporary 
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business production alliances or associations that simultaneously develop a particular intellectual property 

for distribution across Japan’s media content markets. Production committees are arrangements “wherein 

various companies related to production, distribution, licensing and promotion of [the] immediate product 

- often including an original manga publisher, animation producer, toy company, TV station, bank, 

newspapers and advertising agency - join together to exploit a particular intellectual property’s 

application across media forms” (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013a; Kakeo 2010:11). Fukashi Azuma, 

an anime producer for the TV Tokyo Corporation for the intellectual properties of Naruto, Bleach, Pocket 

Monsters and others, provides a concrete example of the production committee system at work,  

In the case of Naruto, TV Tokyo is the managing sponsor. We asked Weekly Shōnin Jump to make 
a media franchise and make a seisakuiinkai with Studio Pierrot, a Japanese anime studio. If my 
memory serves well, the proportions of the investment are equal. Thus we share the profits from 
the Naruto franchising equally. If a business involves the copyright of the original manga, we have 
a separate negotiation. Naruto is a long-run hit; it started in 2002 and is still broadcast. This anime 
is exceptional. The Naruto seisakuiinkai consists of a TV station, a publisher and an anime studio. 

...When we start a seisakuiinkai, the most enthusiastic company becomes the managing sponsor 
and negotiates with other companies to start a business. The distribution of the profits is decided 
according to the proportions of the investment (Fukashi Azuma 2013:8). 

 Production committees reduce the risk of investment in an intellectual property by means of 

spreading the entertainment venture across multiple businesses and within multiple business development 

stages. They can be flexible, starting from a small project and, based upon consumer response, expanded 

into a larger marketing and production effort. “The aim of Seisakuiinkai arrangements is, therefore, to 

maximize the exportation of, and continually reinforce, intellectual-property rights, … a successful 

adaptation into anime/film/drama and the resulting expansion of media exposure can revitalize the 

popularity of [a] manga” (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013a).  

 The Japanese popular culture products produced in the media content production industry in the hub 

of Tokyo are unquestionably of high value in the global economy. Yet in contrast to the global value of 

Japanese pop culture goods, the primary production labor for the creation of popular culture is performed 

by a skilled vocational industry workforce involved in what Reich (1992) would categorize as routine 

production services geared towards high-volume, repetitive production tasks not valued on the global 

market. Two-year vocational institutions that specialize in training production skills for the popular 

culture business sector provides a workforce with skills that appear be routine production services. These 

are jobs involving repetitive tasks located in large groups with reliable individuals who are able to take 

direction. They are valued in the older high-volume production model of national economies as stable 
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work (Reich 1991:174-179), but in the high-skill global economy, routine production services are 

increasingly a form of precarious labor.  

 As globally branded Japanese popular culture products steadily grow in the global marketplace, jobs 

in the Japanese domestic media content industry appear to be further credentializing, trending towards 

college degrees for entry-level production jobs. It is separating into strata seen in other global markets. 

Those graduating from two-year vocational schools, and increasingly four-year vocational programs, 

enter into routine production employment contracts holding only basic occupational competencies. 

Vocational graduates perform the primary jobs of the industry, labor that can also be outsourced to other 

countries for lower wages. Meanwhile, the upper tier of media content industry jobs involve problem-

solving, problem-identification, and the brokering of problems, and some measure of innate creative 

talent; symbolic-analytic service jobs held by production directors, creative leads, and key frame 

animators trained in broadly based aptitudes in four-year universities, the “winners” of the industry.  

 Japan’s contemporary media content industry industries have historically developed out of Japan’s 

domestic entertainment sector. Its economic scale is significant, both domestically and increasingly so in 

international consumer markets, with the 2010 market share 12,064.1 billion yen, or $156.9 billion US 

dollars, as indicated in figure 1.1 (DCAJ 2011). Popular intellectual property franchises in Japan typically 

begin as manga series, such as manga creator Masashi Kishimoto’s ninja-themed manga series Naruto, 

that is in turn adapted and redistributed simultaneously across Japan’s media content industry as anime, 

films, games, music, and toys to saturate the consumer market with interlocking story narratives across 

multiple entertainment forms. In the Japanese context of this research, I focus on anime and manga as 

production industries, with film production labor and training as a control, due to interlocking trans-media 

practices between film, anime, and manga in developing and distributing intellectual properties as cross-

media franchises (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013b:7). 

The Manga Industry 

In postwar Japan, manga became a staple of Japanese entertainment budgets. Typical manga are 

based upon original ideas and are created by a single individual, a manga-ka, with more successful 

manga-ka able to hire a team of assistants. Manga creators sell their manga manuscripts, usually for a 

small payout, typically to weekly manga anthology magazines. If a manga series becomes popular in a 

manga anthology publication, they are collected into tankōbon, bound volumes containing months of 

weekly serials on higher-quality B6-sized paper stock that retail for 350 to 1000 yen each. Manga sales 

comprised 20 percent of Japan’s book market in 2010, 70 percent of book sales in Asia, and 33 percent of 

the global graphic novel market. Japan’s domestic manga market in 2011 was estimated at ¥390 billion 
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yen, about $4.1 billion US, 57.7 percent comprised of tankōbon and 42.3 percent manga anthology 

magazines (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013b:11).  

 Intellectual properties made by manga-ka, manga creators, often become the source material and 

basis of Japanese media content franchises for anime, film, television dramas, games, and merchandise, 

so it is unfortunate that manga-ka are typically poorly compensated for their original works. Manga have 

become a popular target of Japanese franchising practices because 1) as fully realized fictional settings 

and stories, manga can act as production blueprints, saving time and money; 2) for other media such as 

film and anime, manga can function as effective storyboards for the production process; 3) original manga 

properties have a built-in core audience of readers so that popular manga series provide a clear idea of the 

potential market for companies wishing to establish a production committee venture, (Joo, Denison, and 

Furukawa 2013a). 

Figure 1.1. The Japanese Media Content Market in 2010 

BY CONTENT CATEGORY BY DISTRIBUTION MEDIA TYPE 

  

Images/Text ¥5,502 Billion Merchandise ¥5,419 Billion 
Video ¥4,458 Billion Broadcasting ¥3,601 Billion 
Music/Audio ¥1,380 Billion Location Services ¥1,513 Billion 
Games ¥1,173 Billion Mobile Phones ¥767 Billion 
  Networks ¥764 Billion 
2010 Market Total ¥12,064 Billion* 2010 Market Total ¥12,064 Billion* 

 

Source: Digital Content Association of Japan White Paper, 08/2011. 
*12,064 billion yen was equal to $156.9 billion dollars US at the time of the DCAJ white paper was published.  
08/2011. Courtesy, oanda.com historical exchange rates.  
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The Anime Industry 

 While Japan’s animation industry has its origins in the prewar period, 2-D hand drawn cel animation 

flourished in the 1950s as a popular entertainment industry and in 1963 moved into television. Today, 

anime productions aired on Japanese broadcast television perform the crucial function of promotional 

advertisements for intellectual properties to be distributed as DVDs and Blu-rays. Most broadcast 

television anime productions are made at a loss with the hope of recovering costs in home market sales. 

The Association of Japanese Animations conducted a survey of 30 animation production companies in 

2010, which put the 2010 anime market at ¥150 billion yen, with ¥97 billion yen in profits after 

production costs. Of these profits, 31.5 percent came from television anime sales, 22.3 percent from 

anime film productions, and 17.3 percent from merchandising (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013a). 

The Film Industry 

 Japan’s film industry has a long and rich history beginning in prewar Japan. The Japanese film 

industry produces cinema in a wide range of areas, from animation, live-action, to documentaries, all in 

numerous genres enjoyed by a broad spectrum of audiences. Japan’s domestic film industry has had to 

compete with global exports of blockbusters from Hollywood. Since the development of Japan’s film 

studio system in the 1920s, domestic film distributors have remained concentrated in a small number of 

studios, with Toho, Toho-Towa, Toei and Shochiku remaining amongst the most powerful in Japan’s 

domestic markets. The production surge in the film industry in Japan since 2005 appears to coincide with 

the boom in other media content sectors, confirming 1) the interlocking nature of franchising and the 

creation of media content intellectual properties in the shared risk environment of production committees, 

2) a great many live-action film productions are based upon adaptations of existing intellectual properties 

originating from manga and utilize a stable of well-known movie stars, 3) the fact that live-action and 

animation film industry profits in Japan are not separated- rather, box office numbers for both types of 

film productions are combined. (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013b:33).  

 

Soft Power: a Globally Oriented Industry of Domestic Pop Culture, “Cool Japan” for Whom?  

 Many of the animation productions created under the supervision Japanese media content producers 

such as anime director Noboru Ishiguro and Artland Studios go on to become widely distributed global 

popular entertainment, enjoyed by youth and adults worldwide. Their works also served to introduce an 

entire generation of westerners to what was then called the “Japanimation” phenomenon in the 1980s. 

Artland and Ishiguro’s contributions to iconic 80s and 90s era works include Super Dimension Fortress 

Macross, co-produced with Tatsunoko Animation and Studio Nue, which in turn shaped artistic styles and 

trends in Japan’s domestic animation industry for decades. In the United States, the Japanese Sci-Fi space 
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opera was repackaged into a 85 episode series called Robotech by distributor Harmony Gold USA by 

using two unrelated series also produced by Tatsunoko Animation: Super Dimension Cavalry Southern 

Cross, and Genesis Climber Mospeada. Another anime production co-directed by Ishiguro that had a 

major influence on a generation of western “Japanimation” fans and domestic Japanese fans for decades 

to come was Space Battleship Yamato, known in the west under the title Starblazers. In the Anime News 

Network Forums, news of Ishiguro’s passing on March 20th 2012 generated four forum pages of posts by 

English-speaking fans mourning the man’s passing and praising his anime works. Many of the posts 

discussed how Ishiguro’s anime productions were some of the first Japanese animation they were exposed 

to growing up in their own countries (Anime News Network Forums 2012). 

 Increasingly, anime has become part of the global milieu of pop culture that is infused into people’s 

personal lives. Anime is such a part of global pop culture that the Japanese word “anime” is in such 

common use in the English language that it is rarely italicized in academic work anymore. Among the 

Japanese vocational students at both Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University, many students reported 

admiration for a particular media content creator or enjoyment of a creators’ works as a motivation for 

seeking vocational training for media content occupations. In addition, a fair number of non-Japanese 

students, both in the research population as well as during my own school experiences, related similar 

experiences and how they were first exposed to Japanese pop-culture. As with my own high school 

experiences watching Robotech, non-Japanese students from both Asia and the West often reported 

growing up watching Japanese animation in the domestic television markets of their country, dubbed or 

translated into their native language.  

 As entertainment distribution has globalized, Japanese entertainment, and specifically popular 

culture, has grown beyond its intended domestic audience of Japanese consumers to global markets, even 

though the creators of Japanese popular culture still do so primarily with an eye to satisfying their 

domestic audiences. From Japan’s economic bubble era in the late 1980s, Japan’s media content 

industries have become a leading global exporter in certain markets of global popular culture, the primary 

industries being manga, anime, PC and video games, game systems, toys, and certain movie genres. 

According to 2006 estimates, the global anime consumer market alone totaled $5 billion US dollars for 

television shows, movies, and DVDs and $18 billion US dollars for anime-tie in products. These numbers 

do not include the “gray-market” distribution of fan-subtitled works on global peer-to-peer sharing 

networks on the internet. Japanese media content industry exports such as Naruto, Pokemon, and Studio 

Ghibli’s anime films, have been tagged as global “Japan Cool” brands in public discourse and are the 

target of continuing academic focus. “Japan Cool” as a global brand has grown due to the eager 

consumption, “glocalization”, and reinterpretation by transnational, national, and cosmopolitan fans 
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(Allison 2006a; 2009; Brenner 2007; Condry 2013; Jenkins 2006b; Kelts 2007; Lam 2007; McGray 2002; 

Napier 2006; Storz 2008; Tobin 2004). In recent years Japanese policy makers have tried to repurpose the 

deeply intertwined global flows of Japanese popular culture as a global brand into a form of “soft power.” 

“Soft power” being a projection of a nation on the global stage through economic and cultural influence 

rather than direct “hard power,” the ability to project national will through physical force, such as a 

military. For Japan’s struggling national economy, the Cool Japan government public policy campaign by 

the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, METI, and Japan External Trade Organization, 

JETRO is an effort to extend Japan’s “soft power” into global cultural markets (Allison 2009; Choo 2011; 

Hayashi and Lee 2007; Lam 2007; McGray 2002; Nye 1990; Storz 2008). The Cool Japan campaign 

ramped up in 2009 with the formation of the Cool Japan Advisory Council and new initiatives in May 

2011 (CJAC 2010).  

 The push to promote Cool Japan by Japanese government interests is still relatively detached from 

the production efforts in Japan’s media content industries, piggybacking upon the already-in-progress 

efforts of Japan’s media content businesses in creating, producing, and distributing Japanese popular 

culture as an entertainment medium in domestic and global markets. Further, part of the “Japan Cool” 

brand’s global success is through the more natural and organic uptake of Japanese popular culture within 

the cultural flows of global markets; fan sub-cultures seek out and identify with manga and anime 

products that function as a currency for pop culture fan communities, independent of government efforts 

to extend Japan’s soft power reach through Cool Japan. And as with other global cultural flows, Japan’s 

media content industry creators are also influenced to a certain extent by the agency of its consumers in 

both the domestic and the global marketplaces (Allison 2009; Denison 2010; Jenkins 2006b; Napier 

2006). 

 

Situating the Japanese Pop Culture Production Industry in the Labor Market 

 This dissertation research suggests there still exists a structural space in Japanese society between 

adolescents earning college degrees on trajectories towards the upper tier knowledge-economy middle 

class strata, and Japanese youth on a trajectory towards precarious working class labor in the lower tier of 

global jobs. Vocational labor positions fall between these two tiers, with the barrier to vocational 

employment being the requirement of skilled occupational training of 1 to 2 years, and possibly several 

more years of on-the-job training. Skilled vocational labor represents a continuity with the pre-

globalization domestic working class strata of adult work in the blue collar, industrial, and skilled service 

sectors in Japan. Jobs requiring skilled training, whether that work is valued in the global market or not, 

can offer a domestic vocational worker some measure of job stability due to the limited certification 
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credentialism that vocational training imposes upon skilled job access. They form the upper stratum of 

Japan’s working class. As skilled vocational labor is often contract-based and thus still somewhat 

unstable in nature, insulation from global markets does not approach that of workers with protected 

middle class careers involved in symbolic-analytic services valued in the upper tier of the knowledge-

centered economy. However, skilled vocational work does appear a definite step up from the precarious 

labor situation of freeters and NEETs, the lower strata of the working class as well as the working poor. 

Hence, the question becomes, where is skilled vocational employment involving pop culture production 

valued in the global knowledge-economy situated in the global labor market? 

 The sphere of production industries in the right side of figure 1.0 has also impacted the individual 

consumer in three ways: goods, vocational training, and as employers. Globally oriented production 

necessitates the compression of space and time within communication networks, further intensifying the 

inter-linkages between global and domestic social structures, and fundamentally changing the 

relationships between social institutions and associated cultural patterns on the national level. Over the 

last forty years, the entanglement of domestic industries within the flows of world production markets 

have impacted existing national inequality structures in the areas of economic, cultural, and political 

institutions, transforming national stratification inequality structures worldwide through the rise of a 

global knowledge-economy that values education and promotes labor market restructuring (Goldthorpe 

2002:4; Guillen 2001; Hara and Seiyama 2005; Held 1999; 2003; Holton 2005; Pieterse 2006; R. H. 

Frank and P. J. Cook 2010; Roach 2006; Singh, Kenway, and Apple 2005; Tomlinson 1999; Walby 

2008:823; Williamson 1997). 

 While many sectors of domestic national markets now parallel the two-tiered skilled and unskilled 

strata of global production, there still exist domestic market sectors whose structural location is 

ambiguous, its producers neither knowledge workers nor unskilled labor, but performing services that are 

some combination of both. One such anomaly involves creative production industries that create products 

such as pop culture and entertainment goods valued and consumed within global markets. Creative pop 

culture products are monetized and consumed by the upper strata of global society, and yet employment 

in popular culture production industries in Hollywood, Bollywood, and Tokyo, Japan shares structural 

features similar to those engaged in the lower, less skilled strata of global labor markets. Where are 

creative industries located structurally, and what does the unique case of creative labor reveal about the 

three sides of production, consumption, and training in the domestic and global contexts? 

 Robert Reich (1992) in Work of Nations argues that global production and consumption demands 

move away from high-volume domestically located industries and towards a “global-web” of corporations 

oriented to support products and services of high-value in the global economy, such as services and 
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intellectual labor. Reich suggests that there are three types of labor in the high-value global economy: 1) 

routine production services, jobs involving repetitive tasks located in large groups with reliable 

individuals able to take direction, 2) in-person services, jobs that can’t be outsourced as they must be 

done face-to-face with the beneficiary client and involve individuals who work alone or in small groups, 

and 3) symbolic-analytic services, jobs involving problem-solving, problem-identification, and the 

brokering of problems for the benefit of the client. These individuals work alone or in small groups where 

teamwork is critical (Reich 1992:172-179). 

 By placing Reich’s three work classifications into the frame of the globalization literature, the first 

two types, routine production services and in-person services, are typically jobs that do not involve high-

value skills, are reproducible, and outsource-able. Therefore, these two types of work are increasingly 

precarious in the global marketplace: work that involves flexible working arrangements that are part-

time, temporary, sub-contracted, non-regular, or self-employed: The global labor market’s “losers.” In 

contrast, Reich’s third type of work, symbolic-analytic services, is comprised of high-value global skills. 

Workers performing this type of labor are individuals with technical or professional degrees who are 

doing well in the global market with secure work that is often further boosted as markets grow in 

economic value : These workers are the global labor market’s “winners.” (Reich 1992; Walby 2008:814; 

Williamson 1997:120).  

 The globalization of production, and with it labor markets, has solidified the existing class status 

quo for the middle and upper social classes in nation-states with knowledge-based skills, while at the 

same time increasing the precariousness and inequality for formerly stable social groups that lack skills 

that are valued in the production of global products. In global production, meritocratic skilled work 

enjoys a secure and cushioned position in the upper tier of the global job market as “global winners” 

(Apple 2001; Bourdieu 1973; Carnoy and Rhoten 1999; Furlong and Cartmel 1997; R. H. Frank and P. J. 

Cook 2010; Goldthorpe 2002; Sato and Arita 2004; Singh et al. 2005; Walby 2008; Williamson 1997). In 

contrast, social groups on the national level lacking educational credentials or the associated skills valued 

in the global production economy fall into the lower global tier of skilled labor in the global marketplace: 

they perform tasks where individuals are interchangeable and the work is tedious or repetitive. Unskilled 

laborers in advanced capitalist nation-states must compete for jobs with unskilled or outsourced jobs in 

less economically developed nation-states in order for their employers to produce labor-intensive products 

that sell at globally competitive prices, making the lower tier of less skilled labor the “global losers” in 

the global production economy (Goldthorpe 2002; Hara and Seiyama 2005; R. H. Frank and P. J. Cook 

2010; Roach 2006; Sato and Arita 2004; Walby 2008; Williamson 1997).  
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 Popular culture is a cultural entertainment product that occupies two spheres of global markets: 

production and distribution, as well as consumption networks and cultural flows. Global popular cultural 

products, much like globalization itself, travels rapidly across global markets, is interconnected with its 

consumer base, and is culturally networked on the local and global scene. Global consumer tastes for the 

consumption of popular culture products in turn drives national or global popular culture production 

industries to supply a valued product on the global market (Burawoy 2000; Guillen 2001; Held 1999; 

Holton 2005; Iwabuchi 2002b; 2004; Jenkins 2006b; Lash and Lury 2007; Maira 2004; McKercher and 

Mosco 2008; Pieterse 2009; Tomlinson 1999; Trumpbour 2007; Waters 2006; Watson 2007). 

 Global popular culture products often have a “national flavor” as an intrinsic part of their global 

value. This value for a locally branded popular culture product can elevate a local creative industry into 

view as a globally distributed cultural product that also lifts a nation’s economy. Japanese popular culture 

fits this description: Japanese pop culture products such as anime and manga, have wide penetration in 

global markets; Japan’s media content creative production industry has experienced strong economic 

growth over the last thirty years and the post-2007 Cool Japan campaign push by Japan’s Ministry of 

Economy, Trade and Industry recognizes the value of Japanese popular culture products as a global 

brand. The global monetary value placed upon Japanese popular culture products fosters economic 

growth in the domestic media content production industry, which in turn generates demand in the 

vocational job market (Bryman 2002; Condry 2006; Waters 2006; Watson 2007). 

 Japanese popular culture is globally consumed and is often particularly national in its flavor, 

distinctly grounded in its cultural origins, and consumed globally by at least four groups of consumers: 

Non-Japanese global consumers, Non-Japanese cosmopolitans, Japanese living overseas, and Japanese 

nationals domestically (Allison 2006b; 2006a; Hiroki Azuma 2009; Brenner 2007; Ito 2006; 2012; 

Iwabuchi 2002a; Kelts 2007; Kinsella 2000; LaMarre 2006; Napier 2006). For every group except the 

global mainstream consumer, the appeal of globalized popular cultural products from Japan is its very 

distinct “cultural odor” (Iwabuchi 2002a). That is, a recognizable retention of the original Japanese 

cultural identity within the artistic styles and narratives of the intellectual property. Otmazgin argues, 

“Take anime, for example. It is possible to recognize Japanese-style anime and distinguish it from 

Disney’s animation even as it becomes steeped in different cultures through translation,” in contrast to 

Disney’s distinct cultural style, “Japanese anime has a more sophisticated graphic quality, a wider 

thematic diversity, and an inclination to reject the Western convention of happy endings and sunny 

optimism in favor of darker, more complex, and morally ambiguous narratives,” (Otmazgin 2013:127) 

 Since the Heisei Recession in the 1990s, Japan’s domestic labor markets have had to adapt to global 

market forces in order to survive economically, effectively re-stratifying the older inequality structures in 
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the domestic labor force to align with the global knowledge-economy marketplace model of stable work 

for high-value and credentialed skills and precarious work for low skill jobs. Japanese individuals with 

college or vocational education are relatively shielded from global and domestic job market shifts and 

usually end up in middle class trajectories employed in stable careers in the upper strata of the 

knowledge-intensive global labor market or in the protected core of domestic corporate white-collar 

careers.  

 In contrast, Japanese individuals who do not go to college for a path to protected domestic corporate 

careers, or do not acquire knowledge-economy skills valued in the global market, tend towards working 

class trajectories in the lower global strata of labor. And increasingly, this new stratum of precarious 

employment in Japan does not enjoy the semi-formal school-to-work agreements between schools and 

employers in Japan that provided job placement into employment for the working class before 

globalization impacted Japan’s employment sector. Instead, this stratum falls into unstable, precarious, 

and non-regular employment with the classifications of freeter, flexible non-regular laborers; NEET, Not 

Employed or in Educational Training; or even hikikomori, social withdrawal into the home for months or 

years at a time, and in some extreme cases, homelessness. Further, the precarious nature of their working 

lives often means that these low skilled Japanese individuals move fluidly between these various 

classifications. The apparent commonality in the precarious nature of their working lives for these young 

laborers is that they have not been trained with skills valued in the global-knowledge economy (Arita 

2005; Brinton 1998; Bowlby et al. 1998:229-248; Dore and Sako 2012; Genda 2006; 2007; Hara and 

Seiyama 2005; Honda 2003; 2005; 2006; Kosugi 2004; Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Roach 2006; 

Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989; Sato and Arita 2004; Slater and Ishida 2010b; Tsutsui et al. 2009; Walby 

2008; Yamamoto and Brinton 2010). 

 Global markets interact, influence, and are shaped within the shared local spaces of domestic 

societies such as Japan. The social spaces in which the global intersects the local lie at the heart of what 

Sassen calls the global city (Sassen 2007), and Robert Reich terms symbolic-analytic zones (Reich 

1992:234-35): two perspectives on geographic and socio-economic hubs of global culture production 

markets. With the growth of popular culture as a global market product and as global brands, global cities 

and symbolic-analytic zones have arisen as global market production centers. Amongst the largest high 

profile zones/hubs with highly concentrated global webs of industries that support continued market 

growth of contemporary global popular culture production are the United States’ Hollywood (Cowen 

2009; McKercher and Mosco 2008; Trumpbour 2007), India’s Bollywood (Ciecko 2006; Larkin 2007; 

Maira 2004), and Tokyo, the central hub of Japan’s media content industry and the currency of “Cool 
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Japan” (Allison 2006a; Brenner 2007; Daliot-Bul 2009; Denison 2010; Goldstein-Gidoni 2005; Iwabuchi 

2002a; Kelts 2007; Kinsella 2000; Napier 2006; Tobin 2004). 

 As Tokyo is a symbolic-analytic zone for popular culture production in the media content industry, 

the status of Tokyo as a center for economic opportunity draws successive waves of skill, talent, and 

specialized in-person and routine service support industries to the city. In order to produce a final product 

for a film, animation, video game, or digital media, a great many ancillary businesses are needed for 

global marketing, licensing, packaging, translation, and product distribution. This interconnected web of 

headquarters for publishers, film, animation production, as well as support industries, has developed from 

the 1950s onward around the Japan Rail’s Chūō Main Line in central Tokyo. The Chūō-honsen rail 

corridor along cuts across the central Tokyo wards of Nerima and Suginami and the contiguous suburban 

cities of Musashino and Mitaka.  It functions as a hub for entertainment production in Japan. And 

supporting Sassen’s and Reich’s models of global hubs, tertiary support and service industries in the form 

of vocational schools that offer media content training have clustered around Japan’s media content 

production hub in Tokyo and to a lesser extent, in the secondary production hub in Kyoto. 

1.1 THE PATH OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING: THE JAPANESE NON-UNIVERSITY 
HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR 

Enticement to Enroll: Neoliberal Pressures on the Vocational Education Sector 

 This dissertation examines young Japanese adults aged 18-24 who were attending institutions to 

specifically train skills and hone talents needed for occupations in Japan’s pop culture production 

industries. Of the dozen pop culture industry training institutes surveyed in Tokyo for this research, over 

two-thirds were two-year schools classified in Japan as senmon gakkō. To date, there does not appear to 

be any significant research focused on the training process for work in Japanese pop culture content 

production. 

 In figure 1.0, the journey of youth through the spheres of influence to become skilled popular 

culture content workers is examined from the pop culture consumer’s viewpoint. To understand the how 

and why of Japanese vocational school operating practices, it is instructive to flip figure 1.0 and consider 

the youth’s path from the viewpoint of vocational education institutions. From the institutional vantage 

point, figure 1.0 can also represent how three spheres of domestic and global production flows interact, 

change, and in turn reshape each other. These three spheres of global market flows are intimately 

intertwined and have complex consequences at the global and local levels. One sphere is the production 

sectors and distribution networks needed to supply the global marketplace with goods and services, the 

global knowledge-centered economy. Another sphere is the world population of individuals that are the 
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end consumers of global goods and information flows as well as the labor force for the production of 

domestic and global products. The crucial bridge between industry producers and individuals are 

educational institutions that enable individual consumers to cross the threshold into skilled labor for 

production industries.  

 The sphere on the left in figure 1.0, individual consumers, may have clearly defined trajectories into 

working adulthood due to socio-economic influences. If they do not, consumption of pop culture may 

become a personal solution for adulthood. Through the enjoyment of Japanese anime and manga, some 

adolescent individuals in this research used that leisure interest as a motivation to seek training and cross 

the threshold into pop culture production jobs.  

 Representing the sphere on the right of figure 1.0 is Japan’s pop culture production industry that 

creates and distributes popular culture goods, the currency of the Japanese government’s Cool Japan 

campaign. Japan’s pop culture industry needs skilled workers to produce goods, and so must rely on 

educational institutions with the resources to provide the necessary preparation and training needed to 

work in the industry. Yet in Japan’s competitive vocational education market, through semi-informal 

hiring agreements, employers can exert a strong influence on private, for-profit schools to provide 

graduates with the production skills they need and expect.  

 The topmost sphere in figure 1.0 is comprised of educational institutions. They provide a 

transitional bridge of skilling and legitimation for adolescents seeking employment in pop culture 

production industries. Vocational schools for pop culture training enable young Japanese pop culture 

consumers to qualify for skilled occupations as animators and manga authors in Japan’s pop culture 

production industries. Training institutions play a fundamental part as the “school” in the school-to-work 

path for adolescents transitioning into adult working lives. However, educational institutions do not 

operate in a vacuum: in order to survive in a competitive free-market, Japan’s private for-profit vocational 

schools must be able to quickly adapt to the labor needs of pop culture companies by providing properly 

trained graduates for industry job openings. Vocational schools in Japan in particular exist in a nearly 

unregulated consumer market shaped by 1) the demands of global production employers as well as 2) a 

pool of adolescents that have the potential to be enticed to enroll in vocational schools. Pragmatic 

economic business considerations, not high-concept mission statements, shape the institutional policies 

and educational strategies of Japan’s vocational schools. The schools act as the primary means of shaping 

and legitimizing a change in status from individual pop culture consumers to skilled pop culture industry 

production workers. Using policies and practices guided by employer market pressures, vocational 

schools reshape adolescent individuals through explicit occupational skilling and implicit socialization 

into productive lives in the working class strata of Japan’s pop culture production industries.    
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 Post-war education in Japan has, “raised the population’s literacy and numeracy, transmitted 

modern skills and knowledge, provided equal opportunity of education, conducted meritocratic selection 

of the nation’s young people, and allocated them to appropriate places in adult society” (Okano and 

Tsuchiya 1999). In the English literature, there is extensive ethnographic research into Japanese 

elementary schools (Cummings 1980), middle schools (Singleton 1967), high schools (Rohlen 1983), and 

universities (Dore and Sako 2012; Eades and Hada 2005; Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Rohlen 1983; Sato 

and Arita 2004), as well as extensive discourse in Japanese educational literature within the country on 

the topic of the Japanese education system (Amano 1989b; Hiroshi Azuma 1986). However, the body of 

western academic literature on Japan’s vocational education sector is limited (Amano 1989a; Goodman et 

al. 2009; Kuroha and Kitamura 1989; McVeigh 2013b). Brian J. McVeigh points out that,  

The more advanced forms of knowledge that are usually associated with secondary and 
postsecondary education receive less attention. As many Japanese are apt to point out, employers 
do not expect universities to teach students, because they expect to train graduates themselves in 
company-run programs. Japanese schooling has as its goal training, grading, and filtering 
productive workers, not expanding an individual’s educational horizons (McVeigh 2013b:141).  

Thomas P. Rohlen’s work suggests that in implementing educational goals, “the Japanese are producing 

an average adult citizen who is remarkably well suited to four requirements of modern industrial society: 

1) hard, efficient work in organizations; 2) effective information processing; 3) orderly private behavior; 

4) stable, devoted child-rearing” (Rohlen 1983:305). 

 Okano and Tsuchiya put forth four major and direct roles that schools play in adolescents’ lives in 

Japanese society: 1) Transmission of knowledge. Schools transmit basic literacy and numeracy, 

knowledge and skills that help youth fulfill their potential as adults in society. 2) Socialization and 

acculturation. Schools also prepare youth for adult society through explicit training and a “hidden 

curriculum.” Routine schooling interactions instill values and behavioral dispositions deemed acceptable 

by mainstream society. 3) Selection and differentiation. Mandatory schooling and post-secondary 

entrance exams are a merit-based sorting process that places people in “appropriate” positions in the 

workforce in society, identifying leadership and subordinate placements. 4) Legitimation of knowledge. 

By transmitting a collection of knowledge through a curriculum, schools legitimate that version of 

knowledge as being “true” or “neutral” simply by the act of teaching it. Legitimizing knowledge works in 

concert with socializing and acculturating students to transmit dispositions and attitudes that are desirable 

in society (Okano and Tsuchiya 1999). 

 The Japanese non-university higher education sector of vocational and technical schools, termed 

senmon gakkō in Japanese, are two-year institutions train individuals with technical skills for working 
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class employment that is typically more stable than non-credentialed labor (Goodman et al. 2009; Hara 

and Seiyama 2005; Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Slater and Ishida 2010a). Yet, for the holder of a two-year 

senmon certificate, the opportunities for employment are more constrained in Japan than for those with a 

four-year college degree (Honda 2006; Kosugi 2004; Toivonen 2012; 2012a). Once trained, the senmon 

certificate holder will enter a skilled field of work and likely progress with only limited job mobility and 

fluidity from contract to contract throughout their employable years (Goldthorpe 2002; Roach 2006; Sato 

and Arita 2004). No matter what trainees’ original class status background, adolescents who complete 

vocational training are primarily qualified for entry-level employment in the working class labor market 

of Japanese society. 

 The majority of senmon gakkō are private institutions, although private schools are not particularly 

unique; 87 percent of all higher education in Japan was privately owned in 2011. The important 

distinction is that most privately-owned senmon are run as for-profit businesses. There are other key 

differences for senmon gakkō institutions in the higher education sector. First, senmon gakkō comprised 

68 percent of all higher education institutions in Japan in 2011. Second, although senmon gakkō 

outnumbered universities in Japan, the two-year schools are much smaller organizations, only enrolling 

18 percent of all higher education students in Japan in 2011. Yet despite lower enrollments spread across 

numerous small institutions, the two-year curriculum of senmon gakkō means that vocational schools 

have a high student turnover rate, serving a volume of students on an annual basis equal to half of those 

matriculated in four-year universities in 2012 (MEXT 2010; 2012). Therefore, the contribution of senmon 

gakkou in supplying the Japanese workforce with an annual influx of skilled vocational workers is 

considerable. 

 The Japanese institution of senmon gakkō is somewhat different in character from vocational and 

technical training in western educational markets. In part, some institutional differences in senmon gakkō 

may be attributed to national cultural practices and the social significance Japanese society places on 

education for youth, which is linked to the practice of offering secure, long term employment only to new 

school graduates. Adult education and mid-career reskilling still are relatively uncommon for Japanese 

vocational schools (MEXT 2010). This contrasts with western vocational school markets, where the 

impact of neoliberal globalization on domestic employment has created an educational market for 

continual adult re-training and re-skilling programs in order to remain competitive in global labor 

markets. 

Vocational Schools: Operating in a Sector Vulnerable to Neoliberal Globalization Forces 

 Vocational education institutions in Japan and the clientele of enrolled students from working class 

or failed middle class backgrounds that they serve, are vulnerable in a more immediate way to external 
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neoliberal global market pressures than universities in Japan and their four year graduates. Institutional 

processes for the reproduction of core educational and employment sectors that drive Japan’s corporate 

economy remain relatively insulated from global market forces. Large corporations in Japan hire a core 

labor force of both blue-collar and white collar and managerial workers directly out of school, giving 

them positions with long-term employment security and full benefits, and making all promotions from 

within. These positions, mostly middle class white-collar and managerial positions, but also some blue-

collar workers, remain protected from external neoliberal market pressure on Japan’s markets. So Japan’s 

protected core employment sectors are not strictly divided along middle and working class lines. 

However, for those who do not achieve a secure regular employment position right out of school, there is 

very little possibility of moving into one later.   

 Labor flexibility is provided by other workers who are hired on short-term contracts or as part-time 

workers. Companies drastically shrank the number of regular blue-collar workers they hired starting in 

the 1990s and shifted to outsourcing manufacturing to other countries and hiring part-time or contract 

workers. In the face of neoliberal globalization pressures in the 1990s, the Japanese government also 

liberalized labor laws to permit employers the flexibility to hire workers in a broader range of categories 

through temporary employment agencies, including factory workers.  

 In effect, Japan did not fully suffer the neoliberal globalization of its educational and employment 

sectors. Instead, it constructed a domestic structural solution that acts as a global pressure flow check 

valve. A larger work force of contract, contingent, and precarious labor, such as freeters, acts as an outer 

shell that protects the inner core of permanent regular employees. When outside neoliberal market 

pressure comes to bear on Japanese companies, portions of the outer shell of temporary labor can be cut 

like ballast, allowing the lighter core of protected company employees to float above the global tide. The 

practice of employing precarious labor as a reactive outer shell means that while the core economy of 

corporate Japan is not fully subject to neoliberal globalization, those employees outside of the core, on the 

periphery, bear the full brunt of global market pressures in Japan.  

 The Japanese corporate practice of a protected core of permanent employees and a vulnerable 

periphery of precarious labor is echoed by smaller companies that perform as subcontractors and in the 

service sector. As indicated on the left side of figure 1.2, unlike the protected core of Japanese 

corporations, Japan’s vocational education sector and the working class employment sector are adrift in 

the tides of external neoliberal globalization pressures in domestic Japanese markets. Vocational 

education institutions must contend with the fact that job futures for senmon gakkō graduates are in 

industries offering vocational occupations mostly in the global lower tier of working class employment 

indicated in the larger circle on the right side of figure 1.2, thus more directly influenced by the dictates of 
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global neoliberal market pressures. Contract labor in the working class job sector seems the most common 

outcome for vocational certificate holders in Japan. As vocational employment is situated in working 

class employment markets, the feedback loop between vocational training institutions and vocational 

employers must, by necessity, be more reactive and nimble than those in the middle class trajectory to a 

four-year degree and full employee status in the protected core of Japan’s corporate workforce. 

Figure 1.2. Japan’s Protected Core Economy and Outer Shell of Vulnerable Sectors 

 
 Semi-formal hiring agreements between schools and employers, termed jisseki kankei in Japanese, 

remains in practice across most of Japan’s job sectors. This relationship commonly places additional 

pressure in the competitive vocational school sector to deliver properly educated candidates. Further, as 

part of the protected core Japanese economy, Japanese corporate culture has been slow to value the 

concept of adult re-education for new careers or to hire people in mid-career as regular employees of a 

company, as practiced in other global economies. The collective effect of Japanese corporate hiring 

practices as they apply to vocational and technical schools in Japan, is that two-year training does not 

generally offer the previously employed adult the opportunity to re-skill for a different job sector. In 

parallel to the white-collar business culture in Japan which prefers fresh-faced college graduates for new 

full time hires, the two-year training curriculum at a senmon gakkō favors training young vocational 

school students for entry-level skilled jobs as fresh-faced contract hires who then receive specialized on-

the-job training for their new vocation (Amano 1989a; Genda 2007; Goodman et al. 2009; Kuroha and 

Kitamura 1989; Honda 2006; Kosugi 2004; Rohlen 1983; Tsutsui et al. 2009). The higher education 

trajectory of earning a four-year college degree in order to land a white-collar or middle-class career in 
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Japan has been extensively covered in academic literature (Dore and Sako 2012; Eades and Hada 2005; 

Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Rohlen 1983; Sato and Arita 2004). Mainstream college track training in 

Japan offers opportunities for employment in an upper tier career within the global job market, or at the 

very least, a job that is somewhat protected from global market forces in the domestic employment 

market of Japan (Sato and Arita 2004; Takenoshita 2007). In contrast, the two-year certificate or degree 

trajectory offered by Japan’s vocational education sector provides a lesser degree of protection from 

global forces, and has had only limited research coverage in English language literature (Amano 1989a; 

Goodman et al. 2009; Kuroha and Kitamura 1989; McVeigh 2013b; Rosenbaum and Kariya 1989). 

 Dore and Sako define vocational education in Japan as operating in, “an almost pure market sector” 

(Dore and Sako 2012:91), a nearly unregulated, highly competitive educational market. Senmon gakkō in 

particular are fundamentally oriented to operate in a market-based economy in comparison to other higher 

education institutions in Japan. As senmon gakkō are not regarded in Japan as conventional educational 

institutions, they have, 

…been able to contribute to the diversification and improved efficiency of post secondary 
education by employing their highly tuned sensitivity to the public’s demand for various 
educational formats. The expansion of such newly established schools has indeed had some 
influence on conventional educational institutions. A good example of this is that many private 
junior colleges are beginning to introduce certain types of education and training that were 
originally peculiar to senshuu [senmon]gakkō (Iwanaga 1989:54). 

 In addition to larger macro-level global market pressures, at the domestic level, Japanese vocational 

schools must also compete as educational intuitions in Japan’s broader higher education sector, as seen in 

the external pressure of the “student’s buyer’s market” on the top of figure 1.3. Despite the Japanese 

vocational education sector’s admirable adaptability to domestic and global demands for a trained labor 

force, for youth shopping the educational market, two-year senmon gakkō have been historically regarded 

as an inferior choice to a four-year college degree. With only minimal education guidelines in an 

unregulated education sector in Japan, senmon are often considered uneven in terms of both educational 

content and quality. Vocational and technical institutions must struggle against a traditionally perceived 

higher “quality” and value in a college or university degree. Senmon gakkō are, “rarely attended by the 

top 10 per cent of students and more often than not pick up those towards the bottom end of the 

educational achievement hierarchy, as there remains a bias towards academic schooling” (Goodman et al. 

2009). High quality students generally choose college over a vocational education if they have the option. 

Adolescents that are unable to pass university entrance exams, reluctantly enter senmon gakkō (Kuroha 

and Kitamura 1989:11). 
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 An education sector pressure that squeezes senmon gakkō is the increasing “post-secondary market 

overlap,” as shown on the bottom of figure 1.3. Iwanaga observes that historically, 

Public higher educational institutions as well as private four-year universities and junior colleges, 
were established on the basis of the conventional education and social structure have not, in 
contrast, been able to actively adopt administration practices oriented to the market economy, 
partly because of legal restrictions and partly because they are expected by society to deliver more 
broadly based aptitudes and to confer ostensible credentials upon students. Also, any change in 
policy direction towards such an operation seems very difficult to achieve (Iwanaga 1989:54). 

Figure 1.3. Neoliberal Globalization Pressures And Senmon Operating Strategies 

 
Note: HS = High School 
 

 Institutional inertia was exacerbated by the economic slowdown in 1990s Japan. And as, “overall, 

the contemporary post-developmental states in East Asia are vulnerable and permeable to neoliberal 

global market forces” (Goodman et al. 2009), the 1990s economy in Japan may have led to subsequent 

governance reforms for Japanese national and public universities. The result was a “big bang” in Japanese 

education in 2004, “where market forces are expected to determine the future direction of both individual 

institutions and the sector as a whole” (Eades and Hada 2005). One effect of the 2004 educational shift 
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was entry by universities into vocational education markets in key socio-economic areas such as health 

and social services. 

 Competition in the vocational education sector is imposed from above in the globalized job market, 

as well as below, from discriminating customers in the form of Japanese youth seeking the best 

educational deal and access to the best institutions money can buy. Senmon gakkō must not only compete 

with 2,700 vocational schools in the market, but also other two-year institutions such as 380 junior 

colleges, as indicated on the bottom of figure 1.3 with “competitive market for private schools.” And in 

recent years, increasing vocational market encroachment by four-year universities with vocational 

programs. In this broad market of co-competitors, senmon gakkō, as predominantly for-profit institutions, 

often struggle to keep their doors open. Glocalization of production industries has not only transformed 

labor, but has also shaped and transformed the practices and policies of vocational schools vulnerable to 

outside neoliberal globalization pressures. 

1.2 IMAGINARY WORLDS: IMMERSION IN POP CULTURE FANDOMS AS 
ALTERNATIVES TO SOCIETY 

 In Japan and elsewhere, individual consumption tastes and habits have become oriented towards 

products that are produced in global markets. The consumption, production, reinterpretation, localization, 

cosmopolitanization, and trans-nationalization of cultural products across the globe drives economies, 

transform markets and shapes individual practices. Further, advances in internet communication 

technologies have accelerated the growth of popular culture markets, and deepened and intensified 

consumers’ engagement in global culture. (Bourdieu 1984; 1989; D. B. Clarke 2013; T. Frank 1997; 

Guschwan 2012; Jenkins 2006a; 2006b; 2012; Iwabuchi 2002a; Maira 2004; Maira and Soep 2005; 

Trentmann 2006; Waters 2006). 

 “Popular culture products are created in group interaction, require group facilitation for their 

transmission, and frequently are viewed by interacting groups” (Fine and Kleinman 1979:12). 

Conspicuous consumption and participation in these globalized cultural flows can become part of a 

chosen lifestyle and social network for individuals. Through such activity, participants localize global 

products by interpreting and adapting them, while creating new personal tastes and preferences that are 

different from their national culture.  Even within the country that produces the global cultural products, 

groups of avid consumers may produce subcultures that use and adapt the global products in unique ways.  

These expressions of global consumption emerge as a global culture situated within, between, and outside 

of the social spaces of the global marketplace, depending on the consuming group.  
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 In order to discuss the motivations and behavior patterns of groups of individuals that  consume 

products of the globally oriented Japanese entertainment industry, I have developed a range of popular 

culture consumption classifications based on existing literature as well as my own research experience. 

My classification combines academic work in the material consumption literature that focuses on defining 

consumer behaviors with work in the globalization literature that focuses on how global culture is 

contextualized and reinterpreted by individuals at the local level. This operational frame for defining pop 

culture types is based upon the global intensity and interconnection of cultural flows (Held 1999), as 

applied to fan networks in which pursuits such as manga or anime fandom come to define the social 

habits and practices of a young fan. The intensity of connectivity is a concept used in the globalization 

literature to examine how individuals interact with global networks (Held 1999; Holton 2005; Watson 

2007). I confine the analysis to globalization theory on global network flows as applied to pop culture 

consumption practices, further refining and narrowing the application to the Japanese entertainment 

industry.  

 Globalization involves interlinking global connectivity enabled by networking and social 

interaction. David Held defines globalization as “a process (or set of processes) which embodies a 

transformation in the spatial organization of social relations and transactions – assessed in terms of their 

extensity, intensity, velocity and impact – generating transcontinental or interregional flows and networks 

of activity, interaction, and the exercise of power,” (Held, 1999:16). The intensity of pop culture 

consumption has grown atop globalization processes such as complex connectivity, “the rapidly 

developing and ever-densening network of interconnections and interdependences that characterize 

modern life” (Tomlinson 1999:2). The development of incredibly dense networks with highly reflexive 

interconnectedness in the global markets has served to enable and sustain an intensity of consumption that 

was difficult to imagine in prior decades.  

 The possibility for near limitless intensity of consumption within global communities and cultural 

flows beyond the local or domestic experience can be characterized with the concept of “immersion.”  

Immersion is defined in terms of the depth and magnitude of consumption practices in contrast to normal 

social behaviors and practices. Immersion also evokes the sense of obsession or absorption, two behaviors 

that can crowd out or exclude other things not viewed as a priority. Immersion framing is useful for this 

discussion because while global consumption of pop culture is potentially limitless, human beings have 

physical boundaries and limits. As developing social beings, youth can only process and absorb so much 

information at a time. If much of a youth’s attention is immersed in pop culture enjoyment and 

engagement, particularly in passive consumption or online forums, the thousands of typical daily social 

interactions with peers, family and society necessary for normal social development as an adult may begin 
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to stagnate. If immersion in consumption practices is excessive, the youth may fall behind in their social 

development and prefer comfortable pop culture habits to face-to-face interactions. 

 There is a growing body of literature on cultural practices by consumers, namely behaviors that 

build up an identity through the reflexive acts of consumption and the accumulation of goods. 

Consumption practices can also serve to classify and categorize people in a society: what it is to be an 

individual is increasingly defined by consumer activity (Beck, Giddens, and Lash 1994; Lury 2011). 

Immersion in particular leisure activities can define a social space and sense of group membership 

(Bourdieu 1985; 1990) that is independent of the surrounding domestic society. The context of 

consumption of global cultural products within local places means that, for Japanese and non-Japanese 

consumers of the exact same Japanese pop culture goods, the environment of local society and 

community shape the personal meanings and significance attached to the experience of consumption, 

placing each into different consumer identity memberships. However, I will focus here just on the 

dimension of intensity of immersion.  

 Figure 1.4 (below) depicts four types of consumers: casual, fans, prosumers, and hyperconsumers, 

as defined by their level of immersion in popular culture and specific consumption practices. It should be 

noted that the bottom three types are not new definitions, but are drawn from existing consumption 

literature. Their placement in the immersion scale of figure 1.4 is new, however. As individuals become 

more deeply immersed in consuming popular culture, this activity crowds out normative face-to-face 

social interactions. So, the pop culture consumer becomes more differentiated from normative behavior 

patterns in the population, with the bottom category of hyperconsumers as the most extreme type on this 

scale. 

 The topmost category, casual, represents the baseline of normative consumption behaviors in which 

the majority of society engages. Casual implies that pop culture consumption habits remain in the realm 

of leisure and do not interfere with other aspects of a person’s life. Casual consumers prioritize 

surrounding societal cues, such as those derived from socialization into class cultural capital, to define 

their personal lives. For the casual consumer, prevailing domestic class and stratification factors such as 

family, education, and other social institutions exert a greater influence on a young person’s development 

into adulthood than popular culture consumption.  

 The next category in figure 1.4, “fan,” is an English word that is a truncation of an older usage 

“fanatic.” Fan describes a type of pop culture consumer who has a sense of connection and enthusiasm 

for a particular pop culture interest. Fans often make a pop culture interest into a persistent hobby. They 

also often network and socialize within fan communities of like-minded people with similar fan interests. 

Broadly speaking, this also defines the social nature of fandoms. Building upon Pierre Bourdieu’s (1973) 
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work on cultural capital and habitus, Lurie (2011) argues that the accumulation and consumption of goods 

within a group of consumers with similar and distinctive consumption tastes, in this case a fandom 

centered on a particular form of popular culture interest, can also act as status markers for members inside 

the group. Such individuals create social lives by utilizing pop culture goods as meaningful markers in 

social relations through using, acquiring, and exchanging things. A subculture group of fans can build 

economic, cultural, and social capital within the subculture of a globally distributed fandom community. 

Fans may seek out communities that facilitate their immersion within preferred and comfortable fan 

practices and networks. In line with Bourdieu’s conception of habitus, adult fans often attempt to pass 

their pop culture consumption tastes to their children as generationally transmitted fan tastes and styles 

that develop into a form of consumption-based habitus, functioning as cultural shorthand that conveys 

particular consumer values and beliefs to their children.  

Figure 1.4. Pop Culture Practices Based Upon Immersion in Global Communities  

 

 
 * Casual attachment behaviors are a major portion in a consumer market. 
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commercial entertainment industry. Prosumers are amateur creators who receive limited remuneration for 

materials in the context of play or recreation and thrive on feedback from fellow fans in social networks 

(Banks and S. M. Humphreys 2008; Ito 2006; Jenkins 2006a; 2012; King 1997; Napier 2006; Nakajima 

2012; Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010; Young 1971:72; Zwick et al. 2008).  

 Alvin Toffler originally coined the term “prosumer” in the 1980 book The Third Wave (Toffler 

1980) to describe practices and behaviors that blur and synthesize the roles of consumers and producers in 

society. While the terms of “prosumer” and “prosumption” have been frequently discussed in academic 

circles in recent years, Toffler argues that the process of “prosumption” is “primordial”; the concept of 

“consumers becoming producers” was already being discussed in academic circles years earlier by 

McLuhan and Nevitt (McLuhan and Nevitt 1974). Although the social practice of blurring the lines 

between consumer and producer has long existed, the reason prosumption has come to the attention of 

academics in recent years is because of the rapid changes in society caused by globalization and media 

convergence empowered by the internet/Web 2.0, which have widened and deepened the practice of 

prosumerism globally (Beer and Burrows 2010; 2013; Collins 2010; Comor 2011; Grinnell 2009; 

Humphreys and Grayson 2008; Jenkins 2006a; Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010; Ritzer et al. 2012).  

  A further reason for the wave of academic interest in prosumption practices is that a growing sector 

of prosumers enabled by digital tools can create near-professional quality fan works inexpensively and 

distribute those fan goods rapidly and efficiently online. This causes a widening and potentially negative 

economic impact on the commercial output of producers, which interferes with what it means to be a 

commercial producer in society. Prosumer creations even call into question long standing conventions on 

art and crafts, and with a growing global population of prosumers, ‘prod-users’ may supplant old media 

and old production industries to become a new hegemonic norm in global markets. The economic impact 

of “consumers who engage in production activities” has become serious enough for commercial 

enterprises with traditional distribution practices to go on the defensive and seek legal solutions to impose 

boundaries on the reinterpretation and distribution of copyrighted intellectual properties by prosumers. 

The body of prosumer scholarship observes that ardent litigiousness by traditional producers on prosumer 

workers can go too far and result in exploitation of fan-made creations by corporations (Collins 2010; 

Comor 2011; Grinnell 2009; Guschwan 2012; Nakajima 2012; Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010; Ritzer et al. 

2012). 

 In the Japanese popular culture scene, “co-creative labor”, or “play activities” of non-monetized 

products includes fan-made genres of fiction and art books, called dōjinshi, that expand upon or transform 

intellectual properties held by the creative industry into new stories and narratives beyond the official 

copyrighted intellectual property (Ito 2006; Tamagawa 2012). This legal gray space of dōjinshi is allowed 
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alongside copyrighted works in Japan because, “this special relationship between amateurs, fans, and the 

major manga producers allows big companies to tap into the creative process of gifted amateurs, gauge 

and develop new products, and recruit new talent—all without heavy investment in...formal market 

research” (Otmazgin 2013:59). Major dōjinshi events, like the biannual Tokyo Comic Market which hosts 

over a half million visitors to 35,000 dōjinshi creator tables over a three-day weekend, provide fertile 

ground for prosumers to be discovered as new talent. In return, dōjinshi creators only make limited runs 

of fan works and charge only production costs in order to respect the opportunity given by commercial 

intellectual property holders.  

 The fourth type in figure 1.4, hyperconsumer, practices extreme immersion in pop culture, often 

putting them at odds with mainstream society. Enthusiastic consumers of Japanese pop culture products 

such as anime or manga may form a strong specific consumer taste for non-mainstream pop culture 

subgenres that is expressed through heavy consumption practices. As outliers with the most extreme of 

consumer behaviors, they stand out in contrast to normative society sensibilities, engaging in 

consumption for consumption’s sake well beyond the context of basic need or social participation (Ritzer 

2004; Watson 2007). These consumption practices for Japanese pop culture reveal differences in how the 

goods are experienced, leading to observable status markers that may convey very different meaning to 

fellow participants in a fandom and to outsiders in the broader society (Bourdieu 1985; 1990). Beyond 

internal social classifications based upon consumption practices and in-group sorting, outsiders to fan 

activities also use fandom practices as a means to classify and categorize fans as outsiders, flagging them 

with negative labels like “weird”, “geek” or “nerd;” and making “blending in” with society difficult. 

Hence, society’s identification and valuation of the consumption habits of fans can be at cross-purposes 

with membership in a like-minded in-group subculture and personal conceptualization of oneself as a fan. 

 In Japanese society, hyper-consumption of pop culture falls into the once pejorative label of otaku 

(Hiroki Azuma 2009; LaMarre 2006). Until recently in Japan, even more moderate fans who lived an 

otherwise balanced and productive lifestyle risked the negative public label of otaku if they were too open 

about their pop culture passions. Today, the heavy pop culture consumption habits of 1.31 million otaku 

in Japan represent a 2,720 billion yen domestic Japanese market (Nomura Research Institute 2005) of 

guaranteed pop culture consumers and a product test market for industry producers; consequently, the 

term otaku has become more neutral.  

 Why would individuals who closely identify with Japanese pop culture and derive personal 

enjoyment and satisfaction from consuming anime and manga choose to move this consumption identity 

from the internally oriented personal space of leisure in their lives to the outwardly public status of a 

worker in the popular culture industry? It is conceivable that because the public image of an entertainment 
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producer is mostly positive in comparison to that of the “otaku” consumer, some young people heavily 

immersed in pop culture consumption may seek validation and refuge in a vocational occupation in pop 

culture production. As a worker in the media content industry, a pop culture consumer can “hide in plain 

sight” while also being recognized as holding legitimate adult work that explains their proximity to 

popular culture goods. The challenge for a hyperconsumer is being socially functional enough to proceed 

through a rigorous training program and maintain stable employment after graduation. 

  

The Dreamers: Pop Culture Immersion as Resistance, an Imagined School-To-Work Journey 

 Until recently, youth were examined in globalization literature as consumers in the global 

marketplace. Youth were conceptualized as being in a transitional or nascent state, as “inadequately 

formed adults.” Viewed as not having a voice for their own specific needs and concerns, youth were 

assumed to be unable to exert the agency that adult actors possess within global culture.  However, the 

participation of young individuals as global consumers, and their collective engagement in the global 

transnational flows of culture, places them firmly at the center of contemporary globalization processes 

while still adolescents (Maira and Soep 2005:xix). Fans, prosumers, and hyperconsumers can also be 

situated within the youth subculture literature as youth who reject the general public understanding of 

mainstream leisure activities as a socially sanctioned reward for work performed (Young 1971). In the 

global context, popular culture can be viewed as struggle over, and with, hegemony by localized youth 

fandoms around the world through interconnected virtual social networks, such as internet forums, social 

networking technologies, and social media (Brake 1985:188).  

 Subcultural youth styles can act as “semiotic guerrilla warfare” on the dominant social order, where 

youth participate in “subterranean values” while at the same time resisting hegemonic cultural values of 

social control attached to pop culture consumption. Subcultural youth styles can be an expression of 

dissatisfaction with the parent culture, borrowing different elements from various sources, reinterpreting 

the original symbolic meanings, and internally reorganizing them within a subculture into a coherent set 

of practices, meanings, and style (Brake 1985:13-14; Epstein 1998:12-13; Hebdige 1979:135,137; 

Muncie 2004b:164). While this generational struggle takes place in the contemporary global setting, it is 

nothing new. And likewise, the reaction by the adults in society to label the younger generation as otaku, 

freeters, NEET and hikikomori is just another iteration of Cohen’s concept of moral panics and folk devils 

(J. Clarke et al. 1991:71-74; Muncie 2004b; Redhead 1997:1-5). As youth form subcultural identities 

through the consumption and reinterpretation of global culture, moral panics arise in the adult hegemonic 

culture when globally oriented youth leisure activities fall outside the bounds of national norms (Best 

2007; Epstein 1998; Maira 2004:206).  
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 Birmingham theorists Phil Cohen, Stuart Hall, and Tony Jefferson posit that the solutions offered by 

a youth subculture are “magical” or “imaginary” ones that are enacted as “play” within leisure spaces (J. 

Clarke et al. 1991), and that “style and leisure allow an expression of identity and self-image which helps 

to counter or deny the contradictions and subordination faced in most other aspects in their lives,” 

(Muncie 2004a:163). Youth subcultures can function as a practice of adult identity formation, of trying on 

the clothing of an adult role, but a suit comfortable and familiar within the context of the youth’s own 

frame of experience, a variation building upon the social class and background of an adolescent’s own 

mother and father. The youth subculture/parent-culture framework utilized by the Birmingham school can 

be applied to the local/global dialectic that dominates much of the globalization literature. Global youth 

build their moral values on local culture while they participate and express global identities through pop 

culture consumption patterns (Best 2007; Maira and Soep 2005; Malbon 1998; Massey 1998; Ong 1999). 

 My primary critique of the Birmingham view of youth subcultures as an “imaginary” or “magic” 

solution is that it implies that youth subcultures function as only a temporary solution for adolescents 

until the onset of adulthood, when they are assumed to fall into the traditional cultural and class behaviors 

of their family backgrounds as working adults. The notion of youth subcultures as temporary, imaginary 

solutions to an inevitable trajectory to the adult lives of their parents was formulated when social 

reproduction of class was oriented to domestic social strata and globalization had not been factored into 

the equation. The classic Birmingham characterization of youth subcultures runs counter to the observed 

trajectory of contemporary popular culture fans who actualize leisure pursuit practices into adult working 

identities. As conspicuous consumption practices interact with contemporary society’s dense and deep 

interconnectivity enabled by online communities, youth subcultures can now be sustained beyond 

temporary youthful solutions to become a part of a fully realized adult identity oriented to global society 

rather than domestic class structures. 

 Birmingham youth subcultures are characterized as derivative of the youth’s class family 

background; a form of cultural resistance to the world of adults. Youth in the present research did not, 

upon reaching the goal of adult employment, shed their “magical” subculture consumption lifestyles in 

favor of a more traditional working class adult identity built on their local family background. Instead, 

they took a youth identity formed within leisure pursuits that are based on the interconnectivity and 

intensity of global fan networks, and synthesized it into a sustainable adult identity in a globally oriented 

production industry. While pop culture fans from working class backgrounds may still end up as working 

class at the end of their journey to adulthood, their adult identities are based upon a global working class 

rather than the domestic working class options of their parent’s generation. It’s true that they may not 

ultimately escape generalized class outcomes, but their subculture fandoms are not simply “magical” 
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solutions; resistance through immersion in pop culture can provide a legitimate exit from limited 

opportunities that lead to domestic societal trajectories into dirty, undesirable, or dangerous work. 

 The formation of self is a reflexive process (Giddens 1991), and “the social construction of identity 

always takes place in a context marked by power relations,” (Castells 2004:7). The nationalism of prior 

generations and the global orientation of the current generation are forms of identity reflecting the power 

relations in the political and economic conditions of the time (Tezuka 2011). As, “the flows of people, 

goods, capital, and media images across national borders are embedded in, and produce, social and 

material inequalities that in turn drive further immigration and displacement...Youth are necessarily 

caught in this loop” (Maira 2004:207). Working class youth are increasingly unprotected in the neoliberal 

globalized lower tier labor sector in Japan, often ending up as NEET (not employed or seeking 

educational training), freeters, and precarious temporary labor (Bowlby, Evans, and Mohammad 

1998:229-248; Genda 2007; Honda 2005; Pieterse 2006).  

 Yet, even when situated in the working class strata of the global economy, Japanese youth are 

steeped in globally oriented consumption practices that collectively exert influence upon domestic 

economic and cultural patterns. Globally, many youth have spent their entire lives immersed in 

transnational networks, cosmopolitan cultural flows, and “glocal” consumption culture (Denison 2010; 

Jenkins 2006b; Kelts 2007; Maira and Soep 2005). Japanese youth from working and middle class 

backgrounds are transitioning into a unique generational lifestyle steeped in global consumption practices 

as part of their personal identities. As Allison (2009) points out, Japanese youth incorporate technology, 

play, and communicative goods into their consumption lifestyles to become cultural tastemakers. At the 

same time Japanese youth are vulnerable to the economic flexibility of the Japanese job markets where 

they seek future careers (Allison 2009:91).  

 For young people at a disadvantage in domestic social structures, identities and social status defined 

through globalized consumption practices may offer alternatives to defining their social status through a 

working class role in domestic production. As the “global losers” of the labor market, these young 

individuals may seek to look beyond social status in their working lives for ways to redefine themselves 

as adults (Beck et al. 1994; Bourdieu 1973; D. B. Clarke 2013; Trentmann 2006; 2007; Waters 2006; 

Watson 2007). Skilled work in the pop culture production industry, even in the lower tier, offers a 

compromise: utilizing pop culture immersion as a solution to domestic labor options allows participation 

on the global stage in an occupation that occupies a stratum between regular middle class careers and 

precarious working class labor.  
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The Reality: Working Class Domestic Outcomes for Global Pop Culture Dreams  
 The interaction of the three spheres of glocal consumption and production, both as experienced by 

adolescent pop culture consumers and from the vantage point of schools and employers reshape young 

consumers as they travel through the bridge of educational institutions into adult working lives. How does 

family social status function as a lens through which youth experience the transition from consumers, 

students, and finally as working adults? Further, as consumers are increasingly oriented towards global 

markets, do pop culture communities and fandoms hold greater significance in the process of shaping 

adult futures? As bridges between consumers and producers, how are the policies and practices of media 

content vocational schools shaped by their clients in the other two spheres, students and media content 

employers? How does the vocational school practice of hiring media content professionals to moonlight 

as contract lecturers transform youthful consumers into working adults? Also, how does market 

pragmatism exert pressure on existing informal networks between schools and employers, both in 

defining the expectations of employers and school practices necessary to move graduates into gainful 

employment on the other side? Finally, what are the consequences for youthful consumers who choose to 

pass through the three spheres and redefine themselves as skilled media content professionals? 

 This dissertation explores these questions by examining vocational institutions in Japan for media 

content training that offer a means for young fans of Japanese pop culture to become skilled professionals 

in Japan’s media content industries of animation and manga. Chapter 2 describes the study’s methods and 

the research settings, including a two year vocational training program and a similar four year college 

degree program. Chapter 3 then looks at how the journey begins by considering the influences that might 

prompt an adolescent immersed in fandoms to seek out vocational training. It uses the categorization of 

different degrees of immersion in popular culture presented in Figure 1.4 to examine the motivations and 

choices of major of students in a two year vocational training school, focusing on animation and manga 

majors and using film majors in the same program as a control sample. It then offers a closer look at the 

nature of immersion in the popular culture scene in Tokyo and its connection to the students in the study, 

focusing on prosumers.  

 From there, Chapter 4 moves to a broader scope, surveying the Tokyo market of media content 

vocational schools and the enticement to enroll practices that target pop culture consumers. Mindful that 

the schools also must satisfy the expectations of employers, it also looks at the unintended consequences 

of recruiting students who are heavily immersed in popular culture as consumers. In chapter 5 the study 

moves into the classroom to view the applied training process with contract lecturers at a single senmon 

gakkō, Shinjuku Academy. Next, in chapter 6, explicit applied training and implicit socialization during 

vocational education with contract lecturers serve to transform youth involvement in pop culture 
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consumption into working class attitudes. In chapter 7 the two-year senmon gakkō Shinjuku Academy is 

compared with a four-year vocational program at Akiba University and the possible credentialization 

effects that universities bring to the lower tier of labor in the pop culture production industry. As 

vocational students near the end of the training process for basic competencies in a skilled occupation, 

they work on a graduation project as a showcase of their skills during a year-long hunt to secure a job 

offer. Finally, in chapter 8, pop culture dreams are confronted by the realities of working class job 

outcomes for pop culture production at an animation production company. Chapter 9 summarizes key 

themes and emphasizes the complex role of social class in the journey from pop culture fan to skilled 

worker in the pop culture industry.    

!  
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CHAPTER 2. 
RESEARCH METHODS AND BASIC DATA PARAMETERS 

2.0 BACKGROUND AND SETTING 

Introspection: On Amateur Creators, Middle Class Training, and Global Consumption 

 My research involved the use of introspection and retrospection taken from my own life experiences 

to 1) facilitate entry into the research site, 2) facilitate a rapport with my research subjects and 3) aid in an 

accurate interpretation of the phenomena. In this opportunistic research approach, 

Sociologists, to fully understand the complex workings of society and social processes, must first 
be able to view themselves as a social product as well as an ongoing process. An opportunistic 
research strategy facilitates this effort. It suggests that sociologists rely upon their own unique 
biographies, life experiences, and situational familiarities in doing their research (Riemer 
1977:468-469). 

 Since my childhood, I have always tinkered in creative pursuits, such as illustration, painting, and 

writing. As a youth in middle school in Michigan, I received accolades for my creative works in the form 

of school and regional awards for watercolors and short stories. In adulthood, my creative impulse 

developed into freelance fiction writing, for which I have managed to publish a book and several short 

stories in the horror genre, but I never made the transition into a full-fledged producer of creative works. 

All of my creative ability and skills were predominantly self-taught and have never ventured past that of a 

side-pursuit. I have not invested nor gambled my welfare and life path on my creative ability and output 

in the field of pop culture entertainment. I suppose I could rationalize it as being sensible to keep it as a 

hobby rather than a livelihood. At the very least, what I have gained from my own experiences as a 

creative freelancer and amateur creator, as a prosumer, are insights as to how a consumer of popular 

culture and entertainment crosses the threshold to decide to become more proactive and participatory- to 

become an agent of production. Introspective experiences as a creative producer guides part of the reason 

that I undertook this research: to understand why some people have the desire, willpower, and 

imagination to pursue the creative urge to fully pursue a path reliant on honing creative arts and 

techniques for a career in creative production.  

  A second introspective interest that shaped this dissertation is the training and education process 

and how the trajectory of training differs by socioeconomic status. Prior to my role as a university 

graduate teaching assistant and instructor in sociology, I was employed in the Japan Exchange Teaching 

program for three years, from 1997 to 2000 as an assistant English teacher in middle and elementary 

school in a small city in Shikoku, Japan. And prior to these two experiences as a higher education and 

public school instructor, I was engaged throughout my own junior high and high school years in 
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vocational work helping my father operate his small business, an automobile repair shop. For nearly eight 

years I was trained “on the job” by my father in a craftsman/apprentice relationship to perform complex 

skilled tasks such as stripping down and rebuilding automobile engines, auto-body repair, and painting 

cars. The tasks were physically exhausting vocational work. Being able to experience educational arcs for 

both working class and middle class individuals, I have an appreciation for, and fascination with, the 

differing ways that individuals acquire skills and how that training shapes an individual’s attitudes and 

perceptions. My Master’s thesis on hikikomori, Japanese youth with acute social withdrawal in the family 

household, examined how reclusive youths with limited chances for middle class lives due to excessive 

school absences were rehabilitated into functional working class adults through daily repetition of tasks, 

mentoring, and role-modeling (Dziesinski 2008). 

 Another interest that introspectively informed this research topic began with the consumption of 

Japanese popular culture. Not just my own personal enjoyment of Japanese entertainment, which I will 

disclose has been steady and in various forms since my teenage years, but the types and surprising 

intensity of pop culture intake that I have observed among fellow non-Japanese students, friends, and 

acquaintances. What drew my interest to Japanese pop culture is the dramatic shift in the global 

consumption of all things Japanese, as well as the level of saturation and immersion into fandom activities 

enabled by globalized markets and the ubiquity of the internet as a medium.  

 I am not a Japanese national, of Japanese descent, nor a native speaker of Japanese. Depending upon 

how long I have been away from Japan, I hover between the Japanese Language Proficiency Test scales 

of N1, proficient and N2, advanced intermediate. I freely acknowledge that there are things I might have 

missed in complex discussions, and subtle social cues I might have not noticed right away. As a non-

Japanese, my presence may have impacted situations and disrupted circumstances. Conducting research in 

Japan as a foreigner has disadvantages as well as advantages. But by the time of my research, I had 

already lived roughly six years total, on and off, in Japanese society since 1997 and had conducted 

participant observation in Japan for my Master’s thesis on the topic of hikikomori and their rehabilitation. 

With a stay of three semesters of data collection and hundreds of hours of participant observation at the 

two-year school, I was exposed to the same language forms, the same industry-specific jargon, and the 

same class situations- such that even a non-Japanese person who is not a native speaker would notice 

socialization patterns and trends. 

2.1 RESEARCH METHODS 

 During my fieldwork, I employed Burawoy’s (1998) approach of the “extended case method” as I 

performed continual analysis of my collected data. As I entered my research sites with a fairly coherent 
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starting theoretical framework, Burawoy’s approach was much more practical in my case than Glazer and 

Straus’s “grounded theory” method of analysis (Glazer and Strauss 1967). Instead of entering my research 

site with no expectations, my own formulated introspective data gathered from experiences as a Japan 

Exchange Teacher (JET) teacher from 1997-2000, as a published freelance fiction writer, as well as a 

long-term Japanese pop culture consumer and fan, all served to inform my research expectations. In line 

with Burawoy’s approach, I had to challenge the working theoretical pre-conceptions that I had before 

arrival at the research sites in Tokyo. To stay centered and open minded, I had to employ constant 

comparison of my observed data with my existing explanatory theory to see if the expected was 

confirmed, anomalies existed, or perhaps a different branch of theory was called for to explain my 

observed results (Emerson 2001:282). This process did indeed occur during my field research: as the data 

developed, I moved away from old theoretical frames toward investigating material culture literature as 

better explanatory frames for certain observed practices in my research subjects. Further, I also began 

theoretically re-framing pop culture consumption in terms of a leisure space/workplace dichotomy. 

 The primary research method was participant observation at two vocational schools as research 

sites, as well as field observations at open public gatherings of conventions, trade shows, and the pop 

culture district of Akihabara, Tokyo. I also collected more systematic research data over the course of the 

field research period through 68 semi-structured interviews with students, staff, and contract lecturers at 

the two vocational schools, ranging in length from 30 minutes to an hour and a half in length. In addition, 

I collected data from two surveys:  a student survey of twenty questions distributed to students at the 

vocational school, Shinjuku Academy, answered by 213 of the 322 enrolled students, and a staff 

questionnaire of fifteen questions, answered by 10 of 30 or so staff and lecturers.  I also gathered 

advertising and application materials from twelve media content schools in Tokyo for comparative 

analysis, and did secondary analysis of other available quantitative data. 

 From September 2009 to September 2011, I was funded by a Crown Prince Akihito Scholarship. 

During my first five months in Japan in 2009, I took a refresher course of intensive Japanese language 

study at Waseda University while networking to find research locations. When my stay at Waseda ended 

in Spring of 2010, I was able to secure status as a visiting researcher at the University of Tokyo, Komaba 

Campus. My advisor was Masako Notoji in the Department of Area Studies in the Graduate School of 

Arts and Sciences. After several months of unsuccessful networking, another Crown Prince Akihito 

Scholar at the time knew someone who worked at a vocational school for media content training. Through 

that introduction, I was able to arrange a meeting with President Noda, the head of what I am calling the 

Shinjuku Academy campus, and gain access to my first and primary research site in summer of 2010. 
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 At the same time, another avenue of access was through the various Japanese pop culture events and 

the network of academics who focus on Japan-related research topics. Through introductions from 

researcher Patrick Galbraith, at the time a University of Tokyo graduate student, I was able to get plugged 

into the network of pop culture researchers and media content professionals in Tokyo. It was by this 

means that I was introduced to my future point of contact for a semester of field observations at the 

school I have called Akiba University in the summer of 2011, my second field research site. I was also 

invited to a media content producer party, where producers from various Japanese companies and 

agencies mixed to try and find funding for their next great project. In addition, I was able to do participant 

observation as a merchandise “runner” at the 2011 Wonder Festival toy maker expo for a toy reseller. 

Researcher networking also allowed me access, by way of an introduction, to a one-time visit to Artland 

studio and an interview with the late anime director, Noboru Ishiguro shortly before he died. 

  I have preserved the confidentiality of students, staff, and institutions by assigning project-wide 

pseudonyms to each member of my research populations and to the organizations themselves. All of my 

digital research data has been stored in encrypted password protected folders on my computer, the true 

identity of individuals having been once removed from the data itself by coding the consent forms and 

database entries for their data. The data are then twice removed from the original identifying information 

by the assignment of pseudonyms, with the original hand-written consent forms locked away in a storage 

box in my home office. However, I did my level best to choose pseudonyms for these vocational schools 

that preserved the atmosphere of the original names. For the primary site, I used the naming convention of 

the English word “Academy” seen among private two-year institutions in twelve media content schools 

surveyed in Tokyo. As the research site is located in the Shinjuku district, the pseudonym became 

“Shinjuku Academy.”  The second school was a quite new four-year college. With its various campus 

locations scattered around Akihabara and positioning itself as a place to train a new generation to produce 

“Cool Japan,” I appropriated the term “Akiba,” a nickname used by pop culture consumers who frequent 

the Tokyo pop culture hub Akihabara, hence the pseudonym “Akiba University.”  With the exception of 

public figures and places, such as Artland studios, Noboru Ishiguro, and the vocational schools in the 

Tokyo that I analyzed based on their print advertising materials, no actual names are used to identify 

individuals or institutions in this research; all were assigned pseudonyms. 

 

2.1.1 Participant Observation 

 

 Once I gained access to my primary research site through the training institute’s gatekeepers, 

President Noda and Section Chief Yonai, I was able to obtain their consent to conduct fieldwork at 
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Shinjuku Academy for three semesters, or about a year and a half. During my first meeting with President 

Noda and in subsequent class sessions with staff and students, I explained the purpose of my research so 

that all parties knew my intentions and purpose in the environment. Participant observation is a rather 

involved method of data collection. My participant observation at both Shinjuku Academy and Akiba 

University can be framed in terms of active and peripheral membership roles of engagement at the 

research site (P. A. Adler and P. Adler 1987; Emerson 2001:113). As I gained access to my primary and 

secondary research sites through official introductions, my status at the research site was as a visiting 

researcher from the University of Tokyo, Komaba campus and a doctoral candidate at the University of 

Hawai‘i. These affiliations placed me in peripheral membership roles interacting as an observer with the 

staff and student populations. I was also able engage in active membership through class attendance and 

volunteering activities at both institutions to minimize the disruptive or reactive effects of my presence.  

 Another aspect to consider for participant observation is although I was an outsider in terms of 

industry, age, nationality, ethnic background, I still managed to share some common characteristics with 

individuals at my research sites as a creative producer, a pop culture consumer, and an educator. Just prior 

to becoming a graduate student, I had first-hand practical experience as a freelance illustrator, production 

designer, and fiction writer for Chaosium Inc. that published a book and several short stories written by 

me in the horror genre (Dziesinski 2005; 2006). As a fan consumer of Japanese popular culture myself, I 

was also somewhat conversant in the argot and fan sub-cultures in the media content industries for which 

the students were training to become skilled workers. I also had a personal background helpful in relating 

to the staff and instructors as former assistant English teacher in Japan’s public junior high schools, as 

well as four years of experience as a graduate teaching assistant. 

 My primary procedure for participant observation data collection was field notes recorded at regular 

intervals to note observations of a) daily patterns/rhythms of people's daily lives, b) training course 

content and events, c) interactions between staff and students, d) interactions among students at the 

research site, e) interactions between students and people in mainstream society, f) excursions and job 

networking opportunities such as seasonal conventions and tradeshows, and g) informal interviews, 

conversations, and dialogs. 

 In addition to the two schools as field research sites, I also put myself into the fray in the shared 

consumer/producer public spaces of large Japanese pop culture events. Field observations included: 

Attendance at biannual Comic Markets 77, 78, and 79 (comiket.co.jp) for dōjinshi fan circles at the Tokyo 

Big Sight convention center; the 2010 Tokyo Anime Fair (www.tokyoanime.jp), a tradeshow for media 

content producers as much as consumer venue, at Tokyo Big Sight; the 2009 to 2011 Design Festa 

(designfesta.com) an arts and crafts fair with 10,000 booths of amateur creator participants (also at Big 
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Sight); and the 2010 and 2011 Wonder Festival toy manufacturer expo (wf.kaiyodo.net) held at the 

Makuhari Messe convention center in Chiba, Japan. 

 Another more permanent public gathering place for pop culture is Japan’s pop culture district of 

Akihabara, Tokyo. I made at the minimum, regular monthly forays into Akihabara in order to get a sense 

of what vocational students were consuming in order to have a common ground for discussion. Over my 

visits, I began to see Akihabara as yet another shared space between consumers and producers of pop 

culture in Japan, and most importantly, how the pop culture haven functions as an immersive experience 

for youth invested in pop culture pursuits as fans, prosumers, and hyperconsumers. 

 Last but not least, I came upon a final research location by sheer serendipity, looking for an 

apartment equidistant to both the Shinjuku Academy campus and the Tokyo University, Komaba campus, 

I settled upon Kichijōji in Musashino city located in the outskirts of Tokyo. It turned out that Kichijōji 

train station, located on the Chūō rail line, was right in the middle of the “Chūō corridor” of media 

content production headquarters. Unbeknownst to me at the time, I chose to live in a town that had a 

history as a hotbed of media content production houses. Artland studio, the one media content production 

site that I was able to visit during my field research, was only two stops away from my apartment. 

Kichijōji is an area that around a dozen animation studios have called home at one time, and across the 

park was the Ghibli Museum. Another fortuitous aspect of Kichijōji was the population of two-year 

vocational schools, senmon gakkō, clustered a ten-minute walk from the main train station.  

 At the end of each day I was in the field, I reviewed and expanded my field notes in order to identify 

possible social patterns and new issues. I used my smart phone’s notepad app for regular memoing to 

organize and elaborate on collected data and look for research issues or to develop comparisons that 

merited further observational analysis. Also, as the field is never a perfect setting that can be planned for, 

I was required to re-tune my theoretical propositions for my dissertation topic while in the field (Emerson 

2001:291-351) as well as discard several originally planned data collection methods such as monthly 

exchange journals, kōkan nikki, and free-form essays, sakubun, as they proved incompatible with the 

situation during participant observation.  

 

2.1.2 Semi-Structured Interviews 

 

 A second method of a data collection involved qualitative semi-structured interviews conducted in 

Japanese. The open format of the interview process allowed me to go beyond the initial 20 opening 

questions and encourage the respondent to establish a personal narrative or context to the experiences 

they related in the interview session. The semi-structured interview sessions lasted from 30 minutes to 
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one and a half hours, depending upon the respondent’s schedule, receptivity of the respondent, and the 

flow of the session. For each interview session, as per the requirements by the committee on human 

subjects at the University of Hawai‘i, I provided a written consent form in Japanese while orally 

explaining in Japanese the purpose of the interview and my research. I next confirmed that I would 

preserve the confidentiality of any information gathered, and then asked if I could use a digital recorder 

for later review of key points in the session, to which no one objected.  

 I used the semi-structured interview guide approach (Lofland et al. 2006:99-108), in which I 

prepared a guide list of topics and sub-topics to investigate. The categories of questions were shifted or 

shuffled in order of query, depending on the respondent and the flow of conversation. Each category in 

the interview guide had an opening question, designed for use as a possible opener for the interview 

session. There were twenty opening questions, which were reused in the survey instruments in order to 

generate comparative and overlapping data points between the various research samples.  

 Data collection using this method of interviewing consisted of a) two copies of human subjects 

consent forms, a signed copy for the researcher and a copy for the participant, b) a digital recording for 

later review for partial transcription of certain key points in the discussion, c) a single page summary 

sheet with the respondent’s session details, d) a coding pseudonym to preserve confidentiality, and e) 

written interview notes of salient points during the session.  

 Semi-structured interview sessions were generally only conducted once for each respondent, 

although there were half a dozen cases where I was able to interview Shinjuku Academy students as first 

year students and then again in their second year. I conducted 68 semi-structured interviews: 37 with 

Shinjuku Academy Students, 27 with Akiba University Students and two with a Shinjuku Academy 

staffer and a contract lecturer. These interviews were recorded as audio files and stored with only an 

interview code- no identifying information directly link the interview recordings to the individual’s 

identity (See Appendix A, Student Interview Instruments). 

 

2.1.3 Surveys at Shinjuku Academy 

 

 I used the same core twenty questions as the semi-structured interview instrument to develop a 

student survey. These twenty questions were organized on a single sheet of paper into four sections: 1) 

Background Information, 2) School, 3) Influences, and 4) The Future. Printed on the back was a copy of 

the consent form used in the interviews that explained who I was, the purpose for the research, and how 

the information would be protected. The intent was to distribute the survey, in the Japanese language, to 

the entire Shinjuku Academy student body of 322 students. The survey instrument was nearly identical to 
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the basic form of the semi-structured interview instrument, except that responses were delivered in 

written form rather than orally. 

 With Section Chief Yonai as a gatekeeper consulting with campus President Noda, I had to do 

almost a dozen revisions over the course of several months before Shinjuku Academy would allow me to 

distribute the survey. In the process, I was required to remove several questions that could roughly 

establish a student’s socio-economic background, such as asking what their parents did for a living, as it 

was deemed too personal of a question. In any event, with the hurdle of school administrative approval 

finished, I distributed the surveys in class homerooms where, in Japanese, I gave a two to three minute 

self-introduction and explanation of the survey, said a thank you, and bowed to leave the room. Several 

days later, when all of the surveys had been distributed and gathered up I was given a stack of folders 

four-inches thick for the Shinjuku Academy homerooms. 

 The breakdown of the student survey responses is as follows. Of the 322 students enrolled at 

Shinjuku Academy in the 2010 to 2011 academic year, 213 returned responses, a 66 percent participation 

rate. All told, a pretty solid response rate only hindered by the small starting population size of 322 

students, but anything beyond basic cross-tabulation with survey variables would be impractical. 

 I had originally planned to do staff interviews but I encountered resistance, again, from the office 

Section Chief Yonai and by extension, President Noda. Their rationale was that one-time interviews 

would “take up too much staff free time.” As a solution to this administrative wall, I formulated a staff 

questionnaire in Japanese, organized into six sections and 15 questions, based again on the format and 

topic categories of the semi-structured interview instrument and modeled on the student survey layout. 

The staff questions were similar to those I asked students with the interview and school survey 

instruments, but reworded for adult staffers. I also substituted some questions that were irrelevant for 

adults with others taken from the semi-structured interview guide. The final staff questionnaire instrument 

was three pages: one sheet was a single page teaching staff questionnaire in sections A through F with 

fifteen total questions, and two interview human subjects consent forms, one to be signed and one to be 

kept by the staffer. 

 Again, as with the student survey instrument, it took around six revisions and two months of delays 

before the Shinjuku Academy signed off to allow me to distribute it. As the point of crafting a 

questionnaire was an effort on the part of the administration to avoid face-to-face interviews, I asked 

Yonai to email all the staff members a PDF document of the staff questionnaire and ask the staff to return 

responses within one month’s time. Yonai sent out a reminder a week before the deadline in case staffers 

forgot.  
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 I only received ten responses out of an estimated 20 full time staffers, four teaching assistants, and 

an estimated 20 contract instructors. Of the ten responses, seven were staff and three were contract 

lecturers, about a 35 percent response rate by staff, and 15 percent by contract lecturers. However, I never 

intended the questionnaire to be a quantitative analysis with such a low population of administrators and 

instructors. Those ten Shinjuku employees who did respond to the staff questionnaire offered long and in-

depth answers to the questions, providing staff perspectives on similar questions posed to their enrolled 

students. The staff had the advantage of a long-term perspective on vocational training and outcomes, 

with some witnessing ten or more years of senmon gakkou graduates. I was also fortunate in that three 

kōshi, contract lecturers, participated in the staff questionnaire. So, although I cannot put forward the 

limited staff response of ten members as representative of a staff consensus, feedback by roughly 23 

percent of the Shinjuku staff and lecturer pools does provide insider insights and perspectives on the 

senmon gakkō organization to which I would not have otherwise had access. Because of the nature of the 

delivery, the surveys were not anonymous, but I coded them and applied the same pseudonyms. I have 

used those pseudonyms in reporting comments from both the staff survey and the two staff interviews, 

because their particular vantage point in the institution is relevant to the comments they made (See 

Appendix A, Staff Survey). 

 Shinjuku Academy was my primary research site from 2010 to 2011, and was also site of the 

longest period of observation: three semesters or about a year and half of field research. I gained access to 

Akiba University for field research in 2011 and only for one semester, about four months. As I was at 

Shinjuku Academy a much longer period of time, I was able to crack through the shell of a protective 

private institution bureaucracy and gradually accumulate a much more detailed set of data than in the 

single semester at Akiba University. For this reason, the presentation of Shinjuku Academy is much more 

in-depth than its comparative counterpart of Akiba University. I introduce Shinjuku Academy and Akiba 

University in this chapter and compare the two institutions in Chapter 6. 

2.2 THE SHINJUKU ACADEMY CAMPUS 

 From the Shinjuku train station exit, I am five stories underground and must ascend a series of 

escalators and stairs in order to reach the ground level of Shinjuku ward. While not central Shinjuku with 

its super high-rise buildings, this outlying Shinjuku business district is still very densely populated by 10 

to 20 story buildings. From the station exit at ground level, it is a short walk to the Shinjuku Academy 

campus, a seven-story office building with a raw concrete facing. Stenciled across the top of the double 

glass doorway in Japanese characters is “Shinjuku Academy.” Glass spans the entire first floor of the 

building with the lobby inside visible from the sidewalk. Promotional posters for movies currently in 
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Japanese theaters cover the glass panes. The Shinjuku Academy campus has occupied this building for the 

last eight years, though the larger institution of Shinjuku Academy was first formed 34 years ago as a 

feeder school for one Tokyo’s television studios. That exclusive relationship has faded. As an 

independent entity, it has established broader ties with corporations across Japan’s media content 

entertainment industry. 

 Just inside the swinging glass doors is a small desk to the left. Oji, the aged security guard for the 

Shinjuku Academy, sits at his desk and greets individuals who walk into the main lobby with a wide, 

gregarious smile. A pleasant older man of retirement age, Oji’s advanced age and frail stature suggest that 

his security job is a post-retirement employment post. During my research, I would see Oji make his 

rounds through the campus to make sure all the lights were shut off and unattended room doors were 

locked. 

 As I walk in, Oji is routinely checking each person for the Shinjuku Academy lanyard identification 

that all staff and students are expected to wear when they are on the school premises. He checks my 

lanyard ID, a black cloth strap with a clear panel to hold a business card, which was provided by the 

school when I began my field research. Campus faculty and contract lecturers wear this lanyard ID with 

the English word “staff” repeated along the length of the black cloth strap. Students mill about in the 

lobby wear bright orange lanyard IDs around their necks with “Shinjuku Academy” in white Japanese 

characters down the length of the strap. Most of these students are first-years; second-year students tend 

to eschew openly wearing the lanyard, stuffing it into a pocket while socializing between classes. Further, 

most second years tend to congregate in the lounges up on the second and third floors between classes. 

 The spartanly decorated main lobby for the campus is large, taking up two-thirds of the first floor. 

On the left, or east wall of the lobby, are four vending machines next to a transparent walled counseling 

room. Scattered around the floor space of the tiled lobby are a half-dozen round tables and art deco style 

plastic chairs. Maruko, a female first year manga student and dōjinshi prosumer, sits huddled around a 

table with two other first year manga students, Mizuhara, a shy and retiring young woman who is a bit 

overweight, and Shitani, a spindly young man in the first year manga class and the brash class comedian. 

Scattered around the table are neglected half-eaten convenience store snacks as the attention of all three 

are focused on Maruko’s mobile phone screen. As I walk by, I notice a!Hatsune Miku anime video 

playing, probably from the Japanese video site Nico Nico Dōga. 

 On the right or west side of the lobby is the building’s main stairwell. Mounted in the center of the 

right wall of the lobby is a 70-inch diagonal flat screen LCD television that is always tuned into cable TV 

music programming or a movie targeted at a youthful audience. The sound is usually muted with text 

captions enabled. On each side of the large flat-screen television are long magazine and newspaper racks 
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as well as small waist-high shelves covered with fliers and promotional booklets. The majority of the 

magazines and books in these racks are monthly trade magazines related to filming techniques, anime, 

script writing, CGI, and other Japanese media content industry publications. Many of the flyers and 

pamphlets promote local Tokyo events that students may have interest in, such as film festivals, premier 

showings, music events, or campus seminars by well-known media content industry guest speakers.  

 Now halfway across the lobby, I walk over to check for any new pamphlets near the flat screen 

monitor. Rick, a student from Malaysia, sees me. With a smile, Rick walks over to greet me in fluent 

English, “Hey, Mike!” As I ask him how classes are going I notice he looks fatigued, probably because he 

did his paper delivery job in the early hours of the morning today. Rick tells me he’s worried about his 

digital animation class today as the Japanese menus are hard to read so he has problems keeping up with 

the class instructor. Rick then makes a comedic gesture of a simultaneous bow and wave before heading 

to the stairwell for the second floor. 

Hub of the Institution: The Shinjuku Academy Staff Room 

 At the far north end of the lobby is a chest-height sliding glass window and a door leading into the 

staff room, the center of activity in the institution. On the small shelf that extends from the sliding glass 

window is a small bell. Roughly four feet behind the sliding window is the island of open desks for 

Shinjuku’s promotional and recruitment staff. Standard etiquette was that any student or business visitor 

would first be addressed at the sliding window, and if warranted, a staff member would then escort the 

student/guest into the staff office.  

 As a known and long-term guest of the school, I walk directly into a staff room filled with grouped 

islands of two-dozen flattop desks with no cubicle dividers. Once the main staff room is in my field of 

view, I immediately announce my presence with the standard and expected Japanese aisatsu greeting of 

Ohayou Gozaimasu, or “Good Morning.” The dozen or so staffers working at their desks reciprocate with 

a monotone Ohayou Gozaimasu without looking up. Aisatsu, fixed cultural phrases such as “good 

morning”, are common in Japanese culture and I would be remiss if I did not follow cultural practices; 

even if it is a rote response, it is expected. As people come into the staff office for the first time during the 

day there is a regular volley of Ohayou Gozaimasu aisatsu between the new person and seated staffers.  

  Staff Chief Yonai at the head desk in the very back of the room looks up from his laptop to make 

eye contact with me and give a small head nod in recognition. I quickly bow back in response. Dressed in 

his standard salaryman white shirt and black tie, the bespectacled man in his forties returns to his work on 

the laptop.  

 I head towards the back right corner of the staff room where the four animation and manga 

department desks are clustered. Kiyama is absent. As the manga department head, Kiyama is already at 
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his second desk in the manga and literature library upstairs. Looking over to the back left of the staff 

room, I can see President Noda in his enclosed office. Dressed in a full business suit, he’s meeting with 

promotion and marketing staffers Kurosaki and Hoshi. No doubt, they are discussing issues for the open 

campus event to be held on the Shinjuku campus in a few days. 

 As I approach the island of four desks, I make a quieter and more informal “Ohayou,” equivalent to 

“Morning,” towards the two staff there. Hunched over his desk looking at a CG World magazine, the 

lanky Doi looks at me and bobs his head while silently mouthing the word “Ohayou” back. Doi, a second 

year general topic instructor and staff head of the animation major is a thin man in his early thirties who 

favors sweaters, jeans, and stylish thick black framed glasses. Perhaps the best way to characterize Doi’s 

attire is how US children’s television Mr. Rogers would dress as a cool hipster with fashion sense. Across 

from his desk is Matsui, who is preparing class handouts for her first year CG animation class today. A 

woman of slight build in her late twenties who also wears glasses, she looks up and gives an earnest and 

formal “Ohayou Gozaimasu.” Matsui is typically reserved and deferential, allowing Doi to take the lead 

in most interactions. Matsui’s daily work attire is also “Friday Casual,” but her demeanor often gives the 

impression that she would prefer to be invisible in the room if possible. 

 Doi hands me a color flyer for a new anime movie box office release in Japan, Redline, directed by 

Takeshi Kioke. In his soft-spoken voice, Doi informs me in Japanese that several Shinjuku Academy 

alumni worked on the film animation and I should go see it. It is a regular routine by now. When we first 

meet for the day, Doi and I briefly talk about an anime related topic. After a few minutes of small talk in 

Japanese with Doi and Matsui about Redline, I walk around the tall ceiling-high bookcase to the right of 

their desks. The shelves act as a wall for the staff break area. The adjacent break “room” is where I am 

allowed to stay at the school between classroom visits. It is also the first destination before classes for 

contract lecturers, or kōshi. I sit down at a table on the northernmost side of the area and open my laptop 

case to begin prepping for classroom observations later in the afternoon. 

 About ten minutes later, Kiraku, a grey-haired man in his 50s, walks into the staff break area from 

the south side. Wearing thick glasses, a green polo-style shirt, and beige slacks, Kiraku sees me at the far 

side of the break room and greets me with a shallow bow and a pleasant “Ohayou Gozaimasu,” before 

moving to sit down next to me at a table in the middle of the room. I reciprocate the greeting with a smile. 

As Kiraku spreads out the paperwork contents of his beige briefcase on the break room table, the 

diminutive Matsui dashes into view holding a hot cup of green tea and senbei rice crackers. Matsui places 

them in front of Kiraku and asks him if he needs anything more. Kiraku says he’s fine as he gets up to 

fetch a manga class roll and grade binder from the locked shelves bordering the south end of the break 

room.  
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 When he sits back down, Kiraku asks in Japanese, “Will you be sitting in on my manga class 

today?”  I reply back in Japanese, “Is that ok? Do you mind?” Kiraku responds with a grin, “It’s no 

problem at all. You know, it's a long class today. Will that be a problem for you?” He chuckles, “I hope 

you’re not too bored!” I reply, “Not at all. I think your classes are always interesting. I used to sketch as a 

hobby, so it’s very informative.” Our chat is interrupted as a young female teaching assistant suddenly 

bursts into the break area. Out of breath, the twenty-three year old woman asks Kiraku if he needs any 

photocopies for class handouts. A two-year hire, the overworked TA had just returned from helping with 

a literature class. Kiraku tells her he’ll do it himself, as he needs to sort them out. Relived, she bows 

deeply and rushes away. Kiraku and I chat for a while about current events as he preps his materials. 

About an hour later, I accompany Kiraku to his first year manga class. 

The Training Environment: First and Second Floor Classrooms and Labs 

 The Shinjuku Academy building is a seven-story repurposed office building with two basement 

sublevels. The primary means available for students to access classrooms, labs, and campus recording 

studios is the main stairwell on the right side of the lobby. This spacious stairwell spans two basement 

sublevels, the ground-level floor, and four floors above. There is also an elevator that is used exclusively 

by Shinjuku Academy staff, contract lecturers, and teaching assistants. These three groups of individuals, 

all faculty at Shinjuku Academy, exclusively use the elevator to travel to administer classes on different 

floors. Students are generally forbidden elevator use: signage in Japanese, both in the elevator and next to 

the elevator buttons admonishes students to take the stairs instead of using elevators.  

 Upon ascending the stairwell from the ground floor lobby to the first floor above there is a long 

white-walled hallway that ends in an open lounge at the far end of the floor. Along both sides of this 

white hallway are doors with small fish-eye peepholes that allow the person outside to peer into the room 

and determine if a class is in session. The first three doors on the east side of the hallway open into 

classrooms equipped with white boards, a ceiling mounted flat screen monitor, a mounted media center 

with computer and DVD player, a podium and lapel microphone PA system, and four rows of rectangular 

tables able to seat 16 students in total.  

 Beyond the three conventional classrooms on the east side of the hallway are doors that open into 

two computer labs. Both of these computer labs are larger than the instructional classrooms and 

comfortably seat 20 students, each in front of a PC workstation. An instructor is able to mirror his or her 

own PC screen onto every student monitor through a mode switch at the instructors’ computer station. 

Instructors are also able to see and remotely control students’ PC desktops. Instructors are also able to 

mirror what they write on a digital trace board, effectively a white board for class lectures, onto every 
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class PC monitor. The technical set up for Shinjuku’s computer labs was impressive, and each PC station 

was loaded with licensed Japanese content industry-standard animation and digital editing software suites. 

 

2.2.1 Institutional History of “Shinjuku Academy” 

 

 The Shinjuku Academy is one of four technical school campuses of a larger umbrella company. 

Classified as a senmon gakkō, the Shinjuku Academy campus offers training in five media content 

majors: live-action film, promotion, novelist, animation, and manga. Upon completion of the two-year 

curricula over four semesters, the school issues the graduate a certificate called a senmon-shi. A relatively 

established senmon institution, the school had been in operation for 32 years at the time of my field 

research in 2011. Holders of Shinjuku Academy’s technical diplomas/certificates are considered 

“specialists” and are qualified to work in vocational jobs in Japan’s media content entertainment industry. 

In 2010 to 2011, the school facility was comprised of 24 regular staffers, or shōkuin, and another 20 or so 

contract lecturers, referred to as kōshi in Japanese, who were also media content professionals. Student 

enrollment fluctuated between 294 in 2010 and 322 in 2011.  

 Originally founded in 1969 as the Shinjuku Computer School for a major television broadcast 

company in Tokyo, ten years later, the school was formally approved as an “educational foundation” as 

per MEXT’s regulations for senmon gakkō and was backed by Japan’s entertainment industry. The 

organization was renamed Shinjuku Academy in 1979 and became classified as a senmon gakkō per 

Japan’s 1976 School Education Law amendment (MEXT 2006). Over the next three decades, Shinjuku 

Academy produced graduates that primarily went on to work in the broadcast, music, and entertainment 

industries in Japan. According to the organization’s own literature, the technical school has produced 

approximately 50,000 graduates. The senmon gakkō maintains close ties within Japan’s media content 

industry, both with its usage of contractually hired contract lecturers from all walks of the entertainment 

industry, as well as informal school-to-work agreements with companies and individuals in the 

entertainment industry- a network of industry affiliations that aids in the job placement process for 

certificate graduates.  

One Branch of a Larger For-Profit Senmon Gakkō Organization 

 All four branch campus locations of the senmon gakkō are situated in central Tokyo. Although part 

of a greater whole, each institution is structured like a franchise and presented in promotional materials as 

its own organization. The only time the campuses gather together are for annual events, such as the inter-

campus sports field day and the end of year graduation ceremony. There exist organizational linkages 

amongst the promotion and recruitment staffers and at the highest level of administrators, such as 
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President Noda at the campus). However, in the daily running of the school, staff and students at each 

campus confine themselves to activities conducted on their own respective facility. Each campus has its 

own staff, school colors, and identity. The school color for the Shinjuku Academy campus is orange, 

which can be seen everywhere on campus in the banners, staff jackets, and cloth lanyards that students are 

required to wear. The second institution, the Nakano Academy of Arts, is located in a three-story building 

in the Nakano district of Tokyo and offers two-year technical diplomas in voice acting, narration, radio 

and news broadcasting, television personalities, acting, and dance. The Nakano Academy of Arts school 

color is red. The third campus, the Suginami Academy of Media, is located in a five-story building in 

Tokyo’s Suginami district and offers two-year technical diplomas in broadcasting arts, broadcasting 

engineer, event lighting, television art design, and broadcasting sound technology. The school color for 

the Suginami Academy of Media is blue. The fourth campus location, the Shibuya Academy of Sound, is 

a three-story building in the Shibuya district that offers two-year technical diplomas in concert public 

address, recording engineer, multimedia audio mixing, sound effects, concert promoter, and music 

journalist. Green is the school color for the Shibuya Academy of Sound. 

 If the Shinjuku Academy campus is included in with the other three campuses of the overall 

organization, then the total student population is considerably larger. The greater senmon Academy 

organization holds inter-campus annual events similar to those experienced by students during their 

public schooling. The largest such Japanese seasonal events includes the traditional opening ceremony for 

incoming first-year students, nyūgaku shiki, a graduation ceremony for second-year students, sotsugyō 

shiki, an annual sports day, undōkai, and a cultural festival, bunkasai. These four major annual events 

function as the primary means through which the over-arching Academy organization invokes a sense of 

unity amongst the disparate campuses.  

 As I was able to attend several of these intercampus events, I was able to verify that the collective 

population of all four campuses was about four times larger than the Shinjuku campus where I conducted 

my field research. At a rough estimate, the number of staff and students in attendance at the annual sports 

day was over 1000, as they needed to rent an indoor sports stadium. Although the greater organization of 

the for-profit Academy has a student body on par with the population at a small university, with the 

exception of annual inter-campus events, staff and students from different Academy campuses do not mix 

on a regular basis. In the case of the inter-campus sports day, each school campus formed its own team, 

but there was still a sense of membership within the greater Academy organization. The day’s activities 

fostered strong in-group bonding processes and identification with the student’s own campus, as well as 

developing a friendly competitive rivalry with the other three campuses in attendance.  
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2.2.2 Organization and Institutional Composition of the Shinjuku Academy 

 

 Atop the Shinjuku Academy campus hierarchy is the managing and motive force of a for-profit, its 

employees. Included are administrative staff, teaching assistants, instructors, and contract lecturers that 

run and maintain the institution day in and day out. At the bottom of the school hierarchy are the 

customers, the population of youth enrolled as students who attend classes for the two-year certificate. As 

a for-profit educational institution based in Japanese society, many organizational practices and patterns 

at Shinjuku Academy campus mirror Japanese business norms as well as structural practices found in the 

Japanese public educational system. Having worked and personally experienced both the Japanese 

business environment and the Japanese public educational environment, I found that this vocational 

school typically blended elements from each sector into a practical organizational model.  

 The school hewed closely to the Japanese educational calendar and administrative practices. On one 

level, this was a practical approach: by instituting the social norms of Japanese public education, norms 

that students were accustomed to over the last twelve years of their schooling, Shinjuku Academy could 

smoothly transition youth into its two-year training curriculum. On a second level, the fact that Shinjuku 

Academy so closely follows the Japanese public academic calendar beginning in March and institutes 

similar event landmarks throughout the year, also lends the instructional environment the atmosphere of 

functioning as a two-year extension of high school. This policy practice had an adverse effect on some 

students, who, within a familiar school setting continued to indulge in youthful hobbies and pursuits and 

not senmon course work. A continued habit of adolescent escapism through pop culture fandoms may 

have been a reason why the student was at Shinjuku Academy in the first place and not enrolled in a four-

year college program.  

 In comparison to university or high school populations, the Shinjuku Academy campus had a 

relatively small complement of staff and students. Shinjuku Academy has 24 regular employees in the 

main staff room. This does not include non-educational positions, such as those in security and janitorial 

services. Although I do not know the exact status for support staff employment, it is likely that they were 

not full time employees, but hired on a contract basis. Evidence to support this assertion is the confirmed 

contract status of teaching assistants and the advanced age of security and janitorial personnel, suggesting 

post-retirement jobs. In addition to the two-dozen regular institutional staff, there were also contract 

lecturers  
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2.2.3 The Hierarchy Of Shinjuku Academy Faculty 

 

 The senmon gakkō is structured along the lines of modern Japanese business organizations that 

employ tiers of regular employees and flexible contract hires. Unlike the public school system where most 

all employees are members of the same organization, in the Shinjuku Academy hierarchy there is a small 

core of career administrators, regular staff, and then a pool of contract-based, flexible-hire employees that 

can be terminated or not renewed as needed to keep the technical school business solvent.  

Career Administration and Staff 

 At the top of the Shinjuku Academy hierarchy are the permanent career employees who are the 

campus presidents, such as President Noda, and the staff section head, Yonai. Below the career 

employees are full-time staff members who administer classes and perform the primary managerial duties 

of class rosters, attendance, planning, and resource procurement. Full staff members may or may not also 

be instructors of a class subject: one section of six regular staffers in the main office of the campus was 

tasked with promotion and student recruiting for the school.  

Teaching Assistants 

 Falling below regular staff members are teaching assistants on two-year contracts, who are hired on 

a non-renewable contract with no chance of promotion into permanent staff. Most all of the teaching 

assistants reported that they were former students of the school who now work as gophers and interns for 

permanent staff employees. Teaching assistants perform clerical duties similar to the Japanese business 

practice of hiring “office ladies,” or OL’s (McVeigh 2013a). At the time of my field research all four 

teaching assistants at the Shinjuku campus were females in their 20s, and were for all intents, office ladies 

with a different title: pouring tea for guests, making photocopies for staff and instructors, and helping 

carry class materials for the full-time staff.   

Full-Time Staff, the Course Managers 

 Staffer Doi characterized the roles of staffers and contract lecturers in this way: “Lecturers are there 

to teach practical skills while faculty members are responsible for management concerns. In terms of 

teaching skills, hiring lecturers that also currently work as professionals in the industry is crucial.” Staff 

responsibilities included class attendance, student counseling, bookkeeping and resources for each course, 

and consultations with contract lecturers before each class session. Most staff did not report first-hand 

experience working in the media content industry, as is the case with contract lecturers. Staff members 

who also acted as instructors were often accompanied by a two-year contract teaching assistant who 

carried course materials, made photocopies, and distributed resources to students in the class. In most 

cases, full-time staffers were in attendance at the school from the morning opening of the front doors at 8 
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A.M. to the end of most classes around 6 P.M. The only occasions that full-time staffers were not at their 

desks in the staff room were during breaks and class sessions.  

 When accompanying contract lecturers to the classroom, Shinjuku Academy staff fell into a team 

teaching role, performing managerial tasks such as taking class attendance, recording student grades, 

distributing handouts and equipment, and in general acting as an interface between the school and the 

contract lecturer. Although I use the term “staff,” many staff members also function as teachers for basic 

conceptual proficiencies. Staff instructors teach courses on Adobe Photoshop editing, basic illustration 

techniques, the history of animation, and the like. As part of the school faculty with a long-term 

investment in the organization, staffers are inclined to be conservative and protective gatekeepers of their 

institution. 

Contract Lecturers: the Industry Experts 

 Hired by the educational institution on semester contracts, kōshi have practical vocational 

experience working in the media content industry as skilled professionals. They are hired by the senmon 

gakkō to provide students with an expert voice as well as a possible networking contact within the 

industry. Several lecturers admitted that they take on contract teaching to supplement unsteady freelance 

income in their professional industry. Most contract lecturers I met are not celebrities in the media content 

industry but are employed in rank and file vocations such as cameraman, key frame animator, or manga 

artist. For students, these lecturers still hold star status and bear an air of authenticity because of their real 

world experience in an industrial field that students have chosen as a future vocation. Several times a 

month, the school also hires media content industry professionals who are well known in their field to be 

guest speakers for packed school auditoriums. Although I can only speak on the two sites where I 

conducted field research, conversations with contract hires as well as promotional materials from various 

senmon gakkō indicate that this teaching approach - of bringing in industry professionals as contract 

lecturers - is a fairly common practice in Japanese vocational schools that train for media content industry 

jobs.  

 Contract lecturers are either active or retired professionals in a field of the Japanese entertainment 

industry. They lead a Shinjuku Academy course subject about which they have firsthand practical 

experience: courses that deal with applied exercises in media content industry trades such as script 

writing, movie editing, camera work, 2D hand animation, manga drawing techniques, and the like. In the 

film major, one contract lecturer for the applied film technique class is a high-ranking camera operator, 

Shimizu, who had worked on prominent Japanese film projects that were released to theaters the same 

year I was doing my field research. In the manga department, a contract lecturer on manga drawing 
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techniques, Kiraku, was a manga artist who had over 30 years of experience publishing manga 

manuscripts with major weekly manga anthologies like Young Jump. 

 With the exception of the occasional high profile media content industry guest speaker, the standard 

format for vocational skill classes involves a contract lecturer accompanied by a staff member who 

performs administrative duties such as class roll, making photocopies, and setting up equipment. The 

industry professional conducts the class lecture, supervises applied exercises, and evaluates student work. 

Each day when the lecturers arrive in the staff room, they are met with an assigned staff team that 

coordinates and preps for the class, usually within an hour of the lecturer’s arrival.  

 During my stay at Shinjuku Academy, I found lecturers very approachable and easy to chat with, in 

contrast to the frequently guarded interactions with staff members. Kōshi were very candid about personal 

opinions on working in the media content industry and the job situation for new graduates, often a grim 

one, as senmon gakkō are considered the bottom rank of training for media content industry jobs. 

Openness might be attributed to the fact that as they are contract hires with another source of secure 

income within their profession in the media content industry; they owe no long-term fealty to the school. 

Team Teaching Vocational Subjects: Kōshi Led Classes 

 Contract lecturers arrive at the teacher’s office about an hour to a half hour before a class session. 

Upon arriving at the campus, a lecturer goes to the staff break area, where he is quickly greeted either by 

the permanent staff member in charge of the course, or a teaching assistant if the staffer is unavailable. 

When a contract lecturer came into the staff office, the usual routine was that the staffer attached to the 

class would stand up at their desk, bow, and then gesture for the lecturer to go to the break area. Then, a 

teaching assistant would dash into the office kitchen to pour tea or coffee and subsequently rush over to 

the break area in order to serve the visitor. In the meantime, the permanent staff member would gather the 

class materials at their desk, then go over and meet the contract lecturer in the break area to discuss the 

upcoming class. During this pre-class planning session, the assigned teaching assistant would then follow 

the preparation instructions of both the staff member and the contract lecturer, making copies or gathering 

videos and books as needed. The staff member would also fetch the binder for the class attendance and 

assignment grades and go over issues with the lecturer. At the start of each month, during the pre-class 

meetings the staff member would fetch the contract instructor’s paycheck in a labeled envelope and offer 

it with a bow. 

 Once the time for the class nears, the permanent staffer and the teaching assistant accompany the 

contract lecturer to the classroom for team-teaching style of instruction. At the beginning of a class 

session, the Shinjuku Academy staff member would perform administrative duties such as attendance, 

announcements, and reporting assignment grades. At the same time, the teaching assistant would hand out 
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course materials and help students set up class equipment such as Mutoh light boards or Wacom stylus 

pads. After those tasks were out of the way, the contract lecturer would take over the class, teaching the 

students his craft through applied example. More than one student complained to me that while the 

lecturers knew their trade very well, some weren’t as good at teaching that trade to the students. I 

gathered from student feedback that what the lecturers lacked in ability to teach their trade, they made up 

for in their authenticity as workers in the entertainment industry.  

 The team-teaching approach at Shinjuku Academy was similar to my own experiences as an 

assistant language teacher of English a decade before on the Japan Exchange Teaching Program, JET, in 

the Japanese public school system. As with the contract lecturers at Shinjuku Academy, I had pre-class 

planning sessions with the full-time language teachers at the school. My primary role as an assistant 

language teacher of English was to be a native speaker of the language. In essence, to bring the 

authenticity of the English language and convey aspects of the culture as a native English speaker into the 

classroom experience for young Japanese students. As with kōshi at Shinjuku Academy, the JET program 

is about bringing an “expert” on the subject, in this case English, into the classroom environment to 

convey a skill through example within applied exercises. In another parallel with JET, as with full-time 

English teachers at the public schools, permanent staffers at Shinjuku Academy are responsible for the 

class administration tasks. This teaching approach is akin to how traditional crafts and trades are learned 

in Japan, where the apprentice repeats applied exercises performed by the master craftsman and 

internalizes the skill through rote repetition (Lynch 2007; Singleton 1998). 

 

2.2.4 Two-Year Vocational Courses of Study in Anime and Manga 

 

 The Shinjuku Academy awards a two-year technical degree for five majors: film, animation, manga, 

novelist, and promotion. This research focuses on two areas of training: animation and manga, with film 

students used as an informal control group. Graduates in the two majors of animation and manga are on a 

trajectory towards Japanese media content industry production jobs in highly visible forms of Japanese 

pop culture products.  

 There are several points to keep in mind when evaluating the two majors in this discussion. First, the 

coursework for these two majors is training in a very specific vocational skill set for rank and file 

production jobs in the Japanese pop culture production industry. Rarely are such job placements 

glamorous or amongst the top-tier in an industry. Second, two-year training regimens at senmon gakkō 

involve teaching only core competencies for skilled work in an industry field. In the case of animation 

majors, student training entails basic working knowledge of digital software and analog animation 
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techniques commonly used in the animation industry. The expectation is that in a student’s second year 

during internships related to informal job offers, or when they begin work after graduation, they will be 

trained on-the-job in any specialized software or techniques used by the commercial production house.  

Third, the equipment and tools needed to train and practice for the anime production vocation of anime 

can be expensive; the software suite costs thousands of dollars for a single user license, beyond the reach 

of students with working class family budgets. In order for students to do their assigned coursework, they 

must stay on campus after daily classes in order to use the school’s equipment or to work in computer 

labs. 

 Each of the media content areas of study offered at the Shinjuku Academy has its own department 

or section with assigned regular staff members. The number of staff and contract hires allotted to each 

department is proportional to the number of students enrolled in that major. The film major had the 

largest enrollment, with 128 students the 2010-2011 academic year and 156 enrolled in 2011-2012. 

Likewise, the film department has the largest number of permanent staff and contract lecturers. As 

indicated in figure 2.0, the film section has five permanent staff as well as three teaching assistants. Most 

applied film course sessions are led by a contract lecturer, adding another 8 to 10 individuals involved in 

film instruction at the campus. In all, Shinjuku Academy allots 16-18 employees to the 128+ student-

customers training in the film curriculum. Roughly, the film student to film faculty ratio was 9:1 during 

2010-2011, and 11:1 during 2011-2012.   

 In comparison, the animation major, the third largest enrollment at the school, had 36 students in 

2010-2011 academic year and 40 students in 2011-2012. The animation department has two regular 

staffers and one teaching assistant to float between the animation, literature, and manga departments. 

There are six contract instructors for the animation major. So teaching resources in the animation 

department yields a student to faculty ratio of 4.5:1 during 2010-2011, and 5:1 during the 2011-2012 

academic year. 

 The smallest section was the manga major, with 9 students in 2010-2011 and 10 students in the 

2011-2012 academic year. Both years of manga majors shared school classes and resources with a larger 

pool of 43 enrolled novelist majors during 2010-2011, and 49 during 2011-2012. There was only one 

permanent staff member assigned to the manga major and the teaching assistant was shared with the 

animation section. Further, only three contract lecturers were attached to the manga classes. A fair amount 

of manga’s non-drawing class curricula overlapped with novelist coursework, so manga students also 

learned from contract lecturers assigned to the novelist department. This makes calculating the resources 

attached to the manga major a bit difficult. The manga student to faculty ratio, for just manga-specific 

coursework, was 2.2:1 during 2010-2011, and 2.5:1 during the 2011-2012 academic year. While this 
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personal level of instruction is favorable for the manga students, for non-manga-specific coursework, 

manga students must share resources with the larger student body of novelist majors, so the actual student 

to faculty ratio for manga students is much larger.  

Figure 2.0. Shinjuku Staff Room Resource Allocation by Major 
 

 

Note 1: Borders around desks denote staff personnel assigned to major coursework. The female teaching assistant 
near the animation and manga staff performs tasks for both majors. Promotion and novelist majors omitted from this 
diagram. 
Note 2: All names are pseudonyms.                                      TA = Teaching assistant, ♂ = male, ♀ = female 
 

 As shown in table 2.0, the film department has the most department personnel at the Shinjuku 

campus as a higher proportion of students enrolled in the film major, so the institution devoted the most 

campus resources towards the needs of film students. With the exception of the computer labs and 
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software supplied for the animation majors, the most extensive amount of campus equipment was 

provided for those studying film. In accordance to the size of student enrollment for the animation major, 

there are only two staffers at Shinjuku Academy in charge of supervising the animation major. Doi is a 

male lead staff instructor in charge of the animation department and Matsui is the first-year staff 

instructor who also functions as a teaching assistant when Doi leads a class. 

 With the lowest enrollment numbers in the vocational institution, accordingly there were the fewest 

amount of staff assigned towards supervising the manga major. The two-year technical degree for both 

novelist majors and manga majors had one instructor, Kiyama, who divided his time between supervising 

classes with contract instructors and staffing the creative library on the second floor of the campus, a 

classroom-size space converted into a reading room with a row of twelve computers, an instructor desk, 

and a cluster of tables able to seat eight. Kiyama had to spend most of his time managing the larger 

student body of novelist students. Kiyama did have one floating teaching assistant who had to split her 

time between administrative duties for film major, novelist major, and manga majors.  

Table 2.0. Shinjuku Academy Resource Allocations, 2011-2012 
 

Major Staff TAs Students School Resources 
Film 5 2 156 two soundstages for filming/broadcast television 
    analog/digital editing rooms 
  1  media equipment room, checkout system 
    entire 3rd floor, two open space classrooms for 60-80 students each 
    shared 2nd floor instructional classrooms for 16-20 students 
Animation 2 (1)* 40 three 20-student computer labs, 2 Windows, 1 Apple OS X 
    shared 2nd floor instructional classrooms for 16-20 students 
    small 2nd floor supply closet for animation equipment 
Manga 1 (1)* 10 shared 2nd floor instructional classrooms for 16-20 students^ 
    sub-basement instructional classroom for 6-8 students 
    multi-purpose manga and literature library (size of a classroom) 
Totals 8 4 206  
 
* TA, teaching assistant is shared between animation and manga majors. 
^ When manga classes are held in the larger instructional classrooms, both the first year and second year students 
share the half of the same room at the same time. 
Note: Promotion (advertising) and novelist majors omitted from this calculation. 
 

 The regular classroom for manga students was a tiny room in the sub-basement barely able to 

accommodate six people, with eight people being extremely cramped. The room was so small that the 

media cart with the television and Blu-ray player would block the aisle and exit to the room when 

wheeled into place. When students in the manga major did have a class in a regular sized classroom, it 

was a shared environment. The five first-year students sat at the front of the classroom with Kiraku, and 
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the three second-year students sat in the back of the same classroom with the scenario instructor, Yūben, 

teaching a different lesson. Cramped rooms and shared classrooms conveyed an implicit message that 

manga students and lecturers were a lower priority at the school. 
  

2.2.5 The Senmon Customers: The Student Population  

 

 The period of my field research overlapped two academic school years at the senmon gakkō. As 

shown in Table 2.1, during the 2010 to 2011 academic year, Shinjuku Academy’s student enrollment was 

294. At the start of 2011 to 2012 academic year, 322 students were enrolled. Despite being located in 

Tokyo, one of most densely inhabited cities in the world, Shinjuku Academy was a very small community 

of staff and students.   

Table 2.1. Student Enrollment By Major & Year, 2010-2011 & 2011-12  
Class 
Year 

Student 
Major 

Enrolled 
2010-11 

Totals By 
Class Year 

Totals 
2010-11  

Enrolled 
2011-12 

Totals By 
Class Year 

Totals 
2011-12  

First 
Year 

Film^ 68 

166 

294 

102 

186 

322 

Promo 41 28 
Novelist  27 27 
Anime^ 25 22 
Manga^ 5 7 

Second 
Year 

Film^ 60 

128 

54 

136 
Promo 37 39 
Novelist 16 22 
Anime^ 11 18 
Manga^ 4 3 

  

Source: Shinjuku Academy of Film internal enrollment statistics, 4/2010, 4/2011. 
*Note: Second-year student population for 2011-12 is carried-over from the first-year population in 2010-11. 
^Bolded majors in the table denote the population focus of this research. 
 

 The data provided by the institution in table 2.1 did not offer a breakdown by gender for each major. 

In attempt to visualize gender distribution by major at Shinjuku Academy, I have used survey response 

data gathered at the senmon gakkō in 2010-11 to construct table 2.2, with the caveats that 1) the survey N 

size of 204 is smaller than the official statistics for student enrollment provided by the school of 322 for 

the year 2011, and 2) that major and gender were self-reported by participants of the survey. Comparing 

the survey size of 204 to Shinjuku Academy’s official enrollment of 322 students in 2011, survey 

participation was 63 percent of the population. Making an educated guess for the missing 37 percent in 

the survey, those 118 students likely fall in line with the 3 to 1 gender ratio of males to females found in 

the 204 survey respondents. Supporting this stance is the internal Shinjuku Academy post-graduation 
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tracking data for second year students, which provides gender breakdowns that are in line with my survey 

data- indicating that the overall student gender ratio at Shinjuku Academy is that of three males for every 

female. 

Table 2.2. Gender Ratio of Shinjuku Academy Students by Major 2011# 
 

Shinjuku Academy Majors Male Female Totals 

Film 
  

 
Student Count by Gender 92 27 119 
(%) of Film Major (77) (23) (100) 
(%) of Total Gender N (62) (49)  (%) of Total N (45) (13) (58) 
Anime    
Student Count by Gender 17 13 30 
(%) of Anime Major (57) (43) (100) 
(%) of Total Gender N (11) (24)  (%) of Total N (8) (6) (15) 
Manga    
Student Count by Gender 6 5 11 
(%) of Manga Major (55) (45) (100) 
(%) of Total Gender N (4) (9)  (%) of Total N (3) (2) (5) 
Novelist#    
Student Count by Gender 31 7 38 
(%) of Lit Major (82) (18) (100) 
(%) of Total Gender N (21) (13)  (%) of Total N (15) (3) (19) 
Promotion#    
Student Count by Gender 3 3 6 
(%) of Promo Major (50) (50) (100) 
(%) of Total Gender N (2) (5)  (%) of Total N (1) (1) (3) 
Total Students by Gender 149 55 204 
Total (%) of Major (73) (27)  ! !

# As self-reported by students on survey. 
Source: Researcher Instrument, Shinjuku Academy school wide student survey, 2011. 
Survey N= 213 of all 322 students attending Shinjuku Academy in 2011. 
Survey Questions 1+2 N= 204 of 213; missing 9 were garbled or incomplete. 
 

 Of interest are the gender distributions within and between the five school majors. As in the official 

Shinjuku Academy enrollment data in table 2.2, the film majors represent the majority of the student 

survey population, with 58 percent of the entire survey N size being comprised of 119 film major survey 
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respondents. All of the other four majors combined only totaled 85 student respondents. Therefore, the 

collective survey data skews to resemble that of the film major gender ratio. Of the 119 film students, 77 

percent are male to 23 percent are female, the roughly 3:1 ratio mentioned before.  

 As small as the populations may be in the other majors, their gender distributions are different from 

the 3:1 ratio found amongst the film students. Both the anime and manga gender ratios still lean towards a 

greater portion of male students, but are closer to the even statistical gender distribution found in the 

populace. The 30 anime major respondents had a 57 percent male to 43 percent female gender 

distribution, and amongst the tiny N of 11 manga respondents, 55 percent were male to 45 percent female. 

Interestingly, of the 38 novelist major respondents, 31 of the majors, or 82 percent, were male, an even 

higher ratio of males to females than the film major. 

 The collective survey and interview results provide some clues to explain the gender distributions 

for the film, animation, and manga majors in table 2.2. In both my survey and interview instruments, I 

asked students to list their past and present-day creative influences and individuals who inspired them to 

seek out vocational training. Some film students were quick to name famous Japanese directors and 

producers, mostly male. Likewise, a fair number of animation majors could name two to three high 

profile animators, again male industry professionals. The manga industry was an exception to the norm of 

a predominance of males as professional role models; female manga students could readily name off 

famous female manga creators who inspired them to seek out training.  

 Although the gender ratios for animation and manga majors are statistically insignificant, and 

animation majors can quickly name male animation directors, I can offer a possible reason as to why the 

animation gender ratio is closer to the general population ratio. One aspect of Japan’s animation industry 

is that many popular manga series are picked up for adaptation to anime, since the new anime will 

presumably have a large built-in audience in the manga fan-base. Many anime adapt published manga 

volumes while the manga creator is still actively working on new chapters. Therefore, from the pop 

culture consumer point of view, the focus on anime adapted from manga sources is the original manga 

creator as a figurehead representing the anime, not the large crew of animators producing the show. If the 

adaptation is faithful to the original manga source, the animators are invisible to the fan base. If the 

animation diverges from the manga source material, then the animators may be viewed negatively by 

fans. Along this line of reasoning, a female creator of a manga series that becomes the figurehead of an 

anime production may also serve as a prominent creative role model for female anime consumers who 

wish to become animators, as with the consumers of the female creator’s original manga.  
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Non-Japanese Enrollments 

 One surprising component of the student body was the substantial percentage of non-Japanese 

enrolled. As indicated in table 2.3, 17 percent of the student body at Shinjuku Academy was non-

Japanese. The 51 non-Japanese students included 31 from South Korea, 11 from Taiwan, and 6 from 

Mainland China. As detailed in table 2.3, there was also one French person, one Thai, and one Malaysian 

student each in attendance. Foreign students were enrolled in every major except manga. In general, non-

Japanese students were four to six years older than their Japanese counterparts, and most already had a 

college degree. South Korean students dominated not only the distribution of non-Japanese students, but 

also were most likely to be promotion majors. 

Table 2.3. Shinjuku Academy, Non-Japanese Student Ratios 2010-2011 

  
Source: Shinjuku Academy of Film 4/2011 
*JP=Japanese Students, N-JP=non-Japanese Students 
*N-JP%= percentage of class that are non-Japanese 
*N-JP/JP= numbers of non-Japanese and Japanese students 
^ Breakdown for first year, Other non-Japanese students are as follows: 1 Film = French 
# Breakdown for second year, Other non-Japanese students are as follows: 2 Film = 1 Thai, 1 Malaysian 
 

 

 First Year, 2010 Second Year, 2010 1st + 2nd Year 

Major N-JP/JP N-JP (%) N-JP/JP N-JP (%) N-JP/JP N-JP/JP (%) 
Film 4/68 6 14/60 23 18/128 14 
Promo 10/41 24 13/37 35 23/78 29 
Novelist  1/27 4 1/16 6 2/43 5 
Anime 4/25 16 4/11 36 8/36 22 
Manga 0/5 0 0/4 0 0/9 0 
Totals 19/166 11 32/128 25 51/294 17% 

Nationality Film Promo Novelist Anime Manga Totals (%) Year 
First Year 4 10 1 4 0 19 100 
  South Korean 3 8 1 1 - 13 68 
  Taiwanese  1 1 - 1 - 3 16 
  Mainland China - - - 2 - 2 11 
  Other Non-JP^ - 1 - - - 1 5 
Second Year 14 13 1 4 0 32 100 
  South Korean 7 7 1 3 - 18 56 
  Taiwanese  4 4 - - - 8 25 
  Mainland China 1 2 - 1 - 4 13 
  Other Non-JP# 2 - - - - 2 6 
Totals 18 23     2  8 0 51  
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2.3 STUDENT ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS 

 Despite nearly a year of careful appeals to the Shinjuku Academy administration, I was strongly 

discouraged by Staff Head Yonai and by extension President Noda at Shinjuku Academy from asking 

research questions related directly to student monetary matters or student economic backgrounds. In 

particular, I was instructed not to ask students the job occupations of their parents on the survey. I was 

also pressured not to put a question on the survey asking how students pay for their school and living 

expenses. The reason given by the Shinjuku administration is that such a question might possibly 

“offend” the students. The limitations placed on the survey in relation to expenditures and parental 

occupations were very unfortunate as it was difficult to determine the crucial factor of student socio-

economic status.  

 Despite the limitations placed on the survey instrument, I was able to ask several survey questions 

related to demographics that, collectively, may offer an indirect means by which to determine Shinjuku 

student socio-economic backgrounds. Even if they are not direct indicators of SES, data from Shinjuku 

student survey questions 1b “Where are you from?”, 1c “What high school did you graduate from?”, 1d 

“How many people are in your family?”, 1f “Do you live with your parents?”, and 1g “How long is your 

commute to school every day?” collectively offered general indicators of student family backgrounds as 

analyzed in figure 2.1.  

 The cost of housing in the Tokyo area can vary considerably. Shinjuku Academy’s open campus 

event provided pamphlets for potential students on dormitory and apartment housing options. According 

to the survey data in figure 2.1, at least 56 percent of the vocational students lived in accommodations 

away from the family home. For students not living at home, there was a preference for housing in 

relative proximity to the Shinjuku district campus, as indicated by 61 percent of respondents who had a 

commute of 45 minutes or less. Survey data indicates that for the 104 respondents living away from 

home, their commute time each way to school was 44 minutes on average. The higher expenses incurred 

for accommodations less than an hour’s train ride from central Tokyo’s Shinjuku district may be offset by 

shorter daily commute times.  

Students Not Living With Parents 

 Figure 2.1 indicates that, for students who live away from home during their two years of training, 

reported commute times are short, with a heavy concentration of 50 percent in the 40 minutes or less 

range, and a considerable 19 percent of all students in the category living in a three to twenty minute 

commute range. Only 11 percent of students not living with their parents reported a commute of 61 

minutes or more. There may be various reasons why students choose to live in dormitories or shared 
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apartments. Based upon fieldwork and interviews, two assumptions might be made about this category of 

students who don’t live at home: 1) either their family home is so far away from Tokyo as to make a live-

at-home commute impractical, or 2) students have some form of financial assistance that makes living in 

the central of Tokyo possible. Students belonging to the second group may come from more affluent 

family backgrounds than  live-at-home respondents. 

Figure 2.1. Self-Reported Commute Times To Shinjuku Academy, 2011* 

 

*Source: Researcher Instrument, Shinjuku Academy school wide questionnaire, 2011. 
Survey N= 184 of all 322 students attending Shinjuku Academy in 2011. 
Survey Questions 1a-g N= 184 of 213; missing 29 were garbled or incomplete. 
Living with Parents = No, Average commute time = 44 minutes 
Living with Parents = Yes, Average commute time = 76 minutes 
 

Students Living With Parents 

 Conversely, 43 percent of the answers to part 1 of the school survey were from students who live 

with their parents at home while they attend school at Shinjuku Academy, as illustrated in figure 2.1. 

Young people who live at home while attending post-secondary education can be considered to be 

accepting a means of family assistance in the form of housing. Living at home rather than paying for 

dorm rental during the two-year period of enrollment at Shinjuku Academy could indicate that the 

student’s family has strained economic resources in supporting the youth’s schooling. Survey data 
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indicates that only three of the live-at-home students enjoy a 20-minute commute. Moreover, 20 minutes 

from school is the closest live-at-home students reported, unlike the category of living away from home 

that has two students boasting a 2-minute daily commute to school. The trend for the commutes of live-at-

home students skews towards 40 minutes or more, with 68 percent having a one-way commute to school 

taking between 1and 2 hours. In comparison to the average 44 minute commute for Shinjuku students 

living away from home, survey data indicates that the 80 respondents living at home reported average 

one-way average commute times to school of 76 minutes. 

 More indirect than knowing the occupation of a student’s parents, the distance of the daily commute 

can provide indicators on family economic background. Housing expenses in Tokyo’s central 23 wards is 

comparatively high. People who work in the dense core of businesses located in central Tokyo often live 

in cheaper outlying areas surrounding Tokyo’s sprawl and then commute an hour or two to their place of 

employment. One and two hour commutes into central Tokyo begin from affordable communities in 

Saitama Prefecture to the north, Chiba Prefecture to the east, and Kanagawa Prefecture to the south. 

Based upon observed field data and interviews: 1) the parents of families that live an hour or more outside 

of Tokyo may work at jobs in their local communities or, 2) families with hour plus commutes into Tokyo 

are middle class or wealthier, but their children failed college entrance exams and now attend a vocational 

school, or 3) families living in Saitama, Chiba, and Kanagawa commute an hour plus each day for 

working class occupations in Tokyo.  

 With the high costs of central Tokyo, the alternatives for students was either 1) renting a dorm a 

short distance from school, or 2) living at home and paying expensive train fares, along with 2 to 4 hours 

stuck on a train daily. Students who live at home and commute to school do not choose where they live, 

rather it is the demands of their parent’s occupations that likely influenced and dictated the location of the 

family home, years before the youth was born. Long commutes by students living at home indicate 

economic hardships, or at the very least, frugality in relation to attending Shinjuku Academy. Research 

data in figure 2.1 indirectly indicates that, for the category of students-living-at-home, a fair percentage of 

the 80 respondents that live 50 or minutes away likely come from lower middle class, service industry, or 

working class family backgrounds.  

 Within a much smaller population of 37 qualitative interviews with Shinjuku Academy students, I 

gathered some specifics on student financial matters to combine with the more generalized responses 

found in part 1 of the student survey. Interviews indicate that various means are used to pay for school-

related expenses. Based upon combined survey and interview data collected from Shinjuku Academy 

students, the means by which students paid for enrollment fell into four broad categories: 1) family 
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assistance, 2) student loans, 3) part time work, and 4) some mix of the other three. To illustrate, let’s 

consider Shinjuku Academy’s small and close knit first year class of manga majors in 2011-12.  

Ichikawa 

 Ichikawa, a male first year manga major from a family of four in distant Iwate Prefecture, informed 

me that he currently lives a one-hour commute from school in Chiba Prefecture in a house where several 

students split the rent. The rest of his family still lives in Iwate Prefecture where his father works as a 

salesman in a sporting goods store. During our interview, Ichikawa tells me that what led him to enroll at 

Shinjuku Academy was failing out of his second year of a four-year design college program.   

Mijima 

 Mijima, a female first year manga student in 2011, lives with her parents in the outskirts of Tokyo, 

an hour commute to the school.  Mijima’s father works as a truck-driver. Shinjuku Academy was her third 

school choice, and Mijima attended two open campus events before finally committing to enroll. During 

our interview, Mijima mentions that one perk of the campus is the proximity to Akihabara and Ikebukuro, 

where she visits at least once a month to buy media content goods like manga and anime. During this 

exchange in the interview Mizuhara laughs and admits, that yes, she is a big otaku- a big nerd.  

Okimura 

 Female first year manga student Okimura was from a family of five in Tochigi Prefecture, which is 

well beyond commuting range to Tokyo. Okimura’s father pays for her school expenses and tuition. Her 

dorm room, located in Nerima ward of Tokyo, is still a 45-minute commute to the Shinjuku campus. 

Okimura also considered Tokyo Animator College and Yoyogi Animation School but decided to attend 

Shinjuku Academy after an open campus event. While she did not state her father’s occupation during the 

interview, it is likely that Okimura’s family is from a middle class background. 

Koiwai 

 Yet another female manga first year, Koiwai, commutes two hours by riding a bike to school. 

Koiwai currently stays with relatives, as her parents live in the southern part of distant Fukushima 

Prefecture. Her father works as a care manager in a small senior citizen’s facility, an occupation that 

could fall under either service or white-collar work. I should note that this July interview took place after 

the 3/11 disasters in Japan. Koiwai’s hometown of Iwaki was greatly impacted by the 3/11 tsunami and 

was located only 30 miles from the nuclear accident at the Fukushima No.1 nuclear Power Plant. Since I 

was interviewing her only four months after the disaster, I did not press for more details about Koiwai’s 

family, such as if and where they relocated and what effect it had on her father’s work. With my departure 

from Japan in fall of 2011, I cannot say if her family’s hardship had an impact on her ability to stay in 

school for a second year.  
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2.3.1 The Cost of Training at Shinjuku Academy 

 

 Table 2.4 provides an estimate of the expenses that a graduate of Shinjuku Academy will have paid 

upon the completion of a two-year training certificate program. The educational costs listed are only the 

fees charged by the school and do not include daily living expenses such as housing, food, clothing, 

transportation to and from school, required school supplies, and textbooks. As discussed in chapter 1, 

senmon gakkō are for-profit training organizations that must compete in a nearly pure market environment 

in Japan’s non-university educational sector. Shinjuku Academy is no different in this regard. MEXT 

regulates both the minimum number of required hours for annual in-class attendance for students enrolled 

in senmon gakkō, and the annual cost of tuition such schools can charge to students. 

Table 2.4. Shinjuku Academy, Estimated Cost of Attendance 2010-11* 
 

Application 
Fee 

Admission 
Fee 

Annual 
Tuition 

Years 
Enrolled 

Cost to 
Graduate 

Cost to Graduate, 
US $# 

 

¥20,000 ¥300,000 ¥1,100,000 2 ¥2,520,000 $30,400 
 

* Fees in yen sourced from Shinjuku Academy enrollment materials, 2010-11. 
# US dollar equivalent to yen calculated for 4/01/2011, the start of the school year, on onada.com’s historical 
exchange rate record.  

 
To evaluate these numbers, I have compared them to published cost figures for other media content 

training institutions in Tokyo area. MEXT regulations put Shinjuku Academy’s tuition on par with the 

narrow band of tuitions of the twelve media content vocational schools in the Tokyo area, ranging from 

¥1,050,000 to ¥1,395,000 for the 2 year institutions listed.  

 The cost of vocational school application fees is constrained, by either market competition or by 

regulation. Shinjuku Academy’s ¥20,000 application fee falls within the ¥20,000 to ¥30,000 range of 

comparable schools. However, vocational schools have more discretion in the amounts charged for 

admission fees, and Shinjuku Academy’s ¥300,000 fee falls into the top end of the range between  ¥100,000 

to ¥300,000. Comparing Shinjuku Academy’s educational fees to four-year vocational programs at the five 

Japanese universities that offer similar programs in media content, the universities have higher 

educational fees not only by virtue of a four-year length of attendance, but in higher annual tuition for 

several universities that offer vocational programs.  

 For many of the first year core courses at Shinjuku Academy, students of all majors are expected to 

buy personal supplies such as class textbooks and reference books, notebook paper, and writing utensils. 

As the tools and equipment required for production work in Japan’s media content industry can prove 
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costly for individual students, Shinjuku Academy provides on-campus access to most of the essential 

tools needed to train in a student’s chosen vocation. For film students, the senmon gakkō maintains two 

audiovisual equipment rooms manned by a teaching assistant who verifies on-the-premises permission 

slips signed by a staffer before releasing equipment. With the high cost of film equipment, most film 

majors must work on class projects during long class sessions or at labs on the school premises. 

Animation majors have three computer labs, two loaded with professional software in the Windows 

operating system and one Apple Macintosh lab with OS X software.  

 The technical set ups for Shinjuku’s computer labs were comprehensive. Each PC station was 

loaded with licensed Japanese content industry-standard animation and digital editing software suites, 

such as animation suite Celsys’ RETAS, Autodesk Maya, Autodesk 3DS Max and the like. That Shinjuku 

Academy provides students professional level resources to train is advantageous, as it limits additional 

out-of-pocket expenditures for required training equipment. Students cannot generally afford to 

personally own media content professional tools, so it tethers students to vocational campus labs and 

limits the ability to do homework in an off-campus environment. For example, Shinjuku Academy 

students primarily train using the professional 3D CG rendering application Autodesk 3DS Max, a 

Japanese digital animation standard, a software suite costing $4,300 for a 2014 single-user one-year 

license (www.amazon.com). The high costs of user licenses for professional 3-D digital rendering 

software needed to train for a vocation in the digital animation industry means that in order to complete 

class projects, Shinjuku Academy students must often stay after school hours in the computer labs to use 

instructional copies installed at each terminal. The result was, even when out of a class session, many 

students could be found lingering around the school trying to do assignments in labs or lounges. 

2.4 THE AKIBA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 

 My secondary site of field research, where I collected one Japanese academic semester of field data 

in early 2011, was a hybrid four-year media content vocational program at a new Japanese university. For 

my semester at Akiba University, I conducted participant observation, obtained 27 semi-structured 

interviews with students, and performed secondary analysis of data provided on the school’s website. 

Institutional History 0f Akiba University 

 Established through the Special Zones for Structural Reform in 2003, a law designed to relax 

regulations and restrictions on businesses in order to promote growth in a stagnant economy, the Akiba 

University Corporation was formed in 2004. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology (MEXT) approved Akiba University’s establishment as a four-year university of digital 

communications and digital content. The private institution, partially funded by the Japan Business 
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Foundation (Nippon Keidanren), formally opened to students in 2005. Akiba University is an accredited 

Japanese university that issues four-year undergraduate degrees (a bachelor’s degree or gakushi) in six 

fields of digital study: film, animation, computer graphics, web design, graphics design, and IT 

programming. The school also offers a graduate program: a master’s degree in digital content 

management, which is an interdisciplinary curriculum involving business, creativity, information, and 

communication technology courses. During the time of my field research in 2011, this accredited 

university was a comparatively young institution only in operation for seven years, compared to Shinjuku 

Academy’s 32 years of operation.  

The Institutional Composition of Akiba University  

 As with Shinjuku Academy, the Akiba University school staffers were more closely aligned with 

practical Japanese corporate business practices and concerns about enrollment profits than the openness 

found at university educational institutions. At the time of my research, the institution was scattered in 

several rented facilities in Akihabara, the commercial hub of electronic goods and Japanese popular 

culture products in Tokyo. I was only allowed access to one of several campus locations, which will be 

referred to as the second campus. It was difficult to pin down staff numbers at the institution because of 

this limited access, although there were roughly a dozen desks in the staff room for faculty at this 

location. According to the 2014 Akiba University website, as of October 2013, the university reported 

that it had 109 faculty, with 33 full time teachers, 84 instructors and 25 lecturers; of this staff population, 

85 were male and 24 female. Further, by May 2013 there were 278 more students at the school than in 

2011, so it is difficult to determine how much the staff has also shifted in the last three years. The 

university also has a similar practice of employing contract instructors for classes, so the staff population 

is probably larger then staff on-site at any one time.  

 The division of labor between staff and contract lecturers for training vocational skills in the media 

content industry is not exclusive to Shinjuku Academy. Akiba University uses a very similar 

organizational structure with a small permanent staff that instructs basic subjects along with a larger 

stable of contract hires that are working or retired professionals from the Japanese media content industry. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to directly observe contract lecturer-led class sessions at Akiba, but student 

interviews on their favorite and most challenging classes involved stories about vocational instructors at 

the university who were also professionals in the media content industry. The use of contract lecturers is 

verified on the university website where various staff members and instructors are listed as part of the 

university faculty. Most instructors listed on the university website have affiliations with media content 

corporations, either as current or former employees. In addition, throughout the school year the university 

offers special seminars by prominent personalities in the media content industry. Although I can only 
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speak on the two sites where I conducted field research, conversations with contract hires as well as 

promotional materials from various senmon gakkō indicate that the teaching approach of bringing in 

industry professionals as contract lecturers is a common practice in Japanese vocational schools that train 

for media content industry jobs. 

 Akiba University is a private organization and, in 2011 at least, did not distribute an annual printed 

university guidebook like Shinjuku Academy, nor did it provide detailed statistical data to the public 

beyond the most basic of numbers on its website portal. According to Akiba University’s official website, 

the student enrollment for the university was roughly 1132 students in the 2011-2012 academic year and 

1378 in May of 2013. By these numbers, Akiba University has a student population roughly four times 

the size of the Shinjuku Academy campus. The second campus of Akiba University would be able to 

accommodate roughly half of Shinjuku Academy’s student body at once. There were four full classrooms 

with a capacity of 27 students each on the second campus; about two-dozen students would hang out in 

the campus lounge during the day. There were usually another several dozen students in the media library 

on the sixth floor.  I only ever saw around 150 or so students at any one time at Akiba University’s 

second campus. Any attempted on-site head count was complicated by the fact that Akiba students must 

go to different campus sites for classes in different department. Therefore, students in 2011 would go to 

one or two different university sites in Akihabara on the same day to take classes. The second campus 

was specialized for language instruction and computer lab instruction, so I only ever saw a cross-section 

of students enrolled in those courses.  

 The percentage of non-Japanese students at Akiba University was hard to pin down during the time 

of my research, but the school claims that roughly 20 percent of the 1132 student body is non-Japanese. 

At the Akiba University campus where I conducted my interviews there was certainly a great deal of 

diversity among the non-Japanese students enrolled, though the majority came from South East Asian 

countries. From interviews and conversations, a narrative arose that these non-Japanese students from 

other regions of Asia were influenced by the consumption of Japanese pop culture to leave their home 

country in order to pursue their fortunes training in Japan, primarily for the opportunity to work in the 

Japanese media content entertainment industry.  

 This chapter detailed how qualitative and quantitative data was collected at two primary research 

sites with a population of students engaged in vocational training for pop culture production jobs. Next, 

this chapter described the educational setting of those two research sites: the two year vocational training 

institution of Shinjuku Academy, and the four-year vocational college of Akiba University. With the 

setting for the sphere of vocational training established, the next chapter will examine the motivations and 

structural factors that lead an adolescent to enroll in vocational training for pop culture.   
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CHAPTER 3.  
COOL FANDOMS, COOL MOTIVATIONS: THE CREATIVITY, WILL, AND DESIRE 

TO SEEK WORK IN JAPAN’S POP CULTURE INDUSTRY  
 

3.0 YOUTH FAN PRACTICES AND ESTABLISHED PATHS TO ADULTHOOD 
 

 One question on the Shinjuku Academy staff questionnaire was: “For young people who enter your 

school as students, Are there any noticeable issues for those who started out just consuming creative 

products as fans?” Shinjuku Academy Staffer Taniguchi stated that, “in the beginning, everybody is a 

fan.” Staffer Fukada expanded on this, “I believe most youth enroll in this school because they are trying 

to find their footing in society through something they like or enjoy in their personal lives.” Staffer 

Nishimura drolly observed that many students do not recognize the difference between being a consumer 

and a creator. Higuchi, a contract lecturer who is a professional filmmaker and insider to Japan’s 

entertainment industry, had a differing opinion about fans becoming students. He has had students admit 

that they decided to attend the two-year school simply because of pop-culture consumption habits, 

 I’m sure there are a lot of young people who long to work in the industry and collaborate with the 
artists they admire. I think it’s only natural that some young people decide to attend the school 
because of admiration that has arisen through their enjoyment of a creator’s products. Later on, 
they become fascinated with the process of actually producing artwork rather than just consuming 
it. I think this is what it means to be a creator. It is true though, that there are some students who 
struggle with the transition from consumer to creator, and eventually drop out. Shinjuku Contract 
Lecturer Higuchi, Staff Questionnaire Section F, Question F1 “How are [Shinjuku Academy] 
students placed in jobs within the industry?”). 

 The critical question is whether or not prior immersion in pop culture hinders crossing the boundary 

from pop culture consumer to production work. Staffer Matsui framed the issue in this way, “there is a 

huge difference between ‘creating’ and ‘enjoying’ pop-culture works. There is also a large gap between 

fans who are satisfied with merrily consuming creative goods, and students who enroll in this school that 

desire to be a part of the creation process, even if there is hard work involved.” Staffer Fukada agreed a 

threshold exists: “I think most fans would most likely pursue more stable and realistic occupations like a 

blue-collar job or, in the worst case, simply immerse themselves into the world of their hobby to the point 

that they cannot even function properly in society,” such as the case with hyperconsumers. Staffer Okuda 

suggests many fans just like ‘it’, be it a movie a music video or commercial, but their thought processes 

stop at the level of enjoyment and admiration.  

 Why do young individuals choose to train in vocational schools that lead to the lower tier of 

working class jobs in the Japanese pop culture production industry? While there are as many different 

complex motivations as students enrolled in vocational training at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba 
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University, there were several common themes within the narratives provided by students and staff. Based 

on the accounts in the staff and student survey and interviews, it is clear that pop culture consumption 

practices had an influence, either minor or major, in the path to seek vocational training for production 

work in the pop culture industry. The distinction to be drawn is whether immersion in pop culture was the 

primary motivator to begin the journey, or if pop culture fandoms simply served as a tool, a rationale, to 

justify alternative solutions for overcoming structural obstacles to a desired outcome in the adult working 

world.  

 The adolescents under consideration were primarily from working class and middle class 

backgrounds and still in the process of defining who they thought they should be as adults. While they 

might have formulated a sense of self as a dependent within the structures of family, education, and 

nation, they had not yet transitioned into formal independence as an adult with responsibilities and a place 

in society. For this reason, they still looked to others for guidance and role models, and so were 

susceptible to influences such as fan subcultures, that could shape their journey to adulthood. For the 

research populations under discussion, the strongest influence at the beginning of the journey was pop 

culture entertainment that could offer an appealing escape, daydreams, or aspirations separate from the 

everyday influences in family, school, and society. In the process of immersing within imagined worlds 

as pop culture consumers, a cocoon of escapism might harden around a youth, creating an identity 

fashioned in fan communities and networks, serving to define who they believed they were as individuals. 

As such, this imaginary “pop culture self” immersed in fan subcultures might be viewed as a solution to 

real world issues in the youth’s life. 

Imaginary Adulthoods: Pop Culture Immersion in Fandoms as a Solution for Adulthood 

     For many youth in the population studied, the initial impetus to seek training for work in the Japanese 

content industry was connected on some level with their personal enjoyment of Japanese pop culture as a 

leisure pastime in fan subcultures. In some cases, this “pop culture self” became resistance to expected 

paths into working class lives, for others, pop culture interests as a job path provided a compromise 

between family and societal expectations and personal dreams. Young people on the path to an 

undesirable social status within the dominant national power and class structure might seek out an 

alternative framework in which to define adulthood, an exit. Global networks often straddle domestic 

social structures in multiple nation states and can serve to provide those connected to the flow of global 

culture an alternative viewpoint to the local hegemonic options for class status. Globalized pop culture 

consumption provides alternative social values and practices wrapped up in an entertaining and pleasing 

form. In the minds of youth immersed in the global flows and networks of pop culture, it stands to reason 

that the vibrant and personally rewarding forum of imagined worlds and possibilities of pop culture 
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entertainment fandoms might offer a compelling argument that there are better options for adulthood than 

unappealing local working class ones. Becoming a part of the production industry for the pop culture 

offers that solution. It maintains immersion in leisure interests while offering insider status as a respected 

creator within the fan community. Training to become a pop culture creator is the act of a young fan 

taking the reins of adulthood to become a master of an area enjoyed throughout their childhood. 

Unfamiliar Grounds: Negotiating With Traditional Power Relations 

     Seeking to cross the threshold from consumer to skilled producer, constructing a solution for 

adulthood from pop culture fan practices, or even simply redefining personal success through working-

class pathways, puts the youth in a direct confrontation with the existing traditional power structures in 

society. In choosing vocational training, youth from middle class backgrounds may be acting outside of 

paths clearly marked by middle class aspiring parents and schools in domestic society for adulthood in the 

middle class strata of society. To succeed, the youth must exercise willpower, continued negotiation, and 

compromise to survive societal power relations in the school environment, with employers, and in 

Japanese society. According to Shinjuku staff, inability to exercise will and determination on the 

vocational journey to adulthood often leads to the failure to secure or retain employment status in the pop 

culture industry. 

 So what factors explain why a young fan would want to make the leap from the comfortable world 

of pop culture communities into new unexplored territory as a skilled worker in the Japanese 

entertainment industry? Initial enjoyment of Japanese pop culture may trigger the inspiration to become 

pop culture creators themselves. That impulse might be further strengthened by immersion and 

connection with others in fandom communities, perhaps a sense of becoming more valued in the society 

of fan peers and friends. In earlier generations, Japanese high schools provided a clear school-to-work 

transition for working class youth into secure blue-collar positions in medium and large companies, but 

that channel has been broken by the restructuring of work during the 1990s and the current main 

alternatives for school leavers are insecure positions for working class bound youth are contract work as a 

temporary laborer or unfulfilling service industry work in a convenience store or supermarket. In lieu of 

these less desirable societal options, the compromise of repurposing pop culture interests into industry 

production jobs may be an appealing out.  

 Even if the motivation to pursue pop culture labor starts out as an “imaginary” daydream solution to 

limited options as a working class adult, exercising will and effort to define an alternate path to adult 

employment, often by navigating necessary compromises within existing power structures in society, is a 

process that makes a “temporary” imaginary adolescent solution an adult reality. This observed practice 

runs counter to the Birmingham School’s definition of the imaginary solutions of youth subcultures as 
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resistance to adult power structures in two ways. First, the youthful pop culture solutions in this case are 

mostly based upon global fandoms, not the working class backgrounds of the youth’s parents, although 

the reasons for youthful resistance may be to avoid working in the same undesirable working class strata 

of jobs as their parents. Second, while the “imaginary solution” of pop culture employment at the end of 

the journey still results in a working class occupation, the entry-level work is in a different sector, one 

oriented to global markets and offering at least the long term possibility of job mobility into middle class 

careers. 

 The targeted pop culture marketing of vocational schools for pop culture production might be 

viewed as preying upon these imaginary fan identities. Though schools target a soft spot of youth who 

may only face undesirable life options, vocational training does offer a practical pathway into industry 

employment as a skilled production professional, albeit in the lower tier with working class wages. 

 Admittedly, it is entirely possible that the use of pop culture fan interests as motivation to seek pop 

culture industry work may be specific to the observed populations in this research and not a more 

widespread social phenomenon. However, it is worth considering the possibility that this research may 

indicate a larger trend of youth orienting their plans for adult labor on globally oriented communities and 

subcultures rather than stagnating domestic options. As savvy and globally conscious consumers, perhaps 

youth sense the “writing on the wall” on how domestic class structures are being upended by global labor 

markets. As seen by the growth of the precarious labor sector of freeters and NEETs in Japan, domestic 

institutional inertia has been slow to adapt and properly prepare youth for labor market changes. The 

more nimble vocational sector may offer a way to enter the job market with at least a skill set and some 

options for advancement.  

  Despite the heavy explanatory emphasis placed on the role of pop culture immersion, it should not 

be inferred that pop culture is an all-inclusive motivation for students in the research population to seek 

out vocational training. There are other valid explanations for the choice to seek vocational training, such 

as structural effects on youth, ranging from global forces to family pressures. Neoliberal globalization has 

brought major changes to the stratification of the domestic labor force, which translates into limited job 

futures for the student population under study. The differential in socio-economic class status, as either 

middle class or working class, also moderates the level of influence that pop culture can have on a youth.  

 

3.0.1 Structural Top-Down Factors That Influence the Japanese School-To-Work Trajectory 

 

 In the case of the Japanese labor market, four broad factors influence the school-to-work trajectory 

for young people in Japan. At the topmost macro level are the competitive pressures of the neoliberal 
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globalization of job markets upon domestic social institutions and economic labor markets. Below 

international structural forces, socio-economic stratification at the domestic nation-state level impacts the 

social class of an individual, in this case, middle-class and working-class youth. At the local community 

level, institutional pressures within schools shape the outlook of the young individual. Finally, a youth’s 

family will usually have its own set of expectations for their offspring to successfully reproduce their 

class background and values. These four strata of structural forces exert a continual struggle of push and 

pull upon youth as they develop into productive members of society. Depending on a youth’s socio-

economic circumstances, one layer may exercise stronger levels of influence upon the individual, but not 

always to the benefit of the youth’s development. 

 To use an extreme example, for a young individual from a broken home, more macro and less 

personal institutional and nation-state level forces may play a greater role. Lacking the more personal 

micro level transmission of family values, a young person might end up with weak moral decision-

making skills in adulthood. For middle-class and working-class youth, the cultural capital (Bourdieu 

1973) for the middle class social strata places greater value upon the institution of education, as it aids in 

the reproduction of middle-class status for adult employment. Therefore, the institution of education may 

play a stronger role in shaping the attitudes and outlook of the young middle-class individual, with 

parents supporting the values of the institution. In contrast, working-class families place greater emphasis 

on attaining economic independence as a measure of adulthood earlier in life (Bourdieu 1973; Hara and 

Seiyama 2005; Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Yamamoto and Brinton 2010). 

 Hence, macro-level structural factors have differing levels of effectiveness in influencing and 

shaping an individual’s life based upon how other circumstances factor into the situation. Middle class 

families provide a greater bulwark for their children in emphasizing the importance of education for 

future success in adulthood. It lessens the impact of macro level forces such as global labor markets, as 

regular white collar employment status in Japanese companies tends to fall within a core domestic job 

sector that is insulated from the full pressure of neoliberal job practices in globalized markets, unlike 

much of the contemporary working class job sector in Japan. If these four structural forces exert a weak 

influence on a young person, or do not provide viable directions for jobs. In that case, personal immersion 

in global networks and communities might conceivably offer inspiration and motivation that provides 

alternative answers for the future.  

 Over the last several decades, the neo-liberalization of global markets has had its impact on Japan’s 

labor sectors, forcing Japanese-based corporations to adopt neoliberal approaches and employment 

strategies, such as maintaining a contract-based labor pool to remain flexible and competitive. Neoliberal 

globalization can alter what skills are valued in the job market at the domestic level. Job positions that 
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were previously secure in local job markets become precarious in nature. An example of this globalization 

process in the job market is the rise of required educational credentials in many job sectors, creating a 

higher bar for entry into stable employment. But the global surge of educational credentialism is not 

necessarily “a rising tide that lifts all boats” equally at the domestic level. Individuals lacking the social 

capital of middle-class families for educational advancement to protect them from neoliberal employment 

practices on global markets are beginning to tread water. They are stuck in working class service and 

manufacturing sectors with decreasing domestic job fluidity and mobility where they perform precarious 

contract labor that can be outsourced to cheaper global markets in other countries. Youth from middle-

class backgrounds possess educational incentives to attain a four-year college degree, and so have a better 

chance of rising to the upper strata of domestic middle-class occupations in Japan insulated from global 

markets (Hara and Seiyama 2005; Reich 1992; Roach 2006; Sato and Arita 2004).  

 The many domestic media content sectors of the Japanese entertainment industry are able to 

generate profits as a globally exported cultural product. Already globally oriented in terms of distribution, 

Japan’s pop culture industry has been able to survive in the global setting by also globalizing its job 

sector, adopting a two-tiered labor system with an upper tier of middle-class, credentialized careers and a 

lower tier of working class, contract employment, some of which can be outsourced to countries where 

labor is cheaper. The problem with credentialization trends in a sector is that it can become an endless 

process, where companies will set ever-higher standards for minimum required credentials in order to hire 

better recruits in comparison to its competitors. As long as it is a buyer’s market for employers, the bar of 

credentialization for entry into the top tier of production work can continue to rise (Ishida and Yoshikawa 

2003; Lauder et al. 2006; Marginson 1999). A rise in required credentials appears to be creeping into the 

employment practices for the lower tier of pop culture industry production work. Eventually, two-year 

vocational graduates may not be able to secure even entry-level employment, as a four-year college 

degree may be expected for entry-level lower tier production jobs. 

 Individuals able to attain college degrees, mostly those with middle-class socioeconomic 

backgrounds, are hired into the upper tier of global jobs involving problem solving creative capacities 

with relative fluidity and career stability (Reich 1992; Sassen 2007; Sato and Arita 2004). While the 

upper tier of college educated global workers are needed to lead and plan creative projects in the pop 

culture industry, the production capacity for Japan’s entertainment industry is powered by a large 

workforce in a lower tier of skilled vocational workers; low paying contract jobs with long hours and 

repetitive tasks that can often be outsourced to sub-contracted “labor mills” in other Asian countries such 

as China or South Korea. Currently, most entry-level jobs in the lower tier of Japan’s pop culture industry 

can be attained by training at two-year specialty schools, the Japanese senmon gakkō sector. To be clear, 
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the lower tier of labor in the media content industry is comprised of skilled positions, but it is skilled 

occupations in a manufacturing or repetitive job capacity, with a focus on output rather than creativity. 

Creativity is the job description for the upper tier of industry production; the work of problem-solving and 

creative tasks is held by project managers, section leads, and directors. The entry-level labor pool for the 

upper tier is mostly four-year college graduates, unlike directors and producers from several decades ago 

who were able to start work in a company at the ground floor and advance up through the ranks with hard 

work. 

 

3.0.2 Trajectories for Middle Class Youth in Japan  

 

 The utility and strength of pop culture interest as a solution for adult work is a much weaker 

influence for youth with middle-class backgrounds who are able to pass university entrance exams. There 

are stronger incentives and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1973) investment coming from family and social 

institutions for middle class youth to take socially acceptable mainstream trajectories into productive 

middle-class careers. Barbara Ehrenreich’s book, Fear of Falling: The Inner Life of the Middle Class, 

points out the inherent insecurity of the professional middle class sector, as its: 

…only “capital” is knowledge and skill…(a)nd unlike real capital, these cannot be hoarded against 
hard times…preserved beyond the lifetime of the individual, or, of course bequeathed…and must 
be renewed in each individual through fresh effort and commitment (Ehrenreich 1990:15). 

 Ehrenreich’s characterization as applied to the context of an internationalized job market implies 

that families with professional middle class backgrounds will promote higher education that provides 

merit-based problem-solving skills that are valued within the upper tier of globalized workplaces, as a 

solution for their children to reproduce a middle class adulthood. Merit-based problem-solving skills are 

valued intellectual resources in the upper tier, serving to create a degree of leverage and stability for 

college graduates within neo-liberalized job markets. Okano and Tsuchiya’s Education in Contemporary 

Japan: Inequality and Diversity (1999), points out that graduation from a prestigious university in Japan 

acts as a shield from global market forces and enables the continued inter-generational production of 

middle class status in Japan, even in the face of shifting Japanese corporate hiring practices due to neo-

liberalized market pressures. Even with the safeguard of a college education from a high status university, 

in recent years Japanese companies are changing the seniority system, thinning corporate workforce pools 

of permanent employees via attrition and retirement of the old guard, and are more selective in hiring new 

university graduates as new full time employees (Jung and Cheon 2006; Sato and Arita 2004). 
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 As the bar to entry into a stable professional middle-class career in the domestic context is raised by 

the rising tides of credentialization in the global market, middle-class parents have a vested interest in 

pushing their offspring to highly value the ‘capital’ of a college education that redefines the domestic 

middle class lifestyle as one situated in the upper tier of the global strata. Parental pressure to reproduce a 

middle-class lifestyle exerts a strong influence on the choices and the developing value system of young 

middle-class youth in the school to work transition process (Bourdieu 1973; Ehrenreich 1990; Okano and 

Tsuchiya 1999; Hara 2005, Kosugi 2004). 

 Young middle-class individuals who have constructed a strong personal connection to pop culture 

fandoms will seek to legitimize that pop culture interests by subsuming them within socially acceptable 

methods of professional middle-class reproduction. Examples of a middle class blending of leisure 

pursuits into the workplace would be the study of pop culture within an academic setting, or perhaps a 

professional career in the upper tier of the global creative industry. In this way, middle class youth can 

gain some level of satisfaction of remaining immersed in pop culture leisure pursuits, but also satisfy 

parental expectations for the reproduction in the professional middle-class. Another middle-class solution 

is to only engage in immersive pop culture practices as a fan, prosumer, or hyperconsumer in personal 

downtime while holding a proper middle class job as a salaryman; keeping leisure and work separate. 

 To brush up on my Japanese for my field research in 2009 I attended a semester of Waseda 

University’s intensive Japanese language program. During the first weeks of the study program, a 

frequent opening topic was to ask non-Japanese college students to explain their motivations for studying 

the Japanese language. Many Waseda classmates conveyed that their initial interest to study Japanese 

language and culture came from their enjoyment of Japanese anime and manga. Several students were 

quite specific, providing the name of a Japanese show or book that originally inspired them to study 

Japanese. Responses by Waseda students were not that much different from undergraduates in Japanese 

language classes at my home institution, the University of Hawai‘i. The enjoyment of Japanese pop 

culture products is a pretty common catalyst for the current generation of youth across the globe to seek to 

broaden their exposure to Japanese culture. To have an enjoyable leisure practice evolve into an academic 

pursuit provides some level of support for the notion that immersion in Japanese pop culture is a 

significant influence in the personal lives of even middle class students. They make try to legitimize pop 

culture fan interest in the covering guise of higher education coursework, but it remains restricted within 

the framework of middle class reproduction processes.  

 While the initial catalyst for seeking out courses about Japan may be enjoyment of anime or manga, 

the motivations for middle class students to study can vary from simple curiosity about Japanese culture, 

to the desire to be a more efficient consumer of Japanese goods, such as enjoying the source material in 
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the original language of Japanese. At one end of the spectrum is the casual or mainstream consumer who 

will enjoy an occasional Japanese pop culture product that comes into their social sphere. At the other 

extreme are hyperconsumers who heavily immerse themselves in mass consumption, collection, and 

hoarding of Japanese cultural goods. Individuals who have taken the initiative to leave their domestic 

social circles to actually travel to Japan in order to study Japanese language and culture today are usually 

at least fans of Japanese cultural goods.  

 Looking at university students broadly, it would be a fair assessment that those coming from 

middle-class family backgrounds are training for adult careers in that middle class strata. While a portion 

of middle-class youth are drawn to train and work in the production of Japanese entertainment, their 

leisure interest in pop culture is usually redirected out of the realm of imaginary solutions for adulthood 

and within the framework of accepted expressions of middle-class normative occupations. Middle-class 

pop-culture consumers who ultimately do choose to become creative producers and are able to pass 

university entrance exams, are funneled into four-year college programs and end up in the upper tier of 

creative problem-solving positions in Japan’s pop culture industry. Conversely, youth from middle class 

backgrounds who are unable to pass college exams or who fail out of four year programs can end up 

alongside working-class youth on a similar school-to-work path into service, manufacturing, or vocational 

job paths. It is these unsuccessful children of the middle class who may end up seeking two-year 

vocational training in the production of popular culture media.  

   

3.0.3 Trajectories for Working Class Youth in Japan 

 
 So, how do young individuals from lower or working-class backgrounds, differ from youth with 

similar pop culture interests in the middle class? Willis’ (1977) and Bourdieu’s (1973) work argues that 

young individuals from working class families, due to the habitus propagated within the working class 

family background, develop working class values as a result. However, Japanese working class values are 

not as divergent from middle class values as in other cultures, due to the perception that the social 

stratification of Japanese society is more egalitarian than it is in reality:  

Kariya suggests that the increasingly conspicuous relationship between social class and 
educational success in contemporary Japan is likely to rapidly undermine the consensus that 
education in Japan is a meritocratic system and further reduce the effort that those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds invest in order to succeed through the education system (Goodman 
2010). 
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One difference between middle-class and working-class youth in Japan is that the institutional and 

societal structures in place to support a trajectory towards college and stable white-collar employment are 

not as valued by working class youth, arguably due to their working class habitus (Hara and Seiyama 

2005; Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Yamamoto and Brinton 2010; Yano 2013). 

 Prior to the burst of the economic bubble in Japan in the 1990s, the working class sector of Japan 

offered stable long term employment. As with the middle-class strata of students that were admitted into 

high-ranking universities and subsequently hired as permanent employees by top ranked Japanese 

companies through long-term, semi-formal recruiting agreements between colleges and corporations, 

known as jisseki kankei, there also existed two types of working-class jisseki kankei agreements: high 

school-to-unskilled employment and vocational school-to-skilled employment. Students who went 

directly from high school could be placed in blue collar employment as unskilled factory workers in 

Japanese companies. Jisseki kankei recruiting agreements between vocational schools and companies can 

place vocational and technical school graduates into jobs at subcontracting companies for skilled 

manufacturing and service occupations. Prior to the 1990s, in both the cases of unskilled and skilled 

working-class laborers, if an individual lost employment, there was always a job market demand that 

enabled them to stay reliably employed (Goodman 2010; Goodman et al. 2009; Rosenbaum and Kariya 

1989; Sato and Arita 2004; Slater and Ishida 2010; Tsutsui et al. 2009). 

 With the flattening of Japan’s economy after the 1990s, Japanese companies now required a fluid 

and flexible Japanese corporate workforce that could respond to the economic demands of globalization. 

The Japanese corporate sector began to engage in neo-liberalization, favoring a labor force comprised of 

non-regular employees, a contract and temporary job pool that could be jettisoned or quickly adjusted in 

size to help the company remain profitable in the market. Despite the fact that social institutions in Japan 

have had nearly a generation to design coping strategies for new globalized market realities in the 

Japanese workplace, the persistence of a rigid Japanese corporate culture indicates an institutional inertia 

that is slow to react to globalization’s demands on the domestic job sector. Other domestic markets, such 

as in the United States, have adopted job mobility and fluidity solutions for competitive global markets 

demands through skill retraining, lifelong learning, or promotion of contract hires into permanent 

employment status (Heinz 1999). In contrast, the inner core sector of regular employment in corporate 

Japan remains relatively insulated from global market demands; during economic hardship, the larger 

force of temporary workers are the first to be jettisoned in order to keep the company afloat. A 

conservative Japanese corporate culture resists elevating contract workers into permanent positions, and 

does not typically hire new permanent employees from people in the middle of their careers, preferring 
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instead fresh college graduates (Goldthorpe 2002; Honda 2006; Kosugi 2004; Roach 2006; Sato and Arita 

2004; Slater and Ishida 2010; Takenoshita 2007; Tsutsui et al. 2009).  

 Neoliberal hiring practices beginning in the 1990s and a rigid corporate culture has transformed the 

working-class strata of Japan. A large segment of Japan’s new “working class” is comprised of a more-or-

less permanent sector of contract and contingent labor that performs precarious jobs and have been 

labeled in Japanese society as freeters, part time or contract laborers (Slater and Ishida 2010). Sato and 

Arita’s (2004) analysis of the globalization of the middle classes in Japan and Korea states, “globalization 

destroys Japanese economic institutions that have protected a particular part of the participants in the 

market and excluded other participants from the protection; ...and that thus effects social mobility,” (Sato 

and Arita 2004). The Japanese middle class changes examined by Sato and Arita in the 20-39 age group 

are mirrored in changes to the Japanese working class. Reiko Kosugi’s 2004 scholarship on a 15-34 age 

group of freeters as well as Slater’s work, propose that the rise and persistence of part time workers, 

freeters, are a manifestation of the transformation of Japan’s working class within the globalized 

economy (Genda and Kurosawa 2001; Honda 2006; Kosugi 2004; Slater and Ishida 2010; Tsutsui et al. 

2009). Meanwhile some of the “old” working class still hangs on, those with skilled technical training are 

more highly valued than unskilled contingent workers like freeters, and may even manage regular 

employment status or more secure contracts agreements in blue-collar jobs with employers. However, 

even vocational credentials only put their occupations at the top of the working class strata, still below 

middle class opportunities, and so still vulnerable to global markets- though perhaps less so than freeters.  

 As Japanese corporate culture still limits new regular white collar hires to fresh university graduates 

and has nearly eliminated the practice of hiring fresh high school graduates for regular manufacturing 

employee positions in Japanese factories, transitioning from the position of a temporary worker into that 

of a full time permanent employee in the working class sector is now a difficult barrier to breach. As a 

result of an inflexible Japanese corporate culture, job mobility and fluidity is difficult within the 

mainstream corporate sector of large companies that practice regular employment. And smaller 

companies with contract hiring practices are also squeezed and cannot offer stable employment. This 

means that young individuals who engage in contract or temp labor as freeters are unable to break out of 

those positions and may end up 10 or even 15 years later still working as freeters with no job security. 

Due to societal expectations and economic structural factors, men who began their working lives in 

precarious contract jobs will still desire at some point to secure stable employment so that they can marry 

and have a family. As the current new working-class system in Japan doesn’t favor stable employment, 

aging freeters can understandably become stressed. Such bleak job prospects can take a toll on a worker 

in a precarious job market such that a freeter may become burned out and drop out of the low pay service 
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industry to become classified as NEET, ‘not employed or seeking educational training’. Current Japanese 

labor literature implies that, depending on when statistics are gathered, people in this segment of Japanese 

society may oscillate between precarious employment as freeters and completely dropping out of the job 

market as NEETs. Youth classed as freeters and NEET generally come from lower or working-class 

family backgrounds and as a result are adrift due to neoliberal employment practices by corporations (E. 

E. Cook 2012; Genda 2007; Genda and Kurosawa 2001; Kosugi 2004; Honda 2005; Toivonen 2012a). 

 In sum, middle-class youth with trajectories into white-collar work into the protected domestic job 

market in Japanese corporations or that possess college credentials valued in the global job market are 

somewhat protected as long as their families utilize cultural capital to stay on top of the rising tide of 

educational credential requirements. However, youth from working class backgrounds in Japan are more 

deeply vulnerable to neoliberal globalization’s effects upon the Japanese workplace since the 1990s. 

Middle-class youth experience the structural pressures to reproduce middle-class class status, while the 

pressure on the working-class youth in Japan is of a different sort: increasingly unappealing domestic 

structural options for working class futures, as indicated by the plight of the precarious labor situation for 

freeters and NEET. For working class youth with limited social mobility and the prospect of precarious 

labor after graduation from high school, immersion in pop culture pursuits can, at the very least, provide 

an escape from impending adult responsibilities and realities. As vocational training offers a two-year 

certificate and so working class credentials for access to the skilled job sector at the top of the working 

class strata, “imaginary solutions” for adult labor based on pop culture consumption may offer a working 

class youth an exit from less appealing alternatives in the lower sector in the “new” working class as a 

freeter.  

3.1 MOTIVATIONS FOR SEEKING VOCATIONAL TRAINING  

 Then there is the matter of the choice to seek out vocational training at all. And why did this 

population of students choose vocational training particularly for Japan’s pop culture production industry? 

If the goal was a vocational certificate and so more secure working class employment, why not choose 

skilled vocational training for occupations such as computer repair or truck driving? Why engage in 

difficult vocational training for work in the entertainment industry when you could do easier training for 

another vocation? Why endure up to a two hour rail commute each day to a media content vocational 

school in the center of Tokyo when you could attend a vocational school for auto repair in your 

hometown? The choice to seek vocational training specific to the pop culture production industry returns 

to the influence of Japanese pop culture. Consumption practices exerted considerable influence and 

illustrated, in part, why many students were enrolled in the vocational programs I studied.  
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 For the hundreds of students I talked with during participant observation, the 60 students that I 

interviewed, and the 213 students I surveyed – I must rely on their reported personal narratives as to why 

they found themselves enrolled in vocational training. Whether those personal narratives provide factual 

causation on their choice to train, or are after-the-fact rationalizations that are more complimentary than 

the true causes, the best that I can do in this analysis is to consider whether self-explanations line up with 

observed, outside factors. Enrolled youth reported a continuous history of immersion in pop culture 

consumption throughout their lives. Those pop culture tastes and practices may have changed as they 

aged, but did persist. Many students in the research population reported a history of enjoyment of pop 

culture products prior to enrolling in the vocational school. Consumption of popular culture was one 

factor for the decision by most students to train at schools for media content industry training. For youth 

connected with pop-culture on a personal level, that influence became an acknowledged thread in 

personal narratives. Moreover, for most non-Japanese respondents, enjoyment of Japanese pop culture 

was a major narrative as to why the individual was at the vocational school.  

 In my interviews and conversations with youth at my research locations, I found four common 

patterns in personal narratives as to why young people ended up training for lower strata work in the 

Japanese media content entertainment industry, as shown in figure 3.0. Further, I found that the frequency 

of certain narratives for both Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University respondents roughly sorted into 

groupings by vocational major of study.  

Narrative One: Redefining Success, Pop Culture Pursuits as a Solution for Adulthood 

 In the first observed pattern in figure 3.0, pop culture immersion provided a solution for adulthood 

when traditional socio-economic trajectories proved difficult for the youth to navigate. Inspiration and 

enjoyment of a favorite artist or author can plant a seed of motivation for an adult occupation. But pop-

culture consumption was only the weakest of threads of motivation for this group, appearing only 

incidental in spurring enrollment in their chosen major of study. As they had to choose some major to 

study under, why not what they do in their spare time? Movies? Film major. When attempts were made in 

interview sessions to pin down specifics on why they picked their chosen field, responses included 

statements such as “well, I always liked movies.” Respondents in this category often didn’t see a causal 

link between their occasional pop-culture consumption habits and their vocational training choice. Many 

of these respondents did little or no homework or practice outside of the classroom environment. This 

group also had very vague ideas on post graduation and employment, asserting that within five years they 

would be a top tier director or producer in a company. Some interviewees confirmed that they were from 

middle-class backgrounds even though they were now on training track for lower tier working-class 

employment.  
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Figure 3.0. Four Motivational Narratives While Training For Pop Culture Production  

 
 A portion of film major students from both Shinjuku and Akiba fell into this classification. Some 

students in this group reported that their vocational training was a backup plan after failing college exams 

or dropping out of university. When hitting a wall of college exam failures and parental pressure to work, 

Japanese pop culture consumption practices can offer a redefinition of personal success for those lacking 

opportunities for a trajectory into college and middle-class careers kosei (Cave 2001; 2007; Reara 2011; 

Toivonen 2012). Kosei, in this usage, is a rationalization for choosing a working class entertainment 

industry job as an alternative to failure at the mainstream middle class criterion for success and personal 

fulfillment. Many have hopes to someday be the next great filmmaker like Akira Kurosawa, or anime 

director like Hayao Miyazaki, or manga-ka like Rumiko Takahashi. In reality, the pop culture industry is 

globalized and credentialized, so mobility from the bottom to the top is limited for vocational school 

graduates. 

Narrative Two: Outside Pressure by Parents and Family to Seek Adulthood Roles 

 In contrast, a second narrative pattern in figure 3.0 for youth in the Shinjuku and Akiba populations 

for enrolling in the school involved pressure by others. Such respondents reported that while they enjoyed 

consumption of pop culture entertainment, this was not a motivation that pushed them to seek training; in 

    • Youth unable/unwilling to enter path to middle class work  
    • Seek to redefine success as adult in terms of personal goals
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fact, they appeared to have no motivation at all, or at least no desire to act on a pop culture impulse. Most 

seemed content to just remain fans. A number of this group reported that prior to enrollment, pop culture 

entertainment was just something to pass the time in their family homes as freeters or NEET.  It took 

pressure by others – parents, relatives, and friends – to put them on the path of connecting pop culture 

with study at a school.  Several students reported that their parents were relieved when the youth finally 

agreed to enroll in a vocational program as it got them out of the house. The implication is that for such 

passive youth, even if they came from middle class family backgrounds, their parents were willing to 

pressure enrollment in a vocational school- despite the fact it would result in a working class vocation.  

 As many of these students reported being spurred on by family members and friends, it is likely that 

these relatives and relations, seeing their pop culture consumption behaviors, recommended it as a 

vocational job solution. So it could still be said that pop culture consumption practices were strongly 

correlated with bringing these students into the fold for vocational training, just not by the students 

themselves. It took action by someone other than the young person to start them on the training path.  

 Respondents in this group were only nominally comprised of fans and most could more accurately 

considered just mainstream consumers of pop culture, meaning that they enjoyed pop culture products but 

were not necessarily passionate, dedicated, or immersed in fandoms. In interview responses, their favored 

type of consumption was sometimes only incidental to their currently enrolled major of study.  

 Staff feedback was that this type of student was among the hardest to retain as they might quit or 

drop out before completing training. The group also had vague or unclear visualizations about post-

graduation work. Several respondents had no idea what they would be doing in their new vocational jobs 

or what their jobs would even entail. Some students halfheartedly joked they would be working in a part-

time service job at a supermarket or convenience store after graduation instead of a media content 

vocation. 

 An alarmingly large number of Shinjuku film or Akiba digital film effects majors were vocational 

students in this classification. Perhaps the film major was chosen by this passive group as it is 1) 

production of a mainstream form of pop culture entertainment- live-action film and broadcast television, 

and 2) perceived as an easy vocation- standing around on a film set all day. In fact, some interview 

respondents reported that they changed to the film major because their original vocation major, in several 

cases digital special effects, was too difficult.  

Narrative Three: Pop Culture Fandom Practices!Defining the Journey to Adulthood 

 For some students, passionate and immersive consumption of pop culture from a young age 

becomes a strong personal incentive to seek training at a Japanese two-year vocational school. In this 

third pattern, as seen in figure 3.0, the personal narrative attached to enthusiasm for pop culture, ranging 
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from fans to hyperconsumers, was at the forefront for seeking out vocational training. For this group of 

student respondents, pop culture habits aligned strongly and directly with their chosen major of vocational 

study.  

 This third classification had the most diverse distribution: fan narratives were found across all 

majors at both Shinjuku and Akiba. However, fan narratives in the animation major appeared to have an 

additional wrinkle: social awkwardness and introversion. Perhaps because intense immersion in fan 

pursuits can crowd out other developmental processes, such as daily social interactions, youth social skills 

stagnate. Another possibility is that youth who are already socially inept gravitate to immersive fan 

practices as a refuge from social interactions. In either case, there was a connection between social 

awkwardness and dedicated pop culture fan practices for many animation major students. 

 Although they were fanatical about pop culture, fans in this third pattern seemed unable to fully 

integrate their intense and passionate pop culture consumption interests constructively into their training 

regimen, as was done by the fourth category of amateur creators, prosumers. Individuals in this third 

pattern usually stayed behind the prescribed barrier as a consumer and did not stray across that threshold 

into that of prosumers in the fourth classification. Considering that 1) fans are typically enthusiastic and 

passionately immersed in fan communities and fandom networks, 2) they are training to become 

vocational producers, it is telling that fans restricted their creative endeavors to applied classroom 

assignments.  

 Individuals in this third group of respondents, when asked about their future employment after 

graduation, mostly emphasized that it was important that they attain full-time employee status in a 

company. They were also vague about their occupational duties or job description when asked. Shinjuku 

Academy staff reported that after youth encouraged to enroll due to outside pressure, students from this 

group were the second most likely to burn out or drop out of training, as the fantasy of becoming an 

admired creator doesn’t match up to the reality of hard work to get there. 

It is also possible that some of interviewed majors placed in this third fan pattern are actually part of the 

first group redefining success.  

Narrative Four: Amateur Creators Seeking Inside Status Legitimacy as Professionals 

 The fourth pattern in figure 3.0 had the smallest sub-population but offered the most encouraging 

personal narratives and the strongest motivations. These were participant consumers who wished to take 

their creative works beyond fan circles and online communities to the next level as legitimate industry 

producers. This group of individuals had personal narratives that reported social identification with pop-

culture consumption very early in their lives. Some even reported knowing that they wanted to engage in 

their vocation as early as elementary school. Unlike the first three patterns, respondents in this fourth 
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group almost always provided specific names of creative works producers and artists that inspired them. 

Further, they had definite opinions about artistic influences and styles.  

 Personal narratives for some Japanese and non-Japanese students fell in line with the prosumer 

concept of blurred consumer-producer spaces. For adolescents who were deeply invested in pop culture 

practices and also had the desire to create, the decision to seek training at a vocational institution was an 

obvious one. Long immersed in expansive fan communities or fan co-creation works, their decision to 

seek training was an attempt to cross the consumer/producer threshold to become professional 

entertainment producers. The personal narratives for students who were already active amateur creators 

offered detailed and introspective tales that presented a continuity of motivation and intent both before 

and after enrollment. Prosumers often had a clearly mentally rehearsed narrative at the ready to explain 

their desire to create and become a professional in the industry. The choice to seek vocational training 

was an effort to establish legitimacy as a paid, skilled professional. 

 Unlike the other three groups, they also had very clear and realistic ideas of their final employment 

status. One student who is training to be a manga artist ironically joked that she would be a freelancer 

living in her parent’s basement after graduation. But she was fine with that outcome, as long as she could 

be a professional. Undoubtedly, like fans in the third category, this group of prosumers had a strong 

personal relationship with pop fandoms. Yet, at some point immersion in the pop culture sphere of 

influence either inspired the desire to create, or merged with an existing creative urge. The result 

empowered years of participation and co-creation of fan made works.  

 Long inhabiting the blurred space between fan consumer and professional producer, this group of 

respondents was perhaps the most confident and the most grounded, with practical attitudes that were 

informed from personal firsthand experiences. Their personal narratives and career ambitions were the 

most vivid and mature amongst the students. There was a higher overall number of prosumers at Akiba 

University, especially in the CG Effects and Digital Design majors. At Shinjuku, amateur creators were 

found in small portions across all majors, however the largest ratio was in the manga major. Though the 

major was small in population, most manga students were also active prosumers. They did perhaps the 

most extracurricular creative work, sometimes doing vocational major homework 40 to 50 hours a week, 

and several respondents reported participation in dōjinshi circles for Comic Market events in their free 

time. They seemed the most ready to sustain employment in vocational work after graduation. Because 

they are proactive, many end up with side jobs or may jump into creative freelance careers while still 

enrolled in school, in some cases outside of their original vocational training area. Besides the end goal of 

industry credentials and status as paid professionals, the main value prosumers seem to take away from 

their vocational schooling is the importance of communication skills and human networking. 
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3.1.1 Youthful, ‘Imaginary’ Solution of Pop Culture Resolving into Answers for Adulthood 

 

 One thread links these four narratives found in youth studying at my research sites of Shinjuku 

Academy and Akiba University: the link of pop culture consumption behavior as a motivation to seek 

vocational training. The difference in the degree of influence from pop culture practices depends on the 

motivations and end purpose of a young adult. For some individuals in this population, pop culture 

immersion acts as a cocoon from reality. For others, it offers a rationalization to seek alternative paths to 

adulthood, possibly an exit from limiting circumstances due to globalization and stratification. For some 

people in this population, in the face of vague goals for employment, pop culture at least clarifies a 

direction for action. For a portion of respondents, popular culture interest may trump societal pressures 

from class background, societal expectations, and family pressures. In some cases, disappointing life 

situations such as failing at college or family troubles are at first papered over by pop culture fan practices 

and then later repurposed as a rationale for a new life path. This can prove constructive, no matter how 

shallow initially, as it might provide the spark of personal reinvention for individuals who have 

experienced disappointments. For other students, the personal narrative “I’ve always loved film/anime so 

that’s why I enrolled” only functions as a justification for ending up on a vocational life trajectory. Then 

there are those who would have remained adrift in the family home if not for family intervention to enroll 

in a vocational school. With such a tenuous connection to pop culture pursuits, one wonders if such 

students have personal motivation to even follow through with training.  

 On a more positive note, those students who immerse themselves in the shared spaces between 

creators and producers such as at Akihabara and Comic Market, use it to usher in collective experiences 

as participant consumers, prosumer, with the cumulative knowledge as an amateur creator offering a solid 

stepping stone for professional work. Separate from the training environment of the vocational school, 

shared consumer-producer spaces can offer creative students an alternative testing ground in which to 

transition the prosumer experience into an industry professional one.  

 During my field research, I found that immersion in Japanese popular consumption practices did 

indeed have an influence on young people who choose to train to become workers in the Japanese pop 

culture production industry. Yet how much influence such a consumption identity exerts in other aspects 

of a person’s life really depends on the individual (Lury 2011:31). Pop culture consumption habits can act 

as a positive motivator or a detriment to the students in their school-to-work journey. Pop culture fan 

habits that first influenced the youth to enroll in school may not function as a sustaining motivator as they 

are explicitly and implicitly trained for the lower tier of vocational production jobs in the Japanese pop 
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culture industry. Once enrolled in a vocational major, the youth’s consumption identity originally 

immersed in pop culture pursuits is reshaped and molded over the span of two years of skilling.  

3.2 POP CULTURE PRACTICES: FANS, PROSUMERS, AND HYPERCONSUMERS AT 
TOKYO’S COMIC MARKET 

 Shinjuku Staffer Okuda believes the deciding factor as to whether a fan has the motivation and 

desire to turn consumer admiration into a work reality requires the will to cross the fan threshold and 

become amateur creators, so called prosumers, in order to learn how to professionally “create it” at the 

school. Staffer Doi characterizes prosumers as individuals who exercise the choice to transcend the 

boundary between a creator and consumer. But there are some cases where adolescents should have 

stayed within the boundary as a fan instead of aspiring to become a creator: “one day a student came up to 

me and said, ‘Doi Sensei, I finally realized that I just like watching movies and I am not a big fan of 

creating them!’” Conversely, amateurs or fan producers have already made the transition across the 

consumer/producer boundary and now just seek legitimacy as paid professionals and industry insiders. 

Shinjuku Academy Section Chief Yonai believes that amateur fan creators seeking training at the school 

is a positive for both the school and student: prosumers can receive expert feedback on their fan made 

work, such as dōjinshi fan creations for the bi-annual Comic Market events held in Tokyo.  

 Participant consumers of Japanese popular culture, such “cool prosumers” take their enjoyment and 

self-identification with an intellectual property’s brand to the level of desiring to add to the imagined 

worlds established by the producers that distributed the product. Some manifestations are dōjinshi comics, 

fan fiction, dōjin music, dōjin video games like the collaborative multi-year Tōhō Project, or even 

costumes and props for cosplay (Ito 2012; Tamagawa 2012). Some fan producers eventually may take a 

leap into the pop culture industry as professionals, while others are content to create fan fictions or fan 

creations based on popular intellectual properties because they enjoy and identify with the fictional 

characters; they also have a guaranteed viewership amongst fans. Unlike fans who may be content to stay 

within the bounds of fandom communities, prosumers respond to the original producers of entertainment 

culture by creating, expanding, or modifying intellectual properties into new forms or narratives to suit 

their own creative desires.  

 As observed by Shinjuku Academy staff, prosumers might share the same mindset as the producers 

in the creation process, but as unpaid creators, prosumers are considered amateurs and outsiders to the 

industry. Either self-taught or through formal training to use tools such as animation or digital rendering 

software, some prosumers seek to cross from amateur creators further over the boundary to work 

professionally in the industry; their training grounds are fan conventions and trade shows (Jenkins 2006a). 
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 Responses by Shinjuku Academy staff and contract lecturers had three common opinions on student 

prosumers. The first is that student prosumers transition across the boundary from the role of fans 

enjoying pop culture into the role of content producers due to their admiration of industry creators. This is 

not always a good motivation as such prosumer students can burn out. The second perspective held by the 

Shinjuku Academy staff respondents was that being fans of pop culture prior to seeking training to 

produce pop-culture should not be evaluated as a negative, but rather it is a positive motivation to 

undertake training that enhances the student experience. This leads to the third common theme, the 

characterization of amateur creators, prosumers, striving to become recognized as paid media content 

industry professionals. Because being paid is what distinguishes a “professional” from a amateur in the 

industry. 

 The consumption behaviors observed at the 77th and 78th Comic Market held in 2009 at Tokyo Big 

Sight as well as on a more regular basis in Akihabara, characterize key themes in this chapter. The first 

theme is that young people are increasingly cosmopolitan, oriented towards global goods and culture. As 

such, their sense of purpose and social selves are increasingly nested in immersive fandoms that serve to 

construct a consumer identity (Lury 2011:31) built on Japanese pop culture practices and cultural flows 

that are relatively discrete from domestic class and status structures. A core idea of this framing is that 

consumption is reflexive in nature; those who consume and participate in defining their identities around 

a form of consumption do so not only with self-determination at the individual level, but can also become 

a collective in-group community. The process of reflexivity is an interdependent relationship between 

consumer and producer. Consumption is not necessarily a passive behavior and consumers who have built 

an identity upon a beloved leisure pursuit are sometimes interacting with the product in a way not 

originally intended by the producer.  

According to Manuel Castells’ The Power of Identity,  

The construction of identities uses building materials from history, from geography, from biology, 
from productive and reproductive institutions, from collective memory, from personal fantasies, 
from power apparatus and religious revelations. But individuals, social groups, and societies 
process all these materials, and rearrange their meaning, according to social determinations and 
cultural projects that are rooted in their social structure, in their space/time framework (Castells 
2009:7). 

 A second theme is that some individuals enjoy not only the fan consumption of pop culture but also 

derive satisfaction from actively creating it as producers themselves. Those who are content to remain in 

the realm of fans will often create fan works as prosumers (Jenkins 2006a; 2012), while a subset of fan 

creators may seek eventual legitimacy as professional industry producers. Creative fans that produce their 

own works blend immersion in a pop culture consumption identity with an identity as fan creators, 
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yielding a personal self that is built on fandom but reaching towards recognition as a co-creator with 

industry producers.  

From Akihabara: a Daily Hub of Japanese Pop Culture  

 Akihabara is not only considered the hub of Japanese pop culture, it is also a “fan pilgrimage” 

destination for consumer tourism. With the arrival of pasokon mania, or “personal computer maniacs” in 

the 1980s, shops and vendors for other niche fan subcultures soon became established in the shopping 

district of Akihabara, Tokyo. With this influx in the 1980s and 1990s of specialty shops and subculture 

enthusiasts, the atmosphere and character of Akihabara transformed from that of an “electric town” 

shopping haven into an “otaku town” (Morikawa 2012). Akihabara, often nicknamed by pop culture 

consumers with the moniker of “Akiba,” is the heart of anime, manga, cosplay, and collectables in Japan. 

As with their western counterparts, when youthful pop culture consumers become adults, their disposable 

income and continued patronage of Akihabara has brought Japanese pop culture into the mainstream. 

Akiba is a gathering place, both for the casual consumption of pop culture, and for its fan cultures- from 

the casual fan to the hardcore “otaku.” Collectively, Akihabara’s flashy storefronts, costumed touts, and 

high definition monitors advertising the latest pop-culture products create an amusement park 

atmosphere. As a gathering place for subculture enthusiasts of all stripes, Akihabara is an ideal location to 

engage consumer interest nationwide. Interconnected pop culture products such as anime, music, toys, 

video games, and manga are often introduced in Akihabara first. Akihabara’s oversaturation of fan 

subcultures and the specialty stores create the ideal parameters of a shared space between hyperconsumers 

and producers; feedback on consumer preferences in Akiba is often rapid. The mass consumption of 

Japanese pop culture, such as anime and manga, brings economic power, both domestically and globally. 

 In the 1980s Japanese enthusiasts of various consumer subcultures attached the loanword term of 

“mania”, borrowed from the English word maniac hence, personal computer mania, or “Pasokon mania” 

in Japanese. At some point in the 1980s, Japanese subculture enthusiasts moved away from the term 

mania and came to refer to each other with the slang term “otaku”, written in the Japanese script of 

hiragana as ���. There exist various interpretations as to why subculture enthusiasts in Japan came to 

call themselves otaku, but over time the word otaku came into common use, both by self-identified 

subculture enthusiasts and a label of “other” by mainstream society. The early usage of this term, otaku, 

as slang for subculture enthusiasts, had fewer negative associations than in mainstream discourse in Japan 

today (H. Azuma 2009; Ito 2012). 

 In terms of immersion and intensity of consumption practices, “otaku” can be categorized as 

dedicated fans, or in some cases, hyperconsumers of Japanese popular culture. While some prosumers 

self-identify as otaku, the public discourse in Japan and globally on those perceived to be “otaku” centers 
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on dedicated consumption practices, not amateur participant culture. However, with the dedication 

necessary for creative prosumer activities, it is certain that otaku fans and hyperconsumers rub elbows 

with prosumers on a daily basis on the streets of Akihabara. Akihabara provides a blurred space for 

producers, amateur creators, and consumers to mingle every day, but it is a low energy shared 

environment compared to the three-day spectacle of the bi-annual Comic Market. 

The Pop Culture Festival of The Comic Market, A.K.A. Comiket 

 While Akihabara, Tokyo is the regular destination of Japanese pop culture consumer tourism and 

“fan pilgrimages,” Tokyo’s Comic Market is akin to an official pop culture holiday: a three-day festival 

of Japanese pop culture where half a million fans, prosumers, and hyperconsumers gather to consume and 

network. Held twice a year, in mid-August and the end of December, this Tokyo-based biannual 

convention of fan-made comics, called dōjinshi in Japanese, began in 1975 as a flea market-type swap 

meet for fan clubs, called ‘circles.’ At the first Comic Market there were 32 circles (groups) of fan 

creators of dōjinshi works and around 7,000 attendees (Ichikawa and CMC 2009). Fan circle creators of 

fan-made publications, dōjinshi, would bring older dōjinshi editions or would even specially create 

dōjinshi editions to display and sell to other fans at large gatherings like Comic Market. Comiket is not 

the only such comic swap meet held in Japan,  but it has developed over the last three decades into 

Japan’s largest indoor public gathering. In the early days of circle works, dōjinshi publications were more 

literary in nature, but at present, 80 percent of dōjinshi are now primarily fan made comics and graphic 

novels. 

 Among the 35,000 dōjinshi circles that were participants at Comiket in 2008, most of the individuals 

staffing circle tables could be considered to be domestic amateur creators, prosumers. The investment of 

money and resources to form a circle, and then apply to reserve a table, create, and then print out dōjinshi, 

support the prosumer evaluation. There may be a small number of non-Japanese prosumers with a 

presence at dōjinshi tables, but the Comic Market application rules require a mailing address in Japan in 

order to reserve a table. The barrier of requiring a Japanese mailing address functions to effectively 

exclude non-Japanese living overseas as participants unless they have Japanese friends who can vouch for 

them. 

 The 75th Comic Market in 2008 had 49,000 dōjinshi publishing circles apply to have a table at the 

winter event but only 35,000 circles were granted floor space. The number of dōjinshi circles applying for 

participation increased to 51,000 for Comiket 76 in the summer of 2009, but due to the constraints of 

Tokyo Big Sight’s facilities, fan publishing circle participants were again capped out at 35,000 groups. In 

terms of dōjinshi, the main point of the Comic Market event, table 3.0 indicates that those 35,000 

circles/groups brought in 11,570,000 copies of their fan creations and managed to sell, or give away, 
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9,200,000 copies during the three days of the 75th market. In the next event, Comiket 76 circles brought 

nearly a million more copies to the convention center, 12,160,000, but were only able to sell 9,440,000, a 

number comparable to the prior market’s totals. Also increasing was the number of visitors to the market, 

with fans and hyperconsumers being the primary consumers of the dōjinshi. There were an estimated 

510,000 attendees over the three-day span from December 20th to 30th at Comic Market 75, and 560,000 

people for the August 14th to 16th span of Comic Market 76 at Tokyo Big Sight. 

Table 3.0. Scope Of The Comic Market Event, 2008-2009 
  
 

 Comiket 75 Comiket 76 Totals 
Dates 12/28 ~ 30/2008 08/14 ~ 16/ 2009  6 days 
Publishing Circles as participants 35,000 35,000 70,000 
Publishing Circles that applied 49,000 51,000 100,000 
Combined 3-day visitor attendance 510,000 560,000 1,070,000 
Combined 3-day cosplay participants 13,000 16,000 29,000 
Comiket Staff 2,700 2,900 5,600 
Number of books brought for sale 11,570,000 12,160,000 23,730,000 
Number of books sold 9,200,000 9,440,000 18,640,000 
Number of cosplayers 13,000 16,000 29,000 

 
Source:  Statistics self-reported by Comiket.co.jp “The Comic Market Today & Oversea Participants” 12/2009 
*The Comiket.co.jp report states that provided numbers are rough, unverified estimates. 
‘Circles’ is a Japanese loanword that refers to clubs or groups that form to publish fan works. 
 

 One interesting aspect of this biannual Comic Market is that amateur fan made works have display 

tables alongside commercial ventures that often hold the copyrights of the intellectual properties upon 

which fans have based their dōjinshi works. According to Comiket.co.jp, commercial booths are located 

on the fourth floor of the west wing, and during the 2008 Comic Market, there were 159 booths 

representing 130 corporations (CMPC 2008; Ichikawa and CMC 2009). While the enforcement and 

attitudes surrounding copyright have begun to shift to western legal viewpoints in Japan’s entertainment 

industry in the last few years, the co-existence of commercial products and derivative fan-made works 

side-by-side provides an alternative paradigm to the litigious tendency of Western media copyright 

enforcement on fan made works. Taken from Comic Market’s official mission statement,  

The corporate dealers area includes corporations which understand and support the ideals of 
Comiket. Most dōjinshi circles do not aim to make a profit from their activities. Their aim is to 
interact and communicate with fellow participants through their own creations. Communication 
encourages creation through inspiration, and thereby lays the groundwork for even greater works 
to come into being. This is the paramount ideal of the Comic Market. The Comic Market 
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committee, a nonprofit organization, was created for the specific purpose of running these colossal 
marketplaces (CMPC 2014). 

Setting Up Shop at Comic Market 

 Dōjinshi fan publications are often photocopied and stapled together, with typical prices ranging 

from ¥100-¥500 or $2-$7 in cost. The price of each magazine is just enough to cover the costs of printing 

and the Comiket fees for a table. The goal of dōjinshi circles is not supposed to be focused on making a 

profit, but rather to distribute the circle’s works to interested fans. As indicated in table 3.1, attending the 

Comic Market as a circle participant takes a great deal of advanced planning and monetary investment. 

 As indicated in table 3.1, in order to reserve a spot for the next bi-annual Comic Market event, fan 

circles must pay a 1,000-yen for an application package. Once Comiket organizers approve a circle’s 

application, the fan club must then pay a 7,500-yen rental fee, about $88 dollars US, to reserve half a 

display table in the convention halls. Comic Market organizers rotate out circles, so the 7,500-yen rental 

is only for a single day of the event. Circles run their rented folding table space with one or two members 

and a stack of printed dōjinshi.  

Table 3.1. Comiket Dōjinshi Circle Vendor Rules & Costs 

* Each of the 35,000 dōjinshi publishing circles that participate have the following allotments: 

- Half of a table (90 cm wide x 45 cm deep – 36” x 18”) 
- Two folding chairs 
- Inventory storage space (90 cm x 70 cm x 150 cm – 36” x 28” x 60”) 
* Costs for a dōjinshi publishing circle to participate at a Comiket: 

- Comiket booth application package for next bi-annual event is 1,000 yen, about $12 US dollars 
- Single booth space rental fee is 7,500 yen, about $88 US dollars 
* Comiket Lottery for dōjinshi circles that apply for booth space: 

- Only ~35,000 booths are available each Comiket, so a lottery is held for booth applicants 
- For the 75th Comic Market, 49,000 circles applied so only 71% won booth space during the market 
- For the 76th Comic Market, 51,000 circles applied so only 68% won booth space during the market 

Source: Comiket.co.jp document “What is Comiket?” 2/2008 
* Currency conversion for US dollars based on date Comiket held, 8/13/2010. Source, oanada.com. 
 

 Even with the 35,000 circles spit up over the three days of the event, it is easy to become lost in the 

crowd of circles, as indicated on the bird’s eye view in plate 3.0. In Comic Market 78, the majority of the 

convention floor space was filled by single table displays by fan circles. What makes this fan event so 

remarkable is that these single table displays of fan-made publications number in the thousands, 

occupying two or three football field-length convention halls. 
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Plate 3.0. A Bird’s Eye View Of The Comiket Dōjinshi Sales Tables 

 

      Source: ‘What is Comiket?’ P. 6., 2007-2008 Comiket.co.jp 
 

 The atmosphere of the two halls downstairs with folding tables and chairs for fan circles and their 

dōjinshi fan magazines was a discernable contrast with the carnival-like atmosphere of the commercial 

hall (plate 3.1). There were of course dozens of well-known circles that got high foot traffic and 

purchases during each day of the market, but nothing on par with the consumer rushes found in the 

commercial hall upstairs. The two spacious halls, filled with dōjinshi fan-made works and relaxed 

prosumers was a breath of fresh air after experiencing the buying frenzy upstairs in the commercial hall. 

People belonging to dōjinshi circles staffed the tables and many were very approachable and casual, 

happy to talk about their work, their motivations, and inspirations for their final dōjinshi product. One hall 

is pictured at ground level in plate 3.1.  

 Despite the voluminous floor space of Tokyo Big Sight, there are so many circles and commercial 

booths, that in order to give each presenter booth space on the convention floor, the Comic Market non-

profit organizers limits circle tables, as well as many commercial booths, to a single day of attendance. As 

a result, each of the three days of Comiket has a completely different character and theme. Based on the 

day’s theme in a convention hall, such as convention Hall Two on the first day with girls’ shōjo manga, 
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the concentration of the visitors to that hall when I was there was predominantly female, as can be seen in 

plate 3.1.  

Plate 3.1. Circle Vendor Tables At 77th Comiket Dōjinshi  

 
Source: Researcher’s fieldwork photos, 2009. 
Note: This was a dōjinshi hall during day one, which was predominantly full of female circle creators and 
female visitors. Comiket visitors dressed in cosplay would often be shopping at the dōjinshi tables as well, as 
seen in the foreground of the plate. 
 

 While there are original dōjinshi works using fan created characters, themes, and stories, the 

majority of the dōjinshi magazines found at the Comic Market tables are derivative stories using 

characters from commercial intellectual properties. While a percentage of dōjinshi are the equivalent to 

“G-rated,” or general audience content, many more dōjinshi involve sexually charged story themes, 

ranging from mildly suggestive to downright salacious content. As with some of the research on fan-made 

“shipping” fiction in the west (Jenkins 2006a:61-88), the reason fans make such works may be to create a 

sense of ownership by telling stories that could never be told in a commercially distributed product to a 

mainstream audience. While there will always be a wide diversity of subject matter offered as dōjinshi 

during each Comic Market, there is always a preponderance of dōjinshi that all focus on the same small 
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group of intellectual properties that are currently the most popular mainstream anime shows on broadcast 

television in Japan. For example, in the 77th Comiket, Type-Moon company’s Fate/Stay Night intellectual 

property had a lot of hype surrounding a commercial January movie release, and in the 78th Comiket event 

that followed the movie there were dozens of dōjinshi from different circles all using the fictional 

characters from Fate/Stay Night as their subject matter. The majority of these fan stories had decidedly 

mature themes.  

 Unlike Western commercial ventures that tend to seek legal action against fan made works 

potentially infringing upon intellectual rights, Japanese owners of commercially produced intellectual 

property tend to allow the grey area of fan made works that are derivatives of Japanese intellectual 

properties. Although this is changing in the Japanese commercial market in recent years due to pressures 

from western media content organizations like the Motion Picture Association of America, the Comic 

Market is essentially a massive event where 35,000 potentially infringing fan-made works are openly sold 

in public to a half a million visitors. 

 There several reasons why Japanese commercial producers tend to look the other way when it 

comes to fan made works such as dōjinshi. The first reason is that because of the mature content in many 

fan-made dōjinshi, the potential consumer market for such prurient works is extremely small and so not in 

direct competition with the market base of the original intellectual property. Japanese companies may 

look the other way when it comes to dōjinshi, because mainstream media content commercial works 

usually stay clear of adult themes in order to reach the largest possible audience of consumers. There does 

exist a fringe commercial market of monthly adult-themed anthology manga publications, but mainstream 

intellectual properties are typically not directly sanctioned for such use, only appearing in their pages as 

thinly disguised parodies in order to escape legal action. Fan-made dōjinshi with adult themes and printed 

in only small runs of several thousand copies do not cannibalize the commercial fan-base. If anything, 

dōjinshi can serve to maintain a steady interest in the commercial Japanese property between commercial 

development cycles. The second reason is that the Comic Market can function as a sort of talent scouting 

event for commercial producers of Japanese popular culture. With the growing influence of commercial 

booths at the Comic Market, representatives of commercial interests can easily check the dōjinshi tables 

for promising prosumer talent to recruit.  

 

3.2.1 Types of Consumers Seen in the Research Population 

 

 The Comic Market events provide concrete illustrations of fans, prosumers, and hyperconsumers 

and how each kind of consumer is immersed in fandom practices centering on Japanese anime and 
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manga. Domestic and international fans of Japanese pop culture have connected into social communities 

through online and face-to-face fan subcultures that share similar attitudes and interests and stretch over 

large global networks, independent of locality. Fandoms can be inclusive while at the same time they may 

have their own internal factions or fissures. Even within the large fan milieu of the Comic Market, smaller 

fan subcultures thrive. One illustration of a smaller fan in-group subculture in the more diverse fan 

spheres of Japanese pop culture fans at Comiket is the subculture of female fans of manga produced for 

young girls, called shōjo manga. Some enjoyed this manga genre so much that they became prosumers 

and formed dōjinshi fan circles to sell their own shōjo stories.  

 The majority of consumers in attendance at Comic Market were comprised of fans. They would 

have to be invested in fandom at some level beyond casual pop culture consumption to pre-map out 

planned acquisitions, and then brave the shoulder-to-shoulder crowds of the comic event and stand in 

lines for hours to acquire exclusive goods. Further, as the three-day comic event is effectively a “sacred 

space of consumption,” it enabled hyperconsumers to “gorge” on large quantities of Japanese pop culture 

goods. There was a considerably higher percentage hyperconsumers represented among the half million 

or so visitors at the convention, in comparison to the ratio of hyperconsumers found in the general 

population of the country.  Correspondingly, there was a noticeable difference between the poor hygiene, 

awkward social interactions, and deficient etiquette observed among the Comic Market visitors in 

comparison to the general demeanor and appearance of large crowds of people at the main shopping malls 

on Odaiba Island, about a seven-minute walk from Tokyo Big Sight. A small percentage of comic market 

visitors are non-Japanese. The Comic Market Committee’s internal data available online submits that 

although it is difficult to quantify, they estimate that the number of international visitors as between one 

to three percent (CMPC 2008; Ichikawa and CMC 2009). I would typify these international visitors as 

primarily being classed as fans, with the possibility of some being hyperconsumers. 

 Once Comiket visitors leave Tokyo Big Sight and board public transportation, the distinct 

subcultures of Japanese pop culture consumers once again blur into a single larger pop culture fandom of 

fans and hyperconsumers. Departing Comiket, visitors carrying their bags of exclusive anime, manga, and 

dōjinshi reentered the mainstream population by taking trains. And when they came into contact with 

Japanese commuters, the Comiket fans became the out-group, “other” in contrast with rail commuters, 

who were mostly mainstream consumers with normative preferences and social criteria in Japanese 

society.  

 The students who enter vocational programs to work in the media content industry generally began 

as fans of Japanese popular culture at some level, and despite attending a school that required long hours 

of attendance, they were still residents of Tokyo with easy access to the immersive experiences of 
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Akihabara and Comiket. Nationality can be framed as a binary of enrolled Japanese nationals and non-

Japanese nationals, both living in Tokyo, Japan. The majority of the student population, 83 percent at 

Shinjuku Academy, and roughly 80 percent at Akiba University, were Japanese nationals living in their 

home country Japan. The 80 to 83 percent of vocational students who were Japanese can be classified as 

types of domestic consumers of Japanese popular culture that fall across the spectrum of casual, fan, 

prosumer, and hyperconsumer.  

 Intensity of consumption appeared to correlate with student majors. For film majors, there was a 

skew towards casual consumption behaviors before attending the training program, indicating that other 

causal socio-economic factors influenced the decision to seek vocational training. Consumption of pop 

culture did not appear intrinsic to film majors’ motivation to train, so enrollment in film training was 

contingent upon other life-factors, such as failure to pass college entrance exams. Animation majors fell 

into the category of fans, or less frequently, hyperconsumers known colloquially as otaku, though hyper-

consumption behavior is not sustainable in a demanding vocational training setting. Observed anime 

major behaviors in the classroom environment, as well as staff feedback, indicate behavioral problems 

such as introversion and social awkwardness that were often linked to deep personal immersion into pop 

culture entertainment. Manga majors fell more into the types of fans and prosumers before and during 

enrollment. Both animation and manga majors exhibited a commitment to heavy pop culture consumption 

in their free time, but the difference was that the prosumers among the manga majors were more 

proactive, confident individuals. 

 Non-Japanese nationals enrolled in the Japanese vocational programs were a minority in the school 

student body: 17 percent at Shinjuku Academy and roughly 20 percent at Akiba University. Enrolled non-

Japanese were living in Tokyo during the research period, but their initial consumption of Japanese 

popular culture was reported to have begun while they lived in their home country or elsewhere. The 

majority of non-Japanese students could be categorized as being at least fans in terms of intensity of 

consumption. A small number of non-Japanese students, awash in the overabundance of Japanese pop 

culture goods available in Akihabara, fell into hyperconsumer behaviors of spending most of their free 

time in Akihabara and self-identifying as otaku.  

Non-Japanese Vocational Students’ Consumer Pilgrimages and The Impact of Cool Japan 

 Many non-Japanese students were drawn to train at media content vocational schools in Japan due 

in part to Japanese pop culture fandoms in their native country’s domestic culture, initially as global 

mainstream consumers and then developing into pop cosmopolitan (Jenkins 2006b) fans in their home 

countries. Their consumption of Japanese pop culture often dated back to early childhood, decades before 

McGray’s article on “Japan Cool” (McGray 2002), these international youth perceived Japanese pop 
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culture as a domestic cultural product until adolescence. They developed a connection with Japanese 

media content strong enough to motivate them to leave their own country and go on a pop culture 

pilgrimage to Japan to seek media content vocational training. For non-Japanese students from other parts 

of Asia, producing pop culture was only one of several motivations. Another strong motivator was the 

economic advantage of working in Japan. Even for those from a middle-class background in their home 

country, they believed that working in Japan was an economic step upward from work options in their 

country of origin. Some international students already had a four-year degree from their native country, 

they viewed training in Japanese pop culture production work as a specialty field to supplement their 

university diploma. International student motivations to train in Japan interacting tight competition for 

domestic students in Japan’s higher education market might explain in part why both Shinjuku and Akiba 

had significant non-Japanese enrollment ratios. 

 Considering the long standing global networks and cultural flows within which Japanese popular 

culture has been consumed, re-contextualized, and reinterpreted internationally since the 1980s, it is 

questionable whether the Japanese government’s Cool Japan campaign has market penetration beyond 

what already exists in global markets for pop culture distribution. During my interviews with non-

Japanese students, it was clear that Cool Japan played little to no role as to how the student ended up 

enrolled at the vocational school. It was the narratives by media content creators and the deep organic 

linkages formed during many years of Japanese pop culture consumption that influenced non-Japanese to 

seek enrollment for Japanese media content vocational training. Even Akiba University’s mission 

statement to train the next generation of Cool Japan producers appeared lost in the background static of 

personal experiences with Japanese pop culture consumption.  

 The determined effort by the Cool Japan campaign promoters and the billion-dollar Cool Japan 

Fund aims to further commodify Japanese entertainment forms with the intent to extend Japan’s 

economic reach and soft power. However, the reason non-Japanese in global markets are receptive to 

Japanese pop culture goods lies in how Japanese intellectual properties interacts with the domestic social 

setting of their home country, personal factors independent of any marketing agenda by a Japanese 

governmental body. Their points of contact with Japanese pop culture typically began in their youth 

within their own countries, decades before Cool Japan. The messages within the Cool Japan campaign 

are placed atop the existing narratives in Japanese media content entertainment, creator narratives that 

draw a loyal fan base worldwide. The Cool Japan campaign is not why 17 to 20 percent of enrolled non-

Japanese students at Shinjuku and Akiba were lured to seek pop culture training. International adults 

embarked on a pilgrimage to the heart of Japanese pop culture in Tokyo in order learn the techniques and 
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narratives of Japanese media content producers: to become pop culture content producers in Japan, or take 

those pop culture production skills back to their home country. 

Prosumer case Studies at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University 

 Within the population of students in the field research, not only were some students actively 

studying and training for occupations in the Japanese media content industry, but in their free time they 

were also avid prosumers, creators of fan works, dōjinshi, and participating within fan/otaku subcultures 

in Akihabara and Comic Market events. Certainly, a fair number of students from both Shinjuku 

Academy and Akiba University informed me that they attended the Comic Market when it was at the 

Tokyo Big Sight convention center, content to stand in the queues and get limited-edition goods of their 

favorite animation characters, as well as buy dōjinshi from their favorite fan circles. However, small 

groups of students from both schools were much more deeply involved in creative participation in 

dōjinshi circles as prosumers. Students from the schools in my research would register months in advance 

and pay the 7,500-yen fee for table space at the Comic Market. Because of the costs involved for both 

booth rental and photocopies of the dōjinshi, fan circles were usually comprised of a group of two or 

more people in order to help defray the operating costs and labor involved.  

 In the weeks leading up to the summer Comiket 78, I mentioned to Akiba University students in a 

casual conversation in the campus lounge that I was intending to go. Haru, a second year animation major 

I had interviewed several days before was excited to inform me that he and a dozen other students at the 

university had a dōjinshi circle and that they were going to have a table at the 78th Comic Market. When I 

asked him about his club, Haru told me that it was a mix of first to fourth year students who all pitched in 

on the work to make the sports-themed dōjinshi. Haru had a phonebook-sized Comiket 78 catalog in his 

backpack and he opened it to a bookmarked page and showed me the table location and date his circle 

would be at the convention. Haru then described the dōjinshi project with a mixture of excitement and 

pride. When I asked him if he felt this Comic Market club would help in career training, he wasn’t 

entirely sure, but felt the team creative effort was an important learning experience. 

 At Shinjuku Academy enrollment for the manga major at the campus was very low in 2010-11, with 

only nine students overall and only four first year students. With so few manga students and their 

earnestness training for their vocation, over the course of the year sitting in on manga classes I came to 

know each of the students quite well. Maruko, a first year manga major, always carried around a spiral 

sketchbook in which she had drawn ninja characters in action scenes. Likely, Maruko’s fan work was 

inspired by the manga series Naruto, by professional manga-ka Masashi Kishimoto. I noted early on that, 

between class projects and assignments, she was constantly adding sketches to this notebook on a regular 

basis. Maruko was a highly skilled and talented illustrator. In her class assignments as well as in her 
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sketchbook, the level of her artistic ability was on par with professional manga in stores. Like many 

students, her artistic style emulated the mainstream Japanese anime/manga artwork common in Japanese 

popular culture of large expressive eyes, sweeping hair, and stylized poses. Even the manga contract 

lecturer, Kiraku, acknowledged that in terms of proportion and perspective Maruko’s art was quite good, 

but both she and the instructor agreed that she needed to spend a lot more time on mastering script writing 

and story plotting.  

 About a month before Comic Market 78, Maruko admitted that her sketchbook was material for a 

ninja dōjinshi she planned to publish at the convention. In fact, she had also created fan publications for 

the previous two Comiket events. In line with Kiraku’s evaluation, Maruko insisted that her weak point 

was the dōjinshi’s story, which is why she felt less than confident telling anyone about her dōjinshi circle.  

 Between classes, Maruko would often go up to the instructor, Kiraku, a manga artist for over 30 

years, and ask for advice on both story content and poses for the fight scenes between the ninja. Despite 

her reserve about the story and plot of her dōjinshi, Maruko strongly felt that publishing at the Comic 

Market was great practice for her career as a future manga artist. Maruko said that the process of creating 

and planning for a dōjinshi circle helped increase her confidence in her manga abilities and provided good 

practice outside of the class activities. Contract instructor Kiraku agreed that dōjinshi work was good for 

her development as a manga creator, stating that the key to becoming a professional manga artist was to 

practice the craft above and beyond just the assigned materials in the coursework. Maruko told me that 

she would often spend 60 to 80 hours a week doing homework and practicing her art for her dōjinshi 

project. 

 There were a number of enrolled students at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University that strongly 

indicated that the desire to train for a skilled pop culture production occupation began with their 

enjoyment of Japanese pop culture in their leisure time. In the narratives of many interviewed students, 

immersion in pop culture fan pursuits was a pivotal influence in enrolling for vocational training. The 

next chapter will examine how vocational schools target this population of pop culture adolescents as 

“courted customers” in their marketing.  
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CHAPTER 4. 
SELLING COOL EDUCATION: FANS AS “COURTED CUSTOMERS” 

4.0 CAPITALIZING ON POP CULTURE DREAMS? 

 Pop culture fans may long entertain the notion of following in the footsteps of an admired animation 

director or manga creator. In venues like Comic Market, fans may even attempt to cross that threshold as 

prosumers, amateur creators who desire to share the same creative space as paid pop culture industry 

professionals. Young fans can possess the creativity to become excellent prosumers, the desire to make 

pop culture production a job goal, and even the determination to use their pop culture fandom to as a basis 

for a career path. But the motivation to embark on the journey, to become an animator or manga-ka 

requires a practical outlet to make a pop culture dream into an industry job reality. The motivations by 

pop culture fans to become industry professionals intersects with the financial necessity for student 

enrollment tuition in the competitive non-university sector of private, for-profit vocational schools.  

 To reach their target demographic of young pop culture fans and enroll them as students, vocational 

schools specializing in skilled professions for the creative content industry need to first attract fan 

attention through targeted marketing in entertainment magazines, trade shows, online sites, and open 

campus events. Next, they need to show fans that they have the pop culture connections to make the 

dream of a future pop culture job possible. Finally, the school treats the fan as a “courted customer,” 

using various techniques, such as hands-on open campus events, to entice a commitment to enroll in the 

school’s vocational training program.  An interesting feature of the vocational school sector for pop 

culture production training is that one of the primary marketing vectors is pop culture entertainment. 

Every month, in the back of monthly anime magazines and trade manga are full-page color 

advertisements to enroll in vocational schools. There are even special pullout school guides every season. 

As fans enjoy reading their favorite entertainment, the seed is either planted or further nurtured: Why not 

enroll in vocational training and be like the pop culture creators I admire? In the process, young pop 

culture fans become “courted customers,” a targeted demographic for highly competitive senmon gakkō 

marketing and promotional efforts in the pop culture training sector. 

 By targeting fans in pop culture entrainment, courting them as customers, and enticing them to 

enroll, vocational school marketing functions to transition young people from the sphere of pop culture 

fandom into the sphere vocational training. In this chapter, I detail why targeted enticement is used by 

vocational schools and the possible consequences of the “courted customer” practice, both for the schools 

and the fans who enroll as students.  
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Young Fans as a Senmon Gakkō Target Consumer Market 

 With over 2000 private vocational higher education institutions competing with each other in a 

relatively unregulated educational sector sensitive to global market demands, senmon gakkō must also 

contend with junior colleges as well as universities with vocational programs tempting away potential 

students. As two-year training is perceived to be of inferior value in Japan, senmon gakkō are already at a 

disadvantage attracting youth from higher socio-economic backgrounds. Senmon gakkō do not have the 

luxury of relying on rankings, school status, or the economics of scarcity that elite universities utilize to 

pick the best quality candidates for enrollment. Rather, the non-university higher education sector is a 

buyer’s market for high school graduates. Senmon gakkō must market and promote the school’s benefits 

to youthful customers. In short, vocational schools must sell a product, their institution, in order to entice 

enrollment. Students must be approached and courted as potential customers, rather than treated as 

applicants seeking admission- as is the case with ranked universities in Japan. In order to survive in a 

fierce educational marketplace without government backing, private vocational schools must by necessity 

function as for-profit businesses.  

 If a business is to survive to the next fiscal year, it needs to generate revenue through sales and 

contracts. In the case of private vocational schools, a major source of income is generated through student 

enrollments. To that end, it becomes vital to develop a marketing strategy and sales division within the 

“school business.” My field research confirmed that pop culture senmon gakkō conform to a business 

model of marketing and sales to fans to generate enrollments. I observed this school business model both 

directly at the two schools where I did field observations, as well as indirectly through promotional 

materials from ten other media content vocational schools.  

 The Shinjuku Academy survey in 2011 recorded the responses of 67 percent, or 198, of the students 

in attendance at the vocational school. One multi-part query in the Japanese questionnaire consisted of: 1) 

“Why did you decide to attend this school? 2) What influenced you? 3) How did you find out about the 

school?” For this analysis, I am interested in answering the last question, 3) “How did you find out about 

the school?” The top four categories of responses were: a) 18 percent, via a web site, b) 8 percent, 

recommended by friend or family, c) 7 percent, because of an open campus event, and d) 5 percent, 

because of admiration for a pop culture artist. Hence a third (33.6%) of the students in survey clearly 

stated that they became aware of the school through some form of marketing. Some students responded 

that they first became aware of the school through marketing, but what “sealed the deal” to enroll was 

attendance at the school’s open campus event with mock classes and seminars, which is a more elaborate 

form of competitive marketing.  
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 Let’s consider the non-marketing vectors by which youth enrolled into Shinjuku Academy. Students 

that came to enroll at the school by interpersonal networking with friends, family, or a teacher telling the 

youth about the vocational school and recommending that they look into it. Some of these survey 

respondents might have ultimately fallen into the motivation category of outside family pressure to enroll 

covered in chapter 3. Another means by which youth came across the vocational school is inspiration by a 

specific filmmaker, author, or creator and taking the initiative to seek out schools that offer training in 

that pop culture content field. Technically, these respondents fall into the same pop culture marketing 

space as targeted fans, they were just more proactive and purpose-driven by seeking out a suitable 

vocational school first. These respondents’ motivations could be considered as falling within the pop 

culture fandom and prosumer categories from chapter 3.  

 Some respondents were made aware of the vocational school while they were still attending high 

school, either through a placement test or a school career counselor. A situation in which a Shinjuku 

Academy promotional representative can craft a sales pitch and has direct control over the message that 

students are receiving about the vocational institution is when the senmon actively sends promotional 

staff to Japanese high schools to provide information sessions for youth. With high school visits by promo 

staff, as with other vectors of marketing, the Shinjuku Academy marketing branch is controlling the 

message and can specifically target the demographic of high school customers that they are looking to 

entice for senmon enrollment. 

 For students that answered only answer part one of the question, “why did you decide to attend the 

school” ranged from practical considerations such as, “because the school is close to my house,” to 

somewhat wanting responses such as, “because I like movies.” At least half a dozen students on the 

survey openly admitted that they had enrolled in the senmon school because they failed their university 

entrance exams. Some students went further and offered rationalizations: of how attendance at the senmon 

gakkō would help redefine themselves in a job sector that didn’t require a university degree.  

 Competitive market pressures as well as the fiscal realities of private, for-profit institutions spur 

vocational schools to treat high school graduates as “courted customers.” At what youth demographic was 

the Shinjuku Academy’s successful marketing targeted? The answer: young pop culture consumers 

through targeted marketing in various forms of Japanese entertainment media. Not all students are 

immediately prompted to enroll in Shinjuku Academy upon becoming aware of the senmon gakkō 

through advertising campaigns, but such advertising at least introduces the notion of attending the 

vocational school. Open campus events can then become the tipping point to finally commit to 

enrollment. 
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 Marketing to young people immersed in pop culture as fans has various advantages for vocational 

schools in Japan. First, for youth who have spent much of their young lives immersed in pop culture fan 

networks and entertainment media, vocational school marketing is packaged in a familiar product format 

that fans understand. Youth with strong attachments to pop culture fan pursuits may be more susceptible 

to school advertising in entertainment forms; the fan’s guard is already down as the marketing is nested in 

an entertainment milieu they rely upon for personal gratification. Second, for some young individuals 

who have weak societal guideposts into adulthood, large time investments in popular culture pursuits, 

such as anime and manga, may be rewarding enough build a self-image defined outside of societal norms. 

Youth with undesirable options for jobs after high school may see fandom in the pop culture sphere as a 

solution to their problem, and so entertain the notion of working in the pop culture production industry. 

The marketing targets a segment of pop culture fans that may have murky outlooks for work. So 

daydreams for a viable “out” while enjoying anime or manga is transformed into a concrete path of action 

by vocational school marketing. 

 This is not to say that pop culture vocational school marketing focusing on adolescent pop culture 

consumers is Machiavellian or suspect. On the contrary, youth pop culture consumers are a demographic 

of “courted customers” that should be reasonably expected to be the target market of schools that 

specialize in pop culture production training. The aggressive marketing and promotion by vocational 

schools towards fans that consume Japanese pop-culture is not necessarily an act of luring individuals 

without personal agency. But vague expectations for future employment in the upper production tier as 

directors and producers, and “buyer’s remorse” that some vocational final year students and graduates 

experience, both hint that young fans may not be making the most informed of decisions when they 

finally enroll for training. In addition, immersion in pop culture can indicate, or be the cause of, social 

awkwardness and introversion. The enticement-to-enroll approach does not screen applicants, so the 

targeted marketing of fans can lead to enrolled student populations with social communication issues.  

4.1 A SURVEY OF TWELVE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS IN TOKYO  

 During the period of my field research, I came into contact with over a dozen educational 

institutions in the Tokyo area that offer training for the Japanese pop culture production industry. Table 

4.0 is a survey of those vocational schools in Tokyo that I came into contact with. The level of contact 

varied, from receiving promotional advertisements, talking to representatives at tradeshow booths, 

attending day-long open campus events, to performing semester-long direct observation in the classroom 

in the cases of Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University. While I provide the specifics on these 12 

vocational schools for pop culture industry training in the Tokyo area, this is by no means a 
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comprehensive list of schools available in Tokyo. Rather, it is a list of vocational schools that I repeatedly 

encountered through various advertising and marketing campaigns in popular culture media. Also, while 

there is a concentration of production training schools in Tokyo, in the Osaka region alone there exist at 

least a half dozen more such campuses. Finally, I should emphasize that while the pop culture vocational 

school sector is clearly part of Japan’s non-university higher education system of senmon gakkō, in no 

way should it be construed that I am presenting this small and specialized industry of schools as a 

representative sample that typifies the practices at all Japanese vocational schools. While I did observe 

common practices between media content and other types of senmon gakkō, determining if those practices 

and features are representative of non-university higher education as whole is best left to future research. 

Colleges in the Survey 

 In table 4.0, the last five schools listed are actually four-year universities. Two universities, Osaka 

College of Design and Tokyo Animator Gakuin are organized as hybrid institutions offering two-year 

certificate programs for skilled vocations in the production side of the production industry that parallel 

senmon gakkō programs. Both also offer four-year undergraduate college degrees for the upper tier of 

entry-level jobs in several pop culture industry fields. In contrast, the remaining universities, Akiba, 

Kogei, and Tokyo Media Content School present educational training programs in their advertising and 

promotional materials and course curriculum that mirror the skilled training offered with a two-year 

senmon certificate. After two years of generalized training for a vocational production occupation, the 

remaining two years of the college degree curriculum is filled out with liberal arts college credits, 

internships, and job hunting. These Japanese four-year institutions offer vocational training paths similar 

to two-year senmon gakkō training, but with the benefit of bringing a four-year degree on the job market. 

 With the “big bang” in Japan’s educational markets 2004 (Eades and Hada 2005), four-year colleges 

have come into direct competition with two-year senmon gakkō by offering vocational programs in the 

university setting. Vocational curricula offered at universities helps 1) supplement dropping revenue in a 

competitive educational market in Japan and, 2) is a part of university reforms of the post-2004 

educational big bang, “to make university education relevant to socio-economic needs” (Goodman, 

Imoto, and Toivonen 2012:12), which in turn creates competitive overlaps between two types of higher 

education institutions in Japan: the university and non-university sectors. This problem of educational 

duplication is compounded by the fact that, as two-year vocational schools have become formalized, they 

have developed campuses and training environments that are indistinguishable from the university setting 

in Japan. These factors of educational market overlap between senmon gakkō and four-year institutions 

help to explain the presence of five universities in the twelve-school survey in tables 4.0.and 4.1. Five 
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universities that are concrete verification of the overlap trend in the specific vocational market of pop 

culture production training. 

Table 4.0. Pop Culture Training Schools Encountered In Field Research 

Senmon gakkō Majors* Type/Year 
Tokyo 
Campuses 

Other 
Campuses 

Amusement Media Gakuin Ani, Ga, Man, 
No, Vo 

Senmon/2,3 Higashi-
Shibuya 

Osaka 

Bunka Gakuin Art, F, No, Vo,  Senmon/2 Ochanomizu  

Human Academy Ga, Man, Vo Senmon/2 Harajuku,  
Omiya,  
Shibuya 

Fukuoka, 
Hiroshima, 
Osaka, Kobe, 
Kyoto, Nagoya, 
Naha, Sendai, 
Sapporo, 
Yokohama 

Nichinare – Nihon Narrative 
Acting Institute 

Act, Vo Senmon/1 Omiya,  
Tachikawa,  
Yoyogi, 

Osaka,  
Nagoya, 
Yokohama 

Shinjuku Academy (Pseudonym) Ani, F, Man, Mu, 
TV, Vo 

Senmon/2 Nakano,  
Suginami,  
Nishi-Shinjuku, 
Shibuya, 

 

Tokyo Animation College Ani, Man, Vo, Senmon/2,3 Shinjuku Osaka 

Yoyogi Animation Gakuin Ani, Ga, Man, 
No, Vo, ^HS 

Senmon/2 Akihabara,  
Omiya,  
Yoyogi 

Fukuoka, 
Hiroshima, 
Kanazawa, 
Kobe, 
Nagoya, Osaka, 
Sapporo, Sendai, 
Yokohama 

Vocational Universities     
Osaka Sogo College of Design Man, Ill,  College/2,4   

Tokyo Animator Gakuin Ani, Man, Ill, Vo College/2,4 Misaki Osaka 

Akiba University (Pseudonym) Ani, F, CG, IT, 
We,  

College/4 Hachioji, 
Surugadai 

 

Kogei, Tokyo Polytech University Man College/4 Nakano, Atsugi  

Tokyo Media Content School Ani, F, Ga Man, College/4 Shinjuku  
 
*Majors: Act- Acting, Ani- Animation, CG- Computer Graphics, F- Film, Ga- Video Games, Ill- Illustrator, IT- 
Computer Programing, No- Novel Writing, Man- Manga, Mu- Music, TV- Broadcast Television, We- Web, Vo- 
Voice Acting, ^HS – High School 
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 A side effect of these five universities entering the vocational market is to increase the minimum 

expected educational credentials needed to compete for entry-level jobs. Indeed, some of my research 

contacts and associates who dealt with Japan’s pop culture industry informed me that top tier animation 

production houses in Japan increasingly prefer students with four-year college degrees over two-year 

senmon certificates. University graduates who studied in pop culture production majors have more 

options for entry-level jobs the upper and lower tiers of the industry than does a two-year certificate 

holder from a senmon gakkō. Four-year degree holders typically end up in middle-class careers. If 

Japanese university emphasis on enrollment monies continues, there may be a growing number of 

colleges sharing the same market space as two-year institutions in the future.  

Senmon Gakkō, MEXT Operating Guidelines 

 The Japanese legal framework that defines the boundaries and requirements needed to qualify as a 

Japanese vocational institution are the fundamental confines in which senmon gakkō must operate. How 

do the two-year schools listed in table 4.0 compare? The 2004 educational “big bang” notwithstanding, 

the vocational schools sector offers specialized training in occupational skills that are not traditionally 

provided for at other educational facilities, as outlined in the School Educational Act. According to 

current laws and regulations by Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 

MEXT (MEXT 2014a; 2014b; Houko.com 2014), in order to be classified as a vocational school: 

If an educational organizations falls outside those set forth in Article 1 of this document, and the 
school satisfies all three of these corresponding requirements, it is considered a vocational school, 
a senshuu gakkō, and is to cultivate skills necessary to life or an actual occupation, or the 
improvement of education.  
 
1.  The course of study must be one year or more in duration.  
2.  Annual tuition costs and hours of study are prescribed by MEXT.  
[Currently this is at least 800 hours of study.]  
3. A minimum enrollment of 40 students is required at all times to be considered a vocational 
school (Japan’s School Education Act, Chapter 11 – Vocational Schools, Article 124). 
126-2 If the vocational school offers a specialized course of study, it may be referred to as a 
professional school, a senmon gakkō (Japan’s School Education Act, Chapter 11 – Vocational 
Schools, Article 126-2). 

 Amano (1989) and Goodman (2009) observe that two-year vocational schools tend to be 

concentrated in dense population centers in Japan. A tendency corroborated in table 4.0: all twelve 

schools in the survey are concentrated in Japan’s urban population centers, primarily the Kanto area of 

Tokyo but many schools also have branch campuses in the Kansai area of Osaka. Likewise, most of the 

institutions are located near urban railway stations, a most common form of commuter transportation in 

Japan. Both of my field research sites, Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University, also fell into the pattern 

of urban campuses. 
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 Regulation by MEXT keeps higher education tuition rates uniform, and senmon gakkō are classed as 

higher education institutions. This results in yearly senmon gakkō tuition costs comparable to annual 

college education expenses. Table 4.1 takes the educational institutions listed in table 4.0 and compares 

fees for the cost of attendance. It lists a year of tuition and multiplies it by program length in order to 

generate an approximate cost required to complete training and graduate. The yearly tuitions for all the 

educational institutions fall into the same range. Scholarship indicates (Goodman et al. 2009; McVeigh 

2013b), that vocational school tuition in Japan, lacking government subsidies but comparable to 

university education costs, creates a burden on the families, chiefly from lower socio-economic 

backgrounds, that send their children to senmon gakkō.  

Table 4.1. Pop Culture Training Educational Fees* 

Institution 
App 
Fee 

Admission 
Fee 

Tuition 
Per Year Years 

Grad 
Cost # 

Majo
r 

Cost 
US $ 

Amusement Media Gakuin ¥30,000 ¥100,000 ¥1,380,000 2(3) ¥2,660,000 GP $35,530 
Bunka Gakuin ¥20,000 ¥240,000 ¥1,395,000 2 ¥2,550,000 Vo $31,185 
Human Academy ¥30,000 ¥300,000 ¥1,150,000 2 ¥2,630,000 Gan $32,163 
Nichinare - ¥100,000 ¥500,000 1 ¥600,000 Vo $7,338 
Shinjuku Academy^ ¥20,000 ¥300,000 ¥1,100,000 2 ¥2,520,000 All $27,211 
Tokyo Animation College ¥20,000 ¥100,000 ¥1,200,000 2(3) ¥2,520,000 An $30,818 
Yoyogi Animation Gakuin - ¥150,000 ¥1,110,000 2 ¥2,310,000 All $28,250 
Osaka Sogo C. of Design 
(W14) 

- ¥200,000 ¥1,050,000 2/4 ¥2,300,000 
/¥4,400,000 

All $22,450/ 
$42,948 

Tokyo Animator Gakuin 
(W14) 

¥30,000 ¥100,000 ¥840,000 2/4 ¥1,910,000 
¥3,590,000 

Most $18,643/ 
$35,042 

Akiba University (W14)^ ¥25,000 ¥250,000 ¥1,216,000 4 ¥5,139,000 All $50,162 
Kogei- Tokyo Polytech U. - ¥250,000 ¥1,895,000 4 ¥6,830,000 Arts $83,527 
Tokyo Media Content School ¥30,000 ¥200,000 ¥1,500,000 4 ¥6,000,000 All $73,377 

Fees in Yen, promotional 2011 material sourced unless noted with W14 – where cost is web sourced, 2014. 
# Costs of enrollment varies 5-10% depending on major. I chose the most expensive major, listed in Major column. 
^ Pseudonym. 
Cost: Japanese Yen to US dollar currency exchange value based upon 3/01/2011 date when promotional materials 
were distributed. Source, oanda.com historical currency rates. Exception being schools marked with W14, that were 
web-sourced in 2014. Exchange rates for W14 schools were sourced onada.com for 2/10/2014. 
 

 Japan’s School Education Act specifies that for institutions to be classified as vocational schools, 

they maintain a minimum enrollment of 40 students at all times, while four year colleges must meet a 

considerably higher minimum enrollment standard. All seven of the senmon gakkō listed in table 4.0 have 

relatively low enrollment numbers compared to the four-year colleges on the list because of the 40 student 

minimum. With a student enrollment between 294 and 322, Shinjuku Academy fell into the higher range 
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for senmon gakkō, whereas Akiba University’s enrollment of 1132 was small for a university, but three 

times larger than its senmon gakkō competitor of Shinjuku Academy.  

 In order to be classified as a professional school, senmon gakkō, the vocational institution must offer 

a specialized course of study. In the post-1976 establishment and recognition of senmon gakkō there 

seems to have developed the avoidance of training overlap between the two-year and four year sectors of 

higher education in Japan (Goodman et al. 2009:12), as the specialized coursework offered at a senmon 

gakkō was generally not the type found in university programs. According to Goodman, Japanese 

vocational and technical senmon gakkō offer instruction that is, 

… divided into eight fields of specialization: medical, such as nursing (32 per cent); culture in 
languages, including interpreting (23 per cent); industrial, including construction and mechanics 
(13 per cent); services affected by hygiene regulations, including cooking (12 per cent); 
commerce, including accounting (10 per cent); education and social welfare, including childcare 
and care of the elderly (6 per cent); Fashion and domestic science 4 per cent and agriculture (0.5 
per cent) (Goodman et al. 2009:12).  

Vocational institutions that offer training for pop culture production jobs involving hand and computer 

animation techniques, as well as comic book creation for manga, likely fall into the senmon gakkō 

specializations of commerce and industrial. The majors at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University could 

also fit into those technical skill classifications. 

 In accordance with MEXT regulations, vocational and technical schools must offer a minimum of 

one year of coursework for a certificate or senmon-shi diploma, and each year must have a minimum of 

800 hours of instruction. That works out to 400 hours per semester over roughly 14 to 15 weeks of 

instruction; about 26 to 28 hours of classroom instruction each week. Most Japanese schools organize 

around a Monday through Friday weekly schedule. During a 14-week semester with 5-day weeks, senmon 

students are expected to attend about 5 hours of class on the average school day. Shinjuku Academy 

conforms to this breakdown of instructional hours for the school’s majors of study. 

 There are about a dozen majors for specialized, professional coursework in the twelve schools listed 

in table 4.0. As illustrated in figure 4.0, these majors can be generally grouped into categories that 

correspond to primary production trades of the Japanese pop culture industry. Film, broadcast television, 

and acting are a group of vocational majors that provide skilled cameramen, sound crew, scriptwriters, 

and editors for Japan’s domestic live-action television and movie industries. Computer graphics, digital 

animation, and hand animation majors are specialized training fields that serve Japan’s animation industry 

for broadcast television anime series, animated movies, as well as movie and television special effects 

work. Videogame design, IT computer programming, and web design majors offer skilled workers for the 

digital industry of domestic video game companies, internet service companies, and mobile software 
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providers in Japan. Akiba University offers major coursework for these skilled vocations. Majors such as 

illustrator, novel writing, and manga can be grouped into vocational occupations that serve Japan’s media 

publishing industry for magazines, books, graphic novels, and comics.  

Figure 4.0. Pop Culture Majors By Production Area 

 
 

4.1.1 A Survey of Marketing Strategies for 12 Pop Culture Vocational Schools in Tokyo  

 The vocational education sector is highly competitive, flexible, and market oriented, functioning as 

for-profit businesses. Many vocational schools aggressively market their services in order to stay in 

operation, often displaying s a “showroom floor” where students’ ongoing vocational training at the 

school also becomes a form of school marketing. Media content schools use open campus events, or 

taiken nyūgaku, as aggressive marketing and advertising, “showroom floors,” to entice student 

enrollments. Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University both conducted regular open campus events for 

this purpose. 

 Table 4.2 outlines the various forms of marketing and promotion encountered for the twelve schools 

surveyed in tables 4.0 and 4.1. Table 4.2 is by no means a comprehensive listing for media content school 

marketing approaches. Rather, it represents an intersection of consumer habits and school promotion in 

terms of the media forms and venues that an anime or manga fan might encounter in the course of their 

leisure habits. By seeking out popular culture entertainment media and looking for vocational marketing, I 
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encountered the same schools’ advertising again and again. I hit upon many of the primary ways in which 

youth become exposed to schools that offer training in occupations related to pop culture consumption. 

Though not all enrolled students come to vocational schools by way of pop culture practices, a fair 

number of young individuals are exposed to advertisements for vocational schools in products related to 

their pop-culture interests. Whether the young individual takes the added step of filling out a postcard or 

contacting the senmon gakkō in the advertisement is another matter. As most vocational schools are 

private for-profit enterprises, budgeting monies for promotion through advertising, maintaining an active 

presence at trade shows and conventions, and holding open campus events are practical broad marketing 

approaches that ensure the school retains visibility in the public eye.   

Table 4.2. Promotion Strategies by Vocational Schools for Pop Culture Training 

Institution Marketing/Promotion 
Amusement Media Gakuin Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Phone, Web 

Bunka Gakuin Convention Booth, Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Phone, Web 

Human Academy Convention Booth, Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Phone, Web 

Nichinare Magazine, Mailer, Web 

Shinjuku Academy^ High School, Open campus, Promo Visit, Magazine, Mailer, Web 

Tokyo Animation College Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Phone, Web 

Yoyogi Animation Gakuin Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Web 

Osaka Sogo College of Design Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Web 

Tokyo Animator Gakuin Open campus, Magazine, Mailer, Phone, Web 

Akiba University^ Convention Booth, High School, Open campus, Promo Visit, Web 

Kogei, Tokyo Polytech University Convention Booth, High School, Open campus, Web 

Tokyo Media Content School Convention Booth, High School, Open campus, Web 
 

*Marketing Approaches: These are the marketing methods I encountered, schools may also practice others. 
^ Pseudonym 

 

Monthly Anime Entertainment Magazines: Newtype, Animage, Animedia:  

 One effective means by which a number of pop culture production vocational schools make their 

presence known is through monthly animation magazines. Marketing within pop-culture entertainment is 

an ongoing and sustained promotional strategy. An established monthly magazine for the Japanese anime 

genre is Newtype, the Moving Picture Magazine (animewebnt.jp), published by Kadokawa Shoten on the 

10th of each month in Japan since its launch in 1985. Newtype is a glossy color magazine with a mix of 

story features, as seen in plate 4.0. Newtype isn’t the only monthly anime industry entertainment 
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magazine on the shelves of book stores in Japan. It competes with titles such as Animage (animage.jp), 

published by Tokuma Shoten beginning in 1978, as well as Animedia (e-animedia.net), first published by 

Gakken in 1981. 

Plate 4.0. Newtype Magazine Cover, 2011                        
 
Plate 4.1. School Guide Insert, p. 127   

      

Note: A monthly 11.75” by 9.25” glossy color magazine 
on Japanese anime and manga pop culture. 
Source: Kadokawa Shoten 8/2011 

Note: Translation of middle Japanese text: “Can your 
dreams come true at (a) professional school?” 
Source: Kadokawa Shoten 8/2011 

 

 Though the interval varied, every few months Newtype featured a one to two page color 

advertisement for a media content industry vocational school, usually located in the last one-third of the 

magazine just after the black and white television listings for anime. Several times a year, in the summer 

and spring, Newtype also has a ten-page color insert, such as the one in the August 2011 issue of 

Newtype titled in English “School Guide 2011 Summer,” as displayed in plate 4.1. In addition to one to 

two page summaries for five to six vocational schools, there is also a postcard in which interested parties 

who provide a mailing address can check a box next to schools they are interested in to receive further 
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information. Plate 4.1 shows such an inquiry postcard, still attached to the magazine binding covering the 

first page of the school guide insert.  

 Similar school guides and ads for media content senmon gakkō appeared in the other monthly fan 

magazines. In most monthly issues of Animedia and Animage magazines the last few pages are often one 

to two page ads for vocational schools. The January 2011 issue of Animedia featured an eight-page color 

school guide for seven schools offering pop culture industry training, and an attached postcard to receive 

information packets from the schools listed. The December 2011 issue of Animage had its own seven-

page color insert titled in Japanese “School and Major Guide, I want to be a creator and voice actor!” 

With the same vocational institutions heavily featured in the guide. These school guide inserts coincide 

with recruitment period for the Japanese school year that begins April 1, perhaps to encourage a wave of 

applications in the month before vocational classes begin.  

Vocational School Information Packets 

 Intrigued by vocational media content schools targeting pop culture consumers through these 

magazines and others, in August 2010 I filled out a Newtype tear-out postcard for all nine schools listed. 

Imagine my surprise, when a week later, domestic Japanese carrier Yamato Transport Co. Ltd. delivered 

all the indicated school information packets on my apartment doorstep, each two to three inches thick. 

With just that one postcard, over the next two years I would receive a constant stream of school 

solicitations from vocational schools on a near-weekly basis, as well as new information packets every 

school semester. In addition, most of the schools called my Japanese cell number listed on the inquiry 

postcard. Several of the more persistent schools called me every few months for the next two years. The 

marketing time investment and follow-through by the promotional staff from each school could not have 

been cheap.  

 The information packets that schools sent shared some common characteristics: class schedules, a 

timeline of the two-year training process, a flow chart showing the different training curricula, and the 

expected kind of jobs after graduation. In addition to this basic educational information, packets also 

included glossy color booklets and pamphlets showing school life. Some schools capitalize on Japanese 

pop culture fan interests by using anime or manga style artwork in school advertising, as seen in plate 4.2. 

As seen in plate 4.3, details about school majors are often packaged with photographs of students and 

teachers in dynamic “action poses,” standing in front of microphones for voice acting majors, working on 

computers creating animation cels, or drawing manga. The type of presentation illustrated in plate 4.3 has 

the desired marketing effect of enabling youths to visualize themselves at the computer or in front of a 

microphone actively engaging in the profession.  
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Plate 4.2. Cover For Manga Major Booklet  
 
 

Plate 4.3. Dynamic Shots of the Vocation  

 
 

Note: Manga major info booklet with cover illustration 
using a currently popular anime/manga art style to 
appeal to the anime or manga fan.  
Source: Amusement Media Gakuin 2011 Info Packet.         

Note: Dynamic action shots of students performing 
vocational training. Voice, Manga, & Animation majors 
are pictured performing their vocation. 
Source: Yoyogi Animation Gakuin 2011 Info Packet. 

!  
 

 School packets typically include brief biographies of teachers and lecturers who work, or have 

worked, as professionals in the Japanese entertainment industry. To close the deal, the information packet 

might also include final student projects and testimonials by graduates, with the emphasis on grads who 

are now working in high profile companies within the pop culture industry. Often, schools also include art 

assets from anime and manga currently popular in Japan that a graduate or instructor contributed. Some 

schools also publish a flier detailing all corporate affiliations and students placed in those jobs after 

graduation. In contrast, the application form, admissions criterion, as well as the breakdown for cost of 

tuition, are typically in a black-and-white booklet organized in a plain format. 
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Internet Marketing 

 Internet-capable smart phone saturation is quite high in Japan’s population across most age and 

gender demographics. Most vocational schools maintain an internet web presence designed to cater to 

mobile devices in Japan. As indicated by student replies reported earlier, 18 percent of the 198 surveyed 

respondent first became aware of Shinjuku Academy was through online sources. Among the 128 film 

major respondents and 36 anime major respondents in the survey, internet sources represented the largest 

marketing vectors for initial school awareness within their respective majors, totaling roughly 20 percent 

of each major’s population. A Chinese anime major in her second year at Shinjuku Academy reported, “I 

originally found out about this school on the website called animanime.biz,” a web site that serves as an 

online news aggregator for Japan’s pop culture industry. There are also many Japanese language blogs 

and news sites that deliver daily pop culture entertainment news similar to monthly magazines like 

Newtype, all of which are fertile ground for senmon gakkō marketing placement.  

 All twelve schools listed in table 4.2 have a website. This is a practical financial investment as 

publishing and maintaining a website is cheaper than paying a printer and shipping bulk mail packets. 

Over the two years of my field research from 2009 to 2011, the sophistication of senmon gakkō mobile 

websites increased to the point that most everything a potential student wanted to know about the school 

was available on demand. Several of the schools even allow interested parties to fill out school 

applications via web forms. With various forms of debit pay systems in place for use on mobile devices in 

Japan, school applicants can also pay their school fees via smart phone. Paper-based fliers and 

information packets were probably only a tertiary means for youth to become aware of schools.  

 Notwithstanding the prominence of internet sources as initial points of contact with Shinjuku 

Academy for the survey in table 4.0, the internet is perhaps one of the most impersonal and anonymous 

forms of marketing. Senmon gakkō utilize internet sources as a cheap form of canvassing for interest in 

their target demographic of pop culture fans. However, to engage a youth to commit to an expensive 

annual tuition and a two-year investment in vocational training, more direct means of promotion are 

required. For the many respondents who indicated that the internet was how they first became aware of 

the school, the decision to actually enroll came from other factors: attending an open campus event, 

admiring a well-known media content creator having graduated from the school, or even a teacher or 

friend providing a secondary recommendation to check out the school. 

Booths at Fairs and Shows 

 I went to a number of public events over the course of my field research in Tokyo from 2009 to 

2011. This included pop culture conventions such as Comic Market, media content tradeshows such as the 

Tokyo Anime Fair, and creative job fairs such as Kurihaku, in order to get a sense of the shared spaces 
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between Japan’s pop culture fans and producers. In the course of gathering data, it was pretty common to 

encounter educational institutions renting floor-space and manning information booths at most pop 

culture events. There were booths offering generalized educational programs such as art or illustration 

majors, but there were even more booths by two-year senmon gakkō and four-year universities advertising 

specific pop culture industry vocations such as animator or manga creator. I ran across a number of the 

twelve schools listed in table 4.0 maintaining school booths during pop culture events. The choice for 

media content schools to have booths at events such as the annual Tokyo Anime Fair was a practical 

tactic as the event is designed to showcase pop culture companies to the public. As a support industry, the 

training sector for the pop culture production industry has legitimate reasons to seek representation at an 

event showcasing Japan’s media content industry.  

 Based upon student survey responses, the marketing approach of renting floor-space at trade shows 

and conventions may be of limited value in promoting Shinjuku Academy. Further indicated by the 

higher number of four-year schools hosting booths in comparison to two-year institutions That is not to 

suggest that other institutions offering pop culture production training do not find convention booths a 

profitable marketing approach. A benefit of encountering a school booth at a tradeshow is one of 

saturation/ubiquity: seeing a booth for an organization repeatedly in various public events can serve to 

further reinforce other types of marketing exposure, such as magazines, websites, or open campus events. 

If a youth is perhaps too timid to go to a school’s campus, they may be more inclined to walk up to a 

booth on the neutral ground of a pop culture event and ask a few face-to-face questions from school 

representatives. After all, the youth can always walk away from a booth with no commitment to a school.  

“Open Campus” Events 

 In addition to receiving sizable information packets from schools on a seasonal basis, I also received 

regular postcards every couple of months advertising “open campus” events at vocational schools. The 

phrase “open campus” is a Japanese loanword with a different definition from its usage in English. The 

Japanese neologism is rendered either in roman alphabet as “open campus” or in the Japanese katakana 

syllabic as ���
�	
��, ohpun-kyanpasu. The Japanese usage of “open campus” is the same as 

the more common English phrase “open house,” “an event in which an organization such as a school or 

company invites the public to visit in order to see the things that happen there,” (Merriam-Webster.com 

2014). The English definition of open house already includes educational institutions in its usage, so 

perhaps the reason why “open campus” is more commonly used as a loanword in Japanese is that 

“campus” makes it clear to native Japanese speakers that the context is an educational institution. Open 

campus events at Japanese educational institutions are alternatively referred to as taiken nyūgaku, 

translating into English literally as “experiencing enrollment” or more naturally, a “trial admission.” The 
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Japanese term taiken nyūgaku is a more apt description for the proceedings of such events in Japanese 

educational institutions rather than the loanword “open house,” with its implication that anyone can freely 

show up on the school campus for the event. 

 Though spontaneous drop-ins for open campus admittance are not turned away on the day of the 

event, Japanese open campus events typically require interested parties to sign up or apply well in 

advance for attendance. Interested youth are encouraged to supply personal contact information and 

commit to attending the open campus event prior to arriving. As the Japanese phrase taiken nyūgaku, or 

“trail admission” implies, open campus events are not free-form open access to the educational institution. 

Instead, they are highly managed and organized with scheduled activities, demonstration lessons, and 

seminars. The open campus event is not held on a typical school day. They are scheduled for school 

holidays or weekends where no classes are held for regularly enrolled students. In other words, taiken 

nyūgaku are carefully staged “trial admissions” to the school. Interested youth are given the experience of 

attendance at the school through demonstration lessons throughout the day, providing just a taste of being 

fully enrolled in the institution. 

 Open campus events are held every month or so and are two to three days in length. Open campus 

events usually consist of a meet and greet period, a welcoming speech by one of the school leaders, a tour 

of the campus, demonstration lessons, and possibly seminars led by high profile guest speakers who 

actively work in the Japanese media content industry. Seminars often serve as self-promotion of new pop 

culture projects by the guest speaker as well as Q & A advice sessions for breaking into the industry. 

Scheduled activities are designed to inspire commitment to enroll in the educational institution. 

Immersive day-long scheduled activities truly live up to the term “trial admission.” Demonstration 

lessons allow visitors to actively experience the training process for their desired media content vocation. 

Open campus seminars with pop culture professionals function to impart an air of authenticity and 

wisdom by those who have experience working in the pop culture industry. Some potential students may 

be motivated to attend an open campus event just to meet a producer of one of their favorite movies, 

anime, or manga. 

 An educated guess would be that open campus events require a rather substantial investment of 

institutional resources to organize, market, and execute. An open campus requires participation by 

marketing staff, regular staff, and even instructors. Considering that senmon gakkō hold open campus 

events on a regular basis every couple of months, the time and effort required by the school staff to plan, 

follow through on inquiries, and perform demonstration lessons on a weekend or holiday involve a 

considerable drain on school staff and resources. That vocational institutions hold open campus events on 
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a relatively consistent basis indicate that such events are worth the resources and effort invested due to 

new school enrollments that the school promotion events generate.  

 No matter how a youth first becomes aware of a pop culture vocational school, open campus events 

are an effective means of “closing the deal” and securing a commitment to enroll. Open campus events 

function as immersion experiences, the vocational “showroom” at the media content institution. Open 

campus demonstration lessons enable a youth to visualize concretely, through engaged role-play, 

vocations in the pop culture industry. Open campus events are carefully staged promotional activities 

designed to encourage commitment to enroll through performance and participation.  

4.2 VOCATIONAL SCHOOL POLICIES: ENTICEMENT AND IMMERSION 

 To determine how the two-year senmon gakkō went about marketing and recruiting students to 

enroll in the school, I first approached regular staff for answers. Amongst the questions on the Shinjuku 

staff questionnaire was D3, “How does the school recruit students?” The general agreement amongst the 

ten staff and contract instructor respondents at Shinjuku Academy was that open campus events play an 

important part in the school’s recruitment marketing for enrollment. Staffer Okuda said,  

We have open campus events once a month and it allows prospective students to experience the 
actual classes and to also get a good idea what their student life is going to be. It also provides an 
opportunity for them to converse with current students and ask questions if they have any. I 
believe this is the most effective way of helping prospective students understand the school. 
(Staffer Okuda, in response to Shinjuku staff questionnaire question D3) 

Staffer Fukada agreed that the open campus events are pivotal in recruiting new students, but felt that the 

strength of these events lies in the demonstration classes that allow the student to visualize themselves as 

a student in the school. Staffer Taniguchi believed that visualization of what it is like to be an enrolled 

student, trying out the school experience, is one of the primary values of such events and a reason why 

they are such an effective recruitment tool.  

 Other staffers suggest that school advertising and marketing is just as important as open campus 

events. As the goal of the school is to attract youth who are serious about working to produce pop culture 

content, any marketing strategies that attract serious and passionate students further these aims. Higuchi, a 

contract lecturer and industry professional, observed that, “in the long run, word-of-mouth is a powerful 

tool that attracts the siblings and children of graduates.” Staffer Nishimura supports the stance that alumni 

are an effective means by which to recruit new students. 

 Upon further reflection, Higuchi emphasized that the question shouldn’t be which recruiting method 

is the most successful for the school, but rather which marketing methods combined together are the most 
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effective at appealing to the target market of potential students. For senmon gakkō, a blended approach 

involves posting a website for inquiries, open campus events, school mailers with brochures, and 

pamphlets. Staffer Taniguchi didn’t agree with Higuchi, as some of problems with the current blended 

targeted marketing is that, “we know that the way the school is recruiting students currently is not the best 

nor most successful method, but it is definitely better than other approaches. We’ve also come to realize 

that we will never come up with an ideal solution for recruitment for this vocational market.” 

An Interview with Shinjuku Academy Promotion Staff: On “Closing the Deal” 

 After nine months of requests, I was finally permitted to conduct interviews with members of the 

institution’s promotional and marketing staff. I suspect resistance to inquiries about the school’s 

marketing and promotion staff arose in part because higher-ups in the organization could not grasp why 

an academic researcher would be interested in the promotion and marketing operations of their school. 

Rather, the general expectation was that I would only focus on the educational training aspect of the 

senmon gakkō; a corporate culture mindset that a foreign researcher would only be interested in the 

training process for skilled workers in Japan’s pop culture industry.  

 Perhaps the main reason I was fortunate enough to secure the promo staff interview was that two of 

the lead promotion staffers from the umbrella institution above all of the campuses were scheduled to be 

at the Shinjuku Academy campus to supervise a scheduled open campus event on a Sunday in July. For 

the two days of the open campus event, the two men, whom I’ll call Kurosaki and Hoshi, were considered 

staff at the Shinjuku Academy campus where I was doing research. I managed to catch the two promotion 

staffers later in the afternoon, just after the open campus event and before Hoshi had to leave on a trip for 

a high school visit. I found both gentlemen to be very outgoing and personable individuals. Kurosaki, the 

older of the two, was a balding man of tall stature in his 50s who wore dress slacks and a striped button-

up shirt. Upon meeting, it was apparent almost immediately that Kurosaki was a charismatic person, 

quick to smile, and had a considerable sense of humor. With over 10 years employed at Shinjuku 

Academy, he was the senior member of the two promotion staffers, and so Kurosaki functioned as the 

main spokesman during the interview process.  

 The younger man, Hoshi, had only been working for Shinjuku Academy as promotional staff for the 

last five years. Hoshi also dressed in nice slacks and a white button up shirt, and was a fit looking man in 

his 40s. Although he did not take the lead in the interview, Hoshi displayed a very relaxed and gregarious 

manner when he would add something to Kurosaki’s statements.  

 Both men seemed to genuinely enjoy talking about their job duties and the challenges encountered 

marketing the school. I learned during the course of the interview that part of their job description is to 

travel to high schools and provide face-to-face information sessions for high school students interested in 
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the senmon gakkō. It made good business sense that Shinjuku Academy would hire extroverted 

individuals such as Kurosaki and Hoshi, whose purpose is to present sales pitches to interested high 

school students. I could certainly see their outgoing personalities shining through in any presentation they 

might make in a high school setting. 

 Since the interview was conducted on the same day as the open campus event at the campus, in the 

interest of time and efficiency, the two promotion staffers proposed that I interview both of them at the 

same time. As it would turn out, this worked out very well as when Kurosaki would field a question, 

Hoshi would chime in and fill in any details that he felt were important to the discussion. The synergy of 

the exchange during this interview was one of the best in all of the 66 interviews performed during my 

field research. By the time I finished the hour-long interview session with the two gentlemen, it was clear 

to me that these two promotional staffers were quite skilled at their jobs promoting and marketing 

Shinjuku Academy.  

 The senmon gakkō’s marketing approach of sending a school promotional representative to high 

schools across Japan for face-to-face visits came up early during the interview. When initially discussing 

the scheduling for this interview, Hoshi indicated that he had a scheduled trip to a Fukushima high school 

the next day, Monday. It is important to establish the context of this high school destination. My 

interview with Kurosaki and Hoshi took place on July 31st 2011, only three months after the triple disaster 

of the 9.0 magnitude 2011 Tōhoku Earthquake on March 11th, the resultant tsunami, and the subsequent 

the failure of the nuclear reactors at Ōkuma in Fukushima Prefecture. The 3/11 disasters did have a direct 

effect on the student body at Shinjuku Academy as it claimed the life of at least one student who was 

enrolled at Shinjuku Academy at the time.  

 When I asked Hoshi why he was going to Fukushima considering all the news at the time about 

radioactive contamination in the prefecture, the younger promotional staffer was somber about the timing 

of the trip. After a pause, Hoshi stoically said that traveling to high schools for presentations was part of 

his job- he had to go where students had expressed interest in Shinjuku Academy- so the Fukushima 

location of the high schools couldn’t be helped. The older staffer, Kurosaki informed me that the reason 

Hoshi had to travel to Fukushima was because several students at a Fukushima high school, roughly only 

35 miles away from the non-habitation radiation zone of the Fukushima Daichi nuclear power plant, had 

previously expressed interest in Shinjuku Academy due to placement exams and school guidance. 

Therefore, it was the promotional staff’s responsibility to travel to the high school and present a face-to-

face session about the technical school’s programs for interested students.  

 Placement tests and school counseling are one way of marketing to bring the senmon gakkō into the 

awareness of high school students. Unlike four-year universities, the profile of Shinjuku Academy is 
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somewhat limited within mainstream society. Therefore, high school students may be dubious about 

choosing a two-year school as a post-graduation option. So, in addition to other marketing techniques, the 

school has also adopted the direct marketing strategy of sending a school representative for face-to-face 

visits. There, the school representative talks about the merits of the institution and generally energizes 

enthusiasm for training in a pop culture vocation.  

 There is also the consideration that for high school students located in prefectures far from Shinjuku 

Academy’s Tokyo location, open campus visits to the campus are costly for the families. Informational 

visits by promotional staff from Shinjuku Academy function like open campus events in enticing the 

student to consider enrollment after high school graduation. High school promotional visits target a 

different demographic of potential students than the advertising in pop culture entertainment. High school 

visits are very useful in planting the first seeds of commitment to enroll for high school students who do 

not score so well in college placement exams. The gregarious personalities of the two promotional staff 

play a key role in leading high school students to consider Shinjuku Academy as a destination for 

training. Kurosaki and Hoshi work to “close the enrollment deal” for the school. 

 In addition to high school visits, the two men also oversaw other forms of marketing that promoted 

Shinjuku Academy and enticed young people to enroll in the school, including the various forms of 

marketing already outlined earlier: magazine ads, websites, and open campus events supervised by the 

promotional staff department of the two-year senmon gakkō. During the interview, Kurosaki and Hoshi 

outlined various ways in which the vocational school marketing staff works to encourage youth to enroll 

in the program. Those observations are spread throughout this chapter. 

Challenges with the Current Generation of Japanese Youth 

 One the most interesting issues that came out in the interview was when I asked the pair if the 

character of potential students has changed in recent years, and if so, has it presented a challenge in 

securing a commitment to enroll in the school. Kurosaki and Hoshi both lamented that one phenomenon 

that has developed over the last decade is that the current generation of young people do not have suitable 

communication skills for employment after graduation. The inability of youth to communicate effectively 

and form the social networks needed for production tasks in the work environment has become 

increasingly acute over the last six years. First, it is a problem because introverted youth who are 

interested in enrollment are not able to clearly articulate what exactly they want to focus on in their 

studies, leading to enrollment retention difficulties. Second, it is a serious concern as student inability to 

communicate has impacted the school’s ability to market graduates to employers for job placement.  

 The issue of social awkwardness was most pronounced among young people who want to go into 

animation and manga majors. One explanation for these particular majors is that young people enamored 
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as pop culture fans first became aware of the possibility of vocational training through advertisements 

within pop culture entertainment. This awareness engages the vague desire to study for vocational 

production work in a Japanese pop culture medium they enjoy as fans. However, the motivation exercised 

by this type of newly enrolled student does not appear to extend beyond the narrow enjoyment attached to 

the consumption of popular culture goods. Unlike previous generations of youth, these socially awkward 

students do not actively engage in searching out job connections or socially networking to build 

vocational ties on their own. It is increasingly problematic for Shinjuku Academy staff that pop culture 

industry employers complain that these new graduates don’t communicate well with coworkers. I was 

told by Kurosaki that graduates with communication difficulties commonly quit their new production jobs 

after only a few months.  

 In an effort to make the students more sociable and help them develop polished work etiquette, the 

Shinjuku Academy staff has had to institute additional special training seminars into student coursework 

just before the graduation project phase. According to Kurosaki and Hoshi, being able to communicate is 

crucially important in a business setting, such as working at an animation production house. This 

evaluation of the importance of human networking skills in the pop culture content industry was 

confirmed by contract instructors, who also actively work in the industry as professionals. The reason 

social networking is so vital for vocational workers in Japan’s entertainment industry is that most labor is 

contract-based. Having a decent professional network allows a freelancer or contract hire to stay 

employed in the business. Because a lot of animation and manga majors at Shinjuku Academy start out 

immersed in pop culture consumption habits, they are often socially inept and awkward with networking 

and social skills. Feeling stressed in the new training environment of a senmon gakkō, they often retreat 

into comfortable leisure behaviors. According to the promotional staff, this is especially a problem with 

the animation major students who may have been NEET or freeter prior to enrollment in the school. 

Strengths of Shinjuku Academy Promotion 

 Moving beyond the student body, the promotional staffers considered the vocational higher 

education sector as a whole. One of the younger promotional staffer’s main concerns ties into one of the 

primary strengths of Shinjuku Academy: its long institutional history. Existing for over thirty years as a 

two-year senmon gakkō for media content training, the Shinjuku Academy private for-profit business has 

grown into multiple campuses. Hoshi feels that this stability is one of the main selling points for Shinjuku 

Academy- a thirty-year history as an institution in the senmon gakkō industry. The school’s reputation has 

a two-fold benefit in promoting the institution both in the student and employer markets.  

 First, with its characteristics of reliability and dependability, Shinjuku Academy is a well-

established technical school within a highly competitive vocational education sector. Because Shinjuku 
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Academy is not a new institution and has been long viewed as a senmon gakkō that graduates properly 

trained media content vocational workers, companies are more likely to hire Shinjuku Academy graduates 

based upon the school’s long-standing reputation for proper skilling. The ability to market the 

institution’s reputation as an established and reliable producer of pop culture production workers is a huge 

selling point for the school; both to the market of potential students and to the media content employer 

market. Building upon the capital of school reputation, Shinjuku Academy has been able to strengthen its 

market position.  

 Second, a long institutional history has generated a large population of alumni who have worked, or 

still work, in Japan’s pop culture industry. With the accumulation of thirty years of graduates, there are 

bound to be a few Shinjuku Academy alumni who have climbed the ladder into upper tier job positions, 

especially earlier graduates prior to the growing educational degree credentialism in the globalized job 

market. In addition to enhancing the school’s reputation through industry job positions, Shinjuku 

Academy’s alumni affiliations serve to directly benefit the two-year school’s training process. Out of a 

sense of loyalty, gratitude, or respect towards Shinjuku Academy for helping them get their start in the 

industry, some alumni come back and work as contract lecturers,  or as guest speakers in seminars at the 

school. Collectively, they serve to enhance the appeal of the school to potential students. Visiting alumni 

also form connections with currently enrolled students and can offer a social network connection for new 

graduates seeking to break into occupations in the production industry. In a sense, alumni connections 

with enrolled students function as a much more intimate jisseki kankei relationship between the school 

and employers. Alumni trust in the quality of graduates from Shinjuku Academy because they themselves 

graduated from the school. And if alumni act as contract lecturers for Shinjuku students, they have input 

into the quality of training for new graduates and get to know individual students. Such alumnus-lecturers 

might be willing to act as go-betweens with business connections in the industry to help new graduates 

get hired. 

Weaknesses of Shinjuku Academy Promotion 

 The private institution of Shinjuku Academy has formulated a successful approach of marketing its 

stability and history over the last three decades. This promotional approach has proven profitable, and as 

the vocational school has survived for thirty years in a competitive senmon gakkō market, constitutes a 

practical approach to marketing. According to Kurosaki and Hoshi, success in promoting the school in 

terms of its history and stability as an institutional market strength is also a weakness, as stability has the 

unfortunate effect of making the institution more conservative and less flexible in approaching certain 

issues caused by the changes in the younger generation and the educational market over the last decade. 

In particular, Hoshi complained that Shinjuku Academy’s current marketing and promotion methodology 
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is somewhat out of date- in fact it has not changed its promotion strategy much over the last ten years. At 

this point in the conversation, Kurosaki piped in to joke that the school’s promotional approach has never 

changed since the school’s inception.  

 Schools such as Yoyogi Animation or Akiba University are able to dazzle potential students and 

capitalize on a youth’s immersion as pop culture consumers by advertising their schools using famous 

animators and manga creators who have produced sample art and lessons at those schools. One problem 

with this promotional method is that the motivating factor to visit the campus may not necessarily be the 

intent to enroll in courses, but to interact with a well-known pop culture creator as dedicated fans.  

 Another tactic by younger institutions to entice pop culture fans to enroll is the location of campuses 

close to the heart of Japanese pop-culture, the Akihabara district of Tokyo. This proximity to all things 

pop culture in Japan can become a tipping point that encourages potential students to attend open campus 

events. Further, having Akihabara nearby can serve to motivate students to stay enrolled in the school as 

the nearby pop culture hub enables students to feed pop culture habits by staying immersed in fan culture 

on a daily basis outside of the classroom environment. The approach of utilizing popular culture as a 

selling point by newer schools can attract introverted, socially awkward youth like otaku, who are 

intensely invested in pop culture hyper-consumption practices. 

 The older, matter-of-fact approach of extolling school stability and longevity, as well as the school’s 

straightforward training program in Shinjuku, located some distance away from Akihabara, are factors 

that can count against Shinjuku Academy. Shinjuku Academy can offer students a good reputation as a 

vocational graduate and may be able to place them successfully in the production industry. But the school 

atmosphere is far less glamorous than newer vocational institutions that focus on marketing that 

capitalizes on young people with fan or otaku practices immersed in Japanese pop culture. This may not 

matter to many film majors at Shinjuku Academy as many film enrollments begin from a downward 

socio-economic mobility path from middle class backgrounds due to failure at college exams. Failing at 

middle class futures may explain the muted or grim attitude of film majors. A campus offering pop 

culture entertainment is a stronger influence on anime and manga majors who are often immersed in pop 

culture fan pursuits in their spare time.  

 The two Shinjuku Academy promotion staffers felt that the current generation of youthful pop 

culture fans is one challenge, another being the marketing approach by contenders in the vocational 

school market that target pop culture consumer habits. Shinjuku Academy will need to adapt to these 

market changes in the coming years if it wants to remain profitable. Although Kurosaki and Hoshi did not 

know its full extent, the loss of potential students to newer schools is easy for Shinjuku Academy’s 

marketing to address, as the senmon gakkō has a two-year turnover period for its entire student body. 
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High school visits also provide feedback, but it takes about a year or two to know if their marketing 

changes will be successful, so there are delays in fine-tuning the school’s marketing process. 

  

4.2.1 Vocational School Enrollment Policies: Enticement and Immersion over Selectivity 

 

Enticement to Enroll 

 Mostly private vocational schools must struggle in a competitive higher education sector of not only 

2,700 other vocational schools and 380 two-year junior colleges to attract new student enrollments, but 

also deal with the recent encroachment by four-year colleges that now offer vocational programs to boost 

institutional enrollment numbers. Vocational education in Japan is comprised primarily of privately run 

institutions, accounting for 95 per cent of all senmon gakkō. Lacking government funding, private 

vocational schools are heavily oriented towards market forces, and are, “fundamentally established on a 

market economy oriented-basis” (Iwanaga 1989:54) that has developed into “an almost pure market 

sector,” (Dore and Sako 2012:91). Senmon gakkō survive “by employing their highly tuned sensitivity to 

the public’s demand for various educational formats” (Iwanaga 1989:54). Competition in a nearly 

unregulated market situation has led vocational schools to a practice of, “independent operation oriented 

to the market economy [that] could easily lead to the appearance of educational institutions where 

management takes priority over education. That some such schools are now existent in some quarters is 

already issue of concern in this country,” (Iwanaga 1989:54). 

 Despite an aggressive marketing orientation by private for-profit vocational schools to attract new 

students, these institutions are at a competitive disadvantage in the higher education market of Japan. 

First, MEXT sets annual tuition costs for vocational schools in parity to four-year institutions. Youth that 

gravitate towards two-year institutions typically come from lower income backgrounds in Japan 

(Goodman et al. 2009) so senmon tuition costs can create economic hardships for those families. Fiscally, 

the immediate advantage of two-year schools is the accumulation of only two years of tuition payments 

and a quicker turnaround into gainful employment. Families must be able to fund their child for those two 

years of skilled occupational training. Second, two-year vocational schools are perceived in Japan as a 

less desirable education option for youth who have the ability to pass exams for four-year institutions, so 

higher-quality applicants usually end up in the university system (Goodman et al. 2009). These two 

factors shrink the potential applicant pool for two-year vocational institutions to candidates from lower 

income family backgrounds and those with lower educational aptitude. Both are confirmed by Shinjuku 

Academy staff as persistent issues with incoming students. 
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  As senmon gakkō must survive in competitive market conditions, financial pressures on only a 

lightly regulated vocational school sector has led to the focus on school profitability challenging the focus 

on providing educational training services. The orientation as a privately run, for-profit business sheds a 

different light on various types of school promotion and marketing discussed in this chapter. The costs to 

the school’s coffers for funding continual advertising, solicitation, and targeted marketing approaches 

must be, by necessity, effective investments of time and resources by the vocational school if it is to 

remain profitable. If marketing in pop culture magazines proves unprofitable, then that strategy would be 

abandoned in favor of other cost-effective marketing approaches that keep the organization’s capital 

growing.  

 Even with a low percentage of two-year enrollments due to promotional efforts like the seasonal 

school guide in Newtype magazine, or a school website link on animeanime.biz, they must be cost-

efficient advertising expenditures; these forms of targeted pop culture consumer marketing by vocational 

schools remain consistent year in and year out. In particular, there was a high frequency of full-page 

media content vocational school ads in most all of the magazines for the 2009 to 2011 period. A cursory 

check of 2013 and 2014 magazine issues also indicates vocational school ads. A persistent marketing 

approach, full-page color school ads in pop culture entertainment magazines over at least the last five 

years to the target demographic of adolescents that enjoy pop culture.  

 When combined with their vulnerable socio-economic circumstances and limited career counseling, 

youth immersed in pop culture fandoms may be particularly susceptible to such vocational school targeted 

marketing techniques. Vocational school magazine advertisements that consistently appear month after 

month in anime magazines and manga may open the door to consider the possibility of a vocational 

production job in the anime or manga industries. Once a youth takes that first step to inquire about the 

school, aggressive promotion and follow-up by promotional staff encourage the youth to attend an open 

campus event where the school can “close the deal” for a commitment to enroll.  

 For media content senmon gakkō, there really isn’t an enrollment selection process per se; rather, the 

school’s promotional staff works hard to persuade the high school student to come in and talk to a school 

advisor or to attend an open campus event. For-profit private vocational schools must concentrate their 

efforts to induce enrollment through marketing and promotional staff follow-through (Kinmonth 2005). 

Table 4.2, the marketing strategies of twelve different vocational schools for pop culture production 

training, support the proposition that enticement-to-enroll marketing and promotion practices are an 

industry-wide approach in the sector to meet annual enrollment quotas. 
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Immersion as Enticement and Retention Strategies 

 Shinjuku Academy’s promotional staff assessments were accurate in the sense that long-standing 

vocational schools located outside of Akihabara have had a problem in recent years with enrollment 

numbers going to newer institutions targeting young pop culture consumers. A fair portion of Japan’s 

media content vocational school marketing and enrollment strategies are targeted to gratify and engage 

youthful consumer pop culture consumption behavior. The promotional practice of targeting pop-culture 

consumers in order to entice them as enrollees also explains campus choices by many newer schools. 

They locate campuses close to the consumer hub of Japanese popular culture in Tokyo. Despite the higher 

costs of maintaining campuses in the high rent districts of central Tokyo, the marketing and promotional 

branches of media content schools have apparently deemed it economically effective to locate campuses 

as near as possible to the heart of Japanese pop culture, the streets of Akihabara, Tokyo.  

 Further, campus proximity to Akihabara allows for student immersion in pop culture environs, 

maintaining consumer expectations for their clientele of enrolled students, and perhaps also suppressing 

training frustrations by fueling a motivation to stay enrolled in the school. With the lure of a pop culture 

amusement center so close by, one has to wonder how a vocational campus maintains discipline and 

attendance when temptation is only a few blocks away. In my semester of field research at Akiba 

University in 2011, the 30 students that I interviewed on the Akiba University campus as well as many 

more students that I talked to on a daily basis in the student lounges expressed the general opinion that it 

was “great”, “convenient”, or “useful” that the university’s campuses were located inside Akihabara. A 

common activity during down time between classes, where attendance was mandatory and tracked with 

IC chips in student IDs, was to go to a favorite shop in Akihabara, either alone or with friends.  

 There was often a cognitive dissonance between student expectations formed in fan experiences 

with popular anime and manga and actual training for the industry vocations. In my interviews with 

Akiba University students, those who chose the digital content or animation major often complained 

about the difficulty of class assignments to learn programming language. Several actually changed majors 

because they didn’t like computer programming. To stay motivated, students said they only had to look 

out the glass windows of the Akiba Second campus. There, in the skyline of Akihabara, they could see 

real-world examples of their future trade, inspiration that helped to keep them focused on their computer 

program training.  

 Shinjuku Academy on the other hand is located in the more subdued business area of the Shinjuku 

district, a 15 to 20 minute train commute away from Akihabara. Shinjuku students informed me that 

individuals or small groups often made one or two trips a week to the Japanese hub of pop culture in 

Akihabara. Possibly recognizing that popular culture goods help to keep students motivated, Shinjuku 
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Academy always stocked the most current magazines on animation, film, and manga in racks located 

throughout the public spaces of the campus. In addition, Shinjuku Academy animation students had a 

dedicated study lab in the sub-basement stocked with a large library of anime movies, trade magazines, 

and shelves covered with toys and models of anime characters. Shinjuku manga students had a sizable 

reading library on the second floor of the campus; library shelves lined with thousands of graphic novels, 

light novels, paperback manga collections, as well as current weekly manga anthologies. Shinjuku 

Academy also maintained a regular schedule, two to three times each month, for well-known producers or 

creators to visit as guest speakers on the campus. While Akiba University had Akihabara right on its 

doorstep, Shinjuku Academy had to work harder at keeping students motivated and immersed in their free 

time. Shinjuku did this by furnishing student recreational spaces stocked with pop-culture goods.  

Selectivity Practices and Senmon  

 Interviews with students indicate that the barrier for school entry, the tests to gain entrance into 

vocational schools, were relatively easy to pass. Students interviewed at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba 

University indicated that once a student decided to apply to the vocational school and indicated available 

funds to pay for enrollment, the application test and interview was pretty much a formality. Most students 

in the research indicated that, after an interview and a straightforward test, the vocational school quickly 

confirmed enrollment applications. School response time ranged from a week to a month before sending 

out an acceptance letter.  

 For non-native speakers of Japanese, the barrier to entry requires a minimum level of competency in 

the Japanese language, but not much else. At Shinjuku Academy, the minimum requirement for non-

Japanese enrollment is the ability to read and speak Japanese used in everyday situations and 

circumstances, verified by passing the Japanese Language Proficiency Test at level N2. Beyond needing 

the ability to follow along in classes conducted in Japanese, entry into media content vocational schools 

was reported by non-Japanese students to be rather easy.  

 There are few in-demand media content vocational schools that have to limit enrollment numbers 

due to class-size. The enrollment focus for most vocational majors is a matter of courting a youth as a 

customer in order secure commitment to enroll in the school, not the selective sorting of applicants by test 

scores as performed at ranked four-year universities in Japan. The key enrollment focus of non-university 

two-year institutions seems to be to move as many students as possible through the front doors, and 

subsequently ensure that newly enrolled students actively attend and participate in the two-year certificate 

programs to graduation. 
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Employer Expectations Interacting with Student Retention  

 Once a youth becomes part of the senmon gakkō student body, more complex factors come into 

play. There is the practical matter of the student remaining enrolled and paying tuition to keep the school 

operation solvent interacting with job placement after graduation. School information packets that arrived 

on my Kichijōji doorstep had sizable sections detailing pop culture employers where school graduates 

ended up working. Several schools provided short bios, graduating year, and testimonials by graduates in 

their new industry workplace. Most vocational schools work to build reputations as being effective in job 

placement.  

 But to succeed in the goal of successful high-profile industry job placements for their graduates, 

schools must work to satisfy industry employer training standards for certificate graduates. Evidence on 

observed business practices at Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University supports the evaluation that 

employer market pressure for base skill level interacts with school reputation, which becomes the revenue 

stream for the senmon gakkō. Vocational schools need to deliver a good annual product, namely, 

graduates who have learned the core competencies needed to work in their chosen skilled vocation. 

Vocational graduates that remain unskilled by missing class sessions negatively impact the reputation of 

the vocational school. Most schools will not tolerate a negative impact on their bottom line and take 

measures to either fully train the youth through remedial classes or expel the student. Yet, strictness with 

attendance can put the school at odds with student retention goals. Further, students can burn out if 

pushed too hard. 

 While the emphasis by vocational schools is on enticement to enroll in the marketing phase, once a 

youth enrolls as a senmon student they move into the sphere of influence of the vocational institution and 

become a member of the organization who can impact the reputation of the school. As youth move from 

courted customers to being repackaged as products for employers, vocational schools must take steps to 

enforce class attendance and expected training standards to maintain an institutional reputation with 

employers.  

 The fact that Shinjuku Academy must now offer second-year seminars to train socially awkward 

students over and above standard vocational training indicates the importance of employment sector 

expectations on senmon graduate quality. The generational change in youth toward introversion and 

consumption oriented identities adds a wrinkle to the school’s ultimate aim of providing quality graduates 

to industry employers.  

 As practical for-profit enterprises, vocational schools for entertainment industry training must strive 

to keep youthful individuals, who are increasingly enticed through their pop culture consumption habits, 

engaged in their studies through an immersion atmosphere in the school environment. Because media 
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content vocational institutions target and entice youth immersed in pop culture, the schools must, as an 

operational practice, continue to feed the consumer dreams of pop culture fans in order to keep them 

enrolled and attending class. In turn, the school’s task is to convert immersion in pop culture practices 

into immersion to train in core competencies for a vocational skill through applied limited-

apprenticeships with industry professionals. Balancing the market forces of enticement to enroll and 

employer expectations is an increasingly complicated undertaking for vocational schools. 

!  
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CHAPTER 5. 
MAJORING IN COOL: LIMITED-APPRENTICESHIPS WITH LECTURERS IN 

ANIME AND MANGA  

5.0 THE CONTRACT LECTURER: TRAINING WITH INDUSTRY INSIDERS  

 Once young pop culture fans are enticed to enroll at a vocational school, they transition from 

courted educational customer to be repackaged as school products for employers. Within the sphere of 

influence in a vocational program, Japanese pop culture fans and prosumers are shaped through 

cumulative experiences in an applied vocational training environment. The classroom setting functions as 

a limited apprenticeship experience with a master tradesman in their pop culture production field. 

“Limited” in the sense that two-year vocational education only imparts the most basic skill set required 

for entry level-work in the lower tier of the production industry, well short of master-craftsman status. 

The expectation is that a vocational graduate who is able to gain entry-level employment in a pop culture 

company will be further trained “on-the-job” in the trade. It is an “apprenticeship” in the sense that 

multilayered explicit and implicit training takes place during the educational process. First, vocational 

students learn explicit techniques for a trade through long hours of repeated practice of the crafts in 

applied sessions until it becomes natural (Lynch 2007; Singleton 1998). In some ways, vocational training 

emulates traditional Japanese arts and crafts by using methods to learn a craft through repetition until 

muscle memory takes hold. Second, vocational students often form a mentoring relationship with the 

instructor. Students look to the industry craftsman in the classroom as a role model, internalizing the 

practices, attitudes, and demeanor of their mentor.  

 To create the training conditions for the limited apprenticeship approach, vocational schools hire 

skilled and established pop culture industry professionals on a semester-to-semester contract basis to lead 

vocational classrooms as lecturers, termed kōshi in Japanese. The employment of industry professionals 

as lecturers brings an air of legitimacy to a vocational institution, both in the eyes of potential students 

and industry employers. As genuine industry insiders with a foot in the school and another in the pop 

culture industry, they function as a transitional bridge to the sphere of employment for youth on the 

journey to production work. What motivates industry insiders to become contract lecturers at vocational 

programs? Their reasons vary, from the need for a little extra money, or a sense of obligation as an alumni 

to a school that gave them their chance, to the desire to give something back by training the next 

generation of production workers. This chapter examines how the applied vocational process employs 

industry lecturers to train enrolled students in the animation and manga majors at Shinjuku Academy. 

Detailing institutional methods, staff management, and lecturers’ techniques may shed light on the 
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effectiveness and practicality of the limited-apprenticeship approach of vocational training to remold a 

student for production occupations. 

 The utilization of contract lecturers at a two-year institution has significant primary effects as well 

as secondary effects upon the institution, the staff, and the enrolled students. This includes practical 

competitive marketing of the school, internal institutional practices, as well as explicit and implicit 

training absorbed by enrolled students. The first effect of lecturers is what I term “the legitimacy 

promise.” In regards to educational market competition, the practice of hiring outside contract lecturers 

that also work in Japan’s media content industry appears to be an institutional policy implemented to 

increase the perceived value of a two-year educational program in the eyes of the school’s clients, 1) 

potential students and 2) industry employers. For the outside observer, the practice of employing industry 

insiders establishes an air of legitimacy for the offered media content industry vocational training. The 

usage of industry lecturers is a practice that many two-year senmon gakkō prominently advertise as a 

school selling point in their promotional pamphlets and open campus events. For the dozen vocational 

schools that I surveyed in the Tokyo area, most promotional materials featured short bios or inspirational 

quotes by industry insiders who have taught classes at the institution as lecturers. For potential students, 

the possibility of working with media content industry insiders adds an element of excitement to the 

prospect of training at the school.  

 At the institutional level, the employment of contracted experts in vocational fields for which the 

school offers certificates of training solves possible issues that might arise with a practice of exclusively 

using staff to train students. I suspect that, initially, new two-year vocational schools might have tried to 

train their first batches of enrolled students utilizing full-time staff teachers with no practical work 

experience in a media content vocation. However, in the competitive, nearly unregulated market 

competition of the non-university educational sector in Japan, once several schools began employing 

media content industry insiders as teachers for an edge, an arms race had begun and most if not all other 

two-year institutions were pressured to also employ industry-affiliated instructors.  

 The utilization of contract lecturers drawn from vocational occupations is also a reflection of the 

market-based realities of the highly competitive non-university educational sector. Two-year institutions, 

in order to remain valuable and in-demand, must go beyond the promised enticements to enroll students, 

but also meet the practical needs of pop culture industry employers. In order to maintain informal 

relationships with industry employers, senmon gakkō must enact institutional policies that ensure their 

training program satisfies employer market demands. Vocational schools must ensure that graduates learn 

core competencies for entry-level vocational jobs in the production industry. In addition to the diligent 

enforcement of school attendance and training, the utilization of industry lecturers is a senmon gakkō 
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practice that helps appease the concerns of media content companies about the quality of their trained 

graduates.  

 In the case of Shinjuku Academy, there was a reciprocal nature to the relationship between the 

institution and some contract lecturers. On more than one occasion, I was informed directly by the 

lecturer or by a school staffer that a contract lecturer was an alumnus of Shinjuku Academy who had 

come back to teach their vocation out of a sense of appreciation and loyalty to the institution. The use of 

alumnus media content industry professionals as senmon gakkō instructors likely serves to further 

strengthen informal employer and school ties, as a lecturer from the industry should be able to impart 

attitudes and expectations for an appointment in Japan’s media content production industry.  

 In addition to direct benefits in providing training, there are also intangible but important reasons to 

utilize industry lecturers. During the course of my field observations, there were indications that some 

contract lecturers may have also been acting in an informal capacity as employment scouts and 

networking hubs for their media content industry affiliates. Second year Shinjuku Academy students 

whose lecturer could vouch for their skills might have an advantage during the job hunt. At least some 

lecturers aid students by acting as go-betweens to establish interpersonal network ties in the vocational 

job market prior to graduation. 

 

5.0.1 Vocational School Policies and Practices: The Roles of Kōshi and Staff   

 

 Several questions on the Shinjuku Academy staff questionnaire asked about the school’s mission 

and the role of staff and lecturers in carrying out those policies. I found that, not surprisingly, staff 

responses were guarded, falling along the “company line.” Chief Staffer Yonai, with ten years working 

his way up the ranks in the Shinjuku Academy organization, was perhaps most committed to the official 

corporate stance. Yonai characterized the school’s educational mission in this way: “I think it is crucial 

that we develop student’s collaborative skills. Producing film and anime involves a lot of collaborative 

work with other people. I believe that it is necessary to actually work in the industry and learn as you go 

to get experiences after obtaining knowledge and skills.” Doi, anime department head, added, 

“communication skills. There is no doubt that as a creator, you have to be unique and original. But at the 

same time, you are required to have some level of common sense to interact in society as long as you are 

involved in the media content world.” Staffer Matsui said, “in my field of anime and computer graphics 

we emphasize developing the skills of drawing and operating software. However, it is critical to maintain 

the motivation to create something and deepen one's knowledge and improve one's skills.” Film 

department staffer Sakamoto offered, “our priority is to send as many students as possible to the creative 
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industry. To teach the ability to communicate with others, the ability to listen and understand what others 

are saying, and the ability to keep working.”   

 Contract lecturer Higuchi, a media content professional in the film industry, agrees that “Shinjuku 

Academy’s training methods also emphasize the importance of greetings, communication, and  manners.” 

In order to work in the industry, “you need communication skills and on top of that, you have to obtain 

the ability to adapt to generational changes.” In contrast to the more abstract responses by staffers, 

Higuchi was critical of the school’s methods, “of course it is necessary to teach how to operate the newest 

equipment and applications that are popular in the industry at the time, but they become outdated in less 

than ten years. So I think it is important to teach something universal and ubiquitous as a core subject and 

then equip students with knowledge of the newest technology.” Higuchi emphasized that, “a technical 

school should teach more than just technical skills. Its ultimate goal should be to create human resources 

that can contribute to society. I personally believe that it is my job to teach these things according to a 

student’s personal talent and skills.”  

 An interesting tidbit that came out my visit to Artland studios and subsequent discussion with anime 

director and creator Noboru Ishiguro: 10 to 15 years prior to our interview in 2011, Ishiguro had worked 

for a time as a contract instructor for the Yoyogi Animation senmon gakkō. Ishiguro eventually stopped 

teaching as at Yoyogi because he felt that he was getting out of touch with the increasing use in the 

industry of digital techniques, such as the utilization of digital effects and other behind-the-scenes CG 

procedures. Essentially, Ishiguro stopped teaching at Yoyogi Animation because he felt could no longer 

offer Yoyogi students the most informed contemporary animation industry techniques. 

Limited-Apprenticeships 

 Staffer Taniguchi indicated that in staff-led courses, the staffer is satisfied if the student can just 

succeed in completing the assigned project. In contrast, industry lecturers hold students to a higher 

standard and ask for higher quality in their work, “I think that lecturers are especially important for this 

reason, as they are not compromising and push students harder.” In addition to viewing contract lecturers 

as potential networking opportunities for post-graduation employment, Staffer Taniguchi offered another 

reason as to why lecturers are an extremely valuable asset to the school, in that, “they function as a kind 

of mentoring figure that knows what you need to get into the industry and survive it.”  

 Kiraku, a contract lecturer at Shinjuku who has actively worked in the manga industry since 1975, 

feels his most important task is the value he brings helping students learn the technical skills needed to 

create a manga comic proficiently. Kiraku observes that employment in the manga industry has become 

increasingly difficult and “even an exceptionally skilled student could spend a long time searching for a 

job. The reality is either you keep drawing while working part-time jobs and try to get your works 
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published, or you end up changing your career path.” For these reasons, Kiraku strives not only to teach 

the technical skills of manga creation, but also to improve each student’s communication skills as he 

firmly views the ability to network and make connections as a manga professional is vital.  

 Although many staff-led classes took place in a typical academic environment of a classroom with 

desks and a whiteboard or in a computer lab, the character of lecturer-led class sessions was significantly 

different. Staff-led courses could involve applied activities like learning how to use Adobe Photoshop, but 

most often staff classroom lessons involved theoretical or conceptual topics such as the history of 

animation. In contrast, the typical lecturer’s classroom session involved practical applied techniques 

practiced through repetitive physical exercises such as inking a manga layout page, drawing in-between 

animation, or filming multiple takes of a five minute student production. In short, lecturers’ teaching 

methods often involved student physicality in performing repetitive applied tasks in order to emulate 

vocational techniques through “muscle memory.” 

 Traditional apprenticeships typically involve long hours and dedication while learning from a 

master craftsman (Lynch 2007; Singleton 1998). While industry lecturers’ classroom sessions do not 

strictly follow traditional craftsmen training due to the limitations on the scope of vocational training for 

entry-level skills, the elements are certainly there to imply master craftsman/apprentice training 

techniques modernized and adapted for an applied classroom environment. As the training environment is 

set in the context of Japan and the vocational skills are being transmitted by pop culture production 

tradesmen rather than professional educators, the teaching methods of lecturers likely hew towards 

traditional Japanese craftsmen apprenticeships: without verbal explanation of why a particular method is 

practiced, long hours performing active repetition of techniques, learning by example until the trade 

techniques become second nature.  

 In the context of the senmon gakkō classroom, a visiting contract lecturer who is also a pop culture 

industry insider knowledgeable about a vocation commands some measure of charismatic appeal as a role 

model, as well as generating admiration and enthusiasm towards learning the lecturer’s industry trade. 

One issue in comparing pop culture production skilling at a two-year vocational institution to traditional 

craftsmen apprenticing is the limited exposure students have to their skilled vocational “masters.” An 

applied vocational session once a week, for two to seven hours, is likely an inadequate environment in 

which to develop the rapport that might emerge over long hours between an apprentice and a master. A 

second issue is that the institutional aim for the two-year program is to impart only core proficiencies of a 

vocation; the expectation is that, once the student is hired, the new employer will provide on-the-job 

specialization and promotion. In order to become a master of a trade or craft, being cut loose after “just 

learning the basics” runs counter to the practices of traditional apprenticeships. These two issues imposed 
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by vocational training at a senmon gakkō, 1) constrained time to learn techniques and 2) setting a very 

low benchmark for proficiency and competency, both serve to render a two-year senmon gakkō certificate 

as a Cliff Notes’ cribbed version of a traditional apprenticeship, thus a limited-apprenticeship. 

5.1.THE ANIMATION MAJOR 

 At the time of my field research at Shinjuku Academy between the 2010-2011 academic year, 36 

students were enrolled as animation majors in a student body of 315 at Shinjuku Academy, or just 11 

percent of the total student population. The incoming population of first-year animation majors in the 

2011-2012 academic year in spring of 2011 was 22. As with other two-year technical degrees offered at  

Figure 5.0. Curriculum Hours For A Two-Year Certificate In Animation 

 

# Numbers in ellipses (X), are hours of in-class attendance for a semester of the vocational course. 
* The 216 hours allotted for the graduation project includes a year-long class with supervision as well as an   
independent study lab block (with attendance recorded) taking up a fair portion of the second semester 
schedule.  

1st Year (846 Instructional Hours of 1098 Offered)

First Semester

Anime Production I (72), Design Foundations I (72)

Film Foundations (36), Anime History (36) 

3D CG I (72), Graphics Software I (72)

Second Semester

Anime Production II (72), Design Foundations II (72)

Film Continuity I (54), Design (36), Production (36)

3D CG II (72),  Compositing (36)

Industry Lecturer I (36) vocational techniques, World Building Seminar I (36), Homeroom (36)

 

2nd Year  (864 Instructional Hours of 1026 Offered)

First Semester

Anime Production III (72), Illustration (54)

Story Scripting (36) 

3D CG III (72), Web Design (54)

Second Semester

Graduation Project Lab (216*)

Animation Production Theory (72), Prod. Business (36)

Adobe Flash Animation (54)

Industry Lecturer II (36, 18), World Building Seminar II (36), Homeroom (36), Graduation Project (216*)
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Shinjuku Academy, animation students are expected to accumulate a total of 1710 hours for graduation, 

with 846 hours for the first year and 864 hours of collective coursework for the second year. Courses 

involve production skills required for three areas of Japan’s animation industry: two-dimensional hand 

drawn animation, two-dimensional computer animation, and three-dimensional computer rendering, as 

indicated on the left side of figure 5.0. 

 The first skilled vocation, hand-drawn 2D animation, is a technique that has been used in animation 

for over a century; it was the most common form of industry animation work until the 1980s. The primary 

technique for hand-drawn animation is to hand draw individual cels on sheets of semitransparent paper 

that have a series of perforations across the top of the sheet. This ensures that a stack of cels lines up 

perfectly. A stack of cel paper is placed on a “tap” or spine designed to keep all of the sheets aligned 

properly in a register. The hand animator uses the image on the sheet below as a guideline to trace on the 

semitransparent sheet above, but with slight transition modifications to denote movement. A skilled 

animator can rapidly flip the stack of sheets on an alignment tap and make corrections for the movement 

to ensure that the stack of papers, or series of frames, animates smoothly. This process of hand animation 

is time intensive and repetitive. A talented animator, a key frame director, uses the animation project’s 

storyboard to illustrate several key cel frames to mark important changes in movement over a one second 

period. The repetitive work of filling in the next three to nine sheets, the “in-between,” transitions for 

each key frame is assigned to lower ranked “in-between” animators at an animation production house. 

When an animation segment is finished, the sheets are then hand-painted on clear acetate sheets, or 

digitally photographed, again with alignment perforations for register tap across the top of each sheet. To 

work as a 2D hand animator, graduates must be able to paint background plates, paint acetate sheets, and 

do the animation test sketches. 

 The second skilled vocation, 2D digital animation, is the most common industry work available in 

the contemporary Japanese animation industry. However, students wishing to focus on 2D digital 

animation for jobs in the Japanese animation industry still need to learn the basics of hand animation as 

most contemporary Japanese anime is a blend of hand drawn and digital manipulation. Digital animation 

techniques can range from hand drawn animation cells scanned into a digital program for processing, to 

rendering animation in a computer program for further digital manipulation.  

 The third vocation that students can train for in the Shinjuku Academy animation major is that of 

three-dimensional computer graphics, or 3DCG. Animation projects that once required days of rendering 

time in a room of supercomputers can now be rendered on a cluster of high-end workstations in an office. 

The high costs of user licenses for industry standard professional 3D rendering software in 3DCG 
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animation field means that in order to complete class projects, Shinjuku students must remain for long 

hours in school computer labs in order to use instructional copies installed at each PC terminal. 

 While the coursework offered for the animation major provides training in all three areas of 

animation skills, the majority of the courses offered are for digital and 3DCG animation techniques, 

possibly because of the resource overlap with film special effects coursework. Besides teaching the basic 

skills needed for animation work in the industry, Shinjuku Academy also mixes courses into the 

curriculum for scenario script writing, storyboard writing, and character creation design techniques. As 

the core skills are scheduled over their first three consecutive semesters, second-year students must 

balance continuing instructional classes with work on their semester project and the job hunt. Animation 

students must train in 2D hand-drawn cel animation using backlit Mutoh light boards as well as show 

competency using the Japanese industry-standard animation suites of Celsys’ RETAS Studio and 

Autodesk 3DS Max.  

 The much smaller student population of animation students were generally less sociable than the 

film students, dividing into small cliques of two to three people who usually did not mix with others. 

From staff feedback, promotion staff interviews, and responses to the staff questionnaire, the most 

introverted students with the most awkward social skills were found within the animation major. The 

introversion and social awkwardness of many animation majors was a stark contrast to film majors, 

whose outgoing demeanor and behaviors in large groups appeared more aligned with mainstream society. 

In contrast to film students who appeared to have pop culture interests at a casual level more common to 

mainstream Japanese society, many animation majors began their journey into training deeply immersed 

in Japanese pop culture as avid fans, with some bordering on hyperconsumer practices as otaku. Film 

majors were often motivated to train for pragmatic reasons, like seeking alternatives to failure at college 

exams or family pressure. Animation majors at Shinjuku often appeared motivated to train due to 

immersion in Japanese pop culture fandom, viewing production jobs in the pop culture industry as a way 

to stay immersed in beloved pop culture works. The problem with animation major’s introversion and 

social awkwardness, oft times coming close to NEET or hikikomori behaviors of face-to-face social 

avoidance, is that it runs counter to the communication and networking skills needed to be an effective 

industry production worker. 

 Thus it should not be a surprise that Shinjuku animation majors were the most challenging to 

connect with and were the most reticent about agreeing to research interviews. I found that the most 

effective way to establish a common ground and lower their guard was to show some knowledge of 

current anime shows and engage their pop culture fandoms. Sitting in three semesters of animation 

classes, I noticed that hygiene was also a problem; many students tended to wear the same clothes several 
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days in a row and were not too concerned about their physical appearance. Promotion staffer Kurosaki’s 

observations about problems with student introversion in recent years were likely directed at the 

animation students. As mentioned, I often found interactions with students in this major to be guarded 

until I brought up the topic of anime or manga. If I hit upon an animation major’s favorite character or 

story, the student would open up and very excitedly talk at length about the topic. However, when asked 

about graduation and future work goals, many animation majors did not seem to have clear aims beyond 

becoming a permanent employee in a well-known Japanese animation house. 

 Shintaro, a first-year animation student from Kawasaki city in neighboring Kanagawa Prefecture, 

lives with his family and commutes an hour each way to the Shinjuku campus for classes. The son of a 

white-collar salaryman, Shintaro is the middle child of three, with his older brother attending university 

and his younger sister still in high school. A quiet young man, he admits that he worries about a job after 

graduation as well as paying for his classes, as his middle class father did not to support his decision to 

attend Shinjuku Academy. In high school, he enjoyed watching anime with his friends and had planned 

originally to go to college. Shintaro never outright states it in his interview, but the implication is that he 

was not able to pass his college exams. When quizzed about his inspirations he was quick to give clear 

and specific animation directors such as Makoto Shinkai or series like Gainax studio’s Evangelion. As 

with other animation students interviewed, he does not see himself working in contract labor after 

graduation, but as a full-time employee in a well-known animation company, and within five years, an 

animation director. 

 

5.1.1 Midori: An Animation Class Led by a Contract Lecturer 

 

 After months of requesting access in the animation department of Shinjuku Academy, I am finally 

allowed to sit in and observe an analog 2D animation class session for first-year students, Key Hand 

Techniques I, led by contract lecturer Midori, who also works in the media content industry in an 

animation department for an anime production house. The class, held every Friday during the semester, is 

broken up into two sessions, from 1 P.M. to 4:05 P.M. and after a 25 minute break, picking back up at 

4:30 P.M. and finally ending at 7:40 P.M. First-year students are not expected to attend the entire seven-

hour session on Fridays. The class list of 22 students, organized alphabetically, is split into an “A session” 

and a “B session”; making the course a 3.5 hour session each week, comprising 72 hours of the required 

468 hours for animation majors by the completion of the first year. The July 1st class is the 11th session of 

the semester, so nearly three-fourths of the semester is already over. For session A, nine students are in 
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attendance, four females sitting in a block on the left front side of class, a pair being Chinese students, 

and five males spread out across the rest of the classroom.  

 Midori arrives on Friday just after lunchtime, about a half hour before the class scheduled to start at 

1 P.M. Midori stands out in the staff room. In his late 40s or early 50s, Midori is older than most of the 

Shinjuku Academy staff. His most distinguishing feature is his dark gray hair, tightly pulled back in a 

ponytail that goes down to his shoulder blades. Other distinctive features are the Bluetooth boom 

microphone/receiver on his left ear as well as his circular-frame glasses. Midori’s build is on the doughy 

side and he is easily winded, perhaps due to long sedentary hours sitting at a desk doing animation work. 

Midori’s attire is business casual with beige slacks, dress shoes, and a green polo shirt covered by an 

unbuttoned leather vest, a bit more formal than the jeans and t-shirts worn by most staffers.  

 Once in the class, Staffer Matsui takes on the task of class management for the school. She opens 

the course binder and begins taking student attendance. Midori opens session A with a lecture on 

animating the fluidity of human movement. To illustrate this, he draws a ball and stick figure in three 

mid-run poses on the class whiteboard. Midori tells the students that their task to figure out how to fluidly 

transition from one state in the first pre-drawn frame to the second frame, while paying attention to the 

natural limitations of motion for the human skeleton. If body motion looks wrong, such as a leg over-

extended or too high, it will catch the viewer’s eye and disrupt suspension of disbelief. He emphasizes 

that students should not worry about their artistic ability to draw, but instead focus on the concept of 

shōjiki, integrity or honesty, in order to capture a holistic sense of what is taking place on the screen at 

that instant of time.  

 Midori also touches on stylistic differences: students should be careful about the pitfalls of copying 

other forms of popular media like manga and illustrations in their 2D analog animation work. Many 

students want to emulate cool scenes found in manga and independent animated films like those from 

creator Makoto Shinkai, but Midori tells the class that the mainstream Japanese anime industry has 

several stylistic forms that students must learn if they want to work in the industry as part of a production 

team. He goes on to point out to the class that manga drawings and poses serve a different medium, the 

printed page, and do not lend themselves to full emulation of fluid movement in an animated film. In 

total, Midori’s lecture is about fifteen minutes in length. With that, he instructs the students to go fetch 

light boards to do the assigned class lesson.    

 Matsui leads the 10 students outside of the classroom to a storage room across the hallway. When 

Matsui unlocks the small room, students file in and each walks out with a light board, a Mutoh Tracer 

SLT-B4 unit costing about $200 US, as well as an extension cord shown in plate 5.0. The Mutoh Tracer 

SLT-B4 is a white rectangular pad, 11 mm thick that sits flat on the three-person tables of the classroom. 
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The white area of the pad, designed for B4 sized paper, 265 x 375mm, is backlit by white LEDs that can 

be dimmed with a controller on the power cord seen in plate 5.1. Once the students return to the 

classroom, they go to their desks and plug in the extension cords.  

Plate 5.0. Backlit LED Light Board  
 

Plate 5.1. Light Board Ready To Use 
  

   Note: Mutoh Tracer SLT-B4. Top has black rubber     
   alignment tap. 
   Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11 

Note: Mutoh Tracer plugged into wall socket and 
backlight on; ready for use by animation student. 
Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11 

 

 By this point, several the students are pulling blank sheets of tracing paper out of their bags. This 

paper is specifically designed for Japanese hand animation, where sheets are bound on the top of the page 

by a peg-bar alignment tap to maintain a perfect register. The bottom of the tracing sheet is free to be 

flipped to check for smoothness of animation transitions. Western hand animators tend to favor tracing 

sheets bound on the bottom of the sheet, with the top free to flip to check animation continuity. For 

Japanese animation paper, on the top of each page are two oblong holes and a punch hole in the center. 

Stacks of blank tracing paper can be aligned on a rubber or metal tap, a long thin weighted spine with 

three pillar posts that match the cutouts on the tracing paper, to lock a stack of drawings into a uniform 

alignment register, as can be seen at the top of plate 5.0. Digital and photographic camera rigs used to 
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image the cels for animation use the same pillar-tap register system so that images stay properly aligned 

throughout the production process. 

 Students must buy their own tracing alignment taps, reams of tracing paper, tracing pencils, and 

finishing markers. Students are also expected to buy dope sheets: gridded timesheets that breakdown 

animation timing. In general, the school provides the more expensive equipment associated with 

vocational professions in school labs or during class sessions. However, for cheaper materials that are 

consumed during class use, such as drawing utensils, inks, and papers, students are expected to purchase 

them at art supply stores using their own money. 

 After the brief lecture by Midori and the time needed to retrieve and to set up equipment, in the 

remaining two and half hours of class of session A, from 1 P.M. to 4:05 P.M., students work in-class on 

the hand animation assignment. As students set up their Mutoh Tracer light tables, a female teaching 

assistant distributed handouts to each student. The photocopies are animation techniques and anime series 

reference sheets for popular intellectual properties, such as Studio Pierrot’s Bleach and Naruto.  

The Applied Animation Task 

 The teaching assistant also hands out three pre-drawn key animation frames, or genga in Japanese, 

as shown in plate 5.2. Key animation frames usually contain a single element, such as a character in the 

foreground of the animation shot. Plate 5.2 displays three key frames, over a one-second period that 

defines the starting and stopping points of a movement sequence. Interstitial frames, called in-betweens, 

or dōga in Japanese, create the illusion of movement by transitioning between the key frames. Creating 

hand drawn in-betweens from key frames is the primary classwork for the three-hour session. Students are 

expected to hand draw in-betweens on tracing pages in order to complete the one second of animation, the 

movement and transition from key frame point A, to key frame point B, to key frame point C, in plate 5.2. 

Plate 5.2. Three Pre-Drawn Key Cel Animation Frames 
 ! !

!

Key Frame A1 Key Frame A2 Key Frame A3 
 

Note: For a one second jumping animation, students must draw 3 to 9 in-betweens cels for transition. Note three 
register cutouts on top of each sheet for alignment tap purposes. 
Source: Shinjuku Academy animation class handout 2010-11, copyright respective owners.  
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 Standard film is played back at 24 frames per second, and most animated shots are done as “twos,” 

meaning each cel drawing is used for two frames, requiring 12 frames of art per second. Animated shots 

for fast action scenes require fluid motion and so must be done as “ones,” meaning the animator must 

draw 24 frames for one second of animation for each element. If an animated scene calls for a relatively 

static shot, such as characters standing in place and talking, ‘twos’ production is used and only 12 cels are 

needed for one second of animation for an element. So, in addition to the three key frames provided, the 

animator needs to produce another nine drawings, or three in-betweens cels for motion transition between 

each key frame. In contrast, if the animation storyboards calls for an action-oriented scene such as a jump, 

running, or a fight, then “ones” production is required: 24 cel sheets for one second of animation. In 

addition to three to six key frames provided, the student will need to generate 18-21 hand drawn sheets of 

in-betweens, requiring three to seven in-betweens cels to act as transitions for each single key frame - all 

for just one second of animation of a single element in the anime. In the professional animation 

production setting for an anime show, if several animated elements in the foreground and middle-ground 

are interacting in the animation frame, such as a space battle or a martial arts fight, production requires 24 

drawings per second for each animation element, of which there may be multiple layered elements. 

 When a student is handed three key frames as an in-class assignment, they need to produce 9-21 

sheets of in-betweens cels for one second of animation. For the first half of the class, the assignment 

called for the “twos” production speed, so students needed to generate nine in-betweens by break time at 

2:30 P.M. When the students work on a tracing assignment, they place the metal tracing tap on the Mutoh 

light board and a stack of tracing paper atop it. The LED back-light makes the paper slightly transparent, 

enabling the student to see the incremental differences between drawings on each sheet of paper. To 

check if the rendering is smoothly transitioning, a hand animator will frequently flip the two to three 

pages on the alignment tap at regular intervals, usually every 15 to 20 seconds, to “animate” the sheets. 

After a while, flipping sheets on the alignment tap to check transitions between key frame guide sheets 

and in-betweens becomes an ingrained routine behavior for students; a sheet flipping behavior I also 

frequently saw at professional animator’s cubicles during my visit to Artland studios.  

 Around 1:40 P.M., Matsui connects a laptop to a digital camera rig suspended on a stand above a 

rubber register tap, as seen in plate 5.3. Plate 5.4 shows the real-time image of the digital camera on the 

laptop screen. Once Matsui has calibrated the alignment, the software can take a digital image of the 

tracing paper. With the alignment tap locking the image in place, she can switch quickly swap out a 

drawn sheet for the next in-between cel on tracing paper. In a short course, the software can record the 

aligned sheets and then cycle through the now digitized images as a looped animation. As students finish 
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Plate 5.3. Digital Camera Stand To 
Capture Series Of Tracer Sheets  

 
Plate 5.4. Live Feed In PC Capture 
Software 

 

 

Note: Register tap keeps images in place. 
Source: Researcher’s field data, 2010-11. 

Note: Each sheet is aligned and digitally captured. 
Source: Researcher’s field data, 2010-11. 

 

their in-betweens assignment, they take it to Matsui so that the students can quickly check how their work 

looks as a rough digital animation.  

 As students use the school’s Mutoh light boards, lecturer Midori circulates around the classroom 

every ten minutes or so, looking over each student’s work and offering verbal feedback. Midori’s 

teaching style consists of short stories about the Japanese animation industry, what students should 

realistically expect, and how it relates to the main point of the class assignment. Throughout the class 

session Midori would make general observations to the whole class such as, “I understand that tomorrow 

is your school’s annual athletic competition. It would be a good idea to use your cell phones to record 

reference movies of your classmates running.”  

 When it became apparent that it wasn’t my intent to disrupt the course, nor make any demands on 

his time, Midori became curious enough about my research to approach me at the back of the class about 

an hour into the session. Midori chats with me in a low voice between circuits inspecting student’s work. 

I quietly explain in Japanese that one goal of my research is to understand the training process for 

animation production in Japan. This warms him to my class presence and Midori begins relating various 

problems students face after graduation, as well as some of his own views on the animation industry.  
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 One concern by Midori is that the Japanese animation industry expects vocational graduates to meet 

an hourly production speed when drawing in-betweens frames. The majority of fresh Shinjuku Academy 

animation graduates hired for 2D analog animation vocations will spend the first years on their job hand 

animating in-betweens in their company’s animation department. Midori states that skilled animators are 

expected to generate one in-betweens sheet every 150 seconds in order to be considered productive. He 

hopes that students will be much more proficient and faster drawing by their second year. Otherwise it 

will be tough to keep their entry-level jobs in the industry. Having sat in on a second year class with eight 

animation students, with contract lecturer and animator Aoi, I can confirm that second year students were 

much faster creating in-betweens cels.  

 The long stretches of repetitive work on in-betweens production can be a bit trying, and I wasn’t the 

only one who came to this conclusion. On more than occasion, I see the instructor and students stretching 

and performing self-administered shiatsu massage by using their fists to tap out tension on their shoulders 

and necks. During the break period, some students stay at their desks and stretch lethargically. Even the 

second year class, much more confident and focused, seemed to suffer from bouts of boredom from 

repetitive in-betweens classwork.   

5.2 THE MANGA PRODUCTION MAJOR 

 Shinjuku Academy combines the vocational occupations of shōsetsu-ka, novelist, and manga-ka, 

manga creator, into a two-year technical degree. If the two sub-specialties for the two-year certificate are 

combined into one enrollment number, it is a respectable 18 percent of the total Shinjuku Academy 

student population in the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 academic years. Shinjuku’s intent for combining both 

fields into one technical degree is to maximize a graduate’s chances at securing employment after 

graduation. While working as a manga-ka is a legitimate and respectable occupation in Japanese society, 

and there are even famous manga artists with name recognition in the Japanese public setting, the 

Shinjuku Academy training program tries to offer graduates as much flexibility as possible in their job 

opportunities.  

 Students training to be novel writers by trade are separated out in terms of curriculum, coursework, 

and homeroom. And the enrollment at Shinjuku Academy for novelist majors is nearly four times higher 

than that of manga majors. In 2010-2011, there were 27 students enrolled as first-year novelist majors, 

whereas five students were enrolled as first-year manga majors. During the same 2010-2011 academic 

year, second year enrollment for the same technical degree had 16 students enrolled as novelist majors 

and four students as manga majors. In fact, enrollment for the manga training at Shinjuku Academy was 

the lowest compared to all other majors at the school. Only nine students were enrolled as manga majors, 
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only two percent of the Shinjuku Academy student body. Because enrollment was so low for manga 

majors, first and second-year manga students shared school resources and were often placed in the same 

room, typically a tiny, cramped space where the instructor could barely roll in a multimedia cart.  

 There are several factors that can explain low enrollment in the manga major at Shinjuku Academy. 

The first factor is that the area of manga production is not the primary training focus of the school, which 

was begun as an instructional center for film and TV production crews. So the school has a reputation as 

film senmon. There are several other vocational schools in the Tokyo area that are well known for a 

curriculum focus on anime and manga. As with Shinjuku Academy, these schools also employ similar 

training methods, utilizing seminars with contract lecturers who have worked in the Japanese pop culture 

industry, often well-known creators, to teach students in applied production techniques. Youth who wish 

to become successful manga creators are likely to first seek out training at these higher profile schools as 

they offer a larger proportion of school resources dedicated to animation or manga training as well as 

better industry networking opportunities for employment. The second factor is that contemporary manga 

creation is often a freelance life living at home with parents while trying to earn money from unreliable 

contract work selling manga manuscripts. The post-graduation picture is less glamorous for manga majors 

than the aspirations offered by students studying in the other majors to be a director, producer, or 

animator in a team environment of a production company. For these reasons, fewer students immersed in 

Japanese pop culture fandoms gravitate to the manga major at Shinjuku Academy.  

 In terms of how the promotion and recruitment efforts of the school intersect with pop culture 

dreams, youth who end up as manga majors are intensely immersed in pop culture as fans and prosumers. 

With a fair number beginning the journey as amateur creators, prosumers, most manga majors are very 

grounded in their choice of vocation and its job prospects. The commitment, dedication, and possibly 

obscure life as a freelance manga-ka were incompatible with dreams of pop culture fame and status by 

students in other majors. The effectiveness of Shinjuku Academy’s targeted marketing on youth who 

decide to be manga creators is probably weaker than those who end up as film and animation majors. As 

to why a young person ends up studying in the manga major at Shinjuku Academy: they may not be able 

to attend other higher profile senmon gakkō offering manga training programs. 

 In line with the other majors at Shinjuku Academy, figure 5.1 indicates that in order to earn the two-

year technical degree in the manga major, 1656 hours of coursework is required with the split of 846 

hours the first year, and 810 hours the second year of training. In addition to official class hours, 

interviews with manga students indicated that they spend a great deal of time doing homework and 

independent study outside of class. In comparison to other majors at Shinjuku Academy, the manga major 
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Figure 5.1. Curriculum Hours For a Two-Year Certificate In Manga# 
 

 

# Numbers in ellipses (X), are hours of in-class attendance for a semester of the vocational course. 
* The 216 hours allotted for the graduation project includes a year-long class with supervision as well as an    
   independent study lab block (with attendance recorded), taking up a fair portion of the second semester   
   schedule.  
@ Note: With the exception of Modeling Foundations I + II, Sketching I, and Summer Seminar, most  
    every class is mandatory for first year manga majors. Second year students can take a few electives outside  
    the manga department but besides Sketching II, most all major courses offered are mandatory in year two.  
  
curriculum has more required courses, more courses that span both semesters of each year, and the least  

flexibility in the class choices. This is due to the cohesive step-by-step process of the manga vocation, in 

which the manga creator must have mastery of five or six different skill sets in order to produce a finished 

manga manuscript for publication. An aspiring manga creator must be a polymath: they must be able to 

plot, to script, to pencil draft art, to do inking, to letter, and sometimes also color the finished manga 

1st Year (846 Instructional Hours of 1044 Offered)

First Semester Second Semester

Character & World Building I (36)

Modeling Foundations II (72), 
Editorial Techniques (54),  Art Appreciation (54)
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2nd Year  (810 Instructional Hours of 810 Offered)

First Semester Second Semester

Graduation Project (216)

 

Two-Year Certification (1656 Total Instructional Hours)
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144 Core Hours

Vocation Focus
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Career Steps I (72), Character Expression Seminar I (36)
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panel art for the Japanese form of the graphic novel. This in different from the division of labor that takes 

place in western comics and graphic novels, where the tasks of scripting, storyboarding, penciling, and 

inking are often assigned across a team of creators. The manga major must take courses across various 

production disciplines to learn basic applied techniques in all of the skill areas required to make a manga 

manuscript from start to finish. With the exception of high profile manga-ka, the majority of people 

employed in the manga vocation are self-employed as freelancers, making for a very precarious living 

situation. The intense labor requirements and the potentially low pay may also explain why this major has 

so few enrolled.  

 Most of the students I met from this major were very grounded. Unlike the other majors, manga 

students were self-depreciatingly practical and realistic about their job futures. In addition, when asked 

about their initial inspiration to study, most could provide specific, detailed narratives about their favorite 

manga as far back as elementary school. Several manga students stated that their purpose for studying at 

the senmon gakkō was not to become better at art, but to learn essential management skills needed to 

work in the manga trade. Almost all of the small population of manga majors could be considered pop 

culture fans, but many were practicing amateur creators in the process of becoming prosumers during 

their training. 

 Shitani, a first year manga student from Okayama Prefecture, commutes an hour and a half to the 

Shinjuku campus. His older sister was a manga-ka for six years but gave up. Due to this influence and 

despite his sister’s burnout, Shitani would like to become a manga artist himself. He’s enjoyed manga his 

entire life and is able to cite several specific creators that have inspired him, but Shitani was never 

seriously involved in any clubs or activities throughout junior high or high school. He attended a 

university in Osaka before failing out of school. After that, he worked for two years as a part timer, a 

freeter. Shitani admits that his artistic ability is his weak point; he jokes that his artistic talent level is 

drawing stick figures, so he wants to focus on strengthening his storytelling skills in classes. Shitani 

supposes that, considering his poor artistic style, he might try to pursue the comedy manga market. 

 
5.2.1 Kiraku and Yūben: A Manga Class Led by Contract Lecturers 
 
 For contracted lecturers in the manga major, the classroom setting and execution of class sessions 

proved a bit more eclectic than those in the film and animation majors. For that reason, I am going to 

discuss the efforts of two different manga industry professionals who worked as lecturers at Shinjuku 

Academy, Kiraku and Yūben. With such a low number of manga majors at the school, resources at the 

institution were scaled down to the point that staff was borrowed from the animation and the literature 

departments in order to provide a complete manga curriculum. As the one permanent manga department 
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staffer also needed to act as the librarian for the manga and literature lab, the three contracted lecturers 

with expertise in manga production typically taught classes alone. Further, contracted manga lecturers had 

to share teaching space with other class sessions. When there was enough space allotted for manga majors 

to have their own classrooms, the room provided was woefully cramped with barely enough aisle room 

between desks to roll an audio-visual cart to the instructional whiteboard. Manga classes were also 

relocated on occasion to accommodate larger classes for other majors. With these circumstances, I have 

combined observations from several manga class sessions and the two primary manga lecturers into this 

description.  

 Kiraku, a kindly man of short stature in his 50s, had fine white hair and thick glasses. Kiraku’s attire 

was unassuming, polo shirts and khaki slacks on most days. In our conversations, Kiraku struck me as a 

rather patient and thoughtful person, a personality that was beneficial to coaxing the best out of his manga 

students. A professional manga-ka since at least the early 1980s, Kiraku has been highly prolific in his 35 

years as a manga creator; several of his manga were featured in Young Jump by Shueisha Publishing. One 

website cataloged 44 of his works in the manga genres of mature and seinen, a genre that focuses on 

themes and issues surrounding the transition into adulthood that appeals to college aged and working 

young men. Considering the subject matter of his manga work for over three decades, I found that Kiraku 

was genuinely interested and enthusiastic about my research. Not only because I focused on the school-to-

work transition for young adults, but also because I was specifically researching the manga vocation as an 

academic topic.  

 In contrast, I did have brief discussions with the other manga contract lecturer in the student lounge 

before several of her manga classes, but Yūben was a bit more guarded in one-on-one interactions. 

Interacting with her students however, she was very warm and helpful within the classroom setting. 

Yūben, a woman in her late 40s, usually wore fashionable dresses and lacy Sunday hats with floral 

designs. She carried herself with a certain dignity and was a very eloquent native speaker of Japanese. 

She was a successful manga-ka in the genres of romance and shōjo, both genres with strong character 

development narratives targeted at young girls. Yūben got her start in the mid-1990s and has published a 

new manga series every couple of years since. According to one website database on manga creators, she 

has created over 17 long running manga series. As with most manga-ka, Yūben not only illustrates her 

own works, but also writes the story elements and designs each book’s layout. According to public 

reviews of her manga work, she favors simple line art and has solid storytelling skills. Considering her 

strengths as a creator, it follows that Yūben’s instruction focused on scripting, world building, and 

storytelling elements for manga production. During class sessions, she was very well spoken and skilled 
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at helping students analyze the flaws or problems with their classwork, while at the same time casting 

those flaws into positive light to build upon constructively and improve.   

 Unlike the small team of staff and teaching assistant handlers for the other majors, manga lecturers 

arrive in the staff room with little fanfare, usually with no one to greet them, and walk over to the staff 

lounge area to start preparing for class. Sometimes, if the teaching assistant who also does errands for the 

film, novelist, and animation majors is available, she will bring coffee and sweets to the lounge area. 

More often than not, I observed both Kiraku and Yūben fetch their own refreshments as well as pull the 

class binder from the nearby shelf to look over student attendance and grades, which is typically the task 

assigned to Shinjuku staff as course managers. Sometimes, the manga lecturers would also need to 

prepare their own photocopies in the staff room for class handouts. Unlike the team teaching method of 

pairing a staffer with a lecturer for other majors, when time for a manga class approached, Kiraku or 

Yūben went to their classroom unescorted by a Shinjuku Academy staffer. 

A Shared Manga Classroom Environment 

 I greet Kiraku in the staff lounge and then accompany him to the 4:30 to 7:40 P.M. Manga 

Techniques I course for first-year manga majors. In appreciation for allowing me to sit in, I take on the 

role of a teaching assistant and help him with handouts and class materials. When we arrive on the third 

floor, it is to a smaller instructional classroom with a whiteboard and five rows of tables able to 

accommodate 20 students. Seated in the front two rows of the class are four male students and one female 

student, all of Japanese nationality, and also the entire population of enrolled first year manga majors. 

Two students will drop out of school by the second year of the major, leaving only three second-year 

manga majors by the 2011-2012 academic year.  

 When Kiraku and I arrive, Yūben is already sitting in the back row of the class teaching three of the 

second-year manga majors, two male and one female, also Japanese nationals. There are only four 

second-year manga majors in the 2010-11 school year so one student is absent. Not only was almost the 

entire 2010-11 Shinjuku Academy student population of manga majors in one cramped classroom, but 

two concurrent contract lecturer sessions were taking place in the same room. Yūben’s class, Story 

Creation II, began at 4:00 P.M. so she is already a half hour into her class session.  

 As the soft-spoken Kiraku begins his lecture at the front whiteboard about basic manga art-style 

drawing techniques, Yūben is in the back of the class talking with a rather loud voice to her three second-

year students about story scripting for a manga production. I sat in the two rows of empty tables in the 

middle the classroom, observing both teach their respective subjects in the same shared class space. As 

Japanese is not my native language, and being equidistant from both contract lecturers, I found it difficult 

to tune out one lecturer over the other, but Yūben was winning because Kiraku was a soft-spoken 
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individual. Despite my own difficulties following two different lectures taking place in the same small 

room, the cacophony of voices did not bother the eight manga students. On the contrary, even with two 

lecturers talking at the same time, along with student conversations, the tension in the room was low and 

the classroom atmosphere was casual and friendly. The collegial environment in the classroom may be 

explained in part by Kiraku and Yūben’s warm personalities, and also in part by the low teacher-to-

student ratio that allowed manga majors to form close interpersonal bonds with their teachers.  

 Kiraku hands out photocopies for the day’s class exercises and begins drawing a ball and stick 

skeleton on the whiteboard in various walking poses. Of interest is that his class handouts contain not 

only step-by-step guidelines for the class assignment, but also samples of manga pages ripped out of 

weekly trade publications as well as character design sheets with front, profile, and ¾ views taken from 

manga series reference guides for highly popular intellectual properties in manga. Commonly used 

reference materials that Kiraku handed out included works by manga-ka Eīchiro Oda’s One Piece series, 

Masashi Kishimoto’s Naruto series, Tite Kubo’s Bleach series, and Rumiko Takahashi’s InuYasha series. 

The works of the first three manga-ka are worldwide hits published in the high circulation Weekly Shōnen 

Jump, and all four manga-ka’s intellectual properties have made the jump into long running anime TV 

series and movies.  

 It is my conjecture that these class handouts featuring artwork samples from popular manga creators 

function on several levels. Kiraku is distributing manga reference work from manga that have a high 

profile in Japanese and global pop-culture. While each individual has personal fan tastes, it can be 

assumed that students will be at least familiar with these contemporary manga and be able to visualize 

themselves doing similar work after graduation. So, on one level, Kiraku is attempting to connect and 

engage students via their own pop culture interests. At another level, these four famous manga creators 

are at the pinnacle of their profession with profitable publishing contracts, and their creations are 

distributed worldwide in other media, such as animation and film. If there is any perceived manga 

industry standard for craftsmen who are successful at the profession of manga production, prime 

examples would be Oda, Kishimoto, Kubo, and Takahashi. As evidenced by their long-running, high 

circulation manga that have made the leap into other Japanese entertainment forms as well as penetration 

into pop-culture markets worldwide, sample pages of manga from these four creators exemplify industry-

standard manga techniques for art, design, storytelling, and overall execution. 

 As shown in plate 5.5, Kiraku begins his lecture, discussing the importance of balancing underlying 

bone structure, contrapposto body language, and physical perspective when drawing a manga character in 

a scene. At the same time, in the back of the class Yūben is listening to each of her second-year students 

pitch a story script for their proposed graduation project. After she listens to all three oral presentations, 
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each 10 to 15 minutes, she and the other two second-year students provide detailed critiques and feedback 

on the flaws of the student’s script pitch. Twenty minutes later, Kiraku has finished his lecture in the front 

of the classroom and now directs his class of first-year students to work on the in-class assignment of 

sketching body shapes.  

Plate 5.5. Kiraku’s Manga Lesson 
 

Plate 5.6. A Manga Student’s In-class 
Assignment 

  

Note: Kiraku goes over drawing natural postures in a 
manga with three 1st year students. 
Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11. 

Note: A late 1st year manga student’s in-class inking 
and cross-hatching assignment. 
Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11. 

 

 Almost immediately, there is the sound of five large backpacks being unzipped and emptied of large 

B4 sized transparent plastic cases that hold student artwork. In order to bring the needed materials to 

class, manga students must carry a large backpack or courier bag, in which they further protect their 

weekly manga assignments within large plastic cases. Unlike film and animation majors, manga students 

are responsible for purchasing the majority of manga production items needed for classwork, including 

various sketching pencils, art erasers, fine tracing markers, fountain pens with metal nibs, inkwells, 

Deleter transfer paper, rulers, X-Acto knives, and B4 (257 mm by 364 mm) paper used for standard 

manga production work by professionals. Table 5.0 is based upon a class handout that first year manga 

students receive on the first week of class at Shinjuku Academy. There are many more items a 
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professional manga creator might use on a daily basis such as a backlit trace board, electric sharpener, or 

even a feather sweep, but the shopping list in table 5.0 represents basic manga creator gear.  

Table 5.0. Shinjuku Academy, 1st Year Manga Major Equipment List, 2011 

Item Name Model Equipment Type 
#Cost in 

US $ 
Tokyo Slider/Zebra G-Pen  10 Nib Pen Set 13.50 

Tokyo Slider/Zebra Mapping-Pen  10 Nib Pen Set 
(A hardness) 23.00 

Tachikawa Pen Holder (stylus) T-25  4.25 

Pigma Graphic Pen Set, Black  Thickness: 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. 
0.8, 1.0 6 x 2.20 

Pilot/Japanese calligraphy ink well  30ml 8.20 
Nitto/Pentel calligraphy pen XFP5M Medium 13.50 
Lion/Mizuno Correction Fluid W-20 20ml 6.56 
SE/ Deleter Screen Tones (transfer paper)  SE-31.61.63.65.159 5 x 4.59 

SE/ Deleter Manga Paper (grid) A-135kg 
(40s) B4 Pro Type/Outer Border Type 10.33 

Sanko/ Deleter Templates E106, E203 Edge Type/round, Edge 
type/ellipse 8.67, 10.68 

Remi/Riot Parallel Ruler  Grid Scale F II 20c 12.87 
Remi/ Parallel Cutting Mat/ruler Metal Edge Grid Scale F III 40c 24.61 
Totals   $172.32 

 
* Required student equipment list sourced from Shinjuku Academy student handouts, 2010-11. 
# Price quotes are circa 2014 from online suppliers www.jetpens.com and deleter-mangashop.com. Prices for 
equipment in yen from domestic brick and mortar shops in Tokyo may be slightly cheaper. 
Note: Students buy equipment at Sekaido (www.sekaido.co.jp), a large arts and crafts supply chain in Japan.  
 

Once manga students buy their basic trade equipment, outside of classes they are able to freely train and 

practice their future vocation anywhere they want in their spare time. On my 2011 student survey, five of 

the manga majors stated that they practiced their manga skills an additional 10-16 hours per week outside 

of class sessions, a practice made possible because manga students aren’t tethered to campus facilities like 

film and animation majors. 

 After the lecture, one of the first year students sets up an Apple Nano iPod with a small portable 

speaker to pipe Japanese pop music from synthetic vocaloid Hatsune Miku, a virtual pop star idol, into the 

room at a low volume for background noise. Background music was an acceptable and common practice 

observed in many of the classes for the manga major and neither contract lecturer nor any students voiced 

objections to the addition of background music to their class activities.  

 As seen in plate 5.6, once student bags are unpacked of their school equipment, there was little room 

for anything else at the two-seat desks. Kiraku’s first-year student assignment today was not a discrete 

single session, but part of a long-term project that students had worked on over the course of the semester. 
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This was in evidence as students opened their protective plastic cases to pull out a stack of a dozen or so 

B4 paper sheets with manga style compositions already in various states of completion. The most basic 

were prepped blank sheets with lightly penciled-in layout panels in various geometric configurations. 

Some B4 sheets had fully penciled in scenes, and the most complete B4 pages were inked with a special 

fountain pen used for manga work. With their B4 paper out, students began working from photocopied 

handouts with anatomical references for walking poses. For the first half hour after the lecture, Kiraku 

circulates around the class looking at student progress, penciling and sketching atop student work with 

corrected body postures. In subsequent classes, the in-class assignments included inking, hashing 

techniques, or shading of the pencil work done in prior class sessions.  

 Again, the class setting is very casual and relaxed, music piping from a student’s iPod Nano as 

students chat with each other on various pop-culture topics while they work on their assigned sketches. A 

couple of students hum along with the Hatsune Miku vocaloid song while they work. As he circulates 

around the room, Kiraku’s adds his own comments to the thread of student conversation. These 

conversations are often quite interesting as the subject matter usually pertains to the manga and anime 

industries. If he sees an issue with student work on natural body posture, he will lean in and quietly 

converse with the student and suggest fixes or solutions to the problem. Kiraku is smiling and pleasant in 

these exchanges, having an easy-going rapport with his students. He often cracks jokes and makes 

humorous observations on student conversations.  

 Perhaps due to Kiraku’s approachability, students are not afraid to ask him a question at any time 

during the class session. Some students even bring their fan-made dōjinshi work crafted in their free time 

for his appraisal and feedback. On such student is Maruko, first-year student working on a female ninja 

themed dōjinshi comic. When Maruko shows the instructor her latest free-time work on the ninja dōjinshi, 

Kiraku comments that overall, the characters looks fine, but the torsos are a bit distorted. Maruko pulls 

out her personal A4 sized sketchbook to briefly go over the character design with him. Kiraku takes the 

time to carefully explain why the flaw in torso proportion needs to be corrected, and why it would be a 

significant concern if the dōjinshi were a professional manga production.  

 Maruko’s dōjinshi consultation brings up the topic of Naruto in the class, a ninja-themed manga. 

Soon, students and lecturer are discussing various characters, plot points, and Naruto creator Kishimoto’s 

manga style. All during the class conversation on Naruto, Kiraku again circulates around the class, 

drawing smooth perfect curves in a single hand stroke atop the student’s work to show proper posture or 

movement. On a note pad that he carries with him, Kiraku can draw an entire character’s head or body in 

less than a minute in order to show students the correct pose. Kiraku’s artistic talent and skill as a manga 

professional is clear in his sketches and corrections to student’s work. With deft single-stroke motions, 
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Kiraku is able to quickly draw perspective sketches of heads and bodies of people as illustrations of his 

teaching point. In addition to his kindly demeanor, Kiraku’s artistic skill serves to cement student respect 

for his role as an instructor of the manga vocation. In lecturer-student exchanges, it is plain that Kiraku 

enjoys his work as a lecturer. Over the year that I observed his classes, on several occasions Kiraku 

directly confirmed this sentiment- he enjoys teaching the next generation of manga artists.   

Yūben’s Class 

 In May, Yūben consents to observation of her Story Creation I class first-year manga students from 

2:45 P.M. to 4:15 P.M. She’s personable and pleasant in the student lounge before class. She is also very 

eloquent in Japanese. Even though Yūben had a tendency to be a rapid speaker, and her class sessions 

were often of a technical nature, her elocution made her very easy to understand, even by this non-native 

speaker. Having seen me sit in the shared classroom environment with Kiraku appears to have assuaged 

concerns Yūben might have had about my presence as an observer interfering with her class sessions. By 

this point, the five manga first-year students know me pretty well, so my presence is accepted without 

much thought; I am able to observe the class session without much fanfare.  

 Yūben’s class today is held in the Shinjuku Academy library, shown in plates 5.7 and 5.8, a multi-

purpose room that also doubles as a lab classroom for novelist and manga majors. The “library” is only 

slightly larger than a regular classroom. A desk at the library entrance is occupied by the single permanent 

manga department staffer, Kiyama, who also functions as the school librarian. During the class session, 

Kiyama looks on but does not help with Yūben’s class. In addition to the staff desk, the library itself is 

furnished with twelve computers in the back of the room that function as a small computer lab for novel 

and manga students, which is where I most often sat during my field observations for this class. As 

indicated in plate 5.8, two of the walls are lined with six foot tall shelves filled with manga, light novels, 

and novels. At the center of the room is a cluster of student desks organized into a conference table 

surrounded by eight chairs for Yūben’s class. All of these furnishings give the library a very cramped 

feeling.  

 When we arrive, all five of the first-year students are already sitting around the conference table in 

casual clothing and bright orange lanyards with their Shinjuku Academy IDs. The only handouts for 

Yūben’s script writing class session are photocopies of the five students’ script assignments. Yūben dives 

right in, giving 10 to 15 minute critiques and analysis on each student’s writing homework. The other four 

students listen in on Yūben’s feedback while the targeted student takes notes on her comments. In 

contrast with Kiraku’s approachable style as a friend, Yūben’s demeanor towards her students is more 

reserved and strict. Her comments on student’s script assignments are often unforgiving and to the point; 
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Plate 5.7. Shinjuku Academy’s Multi-Purpose 
Manga And Literature Library  

 

Plate 5.8. The “Library” Part Of The 
Manga And Literature Library 

  

Note: Left, staff desk; grouped tables in middle are 
Yūben’s class location; in back near window, the “PC lab.” 
Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11. 

Note: The library consists of two walls of cabinet 
shelves filled with manga, light novels, and novels. 
Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11. 

 

Yūben rarely dished out praise. On several occasions, I saw first-year students wilt from Yūben’s detailed 

breakdown and analysis of their work. Critiques included “there’s no reality or tension to the story” or, 

“please remember that the key mode of expression in manga is that of imagery and form- show, don’t 

tell.” One student begins to blush and look embarrassed when the lecturer emphasizes that a story, “must 

have cause-and-effect or it’s not interesting.” After each critique, the contract lecturer writes a grade into 

the class binder for the student. Over the course of several hours, I begin to see patterns within her 

instruction. Yūben encourages students to rationalize and logically think through the story elements from 

the perspective of a reader who knows nothing, nor cares about the manga creator’s world; with those 

parameters, how do you communicate effectively and generate interest using the medium of manga?  

 Lest Yūben’s teaching style be misunderstood as overly harsh towards her first year students, I also 

sat in on her classes with second-year manga majors. Yūben gave just as critical and matter-of-fact 

assessments on the flaws in second year student’s script writing exercises. Yet, second-year students took 

Yūben’s feedback in stride without any outwardly emotional reactions towards the lecturer’s assessment 

of the work. In fact, as they were working on the creation of their final graduation project, the three 

students seemed to appreciate the frank input on what they needed to improve upon in their storyboard 

scripts.  
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 During a storyboarding class session with Yūben in the second semester of the first year, I noticed 

that first-year students were much more acclimated to the lecturer’s blunt feedback on their scripting 

classwork. When presenting their 20 to 25 pages of handwritten manga storyboards to the class, first-year 

students, now late into their first year, had begun to get their egos and fanboy-ism out of the way to allow 

Yūben’s uncompromising teaching style mold them into professionals. Critiques such as, “remember that 

your story medium is the manga page, not a movie” or, “you really need to choose a genre for your story” 

no longer elicited emotive responses by the first year students. Instead, students were thoughtful, nodding 

and taking notes on Yūben’s comments; students now understood that the lecturer’s intent was to tighten 

up and improve student stories, to think about the target audience and publisher. 

5.3 APPLIED TRAINING: THE ROLE OF INTRINSIC TALENT  

 I asked anime lecturer Midori why students do the entire in-betweens animation assignments in-

class rather than as homework. He offered that most students couldn’t afford the needed equipment, like 

the 20,000 Yen Mutoh Tracer light board, or the Celsys RETAS animation software suite. In many 

instances, in-class exercises and school labs are the only places where students have access to the tools 

needed to practice vocational training for their major. Interviews with students confirmed this problem. A 

second year male student majoring in digital CG animation lamented that he had two choices for working 

on his student project: to live in the Shinjuku campus PC lab ten hours a day or download an illegal copy 

of the $2000 Autodesk 3DCG animation suite to work in his apartment. The student chose the lab because 

he can at least call over a staffer for any software problems he might encounter. One benefit of in-class 

training is that a professional who works in the media content industry can supervise progress as the 

student trains. Three to seven hour blocks of in-class assignments to perform applied vocational exercises 

presents a practical means by which to: 1) satisfy MEXT mandated minimum of 800 annual hours of 

instruction for senmon gakkō, 2) keep students tethered on campus and engaged in active training, and 3) 

meet vocational training expectations by employers for core competencies in the media content sector.  

 Long hours of in-class vocational exercises also explain why so many Shinjuku Academy students 

responded in the survey that they did little or no weekly homework. They had little to take home for 

school assignments because segments of their applied vocational training can only be performed at on-

campus facilities. For film students, the expense of equipment is one factor in favoring the in-school only 

approach to training. For animation and manga majors doing hand animation, only training in-school had 

mixed results as long hours were needed to proficiently master hand drawing techniques. Inherent 

creative talent might begin as a core ability, but it needed to be developed into an applied skill over long 

hours of practice. But if a student lacked core creative ability, it was difficult to build on nothing. 
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 Staff at Shinjuku Academy maintained that if the two-year school can drill the core skills required to 

be a cameraman, CG animator, or manga artist, then the student can get work in the pop culture 

production industry. Shinjuku believes that inherent talent is less important to the training equation. 

Perhaps in-class training is enough for core competencies, but to become skilled in a craft, student effort 

is typically required beyond the minimum class session training. To bring out latent creative talent 

requires honing and practicing a skill until it is second nature.  

 To apply an academic grading scale, it is the difference between a student who earns a letter grade 

of C in the class so is proficient enough in the topic to pass, and a student who earns a letter grade of A in 

a class, who has effectively indicated mastery in a topic. For a student learning a skill or knowledge that 

is cumulative over several semesters or years, a C student going into the next higher level of material is 

typically going to struggle with the new core material. A student with low creative ability to begin with 

will be hard pressed to further develop it organically beyond “mechanical” methods learned in-class.  

 Late second year students at Shinjuku Academy often showed me their work portfolios and 

graduation projects submitted for job applications. The most common result was dozens of job rejections. 

Those with fair artistic ability would typically indicate one or two favorable responses. Students with 

limited artistic ability but mastery of the required vocational skills also had numerous job rejections, but 

this group did not indicate any job offers. Even if a vocational second year animation student submits a 

flawlessly executed five-minute animation, if the content of the movie is distorted stick figure drawings, 

the lack of artistic talent is going to be a handicap for the job search. 2D hand animation and especially 

manga training are crafts rather than just a skilled vocational trade; artistic ability and creative talent are 

an added and necessary component for those successfully employed in the industry as animators or 

manga-ka.  

 For film majors, with the exception of props, makeup, and special effects, creative talent comes 

through in the vocational work in more technical ways, such as in script writing and through camera 

work. For animation and manga students, who must produce hand drawn or even computer rendered 

artwork and illustrations, baseline creative ability is helpful, talent more so, as a boon to be honed through 

the development of vocational proficiencies. Those with poor drawing and illustration skills can train and 

hone what latent creative ability they have into a viable skill, just not frontline production. My 

conclusions about skills needing a baseline of inherent talent was independently arrived at by a number of 

animation and manga students who realized the equal importance of creative ability and skill. These 

students spent their free time undergoing self-study to refine their creative drawing ability as channeled 

through their vocational skills for animation or illustration.  
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 On the issue of creative talent versus skill, Kiraku confirms that creative ability is indeed important 

if student wants to have a chance at being a published manga creator. Shinjuku Academy coursework is 

important in guiding students to master industry-standard techniques such as core skill sets expected by 

manga publishers: perspective and movement, page layout, scripting, and character development. The 

majority of manga-ka in the industry do piecemeal freelance work, so they need to be, at the very least, 

proficient in all of the work required for manga production. Manga majors indicated they were aware of 

the precarious and unstable income of their chosen future vocation as manga-ka. Maruko quipped that she 

would be living in her parent’s basement for the rest of her life as a manga-ka as she couldn’t support 

herself on freelance manga income. Despite this unhappy realization, over the year plus of manga class 

observations I found Maruko to be one of the hardest working students, often practicing many hours in 

her free time above and beyond in-class assignments to improve her skills. One way that Maruko 

practices is as a prosumer, or amateur creator, with a dōjinshi circle for the Comic Market. She was also 

the most technically skilled at drawing in manga industry styles in her class. Kiraku followed a similar arc 

to a professional career in manga: he got his start thirty years before as a dōjinshi artist before he broke 

into the professional manga market by getting his seinen, or “young men” genre, manuscripts published in 

Young Jump.  

 Kiraku observed that many students go through public school doodling and emulating their favorite 

anime or manga artist’s work, copying artistic manga styles that are industry-standards in Japan. 

However, even if a student has developed artistic drawing ability by copying famous manga creator’s 

styles, they often have deficiencies in basic technical skills such as perspective, proportion, and dynamic 

movement. Further, focused as they are on their favorite characters on the manga page, new students are 

often weak on the technical skills required for designing page layouts and scripting the storytelling 

elements needed to craft a completed manga manuscript for publication. Through a mentoring 

apprenticeship with the contract instructor, students learn how to refine raw artistic ability into a 

marketable trade skill. Applied classroom exercises provide the shared professional language in the 

vocational trade, a means by which to learn the rules, jargon, and stylistic forms in the manga industry to 

later negotiate access to manuscript contracts with publishing companies.  

 But at the beginning of the training process, students often reported their motivation to train started 

with enjoyment of pop culture entertainment immersed in fandoms, a hurdle that contract lecturers must 

take into account when training vocational students in the limited-apprenticeship setting. The reason staff 

and contract lecturers encounter so many fan-oriented students may have something to do with the 

targeted enticement-to-enroll marketing practices of pop culture production schools.  
!  
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CHAPTER 6. 
COOL SOCIALIZATION: BECOMING THE VOCATION 

6.0 EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT TRAINING AT SHINJUKU ACADEMY 

6.0.1 Continuity and Conformity: Aisatsu Culture and the School Year 

I feel one goal of Shinjuku Academy is to not only impart vocational skills, but at the same time 
help the individual have the fortitude to make a living independently as a producer in this industry. 
It’s clear to me that there is going to be a shortage of new talent in the future, so the industry has 
to recognize the importance of creating a new generation of contributors to the industry (Shinjuku 
Contract Lecturer Higuchi, Staff Questionnaire Section F, Question F1 “How are [Shinjuku 
Academy] students placed in jobs within the industry?”). 

 An organizational technique that both Shinjuku Academy and to a certain extent, Akiba University, 

utilized to quickly acclimate enrolled students to the school’s training regimen was to construct a sense of 

continuity with prior educational practices. Vocational schools do this by structuring the training 

experience in a familiar context: extending and mirroring the yearly rhythms, practices, and conformity 

experienced in Japan’s primary and secondary institutions from grades one to twelve. By dropping a 

newly enrolled senmon student into a familiar institutional structure, the adolescent should become 

quickly oriented to known rules and practices and be able to focus on the training process, both through 

explicit technical skilling in the classroom environment, and more obscure implicit socialization by staff 

and contract lecturers on how production workers are expected to interact and behave.  

 Establishing educational continuity does not come from any single practice; rather, it is a blended 

collection of techniques utilized by a vocational institution. One consistent form of continuity in students’ 

lives is the organizational structure of the school year, such as the sports day, the school cultural day, 

formalized entrance and graduation ceremonies, which are annual events mirroring public school 

experiences. Another is a vocational school curriculum and class organization similar to the public school 

system. Shinjuku Academy utilizes a “homeroom section” for students in each major with homeroom 

sections of roughly 20 students or less. This practice echoes the public school system in Japan, where 

students have a homeroom class that anchors a group of students into a single classroom space for the 

entire year (Rohlen 1983:145-69). Yet another form of continuity is the conformity of school uniforms. In 

Shinjuku Academy, color-coded lanyards with school IDs are used to denote rank and membership in the 

daily school setting, with the “school uniform” becoming more elaborate during public events. The 

physical spaces of the school also facilitated conformity to comfortable educational routines. The 

vocational staff room paralleled the public school’s teacher’s office, regular classrooms were arranged 

similar to most classroom settings in Japan, and lounge spaces functioned as break and lunchroom. As 
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students felt self-identification within school major and the hierarchy of class year, open lounge areas in 

the school became territorial. The lower floors were the domain of first-year students, and the upper floor 

lounges the purview of the louder and more boisterous second-year students who filled rooms with 

cigarette smoke. 

 Another form of continuity is provided by the Japanese societal etiquette structure that!I refer to as 

“aisatsu culture.” Aisatsu is a Japanese word that refers to set phrases used in Japanese society during 

social interactions: greetings, salutations, expressions of sympathy, apology, or polite phrases. In the 

context of Shinjuku Academy, aisatsu usage was relatively consistent with set expressions and phrases 

typically found in public schools as well as Japan’s business environment. For readers not familiar with 

Japanese culture, the usage of set aisatsu phrases in the Japanese language is a commonplace occurrence 

that encourages smooth group cohesion and conformity for acceptable behaviors based on context, so the 

usage of aisatsu at Shinjuku Academy was not out of the norm. The aisatsu culture at Shinjuku Academy 

was of significance, because patterns were a blend between common set phrases used in Japan’s public 

school system and those used in the Japanese business world. Aisatsu interactions at Akiba University 

were much more in line with the usage of set phrases in casual Japanese social settings between peers 

rather than the hierarchy-conscious context of businesses or public schools. 

 For example, in Shinjuku Academy the initial greeting for any individual upon arriving at the school 

was “Ohayō Gozaimasu,” or “Good Morning.” Whenever I would arrive at the school, the aged security 

guard at the table near the entrance, Oji, would greet me with a cheerful, “Ohayō Gozaimasu.” 

Encountering anybody in the lobby lounge, nearby people would also extend the stock greeting, no matter 

how sleepy. Upon entering the staff room, an individual would intone, “Ohayō Gozaimasu” to which 

everyone in the staff room would reflexively reply in unison, “Ohayō Gozaimasu.” The interesting thing 

about this routine aisatsu greeting at the vocational school is that the time of day did not seem to matter in 

the least. I often witnessed contract lecturers arrive at one or even three in afternoon and still be greeted 

with “Good Morning,” as it was their first appearance of the day.   

 Conversely, the stock aisatsu phrase of “Otsukare-sama Deshita,” was used when completing a 

class session or leaving for the day at Shinjuku Academy; it was often said in unison by everyone in 

earshot. “Otsukare-sama Deshita,” which translates into English as “You must be tired from hard work,” 

also conveys the notion of “good job” or “good bye” in the work setting. As a class departed, it would be 

used as a closing “goodbye” to end the session. If one person was leaving a group setting, the group 

would voice the phrase to the departing individual. What was unique in the context of the field research at 

Shinjuku Academy was the frequent, almost forced, over-use of a phrase common to the Japanese 
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business setting. Unlike the automatic and inculcated use of “Otsukare-sama Deshita,” in a Japanese 

office setting, Shinjuku staff and instructors used aisatsu in a very deliberate manner with students. 

 Aisatsu usage at the Shinjuku Academy senmon gakkō was somewhat jarring, both in the frequency 

and the forcefulness of aisatsu phrases. At Shinjuku Academy at least, aisatsu usage acted as an active 

social glue that also functioned as daily routine for students. Aisatsu are so prevalent at Shinjuku because 

it is likely a deliberate preparation exercise for business etiquette. Several staff and instructors at Shinjuku 

indicated that the current generation of students often lack communication skills, and can be socially 

awkward and introverted. Mandatory aisatsu performance becomes a meta-practice throughout the school 

environment that aids the school in the task of normalizing communication skills through performance.  

 

6.0.2 The Shinjuku Academy Academic Year: the Japanese Semester System 

 

 Shinjuku Academy runs on the Japanese semester system with the start of each academic year 

beginning the first week of April and ending March of the following year. Shinjuku Academy has a two 

semester academic year, with each semester being approximately six months in length. As the senmon is a 

two-year institution, students are expected to enroll full-time in order to satisfy the MEXT guidelines that 

vocational students engage in a minimum of 800 hours of training each academic year. During the 

summer recess, staffers utilize the two-month period for students who have gotten behind on their 

required coursework. Through attendance issues or poor class performance, they fall below the required 

800 hours and must attend remedial classes during school breaks or be expelled.  

 In addition to national holidays, Shinjuku Academy also follows the traditional school event 

calendar of the public school system in Japan. This serves to mark the seasons and provide social 

gatherings outside of the daily context of the classroom; the purpose being to build a sense of group 

solidarity with other members at the institution. As indicated in table 6.0, significant events in the 

Japanese school calendar include the entrance ceremonies for new students at the start of the spring 

semester, the sports day in July, the school cultural festival, and the end of year graduation ceremony in 

March. School events in Japan during the academic year are formal non-instructional holidays, but they 

are not days off from the school environment itself (Rohlen 1983:162; Rohlen and LeTendre 1998). 

 These four annual school events involve a great deal of preparation and work by both students and 

staff for days and weeks before the actual event is held. Shinjuku Academy cleverly uses these events to 

create teams of students for applied practice of their majors at a public venue. For example, teams of 

Shinjuku film majors document and archive the events with video equipment for later editing as a school 

movie. A team of Shinjuku broadcast campus students provides the announcing and color commentary for 
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events. Yet another team from the Shinjuku sound campus operates the sound mixing equipment and PA 

systems. Much of the preparation for these events is extra-curricular in nature; event planning and tasks 

are done in addition to normal daily classwork.   

Table 6.0. Shinjuku Academy Academic Year, 2010-2011 
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Month Administrative Curriculum 

April 

~New Student Ceremony~ 
• Student Orientation  
• Major selection guidance 
• First week trial class period 
• Course change deadline 

• New students go on a weekend ‘guidance’ retreat 
with school staff at traditional ryōkan inn 

• Students register for first term course schedule 
• Students begin attending classes 
 

May  • Senmon students attend first term classes on a 
weekly basis 

June   

July 
• First term classes end 
• First term final exams 
• Student timetable advising 

~Shinjuku Academy Inter-campus Sports Day~ 
 
• Credit hours validated for attendance* 

August SUMMER BREAK 
(7/11- 8/31) 

• Students with insufficient class hours must do 
makeup coursework over summer break 

September • Homeroom 
• Remedial makeup exams • First term grades are released to students 
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Month Administrative Curriculum 

September 
• Second term begins 
• First week trial class period 
• Course change deadline 

• Students register for second term course schedule 
• Students begin attending classes 
 

October  ~Shinjuku Academy Cultural Festival~ 
November  • Senmon students attend classes on a weekly basis 

December • Student timetable advising • Credit hours validated for attendance* 

January WINTER BREAK (12/11-1/6)  

February 

• Second term classes end 
• Second term final exams 
• Homeroom 
• Remedial makeup exams 

• Students with insufficient class hours must do 
makeup coursework during February  

 
• Second term grades are released to students 

March ~Graduation ceremony~ 
SPRING BREAK (3/11-4/10) • Final Grades released for academic year 

 

 

Source: Shinjuku Academy internal data, 4/2010-11 
* According to MEXT regulations, senmon gakkō students are required a minimum of 800 hours of in-class 
attendance per academic year. Shinjuku Academy’s internal curriculum guidelines are 810 hours for the first year 
and 864 hours of class attendance during the second year. 
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 The seasonal calendar and observance of the annual events are an important aspect of Japanese civic 

culture. On one level, school events are landmarks marked by ritual in the student’s progress through the 

educational experience. Entrance ceremonies mark the beginning of the new phase of the student’s life, 

whereas graduation ceremonies mark the completion and transition into adulthood. On the institutional 

level, adherence to expected social events functions as a means to legitimize an institution in the eyes of 

its students and the public. For a senmon gakkō institution in the private two-year non-university 

educational sector, continuing annual school events that new students experienced their last twelve years 

in the Japanese public education system serves as a way to cement the notion that the institution is the 

next step in the school-to-work transition into adulthood. The other benefit of annual schools events is 

that of continuity in the educational career. Japanese, from preschool to the end of their educational career 

grow up expecting the regular seasonal cycle of calendar events at school (Rohlen 1983; 1989; Rohlen 

and LeTendre 1998). Students fall into acceptance and familiar conformity in their roles within the 

organization through long internalized social behaviors and practices in the school environment.   

 From the first week of April, all across Japan, educational institutions from preschool to university 

level begin their school year amidst the season of blooming Japanese cherry blossoms. The imagery of 

students in school uniforms walking through groves of flowering pink cherry trees is often utilized as 

shorthand in Japanese popular culture to mark the beginning of a new endeavor or a new life (Becker 

1990; Keene 1969). Educational institutions utilize the imagery and atmosphere invoked by cherry trees, 

in full bloom, for the start of the academic school year. According to Rohlen (1983:145-69), the central 

purpose of opening ceremonies at the start of each school year in Japan are to emphasize that 1) the 

school is a community to which all have a social duty, 2) disruptive acts cause problems for the smooth 

running of the school and reflect badly on the school identity, 3) bad behavior outside of school hours is 

still improper as the individual is still affiliated and identified with the school, and 4) the future presents 

many possibilities- but only by preparing properly through diligent study can students make the most of 

those options. I was a public junior high school English teacher for three years in the JET Program in 

Japan. Sitting in on numerous public school orientations, I must agree that, thematically, even Shinjuku 

Academy’s ceremonies adhere to Rohlen’s characterization. 

 After the entrance ceremony, new Shinjuku Academy students are required to attend a “school 

guidance retreat” the first weekend of the spring term. The first year guidance retreat is a two-day outing 

that takes place at a traditional Japanese inn, a ryōkan, that the school reserves for the entire incoming 

first year class. The inn is located in the outskirts of the Tokyo Metropolitan area where forest greenery 

and cherry blossoms can be found in abundance. Outside of the traditional Japanese atmosphere of meal 

times and sleeping arrangements common to Japanese inns, Shinjuku Academy schedules events 
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throughout the two-day guidance retreat in order to encourage incoming first year students to interact and 

bond with classmates.  

 Student retreats foster a sense of solidarity and friendship in an informal environment outside of the 

context of the official setting of classrooms and labs. The student retreat is an attempt to get new 

incoming first year students to befriend classmates before beginning the stressful regimen of coursework. 

Retreats are chaperoned by Shinjuku Academy staff who are student advisors and homeroom teachers 

during the regular academic year. The semi-rural setting as well as the traditional Japanese environment 

of the Shinjuku Academy retreat is designed to function as an extension of the first year student entrance 

ceremony held amidst cherry blossoms. Students who attended the retreat fondly recall the weekend when 

later mired in the daily toil of class work. Many businesses also organize employee group retreats for the 

purposes of team building and solidarity outside of the context of the company office. 

 During my research, the annual Shinjuku Academy athletic field day was held on July 2, 2010. The 

event was at a rented sports center a 20-minute train ride from the Shinjuku campus, putting it somewhat 

outside of central Tokyo. The event is one of four times that all four Shinjuku Academy campuses meet in 

a common setting during the academic year. Further, it is in a competitive setting that pits each Shinjuku 

Academy campus against the others. The Shinjuku Academy Sports Day started at 11 A.M. with an 

opening speech by the presidents of the four schools and ended at 4 P.M. In each of the 11 sporting events 

ranging from track baton relays to a tug-of-war rope contest, there were four teams representing each of 

the campuses for Shinjuku Academy. In plate 6.0, students are forming teams for one such sports event. 

Wins were scored so that, at the end of the sports day, each school team would be ranked and bracketed. 

Each Shinjuku Academy campus has its own school colors, and to clearly mark school affiliation, each 

student wore a color-coded wristband during the field day. During events, most students would sit in the 

bleachers holding campus banners and flags of green, blue, red, and orange to cheer for their classmates 

on the main gymnasium floor. The Shinjuku Academy sports day served to build a sense of inter-campus 

community and pride in membership at a campus through the competitions and achievements of the day.  

 The sports day also served as an important vocational training exercise for second year majors at the 

schools. Second year students who did not participate in the sporting events functioned as support staff 

uniformed in shirts with Shinjuku Academy staff logos. PA equipment and sound work was performed by 

students majoring at the Shinjuku Academy of Sound, and supervised by staff at the campus. Color 

commentary and voice announcing for the sports day was performed by broadcasting and voice acting 

students at the Shinjuku Academy of Arts campus, also supervised by staff. Likewise, all of the camera 

work and video archiving of the event, as well as the later editing and post-production, was performed by 
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Plate 6.0. Shinjuku Academy Inter-Campus Sports Day (Undōkai)      

 

Source: Researcher’s field photos 2010-11. Note the camera operator in the lower left of the image. 
 

Shinjuku Academy students at the campus where I did my research. Again, film students activities were 

also supervised by campus staff. The Shinjuku Academy sports day served these student teams as an 

excellent practical exercise in a public setting for their vocations in the industry. 

6.1 “BECOMING THE VOCATION”: INTERNALIZATION THROUGH PERFORMANCE 

Kichijōji- a Media Content Industry Hot Spot, but an Industry Training Cold Spot  

 The development of dense commercial hubs around Tokyo train stations serves a beneficial function 

for the Japanese entertainment industry as a convenient way to shuttle various stages of project work 

between subcontractors and publishers. For example, in the years before internet communications, there 

was a proliferation of manga publishers and anime production houses establishing offices along the Chūō 

Rail Line in order to speed exchanges between companies in related fields on production projects. Over 

the decades, the convenience of situating businesses along a rail corridor encouraged the development of 

a media content industry network along the Chūō Train Line in central Tokyo. Kichijōji developed into 

one of these hubs along the Chūō Rail corridor. Robert Reich (1992) and Saskia Sassen’s (2007) research 
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proposes that global productions hubs, and in the case of this discussion, entertainment production hubs, 

in turn spawn secondary and tertiary support industries in the nearby local infrastructure, ranging from 

carpenters, electricians, to makeup artists. Therefore, it would follow that with the unusual density of 

media content industry production companies in the Kichijōji area of Musashino city, and along the Chūō 

Rail corridor in general, that a tertiary support industry such as vocational education would develop. 

Senmon gakkō, focused on training for employment in the Japanese media content industry should 

likewise be located in Kichijōji. Yet this research found that this not to be the case. Most vocational 

training in Tokyo was located in central wards of Tokyo in close proximity to Akihabara, Japan pop 

culture consumption hub. More mature, long standing vocational schools located closer to media content 

industry businesses along the Chūō Rail Corridor, and incidentally cheaper rents, must compete with 

recent schools focused on targeting consumers for new enrollments through associations with Akihabara. 

One advantage of established senmon gakkō is that they are viewed as more stable, and on the back end, 

their graduates are preferred by industry employers, but they still needed to make enrollment numbers to 

keep their doors open. In short, Japan’s pop culture support industry of vocational schools were not 

located near Japan’s pop culture production companies as part of a global production hub as in Reich’s 

and Sassen’s literature. Instead, pop culture vocational campuses were found where consumers perceived 

the heart of Japanese pop culture to be located, Akihabara. 

 

6.1.1 Senmon Gakkō in the Kichijōji Area: Uniforms and the Vocational “Showroom Floor” 

 

 The area within walking distance of the Kichijōji train station is populated by a half dozen 

vocational schools and junior colleges. Just along the straightest ten minute walking route from my 

Kichijōji apartment I would walk past four different vocational schools every day. Three of these 

vocational schools were under the umbrella of the Futaba College franchise of the Furuya Gakuen Co. 

while the fourth, the Sepia Pet Grooming School, was a separate entity. Futaba Confectionery College, 

Futaba Culinary Academy, and Sepia Pet Grooming School, are two-year senmon gakkō offering 

certificates in specific vocational occupations. Each vocational school is located in a high pedestrian 

traffic area near a major rail station in Tokyo. The choice to locate the three senmon gakkō franchise 

branches in Kichijōji was likely calculated to exploit the reputation of the Kichijōji area as a fashionable 

gourmet and couture destination for young people in Tokyo. A secondary reason is that leasing and rent 

for facilities are probably cheaper in Kichijōji than fashionable hotspots in Tokyo’s Shinjuku and 

Harajuku districts. Further, each senmon gakkō utilized campus buildings as a form of marketing for the 

school. The towering and garish turquoise with mustard Sepia building stands out from the drab white and 
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grey buildings lining the Inokashira Street roadway. The Futaba Confectionary school facing the elevated  

Chūō train line is an outlandish five-story wedding cake mockup. The campus buildings function as 

calculated advertising that set them apart from neighborhood environs, an effective means of marketing 

by which to catch the eye of a young individual considering post-secondary training.   

 In addition to the exteriors of the buildings, these three senmon gakkō for pet grooming, pastries, 

and cooking also maintained what I term an active “showroom floor” for vocational training. Each school 

used large display rooms facing the Inokashira Street sidewalk. As shoppers and local residents went 

about their daily business, onlookers could watch as students of the senmon gakkō actively trained for 

their vocational occupation. For the Sepia campus, four or more students dressed in the school uniform of 

green smocks cut and trimmed dogs on grooming tables in the training studio. The passerby’s view was 

focused on the animals being groomed and the energetic movements of uniformed students; a strategically 

placed school sign on the top half of the window obscured student faces. The viewer on the street could 

see the performance of the pet grooming vocation, but not the individual performers. For the Futaba 

Confectionery College, a large angled display table facing the sidewalk was regularly updated each day 

with various decorated pastries; in this case, only the student’s final product was visible to the public. 

With a picture window allowing a strategic view into the entire half-basement cooking lab, the Futaba 

Culinary Academy had the most impressive student training showroom. During the day, the cooking lab 

was filled with young people enthusiastically working at cooking stations in vocational uniforms, white 

smocks, and chef hats. The faces of students were visible but somewhat obscured by tall white hats as the 

viewer on the street was elevated and looking down. Again, all dressed the part as culinary chefs and the 

viewer’s eyes focused on the activities of group vocational performance by uniformed members.   

 In the mornings, Sepia vocational students in thigh-length green smocks with yellow pockets would 

unload dozens of pet carriers from one or two vans with Sepia logos. This organized group of Sepia 

students would pass or carry pet cages to a nearby student like buckets in a fire brigade, with the animals 

ending in kennels on the second and third floors within the building. During normal business hours, 

visible in the transparent bottom half of the Sepia front window were energetic Sepia students in green 

smocks cleaning and trimming dogs on low grooming tables. The vantage point was such that the 

bystander could only view the body of the animal and the senmon groomer’s lower torso and legs walking 

around the beast as they worked. The Sepia showroom window was a clever advertisement for the 

grooming school that maintained the anonymity and group-ness of its students (plate 6.1). As I walked 

home in the evenings, I witnessed Sepia students used the same fire brigade routine of the morning to 

load trimmed and groomed animals in pet carriers back into the vans. I observed this daily routine at 

Sepia hundreds of times during my residence in Kichijōji. 
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Plate 6.1. Sepia Grooming School  
 

Plate 6.2. Futaba Confectionery College 

  

Source: Copyright, Google Maps, 2009-14. Inclusion here constitutes academic fair use. 
 
 Adjacent to the Sepia building along Inokashira Street is an off-white five-story building (plate 6.2). 

Over the entrance is a square dark red canvas banner with the stylized circular logo in English, Futaba 

College of Confection Art. Although the front banner on the building advertises the school as a “college”, 

the school’s website (www.furuya.ac.jp) indicates its training programs are two-year certificates, falling 

into the vocational senmon gakkō classification. Like Sepia, the confectionery school’s five-panel window 

facing the sidewalk features a display table with freshly made, delicately and colorfully decorated pastry 

sweets. The Futaba showroom window presentation functions similar to Sepia as an advertisement of the 

vocational school’s merits. Display window aside, the Futaba confectionery school looks like a drab five 

story building along the main Inokashira Street. However, riding on the elevated Chūō train tracks one 

block over is when the school becomes striking and memorable. As shown in plate 6.2, the back half of 

the L-shaped building is a five story semicircular structure that resembles a five-layer cake decorated with 

white frosting and red toppings. As with the Sepia first story showroom of active students performing 

their desired trade, Futaba’s five-story cake structure functioned as an ingenious form of advertisement 

for the school to the tens of thousands of train riders during their daily commute in Tokyo.   
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A third senmon gakkō campus opened in 2010 in a refurbished office building two blocks down the 

street. It was the third Futaba campus location in Kichijōji: the Futaba Culinary senmon gakkō, offering 

certificates for culinary, nutrition, and dietitian vocations. Unlike the imaginative cake structure on the 

back of the Futaba confectionery building, the new culinary campus began as a non-descript, seven-story 

office building. As construction progressed, the first floor of the new location, a half-basement with a 

building-length picture window, was transformed into a unique advertising asset for the campus. When 

the Futaba culinary vocational school opened, the first floor, now the school’s showroom cooking lab, 

was equipped with several dozen stainless steel cooking stations. These islands featured a stainless steel 

sink on one end, a cutting table in the middle, and cooking burners at the opposite end. Once the school 

opened, the first floor cooking lab was filled with students dressed in white button-up chef coats and tall 

white chef hats. It was quite a sight to walk by while a class was in session; dozens of students dressed in 

chef uniforms cooked and prepared various foods. As with the Sepia and Futaba confectionery schools, 

the culinary campus location was utilized as a real-time advertisement for enticement to enroll in the 

school. I’ve never had any inclination to enroll in a cooking school, but the enthusiastic atmosphere of a 

showroom cooking lab full of students actively training in bright white chef’s uniforms conveys a definite 

excitement in considering the notion. 

 All three senmon gakkō vocational “showrooms” function as showcases for the schools’ training 

programs: 1) as marketing through performance to entice school enrollment, 2) as a form of competitive 

advertising for the vocational education market, and 3) as a socialization technique to help students 

“become the vocation”. The public display of enrolled students actively performing in a vocational 

“showroom” enables onlookers to visualize themselves in the role as a student in the school. But school 

training showrooms are not only a solution to competitive market pressures by enticing enrollment to 

those outside the school organization. Student and instructor showroom participation also functions as 

educational socialization. Explicit training routines and implicit role-modeling cues from teachers 

simultaneously mold students into “becoming the vocation” through performance and role-play in front of 

a public audience. Senmon gakkō in Kichijōji utilize the training “showroom floor” in the public view for 

dual purposes: as a marketing tool to entice school enrollment as well as to socialize enrolled students to 

become acclimated to their future vocational responsibilities, to become the vocation, by internalizing the 

expected practices and behaviors of a working class adult in a vocational occupation.  

 
6.1.2 The “Showroom Floor” at Pop Culture Production Schools: Open Campus Events 

What of vocational schools for pop culture production, such as Shinjuku Academy and Akiba 

University? If the assumption is made that most senmon gakkō engage in competitive practices to entice 
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enrollment, shouldn’t pop culture production senmon schools also try to utilize any available advertising 

tool to maximize enrollment quotas? Media content vocational schools certainly use many types of 

targeted marketing for enrollment, so what is their “showroom floor” for training? Shinjuku Academy and 

Akiba University did not employ a student training lab visible to pedestrians at the street level. As the 

showroom training labs” seen in other types of senmon gakkō appears an effective multi-purpose practice 

of marketing, training, and, performance by vocational schools, but should not the Shinjuku and Akiba 

curriculum and training methods likewise have a showroom floor practice to “become the vocation”?  

 While not a sustained means by which to entice enrollment and provide a performance stage for 

students in a showroom at the street level, pop culture senmon gakkō hold bi-monthly open campus 

events, as described in Chapter 4. Open campus events function as limited-time showrooms of the 

school’s vocational training techniques. And like other schools’ showrooms, open campus events enable 

potential students and their families to envision enrollment as students. However, the key difference is 

that potential students are allowed, for a single day, to participate directly in carefully staged 

demonstration lessons on campus. If only briefly, the onlooker becomes part of the performance, which 

may be enticement enough to enroll. At least for the day, open campus events also function to place 

enrolled student volunteers in the empowering role of an experienced school insider and sempai, an elder 

with knowledge. Open campus events do this through demonstration classes for each major of study in 

order to allow interested visitors to role-play and imagine training and performing pop culture content 

vocations. A number of students during interviews and in the survey indicated that the tipping point to 

enroll was attendance at one of the school’s open campus events.  

 Every month or so, vocational schools hold open campus events that span 2 to 3 days. Each open 

campus event is carefully planned and scheduled a month or more in advance by the school staff. It is 

advertised in pop culture marketing venues that potential students commonly enjoy reading in their leisure 

time. The open campus reservation tally is sorted by school major and posted on the campus activity 

whiteboard inside the entrance of the staff room. Every day that I came in to do field research, this open 

campus tally was the first piece of information seen in the staff room.  

 I arrive for the 7/11/11 open campus event at Shinjuku Academy at 9:00 A.M. on a Sunday. A 

dozen or so Shinjuku staff and student volunteers are standing in the school lobby in a team meeting led 

by the smiling and energetic head of the promotional staff at the campus, Kurosaki. Roughly one half of 

all of the Shinjuku Academy school staff are here on this Sunday morning helping with the event. At 9:45 

A.M., the first attendees begin to enter the school lobby and are greeted by a mix of staff and student 

volunteers who stand behind a chest-high counter with neatly organized rows of pre-made visitor’s name 

tag lanyards, as shown in plate 6.3. The open campus attendee lanyards are identical to those worn by 
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Shinjuku students and staff except each lanyard sleeve has a computer printout of the attendees’ full 

name, intended major, and “GUEST PASS” in English across the top.  

Plate 6.3. Guest Pass Lanyards For Open Campus Event 
 

           Source: Researcher’s field data 2010-11. 
 

 A half dozen student volunteers, who will earn extra credit for participation, help in the lobby; they 

all wear the same black concert style T-shirt. On the front of the shirt is a white silk-screen print with an 

image of a film clapperboard above the school logo for Shinjuku Academy. The English word “volunteer” 

is stenciled across the back. Completing the uniform, student volunteers wear lanyards with the name of 

Shinjuku Academy repeated along the length of an orange-colored neck cord that ends in a rectangular 

plastic panel for the student ID. Some staff wear just the concert style T-shirt, but most also wear an 

orange school windbreaker atop the T-shirt. Across the back of the orange windbreaker in white is the 

same film clapperboard logo and “Shinjuku Academy.” As with students, staff wears lanyards color-

coded with black cords to indicate staff status, with the rectangular panel displaying their business card 

listing affiliation and job position. During the open campus event, the collective effect of volunteer 

students and staff wearing black concert shirts, windbreaker jackets, and lanyards bearing the name and 

logo of Shinjuku Academy give the impression of a sound stage; the individuals conducting the open 

campus event project the image that they are part of a film production crew.  
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 At 10 A.M., President Noda gives a three-minute orientation speech welcoming the 60 plus 

audience to Shinjuku Academy. President Noda’s talk emphasizes that the school’s purpose is to train 

step-by-step, with the tools of the trade, in order to become a skilled professional in the Japanese media 

content industry. In order to be properly trained for work in the industry, the school cannot be lenient: 

youth who enroll must be prepared for a strict attendance policy and dedicated study. As the open campus 

orientation comes to a close, staff and volunteers organize attendees into groups by declared major of 

interest. The next two and a half hours of the vent are group tours moving from one type of demonstration 

lesson to the next for the major in question.  

Selling the Animation Major on the Shinjuku Academy Showroom Floor 

 Animation department head staffer Doi provides the tour of the animation department at Shinjuku 

Academy. Six potential students signed up for the animation major for the day’s open campus event, 

though only four have shown up. Two of the early attendees are female students from Mainland China. 

Doi begins the anime major tour in a computer lab where he has each attendee sit in front of a PC station. 

He uses the computer lab equipment to display a series of short animated clips, a mixture of CGI and 

analog animation that are final projects by school graduates. This is a promotional practice at Shinjuku 

Academy: displaying final projects from school alumni is one form of  “showroom” for the pop culture 

production school.  

 After a brief demo on the various types of possible animation, Doi moves the four attendees into a 

small cramped room with five desks topped by hand animation light tables, Mutoh trace boards. Atop 

each light table is a rubber tap threaded with five thin sheets of paper used for analog animation. At the 

bottom of the stack of the five sheets is an image as a starting point, a genga, a single key frame. 

Attendees sit down at the desk and attempt to hand draw the five frames of movement based on the genga 

key frame guide. For the four open campus attendees, it was the first hands-on experience using tools and 

equipment associated with the Japanese animation industry. The physical act of trying to draw a cel of 

animation is an example of an open campus “showroom” practice. Through performance of vocational 

techniques, the potential students can envision themselves as future Shinjuku students as well as working 

as animators after graduation. As the four attendees traced on the five sheets of paper, Doi walked 

through the room, helping those having trouble.  

 At 11:00 A.M., a male high school student, the fifth attendee, arrives at the light room. Doi conducts 

the new arrival to the empty light table. As Doi circulates amongst the five attendees attempting to trace 

on the Mutoh light boards, he asks the five visitors their favorite anime shows. With the five engaged in 

the demo lesson and excitedly talking about their favorite pop culture entertainment, he tells them about 
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the types of production jobs in the animation industry. When Doi asks about their desired work after 

graduation, responses split between freelance work and animation director.   

 After twenty minutes, Doi moves the group back to the computer lab with their completed five 

sheets of hand drawn in-between animation. In the PC lab, staffer Matsui, a subordinate to Doi, has each 

attendee bring the five sheets of animation to a suspended digital camera that takes a digital image of each 

sheet threaded on an alignment tap. A program animates the five frames the attendees just drew into a 

short movie. Doi then walks the students through an activity to edit and color their now digitized hand 

animation in Celsys’ RETAS Studio program, Paintman, a Japanese media content industry software 

standard for production work in anime. Matsui and two Shinjuku student volunteers circulate in the PC 

lab, helping visitors with Paintman coloring tasks. Of note is that the various tools of the trade for 

animation work in the demo lesson were those that Shinjuku students don’t see until their second year. 

 At this point, the demonstration lesson for animation is hitting the two-hour mark and the five 

visitors are deeply engaged in the assigned digital coloring activities. Doi’s demonstration lesson is a very 

effective marketing approach for enticing enrollment. From the hands-on process of tracing at the light 

table, taking attendee-drawn sheets to digitize into a short animation, and then loading the attendee’s 

work into industry-standard Celsys’ RETAS Studio for coloring, shading, and animation. The applied 

demonstration lesson provides an exciting and potentially intoxicating experience for the interested high 

school student who enjoys anime as a fan. For a youth who has an inkling of working in the pop culture 

production industry, the sense of artistic immersion experienced in the demo lesson is bound to leave a 

lasting impression. Potential students may not realize it, but the demo activities strongly indicate a 

training end-goal of repetitive production work, such as shading, coloring, and editing. The creative tasks 

of animation directors, such as storyboarding, script writing sessions, key cel animations, are the purview 

of the creative talent who mostly start work in the industry as four year university graduates.  

 To be sure, demo exercises are certainly positive and even potentially empowering experiences for a 

visiting high school student. However, some animation skills, such as CGI animation, are only offered to 

students training in specific animation subfields. The two volunteers, first year animation majors, 

confided in me that they liked volunteering because the open campus demonstration allows them to use 

advanced professional animation equipment that they don’t ordinarily see during their first year of 

coursework. Letting open campus attendees do demonstration activities with equipment that enrolled 

students will not use until they are close to graduation is very much a “showroom” marketing ploy by the 

vocational school. The purpose is to court potential students as educational customers by selling a 

glamorized image of vocational training and the resultant job in the pop culture production industry. 
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The Film Seminar at 3:00 P.M. 

 Many open campus visitors stay around for the 3:00 P.M. seminar by the director of a domestic 

dramatic comedy. All of the attendees are given a complimentary movie ticket to worth 1,500 yen, about 

$18 US dollars in 2011. And as a reward to student volunteers, they are allowed to submit a question to 

the director during the Q and A portion. The guest speaker of the seminar is a Japanese film director with 

media content industry work dating back to the late 1980s. Starting in music videos, he moved into 

television commercials, and then television production work, with over three-dozen television 

productions in Japan totaling 100 plus episodes. He leveraged this experience into the production of seven 

domestic films, with one a box office hit in Japan at the time of the open campus event. The director 

breaks the ice by admitting he is somewhat worried how fans of the original manga story will receive his 

live-action film. The lineage of the film is very common in Japan’s pop culture industry: an intellectual 

property begins as a popular manga, becomes an animated series, and is adapted into a domestically 

produced live-action film.  

 He was 54 years old at the time of the seminar, and when he first started filmmaking the process 

was much more arduous for young people who wanted to enter the trade. Personal computers were not yet 

readily available, so much of film production was done by hand. The director began work in the industry 

through Japanese broadcast TV, mostly variety shows. He jokes to the audience that his options were to 

either to direct variety TV shows or join the army. Eventually, he got the chance to work on Japanese film 

productions. He advised the gathered students that in the face of adversity, it is important to be motivated 

to work in the industry, believe in your abilities, and cultivate a social network. The director’s parting 

message was, in trying to work in the media content industry, it is important to smile during the hard 

times, of which there are a lot- it makes the good times all the better when they happen. 

6.2 DRESSING THE PART: UNIFORMS, CONCERT CREW SHIRTS, AND LANYARDS 

School uniforms, such as Sepia’s green pet grooming smocks and Futaba’s white cooking smocks 

and chef hats, become outward manifestations of occupational role-play for the desired vocational job. 

These senmon student uniforms are fashioned to resemble the work uniforms a two-year graduate can 

expect to wear after graduation. Uniforms serve the purpose of invoking a sense of group identity. In this 

case, membership in the school as trainees for a vocational job, be it a pet groomer, a confectioner, or a 

chef. The utilization of uniforms in Japanese society begins early in education, and by the completion of 

high school, most adolescents are accustomed to wearing uniforms (Rohlen 1983).  

Uniforms play an important part in establishing hierarchy, conformity, and organizational 

membership in the Japanese workplace (Kinsella 2002; Lebra 1976; Rohlen 1983, 1989; Tanioka and 
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Glaser 1991). The inculcation of dressing the part to assume an expected role and membership within a 

group begins early in the Japanese education system with the school uniform, a practice that dates to the 

Meiji era of Japan. Uniforms in Japan encourage group conformity, a sense of belonging and 

responsibility to an organization or group, while also marking the uniformed individual’s occupation and 

active work status to outsiders. In her article “Uniforms Exposed”, Jennifer Craik posits that when a 

person sees a person in uniform, the human subconscious forms snap judgments about the wearer. 

Dressing up for a part, wearing a costume or a uniform, can have a psychological effect on both the 

individual wearing the clothes and onlookers viewing the individual. Uniforms create “images of order 

and discipline, and imply characteristics of discipline and status,” (Craik 2007).  

While a uniform dress code for students now varies at the elementary school level in Japan, by a 

young person’s junior high school years, Japanese public education students are expected to wear some 

variant of school uniform set out by the educational institution (Rohlen 1983). Public school faculty 

enforce adherence to school uniforms, with rules and guidelines becoming established based upon prior 

violations of the uniform dress code (Craik 2007; Tanioka and Glaser 1991). After years of constant 

positive and negative reinforcement in the public school system, the long-term practice of wearing school 

uniforms internalizes identification and membership in a group above an individual’s own identity in the 

context of society (Lebra 1976; Rohlen 1983; Tanioka and Glaser 1991; 2011). Uniforms, in the context 

of Japanese society, are an ingrained social practice by adulthood. By the time a Japanese reaches the 

post-secondary educational level, even college students, who are in casual attire and ostensibly “not” 

wearing uniforms, dress surprisingly similarly. Even deviant groups of youth in Japanese society end up 

conforming by wearing similar clothes that effectively become a “gang” uniform (Taro Greenfeld 2010). 

The practice of uniforms in Japanese schools carries into adulthood and manifests in the various 

kinds of uniforms that denote company and industry affiliation. In the case of white-collar middle-class 

workers, the salaryman wears the “uniform” of a blue or dark gray suit, often with a lapel pin of their 

company’s logo, a tie, and a briefcase. In a public setting, an individual dressed in this white-collar 

uniform is assumed to be a businessman or company representative. In the blue-collar workplace, factory 

workers may wear full body jumpsuits and a baseball-style hat with the company logo. Service industry 

workers often wear a hat and an apron, or a smock in their employer’s company colors.  

As the usage of uniforms in Japanese society begins in childhood, it becomes an effective shorthand 

that defines group membership for both the individual and society. Japanese vocational schools utilize 

uniforms as another means by which to establish continuity, and perhaps conformity, in the lives of the 

young trainees in the post-secondary educational environment. The “school uniform” at senmon gakkō 

institutions observed during my field research was clothing that mirrored the standard uniform of a 
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gainfully employed worker in the vocation. Students at Futaba’s confectionery and culinary schools in 

Kichijōji wore a school uniform of a white chef coat, an apron, and a tall chef’s hat. Students at Sepia’s 

pet grooming school wore green smocks with a pocket to store grooming combs and scissors.  

Japanese youth have grown up in a culture where the external appearance of a uniform marks group 

membership to society at large. Requiring enrolled senmon students to wear the expected garb of the 

future vocation functions on several levels for vocational institutions and students. First, wearing a 

vocational uniform in the school setting encourages youth to fall back into inculcated behavioral patterns 

practiced while they were enrolled in the Japanese primary to secondary educational system (Rohlen 

1983). Second, for the senmon gakkō, a uniform can provide a means of social control over enrolled 

students as youth fall back into familiar patterns of dutiful behavior from their formal education in the 

Japanese educational system. Third, for youth enrolled at a two-year institution, wearing the school 

vocational uniform functions as an outward manifestation of “acting the part.”  

 An individual in Japan’s educational system will eventually internalize the external trappings of 

membership attached to a uniform into their personal conception of self (Craik 2007; Goffman 1999; 

Rohlen 1983). In essence, “becoming the vocational occupation” that has been role-played daily in the 

applied training environment for several years. The vocational uniform of the student’s chosen major 

provides immersion in role-playing an adult occupation. The senmon uniform provides a constant 

physical outward reminder that the student can be engaged as a skilled professional in that occupation 

after graduation. As students are required to wear their school attire all day while in attendance, as well as 

during break periods, the school uniform in the form of a vocational garb sustains an imagined 

professional future, crafted through implicit and explicit training during the two-year certificate training 

process. In Kichijōji, it was quite a sight to see 30 students dressed in chef’s uniforms flooding into a 

nearby convenience store to grab lunch.  

The Open Campus “School Uniform” at Shinjuku Academy 

 One technique by which pop culture senmon gakkō set the atmosphere for open campus events was 

through full school uniform displays. Student volunteers wore a black concert-style T-shirt with a film 

clapperboard logo and the school’s name in white lettering on the front of the shirt, and the English word 

“volunteer” on the back. A color-coded orange student ID lanyard worn around the neck completed the 

“school uniform” for volunteer students. But the volunteer student “uniforms” conveyed junior status at 

the school when compared to the more elaborate uniforms that Shinjuku Academy staff wore during open 

campus events. As noted earlier, most staffers wore the same black concert shirt as well as a color-coded 

black staff lanyard displaying school affiliation and rank within the senmon organization. In addition, 

most staff wore a thin orange windbreaker style jacket with the film clapperboard logo and the name of 
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the school across the back of the coat in white. Some staffers also wore baseball caps with the school 

logo. The “uniform” of a concert-style black shirt, windbreaker, and lanyard suggested the imagery of a 

crew working at a large media event or perhaps a film stage, an image perhaps playing upon a young 

person’s enthrallment with Japanese popular culture and encouraging students to enroll in the vocational 

school. The “uniform” worn by staff and student volunteers served to establish an easily identifiable 

group identity for the senmon hosts while signaling to attendees their guest status as outsiders to the 

organization. For attendees issued a black lanyard with “GUEST PASS” in English, open campus visitors 

gained a sense of peripheral membership to the school and the implication that they were being admitted 

“backstage.” The Shinjuku open campus vocational school uniform fits within the paradigm of vocational 

uniforms at the grooming and culinary senmon gakkō in the Kichijōji area.  

The Daily Uniform: The Shinjuku Academy Lanyard  

 The bimonthly open campus events and public gatherings like the sports day serves as the 

“showroom floor” to market and promote the school’s training programs; accordingly, the uniforms on 

display are more elaborate. However, for the daily operations of vocational training for enrolled students, 

on the “factory floor” of the senmon gakkō, school uniforms were simplified to be practical and functional 

as majority of the individuals in the setting were organizational insiders: staff, contract lecturers, and 

enrolled students. During the daily operations of the two-year vocational campus, outward identifiers of 

school identity and membership were pared down, primarily established through color-coded cloth 

lanyards attached to student IDs to identify rank and membership in the organization.  

 Staff and contract lecturers wore cloth lanyards labeled with the repeating English text of “staff” in 

white letters down the length of the lanyard’s black strap. The lanyard ended in a transparent plastic 

sleeve that displayed the name and affiliation of the individual at Shinjuku Academy. During special 

applied class sessions, several staff from nearby Shinjuku Academy of Media campus would attend the 

class as observers and extra hands. Even I was required to wear a Shinjuku Academy staff lanyard 

“uniform” whenever I was on the school premises during my three semesters of field research. I was 

provided with the lanyard at the start of my on-site observations. The lanyard sleeve card had the word 

“researcher” in Japanese, in a large font at the top. As with staffers, on the backside of the clear lanyard 

case was my business card. Students were required to wear lanyards with cloth straps in the campus 

colors, bright orange, with the English words “Shinjuku Academy” in white letters down the length of the 

orange cloth. As with the staff lanyards, the lanyard strap ended in a clear plastic sleeve in which students 

placed their student ID.  
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6.2.1 Just Lanyards? The Actual “Uniforms” Worn at Shinjuku Academy 

 Having talked at length about the importance of uniforms in Japanese society, it seems a bit odd that 

after all that buildup that I should state that the Shinjuku Academy’s daily uniform is just a cloth lanyard 

with the plastic sleeve. Pop culture production schools are unable to match the public performance 

showroom possible at a culinary or grooming senmon gakkō. In the Kichijōji cases, public performance to 

advertise the school and vocational role-play can occur simultaneously. The showroom setting and 

uniforms found at Shinjuku Academy’s open campus events do indeed parallel the public display and 

enticement strategies at the Kichijōji senmon gakkō, but open campus events are not persistent daily 

“showroom” performances at pop culture productions schools.  

 During daily classroom attendance, a cloth lanyard with a student ID, is sufficient on the “factory 

floor” of media content training. This minimal school uniform of a lanyard is does not appear to conform 

to the observed pattern of elaborate vocational uniforms displayed at other types of senmon gakkō. So, in 

what way does the Shinjuku Academy daily “uniform” of a simple lanyard fit into the theory on the part 

uniforms play in “becoming the vocation”? During open campus events with outsiders to the 

organization, the school clearly had a more comprehensive school uniform available, so why wasn’t this 

dress code employed or enforced on a daily basis during semester class sessions? While the color-coding 

of the school lanyard served to make an individual’s rank and status within the institution quickly 

verifiable at a glance, within Shinjuku’s daily operations there were other, subtler, visual cues that 

functioned as a school uniform. 

 For Shinjuku staff, most in their late 20s to 30s, the common staff uniform was jeans or relaxed 

slacks, tennis shoes or loafers, and a T-shirt printed with some trendy design or logo. Indications are that 

the “everyday is Friday casual” dress code was an intentional effort by the staff. Yonai, as the head 

administrator of the staff room, was the exception to the rule, as he wore dress slacks and the button up 

white shirts of a Japanese salaryman. During formal occasions he would also wear a jacket and tie. 

President Noda, the head of the Shinjuku Academy campus also wore the salaryman uniform and was 

always in a full suit and tie during school hours.   

 Compare this to the dress codes of the faculty and students at Akiba University and its four-year 

vocational program. Akiba staff and faculty educators dressed in conservative slacks and button up white 

shirts: not quite the white-collar salaryman uniform but a formal dress code clearly demarking the 

difference between school faculty and enrolled students. Students at Akiba wore casual college attire and 

it was difficult to distinguish Akiba students from regular shoppers and consumers at the street level in 

Akihabara.  
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 The Friday casual attire of the Shinjuku staff was an intentional effort to convey a sense of 

approachability and solidarity with enrolled students. By wearing casual clothes similar to students with 

the only discernible differences being age and staff lanyards, the perceived hierarchy gap between 

students and staff may have felt smaller. After experience in other educational staff environments in 

Japan, it was jarring to see a staff room full of educators dressed as if they were about to head out to a bar 

or music concert. The staff room had the atmosphere of adults playing dress up in cosplay as students.  

Emulation of the Genuine: The Implicit Message of the Contract Lecturer “Uniform”  

 The reason for the incongruity of the Shinjuku staff’s Friday casual dress code became apparent 

when I first encountered the school’s contract lecturers. Although lecturers dressed in clothing similar to 

the staffers, their casual wear was practical, worn, and lived-in. Contract lecturers dressed in comfortable 

jeans and polo shirts during their daily work in the pop culture production industry. I seldom saw contract 

lecturers wear a trendy T-shirts with slogan; they preferred clothing with logos of their company 

affiliation or plain casual attire. In effect, polo shirts with their employer’s logo were the work uniform. 

Both staff and lecturers wore casual clothing as a “uniform.” Whereas lecturers chose clothing based on 

genuine matters such as comfort during long hours of production work, the clothing of staff members was 

calculated with an implicit intent of signifying production industry membership.  

 During my visit to the Artland studios, most all of the production employees on the second floor 

wore no company uniform, just comfortable clothing such as jeans and shirts. This animator uniform was 

practical for long 10 to 12 hour shifts that an in-between animator, a dōga-ka, would spend in a company 

cubicle. What created a sense of unity and membership in the company of the Artland offices was not a 

colorful uniform, but the solidarity of long hours in close proximity to co-workers working in nearby 

cubicles. Cubicle groupings in the production workspace defined membership and rank within the 

company: a half dozen in-between animators in one grouping of cubicles was overseen by a single 

animation coordinator at the front of the cubicle cluster. However, a camaraderie and group membership 

built through long hours in a shared occupational workspace is somewhat difficult to construct in the 

classroom of a vocational school. Youth go to different employers after graduation, so any solidarity 

developed in the classroom will dissipate after graduation.  

 Compare animator uniforms with contract lecturer and professional cameraman Shimizu when he 

walks into the staff room. A man in his late 50s, Shimizu has a lean, wiry build with deeply tanned, 

leathery skin. His face is craggy with wrinkles from a life working under the sun. Compared to the Friday 

casual uniform of staff members, Shimizu’s attire stands out in the staff room. Shimizu’s attire is a dark 

blue nylon tracksuit with a thick white stripe running up the pant leg and shirt. Atop his head, he wears a 

baseball cap with the movie title of a high profile Japanese movie for the domestic film market that he 
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just finished working on as a cameraman. There is a poster for this very movie in the main lobby of the 

school. Taking off his aviator sunglasses, in a deep gravely voice he says “Konnichiwa,” or “good 

afternoon” to the general staff room. Bending and contorting to work a camera rig requires flexible 

clothing that doesn’t rip at the seams. On colder days, Shimizu wore a windbreaker with his film 

company’s logo on the back.  

 As the majority of Shinjuku’s resources were oriented towards training film majors, it is 

understandable that staff during open campus events emulated the typical attire of authentic film 

crewmembers like Shimizu. When going to class, three to five Shinjuku staff members in color-coded 

windbreaker jackets and lanyards flanked the tracksuit-clad Shimizu. It looked like a team of high school 

coaches on the way to a track meet. The film department staff’s “vocational uniforms” came across as 

emulation, whereas Shimizu came across as authentic: he wore the attire during the course of his duties as 

an actual cameraman on movie sets. The Shinjuku staff emulated contract lecturer’s dress codes because 

the school wished to convey that the staff had an affiliation with the lecturer’s membership in the film 

industry. The emulation by staff of the casual dress code of contract lecturers also functioned as an 

implicit cue on the vocational uniform that media content workers wore during their daily duties.  

 I have some additional observations about the Japanese social subtexts connected to Shimizu’s 

clothing choices. First, wearing sunglasses is somewhat uncommon amongst older Japanese men as the 

practice has an association in Japanese society with men in the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza. Also, while a 

tracksuit and baseball cap is no doubt functional and comfortable for someone who does camerawork in 

the film industry, such attire when worn outside of school gymnasiums is commonly connected in the 

Japanese media with lower income individuals and low-level street criminals. For example, Japanese 

films like Otakus in Love (2004), Outrage:Way of the Yakuza (2011), and The Two in Tracksuits (2008) 

all satirize the association between tracksuits and criminal elements in Japan. Wearing dark sunglasses, a 

tracksuit, a cap, with a cigarette in hand, I can’t be sure whether the first impression of being a “street 

tough” was by design on Shimizu’s part, or that his gruff demeanor and appearance was common among 

working class camera operators in Japan’s domestic film industry.  

 With a low gravelly voice, tanned leathery skin, and a no-nonsense practical attitude, I can see how 

Shimizu might come across to students as an imposing, grizzled industry-insider. I can’t be certain that 

the camera operator’s appearance was common amongst those in his film vocation or a personal quirk. 

However, I did observe over the course of the semester some measure of students role modeling his 

attitudes and appearance. In fact, student role modeling was a relatively common occurrence over long-

term interactions with contract lecturers, as students sought not only to emulate an industry insider’s 

vocational techniques and skills but also their behavior and mannerisms. Talking to students during 
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lecturer-led courses, there were indications of deep respect for Shimizu and an enthusiasm about working 

with a professional in their craft. Some students even looked up to contract lecturers as mentors. 

 I was told later by Section Chief Yonai that Shimizu graduated from Shinjuku Academy over 30 

years ago. As an alumnus, Shimizu is happy to contribute to training the next generation of film crew. 

Apparently, if graduates from the senmon gakkō become established in their vocations within the 

Japanese pop culture production industry, they become a real asset and resource for the school. First, as a 

matter of bragging rights, placing graduates in high-value employment increases the marketing ability of 

the school to attract new students. Second, if Shinjuku alumni agree to teach as contract instructors, their 

status as industry insiders with a work record brings a degree of “star power” to the lecturer stable, further 

enhancing the school’s ability to entice new enrollments. Third, having former graduates with ties within 

the industry provides a networking opportunity for students seeking job placement after graduation. 

Networking can increase job stability in the industry, and by extension, the reputation of the school in 

placing graduates in industry jobs. 

6.3 CONTRACT LECTURERS AS CLASS REPRODUCTION: INDUSTRY ROLE MODELS  

 Most of the regular staffers at Shinjuku Academy acknowledged that their primary role at the school 

was that of managers and administrators who coordinated contract lecturers, budgeted, and oversaw 

campus safety. Further, many Shinjuku staffers had never worked in the media content industry, and had 

no desire to do so in the future. In terms of services a contract lecturer provides, staff consensus was that 

lecturer value was in: 1) practical industry knowledge, 2) a specific technical area of professional 

expertise they impart in applied classrooms sessions, and 3) as a window into the conditions of the current 

profession in the pop culture content industry. Not listed by staffers but wrapped within the other three 

points is that lecturers function for the vocational school as instruments of socialization for work in the 

media production industry. Through direct demonstration and application in the classroom setting, 

contract lecturers show students how workers in their chosen vocation behave, perform, and think.  

 Staffer Okuda believes that students view lecturers as professionals in the pop culture industry 

rather than teachers. Staffer Taniguchi’s sentiment is that contract lecturers are valuable to vocational 

training because they become, “a kind of mentor figure that knows what you need to get into the industry 

and survive it.” Higuchi, a contract lecturer, added that, “lecturers working in the industry have a 

significant impact on the students because they can influence students in both good and bad ways.” As 

industry representatives, contract lecturers have important explicit teaching and implicit socialization 

roles at the two-year institution, techniques for social class inculcation and reproduction (Walker 1988; D. 

B. Willis and Rappleye 2011; P. Willis 1977). Lecturers not only impart technical skills specific to the 
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vocational industry jobs, but contract lecturers also perform as role models of production industry 

workers. For students who aspire to become pop culture production workers, lecturers are perhaps their 

first exposure to industry professionals. As students go through the limited-apprenticeship of the applied 

skilling process they become acclimated to the mannerisms, behaviors, and attitudes of industry lecturer 

mentors. Some of the observed changes in second year students at Shinjuku arise from the emulation of 

the personality and attitudes of the lecturers teaching the students applied vocational skills.  

 Over the course of their first year of training, Shinjuku Academy students begin to emulate and 

absorb the behaviors and attitudes of their mentors. Based on interviews and field observations, film 

majors were the most outgoing and sociable of all the vocational majors of study, animation majors 

tended to be introverted consumers of anime, and manga majors tended to be friendly but low key. 

Interestingly, the character of each respective major’s contract lecturers was generally reflected in the 

demeanor of the students.   

 Contract lecturers for the film major such as chief cameraman Shimizu, and professional 

scriptwriter and director Otani, were frank, outspoken, and a bit gruff in demeanor. They were more than 

happy to allow a researcher to tag along while they conducted classes. Compare this to lecturers in the 

animation major, Midori and Aoi, who were introverted and initially resistant to allow an outsider to 

observe their applied training classes. Lead animation staffer Doi was also a very quiet and retiring 

individual. In the manga department, contract lecturers Kiraku and Yūben were both very grounded and 

approachable individuals. Kiraku was especially soft-spoken but he conveyed a pragmatic attitude about 

manga-ka work to his students. It was striking how much student’s behaviors in each respective major 

began to align with these lecturer’s demeanors.   

 A professional for over 30 years, Shimizu was placed relatively high in his profession and attached 

to a number of high profile live-action film productions that pulled respectable numbers in the Japanese 

movie box office. The quirky persona and rough and grizzled demeanor as an industry cameraman and 

contract lecturer only added to Shimizu’s mystique to the students. Shimizu taught classes each week in 

his tracksuit and baseball cap, taking frequent breaks to chain-smoke. In the classroom, with a gruff and 

gravelly voice, the professional cameraman would frankly tell students when their techniques were poor 

or sloppy. When being evaluated by Shimizu, students would stand with a straight posture of attention 

and nod quietly as he went over the problems with their work. It was clear that many of the film students 

had a deep respect for Shimizu in the classroom environment.   

 Across all the majors, first-year students began somewhat reserved in dress and behavior. Some first 

year introversion can be attributed to the transition from high school into post-secondary education in a 

new environment. Many Shinjuku Academy students have behaviors and practices shaped by immersion 
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in pop culture fandoms and their family socioeconomic background. The student survey and interviews 

indicate that a portion of the first-year students training for working-class industry production jobs came 

from middle-class backgrounds. Once in the vocational school, over two years of explicit training in 

applied classes and implicit interactions with industry insider lecturers as mentors, personal behaviors and 

attitudes began to align with their media content mentors in the campus environment.  

 Going up to the third floor for the film class was to walk into a thick haze of cigarette smoke 

produced by second-year film students loitering in the student lounge outside of Shimizu’s film 

classroom. In contrast, first-year film students in the sub-basement lounge or lobby lounge were meek and 

always wore their orange lanyard IDs around their necks. Most second-years did not wear the lanyard but 

had it readily nearby, such as in a pocket. In addition to seeing many second-year students constantly with 

a cigarette in one hand while they worked on school projects, many had also dyed or bleached their hair 

different colors and wore fashionable sports or punk style clothes. When not talking to staff or lecturers, 

the Japanese spoken by second-years often used, often informal, grammatical forms and rough street 

slang.  

 

6.3.1 First and Second-Years Do Not Mix 

 

 First-year and second-year students at the two-year senmon gakkō did not appear to interact or 

fraternize. In fact, they confined group interactions to lounges on different floors. This is in contrast with 

the more blended interactions observed at Akiba University between first to fourth year students. 

Although first and second-year manga students shared the same classroom, they did not mix or interact. 

With such a small group of cohorts, students formed a tightly knit clique, with a sibling-like banter, 

within each class year. For example, when first year female manga student Maruko brought her iPod 

Nano to play synthesized vocaloid music from a previous class session a week earlier, Mizuhara, another 

first year female student in the front of the classroom in Kiraku’s course chimes in: 

1st year Female Student #1, Mizuhara, in a loud voice: “Where’d you get this Vocaloid song?” 

1st Year Female Student #2, Maruko, and iPod Owner in a louder voice: “It's a secret!” 

Lecturer Yūben in back of class, even louder: “Not to me!” 

The entire classroom bursts into laughter and then two separate banters about the song break out 
within each class year group… 

Note that in a context where anyone in the room might have chimed in with a quip, no second years 

participated in a potentially room-wide discussion with first year students only five feet away. They 
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confined chatter speculating about the song within their group of second years, rather than asking first-

year Maruko directly about it. However, I did witness within same-year groups the formation of tight 

reciprocal relationships. The small group of five manga majors in their first-year bonded deeply with each 

other over the course of their first two semesters. In the class environment, manga students freely 

borrowed nearby equipment such as rulers, or pens without the owner even flinching. This cohesive group 

bonding amongst such a small group of majors might have also helped with the issue of school 

engagement and class attendance.  

 Second-year manga majors were more relaxed and outgoing, dressing in fashionable styles 

compared to their first years. Considering that there was only a one-year difference of two semesters 

between the groups of students, the marked differences in behaviors, dress, and rowdy attitudes are hard 

to attribute simply to maturity. Second-year students had radically dyed hair, acted “hipper,” were quick 

to joke, make loud outbursts, and be generally outgoing. Good portions of second-year students were also 

public tobacco smokers. One explanation for the behavior-shift in second-year students is freedom from 

parents and home life. Another explanation is role modeling on contract lecturers: senmon students take 

on the working-class attitudes and behaviors of their industry lecturer mentors. As second-year students 

get closer to graduation, they internalize the attitudes of their lecturers, acclimating to the working-class 

attitudes in their vocation. 

Shinjuku Staff Input on Second Year Student Behaviors 

 Curious about the shift in behavior and attitude by second year students, I sought out the perspective 

of the Shinjuku Academy staff in E2 of the staff questionnaire, “Are there changes in behavior in students 

between their first and second years? If so, what are they?” Staffer Fukuda offered that, “second year 

students become familiar with the school and the faculty, so they express themselves more freely in 

comparison to first-year students.” Staffer Nishimura suggested the change in second year students was a 

matter of the youth losing their “shyness” during the first year at the school. Contract lecturer Higuchi 

agreed, “Sometimes students who began their first year as very shy and reserved become more active in 

school by taking on leadership roles.”  

 Staffer Sakamoto observed that students start to participate more actively in life because they 

become acclimated to the school atmosphere, but adds, “at the same time, there are many second-year 

students who suffer from lower motivation to create and so become less active at school.” Staffer Doi 

offered more detail on this second common phenomenon for second year students, “of course there is a 

difference depending on the major, but among the students with whom I interact the most, those majoring 

in film, I feel that the most significant change amongst second-year students is a lowered motivation.” 

Doi provides colorful imagery to illustrate how the difference is noticeable between class years at the 
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school, “now, this is totally based on my subjective observations, but second-year students tend to have 

these ‘dead fish eyes’, whereas within the eyes of first-year students I can see energy and excitement.” 

Staffer Doi’s explanation for this dramatic shift is that, “In order to train students to become professionals 

in only two years, instructors must by necessity be strict. As instructors, we have to not only compliment 

them on their progress but also teach them how high the expectations are going to be upon them once they 

start working in the industry.”  

 In addition to the pressures of the crowded second year class load, the job hunt, and the final 

graduation project, Doi believes that, “sometimes this harshness by Shinjuku faculty can bring about ‘a 

sense of defeat and exhaustion’ amongst the second-year students, which in turn deprives them of the 

motivation to continue training. It might be an issue that we as a school have to address in the future.” A 

contract lecturer leading technical training, Higuchi adds that, “there are some cases where students who 

were very active in the first year suddenly become quiet and lethargic during their second year of training. 

This indicates to me that because of their youth, students are particularly vulnerable to change their 

behaviors due to the stress placed upon them as second year students at this school.” A noticeable shift in 

behavior and attitudes in might also be related to, “the job hunt that starts in the second year and due to 

that, I sense more tension in second year students,” observes staffer Matsui. Adding to this picture is 

lecturer Higuchi’s opinion that, “because this is going to be their last year of school, second-year students 

start worrying about their future.”  

 Contract lecturer Higuchi offered another interpretation as to why second-year students might 

become more rowdy and outgoing: “I feel that, by seeing a new cohort of incoming first-years, the second 

year students develop this feeling that they have become sempai.” This is a common Japanese reciprocal 

relationship where a junior or lower ranked individual, a kohai, is expected to look to a senior or higher 

ranked individual, a sempai, for guidance and aid; in return, the sempai looks out for the junior member 

of the relationship. Honestly, although I am reproducing lecturer Higuchi’s evaluation here, on this point 

Higuchi is off base. The other staff responses were more accurate assessments of second year behaviors, 

even if they failed to make the connection with the educational socialization taking place. I rarely saw 

first and second-year students interact in a social context, let alone in a sempai/kohai manner. If such 

relationships did exist at Shinjuku Academy amongst the student body, it was well disguised or hidden. 

Over my three semesters of participant research at the school, Shinjuku Academy class years made a 

point not to mix. In contrast, I did witness frequent and numerous senior/junior relationships over a single 

semester of fieldwork at Akiba University. It’s possible that Higuchi saw sempai/kohai interactions in his 

classroom environment, but second years becoming sempai for the incoming first-year students was not 

something that explains divergent second year behavior patterns.  
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 Shinjuku staff acknowledged the important role that lecturers played in student’s training, but staff 

did not make the connection between contract lecturers as adult role models and second years’ changing 

behaviors and outlooks aligning with their production industry mentors. Staff observations were all over 

the place: second year students are energetic, second year students lose all motivation, second year 

students are stressed about the job hunt, second year students get their first taste of freedom as an adult. 

The patterns observed by staffers in regards to second year Shinjuku Academy students are valid, but they 

do not take into account the overarching processes of socialization inherent in the educational training 

processes. Staff saw the explicit occupational training but not the implicit occupational socialization. 

Perhaps as middle class staff playing dress up as working class production workers, the Shinjuku staff 

were blind to the working class role modeling taking place right under their noses.  

 As senmon students near graduation, they develop as individuals through the collective interactions 

and applied training with their contract lectures as role models. Second year students begin to gain a sense 

of what their adult lives will be like as vocational professionals after graduation. It is when second years 

begin the transitional phase of the final graduation project and job hunt that the harsh reality of the lower 

tier of the pop culture production job market begins to harden that nascent identity in the classroom for 

harsh working class expectations about life after graduation. 

!  
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CHAPTER 7. 
CREDENTIALIZING COOL: GRADUATING IN FOUR YEARS OR TWO?  

 

Japan’s Non-University Higher Education Sector of Vocational Senmon Gakkō 

 One of the most significant contributions of this dissertation is to add analysis and concrete case 

studies to the limited research on the non-university higher education sector in Japan. The amount of 

Japanese scholarship focusing on the country’s vocational education sector and specifically, on two-year 

senmon gakkō institutions is limited (Amano 1989; Borovoy 2010; Dore and Sako 2012; Iwanaga 1989; 

Kuroha and Kitamura 1989; 2012), and there is even less scholarship in the English language on the non-

university higher education sector in Japan (Goodman et al. 2009; McVeigh 2013b). This chapter 

provides greater analysis of Japan’s non-university higher education market through the lens of a unique 

vocational training category- vocational training for Japan’s pop culture industries in the skilled 

occupations of animation and manga. Further, it offers a unique contribution by providing an in-depth 

qualitative examination of the vocational training sector in Japan for the production of pop culture goods, 

through case studies of an established two-year vocational school (a senmon gakkō) in Japan’s non-

university sector, Shinjuku Academy, and a four-year “hybrid” university offering a media content 

vocational program, Akiba University. The comparison also offers a major contribution to the body of 

literature on the consequences of the 2004 “big bang” in Japanese education, with Akiba University 

representing a concrete instance of the growing encroachment of Japanese universities into the vocational 

education sector, competing in the same market space as two-year senmon gakkō.  

 In examining the trajectory, training outcomes, and job placement process for vocational graduates 

in Japan’s pop culture industry, the policies and practices by the two case studies suggest a broader 

pattern of vocational training strategies by private, for-profit vocational institutions in Japan. Shinjuku 

and Akiba also exemplify the specific training goals for media content vocational work, that pop culture 

vocational skilling involves just attaining core competencies, not specialization. The structural similarities 

found between the Shinjuku Academy two-year vocational certificate and the Akiba University four-year 

hybrid vocational program demonstrate that, despite their institutional status of senmon gakkō and 

university respectively, both schools serve the same employment market and thus must shape their 

training regimens and operating policies to meet the expectations of employers, no matter what type of 

degree is conferred. The maintenance of ongoing informal and unofficial hiring relationships between 

vocational schools and media content employers, shape both the education strategies of the schools and 

the training outcomes for the students.  
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 The nearly unregulated market conditions in Japan’s vocational education sector shape educational 

institutions that must compete within those conditions. Since Japan’s amended School Education Law of 

1976 created the senmon gakkō market, two-year vocational institutions have been at the mercy of a 

nearly unregulated competitive market with other senmon gakkō, junior colleges, and now vocational 

universities. Senmon gakkō also face unflattering public perception as undesirable and uneven forms of 

educational training. And, depending on the prevailing job market, the value of training certificates held 

by senmon gakkō graduates can fluctuate by the season. Schools in Japan’s vocational sector must be able 

to quickly adapt and synthesize an approach that combines both practical educational policies and 

pragmatic business strategies for profit (Iwanaga 1989; Goodman et al. 2009; McVeigh 2013b; Newby et 

al. 2009; Dore and Sako 2012). In other words, it is an educational market awash in pragmatic business 

practices that can overshadow the educational mission.  

 Two market pressures have shaped and guided the institutional policies and practices in the two case 

studies, Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University. The first market pressure impacting vocational schools 

is competition with other senmon gakkō, and with universities since 2004, for school enrollments drawn 

from the same pool of high school students and post-secondary graduates in Japan. Consequently, this 

particular chapter adds to the existing literature on the process of educational credentialism (Apple 2001; 

Carnoy and Rhoten 1999; Furlong and Cartmel 1997:24) taking place not only in Japan’s pop culture 

industry, but in the wider context of domestic markets. The second market pressure shaping vocational 

school practices is felt through cultivated relationships with company employers in the market for the 

skilled training. In order to maintain informal or semi-formal hiring agreements for school graduates, 

vocational schools must meet employer expectations by training students with core vocational 

competencies. Failure to meet employer standards means industry companies will look elsewhere.  

7.0 AKIBA UNIVERSITY, A FOUR-YEAR VOCATIONAL PROGRAM 

Universities Bringing Credentialization to Japan’s Non-University Educational Sector 

 While it is true that Japan’s universities are predominantly private and also subject to neoliberal 

markets, heavier regulation by MEXT and the value placed upon college degrees in the knowledge-

centered economy have provided buffers to four-year institutions up to a certain point. In chapter 1’s 

analysis of Japan’s non-university higher education sector, I introduced scholarship on the encroachment 

of Japanese four-year colleges and universities into Japan’s vocational education market in order to 

bolster university financials. Since the 2004 big bang in Japanese education, universities have begun 

offering vocational programs and now share senmon gakkō’s vocational education market space (Eades 

and Hada 2005). Yet, within the competitive space of the non-university higher education sector in Japan, 
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vocational university programs must weather the same highly competitive and fluid neoliberal market 

demands that senmon gakkō have confronted since the two-year institutions were officially sanctioned by 

Japan’s 1976 School Education Law amendment, demands that shape vocational program policies. Five 

of the twelve media content schools surveyed in Tokyo for this research are actually four-year universities 

with special two to four year vocational programs designed to emulate training at private two-year 

senmon gakkō for media content education. These are clear indicators that four-year institutions have 

even encroached upon the vocational market space specific to media content training. 

 One competitive edge over established two-year vocational schools is that universities with 

vocational programs offer additional benefits: a four-year college degree. And as confirmed in student 

interviews, mainstream Japanese society still generally perceives a four-year university degree as 

desirable over a two-year vocational certificate (Goodman et al. 2009); the general perception is that a 

university degree is the ticket to a middle class life in Japan. While vocational university programs are 

now in the educational sector of a traditionally senmon gakkō market, two-year vocational schools 

likewise increasingly present their facilities and programs as university-like environments (Goodman et 

al. 2009). Although Shinjuku Academy is undoubtedly a two-year private senmon gakkō, the initial first 

impression of a visitor to the site is that it is the campus of a small university. Thus, the decision-making 

process for Japanese high school graduates considering post-secondary education has become a complex 

one as Japanese society shifts away from meritocracy toward competencies (Kariya 2010:88).  

 As Japanese universities increasingly dip into the non-university vocational sector in order to bolster 

enrollment numbers, this has a secondary effect of the credentializing the job market for vocational school 

graduates, that is, raising the bar of minimum required qualifications for entry-level vocational 

employment. The trend of a rising level of educational qualifications for occupations that previously had 

lower requirements for its applicant pools in prior years arises from the now globalized scope of 

contemporary labor markets that must stay competitive with global standards to remain profitable. The 

question is, what effects does educational credentialization have upon a vocational job market of skilled 

occupational labor in Japan’s pop culture production industry, for repetitive tasks that can be outsourced 

for cheaper wages to media content sub-contractors in China and South Korea? To be clear, the sense of 

crisis is not for the employers, who end up with a better-qualified crop of vocational workers each year, 

but for the two-year senmon gakkō market and its graduates, who lose jobs to youth with four-year 

degrees in a skilled labor niche that was once in the working class domain. 

 Considering the positives a four-degree holder has within an applicant pool of two-year certificate 

holders as competitors for the media content job market, why haven’t universities taken over the entire 

vocational market? What has stopped Japanese hybrid vocational university programs from dominating 
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the non-university educational sector up to this point are, 1) the Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science and Technology’s, regulatory constraints on universities; 2) the required adaptability of 

educational organizations towards the fluidity of globalized neoliberal market demands: Japanese pop 

culture production houses as employers of vocational graduates must adjust hiring practices as the 

economics of supply and demand changes from season to season; 3) vocational graduates are 

predominantly working class, or will end up working class, so their criterion for educational value is 

based upon the job market qualifications required to secure employment (Kariya 2010).  

Shared Consequences, Shared Solutions, in the Non-University Vocational Sector 

 Private for-profit senmon gakkō institutions in Japan exist in, and must quickly adapt to, the 

changing conditions of a nearly pure neoliberal education market of fluid supply and demand. In order to 

stay in business, senmon gakkō have had to orient at least part of their organizational structure as for-

profit businesses that must satisfy market demands placed upon the school by two primary market forces: 

1) the potential student market where senmon gakkō must make a sales pitch to high school graduates in 

order to entice enrollment and then retain those “clients” until completion of the two-year certificate and, 

2) pressure by pop culture content companies for graduates with a minimum acceptable core of skilled 

competencies.  

 In order to meet the challenge of the first type of market demand, four-year universities must craft 

vocational programs designed competitively to lure high school graduates away from two-year options 

and to enroll instead into the college’s vocational training. Successful targeting and marketing of the 

university vocational program towards enough young pop culture consumers to satisfy enrollment 

projections can no doubt fill university coffers with student tuition for the next four years. Two problems 

arise: First, youth on track to two-year vocational school training may not have the best academic 

background and may not have been able to pass regular college exams to gain entry to a Japanese 

university. Vocational university programs are targeting a pool of high school graduates that do not 

typically end up in college, high school students with higher educational achievement are already 

applying to ranked universities. Therefore, the vocational university must lower the bar to entrance 

requirements, using enticement methods over selectivity to fill enrollment quotas. The vocational 

university program must prepare for an influx of students who may not be receptive to educational 

training, and may have emotional or physical problems that hinder the ability to learn.  

 Second, pop culture employers need entry-level employees who already possess a specific set of 

industry skills as well as a familiarity with a collaborative work culture for production teams in order to 

quickly integrate into the production process. A vocational university might overcome the first hurdle in 

mastering the enticement aspect of the non-university market with its first batch of four-year student 
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enrollments, but problems with the expectations by the second market, that of employers, arise once the 

first class of vocational seniors graduate. Media content vocational schools must produce graduates who 

satisfy employer expectations for new hires. Failure to do so can have a direct negative impact on the 

school’s reputation as a valued producer of vocational training, damaging established semi-informal long-

term recruiting agreements between the school and employers. As competitive pressure of the non-

university market comes to bear on the demand for quality graduates by pop culture companies, a four-

year college operating on standard procedures for Japanese universities is likely to encounter difficulties.  

 Japanese universities also maintain informal networks with corporate employers for four-year 

graduates, but the expectations for corporations in Japan that hire four-year graduates for white-collar 

careers or even blue-collar manufacturing jobs are different and less specific than employers for 

vocational jobs. Core training expectations can put stress on enrolled students, so the school must also 

watch student retention to ensure that students remain engaged and enrolled to completion of the program 

while acquiring employer-expected vocational competencies. To remain competitive, many hybrid 

vocational college programs in Japan must practice the same institutional policies and practices that 

senmon gakkō do internally.  

 If hybrid vocational university programs are able to satisfy the two neoliberal criteria for media 

content training, enticement to enroll and employer expectations, they can offer graduates the boon of a 

four-year degree along with core vocational training for skilled occupations in the media content industry. 

Unfortunately, vocational university programs that are able to perform this balancing act of targeted 

enticement to enroll while maintaining hiring agreement networks with pop culture employers in order to 

offer solid post-gradation job placement opportunities, are also credentializing the entry level of the 

vocational job market for future generations of workers. Soon, entry-level animators may need a college 

degree just to gain employment in the lower tier of production work. 

Akiba University, a Four-Year Hybrid Vocational Program 

 Akiba University is one of these hybrid vocational college programs in the media content training 

sector. Akiba University, an institution only seven years old at the time of my field research, had to make 

numerous adjustments and organizational course corrections in order to satisfy the demands of student 

enticement as well as media content employer expectations. Akiba University provides a case study of a 

young vocational college program that validates many of the established institutional practices observed 

at Shinjuku Academy, a 32 year-old senmon gakkō that one Shinjuku Academy employee characterized 

as a conservative organization. Initially, Akiba University had attempted to run its organization on 

Japan’s university model with a mission statement to train a generation of “Cool Japan” digital content 

industry producers for the vocational job sector. Although Akiba University positions its organization as a 
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four-year institution that offers degrees for digital vocations in Japan’s university sector, in the 

descriptions for the daily workings of the university, the reader may notice many parallels with the two-

year Shinjuku Academy. Parallels exist in part because Akiba University’s skilled vocational training 

regimen emulates aspects of senmon gakkō training. This was due to the adjustments needed to adapt the 

vocational program to satisfy the two factors of enticement and employment for school graduates in the 

competitive market of the non-university educational sector in Japan. 

 Akiba University implemented open campus events and targeted advertising of the kind used by 

two-year senmon gakkō. I was able to find Akiba University advertising in relevant public venues on 

digital media and entertainment at the Tokyo International Anime Fair trade show and in magazines on 

computer graphic techniques like CG World. Further, at the time of my field research, the Akiba 

University “campus” was located in expensive office rental spaces scattered throughout Japan’s media 

content pop culture hub of Akihabara, hence the use of the pseudonym ‘Akiba’ for the university. Field 

observations and student interviews reveal that the logic for placement in Akihabara was intended to 

strengthen the enticement aspect for enrollment by playing upon pop culture fandom attached to anime, 

manga, and the like. How better to foster enticement and maintain consumer engagement than to 

encourage immersion within the pop culture environment of Akihabara when not in the classroom?   

 Despite strong financial backing and a Cool Japan mission statement, Akiba University stumbled in 

its first few years as an institution. The employer market pressure of training quality for graduates was a 

storm Akiba University had to weather from years four through seven for the young institution; the fourth 

year coinciding with its first graduating class. Current and former Akiba staffers informed me that the 

university was still in the process of adjusting its curriculum and policies to adapt to the difficulties 

encountered with the first batches of vocational program graduates from the institution. In its first seven 

years of operation, the institution took several hits to its fledgling reputation trying to operate as a 

Japanese university while meeting the demands of vocational training. Presumably in order to stay 

solvent, Akiba University has taken several drastic course-correcting measures such as: closing a satellite 

campus located in California in the United States, changing to mandatory attendance policies, and 

transitioning most of its educational staff from full time employees to contract hires. This shift in 

employment policy by the university occurred in part due to the financial losses that forced its California 

campus to close several years earlier, as well as problems that arose finding employment for the poorly 

skilled first graduating classes.  

 Such institutional changes undertaken to adapt to demands of the vocational markets were not 

without consequences. The loss of the California branch was a blow to positioning graduates into 

production work in Hollywood companies. One alumnus of the California branch went on to work as part 
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of a CG effects production team for Walt Disney’s digital film, Tron: Legacy. A former Akiba staff 

member informed me that he quit working for the university when he was “demoted” to contract labor. 

More than a few parents were angry that their university-enrolled children were suddenly being held to a 

different standard of attendance and grading. A negative impact of Akiba University’s mission focus of 

constantly adapting to market demands is that some enrolled students got lost in the shuffle. More than 

one student that I interviewed was a fifth or sixth year undergraduate, jumping from an older major of 

working in the Japanese content industry to a newer major training to work both in Japan and abroad, as 

the school modified it curriculum and focus.  

Akiba University In 2011: a Patchwork Of Campuses in Akihabara Rental Offices 

 As with the Shinjuku Academy, the private for-profit educational institution of Akiba University is 

divided amongst multiple site locations, termed campuses by the institution. In 2011, the three main 

Akihabara “campuses” were in actuality rented office space in high-rise buildings scattered around the 

Akihabara district of Tokyo, all within a 10-minute walk of the Akihabara train station and about a 15-

minute walk from each other. The “main campus” was on the seventh floor in a 31-story high-rise in 

central Akihabara; the “second campus” was on the sixth and seventh floors of a 20-story office building 

also in central Akihabara; and the “third campus” was on the 11th floor in a 33-story high rise in 

Akihabara. Renting office spaces within walking distance of each other yet still located in Akihabara, an 

area in central Tokyo with prime rental rates, indicated the importance to the institution that its operations 

be located in the Akihabara setting. Akihabara has been viewed domestically and internationally as the 

hub of Japan’s anime and manga popular culture since the mid-2000s. The importance of “Akihabara 

branding” was crucial to the young university’s revenue stream, in both retaining students and in enticing 

new applications.  

 Reaching the Akiba University “second campus” in 2011 required a commuter to walk through the 

heart of the largest popular culture center in Japan, Akihabara. Scanning my immediate surroundings just 

outside the Electric Town station exit, bright neon signage blinks or flashes on nearly every building 

along the short pedestrian alley leading out into a greater neon forest of signs covering buildings on the 

main retail strip of Akihabara’s Chūō Avenue. Ocular overload isn’t the only assault on the senses as I 

leave the train station. An aural cacophony accompanies my walk to campus as store touts shout discount 

prices using bullhorns, loud thrumming music echoes out of dozens of specialty shops, and flat-screen 

monitors play looped ads at max volume, blaring the newest video games and anime. By the time I reach 

the main strip of stores and vendors, I am fully immersed in the theme-park atmosphere that is Akihabara 

for blocks in every direction. Adding to Akihabara’s garish sights and sounds demanding the attention of 

visitors is the novelty at nearly every street corner of a young woman, or pairs of young women, dressed 
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in French maid costumes or in cosplay outfits of well-known anime characters. These “maids” call out 

greetings to passers-by as they hand out advertisement flyers and tissue packets for nearby themed “maid 

cafés,” restaurants where waitresses in cosplay serve patrons. Depending on the direction you walk from 

Akihabara station, it takes a good 10 to 15 minutes before the density of stores and people begins to thin 

to more drab office buildings.  

 After navigating on foot for a good eight minutes through Akihabara’s public amusement park of 

Japanese popular culture, I arrive at a 20-story building. There is no indication at street level that Akiba 

University’s “second campus” is located here. Walking through glass doors, I enter into a sleek business 

lobby with marble floors and walls. The information panel indicates that my destination, Akiba 

University, takes up two stories of the building, floors 6 and 7. Upon reaching the seventh floor, the 

elevator opens into a large lounge area very different in character from the business atmosphere at the 

entrance of the high-rise. When the elevators open on the seventh floor, my entire field of view is a bright 

orange wall. Centered on the top of this orange wall in white lettering is a three-foot tall school logo in 

highly stylized Roman letters of A and U, the first two letters for the name of the school in English. The 

orange and white on the signage is also the school’s colors. As with the Akiba main campus, the 7th floor 

lounge area of the second campus is furnished with four knee-high couches of different primary colors, 

each bracketing a small coffee table, over a lounge floor covered in a dark gray industrial carpet. Along 

the length of the right side of the main campus lounge are three bright orange doors to campus 

classrooms. Including the classroom at the end of the lounge, there are four classrooms on the second 

campus. The boundaries for the campus lounge were glass walls that allow the viewer to see into the 

adjacent classrooms. Each orange door opens into a room able to seat 27 students at nine long Formica 

tables organized into three rows. The same dark gray industrial carpet covers the floors, and the far side of 

each classroom is a glass window offering a panoramic view of Akihabara.  

 A single multistory building able to accommodate all of the facilities and classrooms needed for 

operation, but outside the prime costs of central Tokyo, would surely be more economically viable for 

Akiba University. The administration of the private university came to a similar conclusion in the interim 

since the data collection phase of my research in 2011. In 2013, Akiba University opened a fifth location 

in a high-rise office space located in Ochanomizu, Tokyo, an area a brisk 15-minute walk from central 

Akihabara. Shortly thereafter in 2013, Akiba University shuttered the first three “campus” sites in central 

Akihabara and consolidated its operations into the new Ochanomizu location. The consolidation of the 

institution at the Ochanomizu location with cheaper office rents may also be the pragmatic financial move 

of a maturing vocational institution to maintain institutional solvency. A positive take of the relocation 

could be that, after 10 years, the university is confident enough in its ability to meet enrollment quotas 
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without the need of Akihabara consumer immersion and so the move was considered an acceptable risk. 

Located some distance from Akihabara, Shinjuku Academy has to provide on-site immersion: an anime 

recreation room is filled with shelves of anime figures, movies, magazines, and manga in order to create a 

pocket of pop culture “immersion” within the Shinjuku Academy campus. It wouldn’t be too wild of an 

assumption that to guess that the new Ochanomizu campus has similar media labs and rec rooms to 

satisfy students’ pop culture urges. 

The Cool Japan Initiative And Akiba U. 

 The 2005 opening of Akiba University coincides with the peak economic boom year of the Japanese 

media content industry in contemporary period of the industry (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013). The 

school’s opening during the 2005 pop culture boom was intended to coincide with the perceived growing 

economic “soft power” of the Japanese media content industry in the global market. Akiba University’s 

mission statement is to promote the growth of Japanese popular culture and Cool Japan as the next 

national economic trade sector of Japan, specifically through the production of pop culture content. The 

school’s long term aim: harness Japan’s pop culture boom in soft power in order to entice adolescents to 

train as a work force that will increase the economic scale of Japan’s pop culture industry. This 

institutional goal is no doubt another reason that the Akiba University campuses in 2011 were situated in 

the mecca of Japanese pop culture, the Akihabara district of Tokyo. Akiba University’s mission statement 

to position the institution as a center of training for media content industry producers may be a strategic 

boon in the coming years in light of the recent 2011 Cool Japan push and 2013 influx of funds by the 

Japanese government’s half billion yen Cool Japan Fund.  

 The school’s institutional Cool Japan mission statement appears to be part of a larger agenda by the 

Japanese government, inferred not only by the university president’s clear mission statement and the 

university’s financial backers, but also by a significant guest speaker to the new school: Taro Aso, the 

92nd Prime Minister of Japan in 2008-2009, and appointed as Deputy Prime Minster in 2012 for the 96th 

Prime Minster, Shinzou Abe. As a vocal supporter of Japan’s prominent hub of popular culture, 

Akihabara, Aso’s recent re-appointment into Japan’s halls of political power in 2012 also appears to have 

some influence in the resurgence of government promotion and support for exporting Japan’s media 

content industry globally via the Cool Japan campaign. A goal for the promotion of Cool Japan is 

economic prosperity for Japan in the form of national soft cultural power in global markets. Aso is an 

admitted fan of the manga, and in 2011, a building in Akihabara provided daily proof of Aso’s reciprocal 

link to Japan’s pop culture sphere. In the heart of the Akihabara district, this commercial building was 

covered by a billboard with a multiple-story cartoon caricature of Aso that was several meters in height. 

Also on the billboard were the English slogans of “I love Akiba!” and “Cool Old Dude,” as well as the 
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Japanese slogan “I’m a different Taro.” As a guest speaker at Akiba University, Aso stated that modern 

Japanese culture has been defined in large part through the consumption of western media forms, but in 

recent times that trend has been reversing: the consumption of Japanese media is playing a significant role 

in, and the definition of, popular culture for younger generations in other countries.  

7.1 COMPARING AKIBA UNIVERSITY AND SHINJUKU ACADEMY  

 As Akiba University matures as a private educational institution, changes in the organization are 

trending towards the practices of the successful for-profit organization in operation for decades, the two-

year senmon gakkō, Shinjuku Academy. The intent of this comparison is two-fold. One is to note where 

the university as a hybrid vocational institution has been successful and where it has not. Another aim is 

to document the pressure exerted by the vocational educational market upon organizations attempting to 

offer a specific type of vocational training for pop culture production jobs in Japan, and how that shapes 

practices and educational policies at the school to hew to media content industry training standards. As 

Akiba University is relatively new to the game, the changes within the institution serve to confirm and 

make visible the established and ongoing practices in the older Shinjuku Academy. 

 Similarities between the two schools are indications of the institutional practices necessary for pop 

culture production vocational education, where as differences illustrate how much flexibility actually 

exists in the vocational training process. On a positive note, if Akiba University is able to adapt and thrive 

in the media content educational sector in the coming years, the university can offer “value-added” 

benefits of future job options for a four-year degree holder that a two-year senmon gakkō would be hard 

pressed to match. “Value-added” benefits at Akiba university include 1) acquisition of a secondary 

language for work, 2) a study abroad opportunity or a one year internship in the third year, and of course, 

3) a four-year university degree. Once Akiba University becomes established among pop culture 

companies as offering skilled graduates, the four-year degree will most likely add to the collective drift to 

job credentialization in Cool Japan industries. However, it is entirely possible that, as a mature institution, 

Akiba University might go in the other direction and begin offering regular college programs over a 

vocational training focus. 

 Table 7.0 provides a comparison of the two vocational school case studies of Akiba University and 

Shinjuku Academy. The first difference is the contrast in the age of the two institutions as of 2011, with 

the university operating for only 7 years to the senmon gakkō’s long-established 32 years. The difference 

in institutional age had an observable effect on the operations of the organizations during my field 

research period in the large adjustments to organizational practice at Akiba, and complaints by the 

Shinjuku promotion staff of the senmon’s conservative approach to new enticement strategies.  
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Table 7.0. Akiba University and Shinjuku Academy Programs, 2011 

Institution Akiba University Shinjuku Academy 

Year Established 2004 1979* 

Organization Type Private Private 

Educational Type University Senmon gakkō 

Campus Locations Akihabara, Tokyo Shinjuku, Tokyo 

Curriculum Type Vocational Vocational 

Years 4 2 

Degree Type Four-Year College Degree Two-Year Certification 

Degree Conferred Bachelor’s Degree Technical Certificate 

Enrollment 1132 322 

Majors 
Digital Film, Animation, CG Effects, 

Game Design, Digital Design 
Live Film, Animation, Promotion, 

Novelist, Manga 
 
Sources: Shinjuku Academy internal data 4/2011, Akiba University website 7/2011. 
* Originally founded in 1969 as the Shinjuku Computer School before reorganization as a senmon gakkō in 1979. 
 
 A second difference is the classification for each post-secondary educational institution, university 

versus senmon gakkō. It should be kept in mind that, as a university, Akiba University is under greater 

regulatory oversight by MEXT than Shinjuku Academy, a senmon gakkō. Despite additional 

governmental guidelines for an institution in Japan’s university sector, Akiba positions itself as a hybrid 

institution to compete in the non-university higher education vocational market for new students. The 

short history of the institution indicates that the hybrid vocational nature of Akiba University has caused 

its share of hurdles for the school to overcome. 

 The third notable difference in table 7.0 involves the number of years of instruction, four years 

versus two years, and the type of degree conferred upon graduation, a four-year college degree versus a 

two-year certification. In terms of the purely monetary considerations covered in table 7.1, a four-year 

degree is an accumulation of an additional two years of debt. However, in terms of the degree conferred 

by the institution, a university degree offers higher potential job income over the long term that offsets the 

additional accumulation of educational debt. This also relates to another difference between a four-year 

bachelor of arts degree and a two-year technical certificate: the university degree offers greater job 

mobility and options, plus a trajectory into a middle-class lifestyle in Japan.  

 Another difference is scale of operations. When comparing Akiba University with Shinjuku 

Academy’s operations, the difference of scale for each institution should be taken into account. Table 7.0 
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lists 2011 enrollment at the university as 1132 students, roughly 3.5 times that of Shinjuku Academy’s 

322 students. The university website reports that 1,378 students were enrolled in 2013. This is the 

addition of 246 more students enrolled at the university between 2011 and 2013, an 18 percent growth in 

student population in just two years. Just that overflow of 246 additional university students equals 76 

percent of Shinjuku’s entire student body in 2011. With over three times the student body of the senmon 

gakkō, the university has some economic advantages, but it is also less nimble than a smaller organization 

like the Shinjuku Academy. The expansion of the Akiba University student population since 2011 

indicates that Akiba University may intend to grow its operations as long as it can continue to sustain 

positive annual enrollment gains. In comparison, the senmon gakkō enrollment numbers are already 

constrained by the limited resources of the Shinjuku campus facilities. Enrollment at Shinjuku Academy 

did grow between the 2010 and 2011 academic years, but only a modest 9 percent increase in student 

enrollment from 294 students in 2010 to 322 in 2011. At 322 students in 2011, Shinjuku Academy easily 

meets MEXT’s enrollment minimum of 40 for senmon gakkō. Shinjuku reaches this enrollment number 

by blending a patchwork of significantly different areas of vocational training under the umbrella of one 

institution. This keeps potentially low yearly enrollments in a single specialty from jeopardizing the 

institution, and perhaps was a survival mechanism when the senmon gakkō was newer. In contrast, the six 

majors offered at Akiba University are coherently interrelated, as they are all are based on vocational 

skills for digital production and delivery. Akiba’s digital film, digital animation, computer graphic effects, 

game design, and digital design vocational training programs all involve overlap in core digital 

coursework in campus computer labs.   

Comparing the Cost of Attendance 

 Table 7.1 compares the estimated expense that graduates of Akiba University and Shinjuku 

Academy will have paid upon the completion of their respective four-year degree or two-year training 

certificate program. The educational costs listed are only the fees charged by the schools as stated in their 

official documents and do not include daily living expenses such housing, food, clothing, transportation to 

and from school, required school supplies, and textbooks. For required school equipment at Akiba 

University, the school recommends for students a laptop PC loaded with Microsoft’s Windows operating 

system and professional editing software such as Adobe Suite. The university sells both the laptop and 

software at a discounted price to newly enrolled students. 

 One aspect of MEXT rules that applies to both the university and non-university sectors is 

regulation and relative parity of annual tuition costs for both Japanese higher education sectors. As seen 

in table 7.1, even though the cumulative amount a senmon gakkō graduate will pay is less overall for two 

years of education, annual tuition costs are about equal to university-bound counterparts. A couple of 
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probable reasons that MEXT regulates two-year vocational school tuition to cost about the same annually 

as universities is 1) to protect the university market from more affordable vocational training options, and 

2) to make the decision-making process for post-secondary enrollment by high school graduates more 

straightforward when evaluating each educational institution.  

Table 7.1. Estimated Cost of Attendance 2014* 

Institution Application 
Fee 

Admission 
Fee 

Annual 
Tuition 

Years Cost to 
Graduate 

Cost to 
Graduate, US $# 

Akiba University ¥25,000 ¥250,000 ¥1,216,000 4 ¥5,139,000 $50,162 
AU Foreign Student@ ¥10,000 ¥250,000 ¥922,000 4 ¥3,948,000 $38,536 
Shinjuku Academy^ ¥20,000 ¥300,000 ¥1,100,000 2 ¥2,520,000 $24,598 
Akiba/Shinjuku 
Differences 

+ ¥5,000 - ¥50,000 + ¥116,000 2 + ¥2,619,000 + $25,564 

 
* Fees in yen, sourced from Akiba University enrollment materials/website, 2014. 
^ Sourced from Shinjuku Academy enrollment materials, 2010-11. 
@Note that Akiba University is offering a 30% discount on international student tuition as an incentive in order to 
increase its non-Japanese student body ratio. 
# US dollar equivalent to yen calculated using oanda.com on 2/10/2014. 
 
 With the MEXT regulation of tuition across the board for higher education institutions in Japan, the 

issue of price is deemphasized so that families can consider the educational program offered and the 

school’s ranking or reputation. And even though the listed data in table 7.1 is for 2011 tuition at Shinjuku 

Academy and 2014 tuition at Akiba University, because MEXT regulations hold tuition fees relatively 

stable from year-to-year in Japan, a valid comparison can be still be performed with a three year 

difference in the data. Further supporting this position is the survey of tuition fees for twelve media 

content vocational schools. The cost differentials of those twelve schools in comparison to Shinjuku and 

Akiba in table 7.1 are not all that different. 

 Annually, the Akiba University student only pays ¥116,000 (about $1,100 US dollars) more for 

tuition than a Shinjuku Academy student. The two-year senmon gakkō student graduates in a shorter 

amount of time, accumulating less educational debt, and is able to enter the work force earlier than a 

college graduate. Comparing the overall educational debt between Akiba University and Shinjuku 

Academy in table 7.1 provides concrete data for this conclusion, with the senmon gakkō graduate paying 

$25,000 less for their overall education. The tradeoff for the senmon gakkō certificate holder is that 

occupational pay is usually lower overall and long-term job mobility and options are also usually limited. 

True, the senmon graduate is in the job market two-years earlier, but the college degree holder has the 

potential to earn a larger annual income in an occupation over the long term. Combined with the typically 
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greater job mobility and options in middle class or white-collar jobs for graduates with four-year degrees 

in Japan, the extra two years and $25,000 paid into a college education remains a worthwhile investment.  

 

7.1.1 Shinjuku and Akiba Curriculum 

 

 Shinjuku Academy does not use a semester credit system; instead, each course is assigned a 

numerical value in terms of the expected hours of attendance for one semester. Each semester course has 

at least one weekly session, totaling a minimum of 14 meetings over the first four-months of each six-

month semester. The last two months of both the spring and fall semesters are non-instructional for the 

majority of the student population. Students during vacation time are often still in the school labs working 

on class homework or, in the case of second-year students, their graduation projects. The shortest session 

for a Shinjuku Academy course is 90 minutes and the most common class meeting session time is 3 ½ 

hours. Classes rated at 36 hours per semester with 90 minute class sessions are mostly basic skills taught 

by staffers, such as computer software training or liberal arts topics, including the history of animation. 

Courses with longer class sessions cover applied vocational-specific skills supervised in a team teaching 

format with a Shinjuku Academy staff member accompanying the lead in each vocational class session, a 

contract lecturer who has worked in the media content industry.  

 In order to satisfy MEXT regulations of 800 annual hours of instruction time at senmon gakkō, 

Shinjuku Academy’s course catalog is very specific about the number of hours students are required to 

take each academic year. For example, first year animation majors must take a minimum of 846 hours. 

The situation is similar for second-year students in the animation major, who are required to take 864 

hours of courses, for a total of 1710 hours required for the two-year technical diploma at Shinjuku 

Academy. First and second year course-loads must be balanced: taking a heavier load in the first year in 

order to have a lighter load in the second year is not acceptable.  

 Akiba University’s hybrid university/senmon curriculum most likely began similar to most Japanese 

universities and was modified as the university needed to hew closer to vocational training expectations 

by industry employers. As a result, the course curriculum for the six undergraduate majors at Akiba 

parallels the two-year training certificate at the senmon gakkō of Shinjuku Academy. At the core of the 

university curriculum for each major is the two-year senmon gakkō vocational model that is padded out 

with an additional two years of liberal arts education, foreign-language study, and study abroad or an 

internship in order to fill out a four-year college program as illustrated in figure 7.0. In many respects, 

Akiba University’s vocational curriculum marks the private school as essentially a gilded senmon gakkō. 
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 As an accredited post-secondary institution in Japan’s tightly regulated university educational 

sector, Akiba University must proffer a four-year educational curriculum that concludes in a bachelor’s 

degree, termed in Japanese as gakushi. However, as Akiba University’s business model is to target the 

digital content vocational market, the school’s curricula of skilled vocational training positions the 

institution as a hybrid organization between that of a university and a senmon gakkō. In targeting media 

content consumers Akiba University has chosen to compete for the same pool of potential students as 

two-year institutions in the non-university sector. Yet, because the university must offer a bachelor’s 

degree at the end of four years, it has resulted in an unusual curriculum path. 
  

Figure 7.0. Akiba University And Shinjuku Academy Curricula Compared 

 

  

 Students at Akiba University are encouraged to declare a major of study as early as possible as the 

first two years focus on core vocational coursework similar to senmon gakkō training. The class content 

First Semester Second Semester

Akiba University
Four-Year Vocational College Program (124 Total Credits)

1st Year

2nd Year

Shinjuku Academy
Two-Year Senmon Gakkou Certification (1710 Total Instructional Hours)

3rd Year

4th Year

Option 2: Additional Vocational Classes

Job Hunt/Career Seminars, Continues

Foreign Language Minor Track- Core English (8 Req. Credits)
Core Vocational Major Track (8 Req. Credits)

Graduation Project (8 Req. Credits)

Option 1: Study Abroad (Language +Vocational)

First Semester Second Semester

1st Year Core Vocational Classes

Job Hunt/Informal Internships
Major Focus Vocational Classes & Graduation Project2nd Year

Professional Foundations Minor Track (14 Req. Credits)
Electives
20 Credits

(6 req.)

Analog 
Electives
48 credits

Foreign Language Minor Track- TOEIC English (6 Req. Credits)
Core Vocational Major Track (8 Req. Credits, +8 to16 credits by end of 2nd year)

Professional Foundations Minor Track (4 Req. Credits)

Option 3: Domestic Company Internship

Option 1: Study Abroad (Language +Vocational)

Begin, Job Hunt/Career Seminars
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of the first four semesters parallels those at the two-year Shinjuku Academy, as shown in figure 7.0. The 

core vocational training for skilled pop culture production jobs found in the senmon gakkō is padded with 

liberal arts courses needed to confer a four-year bachelors degree. Akiba students of all majors are 

required to take coursework from three different disciplines: in addition to their 1) main vocational 

coursework for their declared major, students must also take two minor disciplines of study, 2) one minor 

track in a foreign language, and a second minor track called 3) professional foundations. The purpose of 

the professional foundations minor track is to prepare students for job interviews and applications. Some 

of the professional foundations courses includes topics such as job etiquette, how to wear a business suit, 

how to conduct a job interview, how to compose a creative portfolio, how to submit the graduation 

project as part of a job application, where to apply for jobs, and so forth. 

 For the digital animation major at Akiba University, required major classes for the first two 

semesters of year one are 8 mandatory credits in the major with an additional 20 credits of electives 

available. To satisfy their foreign language track, first year students of all majors are required to take 

Core English I and II. All three tracks of the student’s semester courses come to a course load of around 

32-40 credits of courses in the first year. For second years, the third track of major-dependent subjects 

comes to dominate the student’s course load, around 32-40 total credits of courses in the second year.  

Akiba, Year Three: Study Abroad or Internship? 

 As indicated in figure 7.0, year three is where Akiba University significantly diverges from two-

year vocational schools and most Japanese college curricula. If vocational training offered in the first two 

years of the university were at a senmon gakkō, the vocational student would be graduating and hopefully 

entering the workforce. All Akiba University students must attend the first three semesters: all of the first 

year, and the first semester of the second year. However, as Akiba is an accredited four-year university, 

third-year students have three options to pad their vocational curriculum with liberal arts credits.  

 The first option for the third year is to stay on campus and continue to take courses, following the 

route of a standard university curriculum of coursework. Third and fourth year students who remain at the 

campus can also meet the 124 credit hour graduation requirement by taking additional foreign language 

coursework from a pool of 20 credits of TOEIC English courses. Students can also opt to take a year of 

Chinese or Korean language.  

 The second option for third year students is internships at Japanese domestic businesses, preferably 

in the pop culture industry; unlike the study abroad option, informal agreements for student internships 

usually only span two semesters. Ideally, if the company likes the student intern they might make an 

informal job offer to the college student, a saiyou naitei. An internship allows a student to see if they like 

a potential vocational job and receive on-the-job training while still a university student. Most internships 
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took place in the Tokyo area, although I was informed that some students had internships in nearby 

prefectures that made it difficult for them to also attend university courses until the internship concluded.  

 The third option is to enroll in a study abroad program. The majority of Akiba University’s 22 study 

abroad agreements are with educational institutions in English speaking countries: Australia, Canada, the 

United Kingdom, or the United States. As the western academic year begins in August or September in 

comparison to April in Japan, Japanese students doing study abroad for a full year at a western 

educational institution overlap two Japanese academic years. To travel abroad, the student leaves school 

in the fourth semester of the second Japanese academic year and returns before the second term of their 

third academic year at the university. In addition to needing funds for the study abroad program, Akiba 

students must pass the TOEIC, Test of English for International Communication or the TOEFL, Test of 

English as a Foreign Language before they are allowed to apply to study abroad programs. Akiba’s intent 

is to require each student to have a core competency in the English language in order to attend media 

content courses taught in English in a western university setting. Akiba students are expected to follow 

two courses of study when abroad. First, they are expected to further their language studies in English. 

Second, continue to study their chosen digital content major as conducted in English.  

 The majority of the students I interviewed were first and second year students and a few fourth-year 

students. Many third-year students at Akiba choose to take the option to study abroad, so the pool of third 

years to interview was quite limited. There were a few third-year students around; I met two and both 

were in internships, taking classes in the free time they had available when not working as an intern. One 

Japanese student at Akiba told me the reason why he did not choose to study abroad is that it was too 

expensive and his family wouldn’t support the cost of the overseas program. He also felt that it was more 

constructive for his future career to engage in an internship at a Japanese company that made digital game 

software for mobile smart devices.  

 A fourth year student indicated that she had done the study abroad at the end of her second year but 

complained that she had to take refresher courses the end of her third-year: she had forgotten many of the 

vocational techniques introduced in the first two years of study because of the year-long break. Several 

students viewed the long break between vocational training at the end of year two and graduation four 

years later as a major problem with the Akiba University program. One exception to this student 

viewpoint is Chiba, a female fourth year student. Chiba indicated great success with the study abroad 

option as she attended a university in California in her third year. There, she was able to network into her 

own internship at Sony Pictures Entertainment as an aid to an assistant director on a Hollywood movie 

project. One theme of the Akiba student interviews were that those students able to make the most of the 

curricular options offered by the university were those who had good social networking skills, were very 
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proactive, freelancers, or amateur creators, prosumers, conducting their own side creative businesses. 

Personal networking skills offset weaknesses in the Akiba vocational program.  

The Last Year for Shinjuku and Akiba Students: Final Project and Job Hunt 

 The university student’s curriculum in the fourth year is much more straightforward and parallels 

the final year of Shinjuku Academy. During the fourth year at Akiba University, students are only 

required to take two courses: the final project Research Seminar and the Graduation Project. The final 

graduation project, in addition to the first two years of vocational training, is another aspect of the Akiba 

University vocational program that closely parallels the senmon gakkō of Shinjuku Academy. As with 

second-year students at Shinjuku Academy, all fourth-year Akiba University students must plan, create, 

and execute a graduation project as a showcase of the skills they have learned during their vocational 

training and to be used as a portfolio demo in job applications.  

 For both Shinjuku and Akiba, the final graduation project assigned to vocational students as a 

condition of graduation serves a number of functions, for both the schools and its students. First, an 

explicit goal of the final project is as a culmination of the students’ vocational training in their major; to 

showcase of all their accumulated skills and training encapsulated within one final project activity. 

Second, the completed final project serves as the student’s portfolio for job applications to media content 

industry employers. Third, as the main point of the student project is to find a job after graduation, the 

vocational curriculum in the final year is designed so students have the flexibility to work on the project 

while also devoting energies to the job hunt. At both institutions, students in their final year of vocational 

instruction spend considerable time working on their final graduation project, but with flexible hours, 

students can also attend interview and job etiquette seminars as well as consult with the school’s career 

support staff with help in applying to employers. Therefore, pop culture vocational students working on 

final projects are relatively unsupervised, provided they are making steady progress on their final project 

work. As film and animation majors at both the Shinjuku and Akiba typically need the resources of 

expensive commercial software to complete their project, it means they are tethered to campus labs during 

school hours in order to complete their project.  

 In short, most all school activities in the final year of both vocational institutions of Shinjuku 

Academy and Akiba University were structured towards the goal of finding a job for the student. The 

final graduation project is indeed important towards this aim, but not all of the final-year student’s time is 

devoted to just the project, as the final project also provides students time to conduct the job search. It is 

the registration in the final project independent study lab that satisfies official regulations, while 

providing students the time needed to properly hunt for a job. As illustrated in figure 7.1, some Akiba 

students even begin the job hunt as early as halfway through their third year. 
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Figure 7.1. The Job Hunt At Shinjuku Academy And Akiba University 

 
                        

                     *Denotes mandatory class hours for final year students to complete the graduation project. 
  
 In addition to other parallel training and attendance aspects between the four-year university and the 

two-year senmon gakkō vocational programs, that both vocational institutions devote considerable 

resources to the job search in the last year for their enrolled students is a strong indicator that both schools 

serve the same job market in the pop culture production industry. Registration in the required graduation 

project study lab, 8 credits for Akiba students and 216 instructional hours for Shinjuku students, allows 

students in their final year some latitude in order to devote time preparing for the employment 

environment: performing job interviews, learning basic communication skills and job etiquette expected 

in a job setting, and guidance by the school’s career center in crafting a job application that provides the 

best chances of vocational employment. Early in the first semester of the second year or at the end of the 

first year, with the assistance of their major department’s staff and the career center, students begin 

submitting job applications to companies in their chosen vocational area.  

 And so the year-long job hunt is a period of preparing for work, applying for jobs, working on the 

final project, and anxiety about job prospects after graduation. Most fourth-year students at Akiba could 

be found on the first campus or second campus working on their final projects either in the university 

computer labs or on their laptops in the lounge areas. The situation at Shinjuku Academy for second year 

students working on graduation projects was similar, with senmon students often hanging out in the 

lounges until classes were over and the computer labs were available again. 

 While there are many parallel practices, there are some distinctions due to organizational 

classification differences between the two schools. Because Shinjuku Academy is classified as a senmon 

gakkō, MEXT regulations require that senmon students take a minimum of 800 instructional hours during 

First Semester (April - July) Second Semester (September - March) 

Akiba University
Four-Year Vocational College Program (124 Total Credits)

Shinjuku Academy
Two-Year Senmon Gakkou Certification (1656 Total Instructional Hours)

3rd Year

4th Year Job Hunt/Career Seminars
Graduation Project* (8 Req. Credits)

Job Hunt/Naitei: Informal job offers, Internships
Major Focus Vocational Classes (648 Hours) & Graduation Project* (216 Hours)2nd Year

Begin, Job Hunt/Career Seminars
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each year of instruction. As Shinjuku students are incredibly busy preparing for graduation and 

employment, Shinjuku Academy allots 216 instructional hours for the student’s final project lab in their 

final two semesters. Even though most of that lab time second years are doing self-study, the high hour 

allotment provides time for the final project and job hunt while satisfying MEXT regulations.   

 Another difference between the two institution is that Shinjuku also utilizes completed student 

graduation projects as a marketing selling point to promote the school. At the end of the final semester, 

Shinjuku departments schedule a special seminar to watch the presentation of final graduation projects. 

Final graduation projects of school alumni are also used during open campus events and in promotional 

materials to advertise the school’s proficiency in training. At an open campus event at Shinjuku 

Academy, the promotional table in the lobby is usually stocked with various copies of final graduation 

projects by school alumni, including light novels and small collected manga volumes. In the 

demonstration lessons at the open campus events and during lunchtime Doi, the head staffer of the 

animation department at Shinjuku, shows three to five minute animation shorts- the graduation projects of 

previous students. 

 

7.1.2 Attendance: A Difference between Japanese Universities and Vocational Schools 

 

 The importance of class attendance is a key difference between vocation schools and universities. A 

practical way to satisfy employer expectations for trained graduates is to make sure students attend 

classes, actively participate, and learn the required core vocational skills over the two-year certificate. But 

vocational class sessions are long and involved, so missing a single three-hour class can be a loss of five 

to ten percent of the total class grade. Further, vocational courses are typically applied training exercises 

that are cumulative in nature. By missing the instructions for step three of a digital editing assignment, an 

animation student will be significantly behind during the next class session and may slow down the rest of 

the class as the instructor tries to bring them up to speed. For these practical considerations, enforcement 

of class attendance and the sanctioning of absences is a key policy feature of competitive private 

vocational schools for Japanese pop culture production jobs.  

 One of the first tasks of a Shinjuku class session is for a staffer to take class attendance. If it is a 

team-taught session with a staffer and contract lecturer, the staff member will take class attendance as 

well as record student performance grades. The senmon gakkō must ensure that students graduate from 

the two-year program with the basic competencies in their chosen vocation. Otherwise, market realities 

come into play and the reputation of the school’s graduate quality comes into question. Encountering too 
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many poorly trained vocational graduates, pop culture employers with informal hiring agreement 

connections to Shinjuku Academy may begin to look elsewhere for properly trained graduates.  

 It appears to be a common perception among the Japanese public that post-secondary education in 

Japan, particularly four-year university education, is somewhat forgiving and lax about weekly in-class 

participation as long as students can pass tests and exams during the university semester. The university 

campus in Japan provides college students four years to socialize and network after years in public 

education focused on passing the rote memory “exam hell” of university entrance tests. The image of the 

college years as a time to mingle socially does not accurately reflect the situation in Japanese universities 

in recent years. But the impression persists in the public imagination that Japanese universities exist as a 

social playground where college students focus on participation in school clubs and circles until 

graduation, entering society as adults (Okano and Tsuchiya 1999; Rohlen 1983; Rohlen and LeTendre 

1998).  

 Shinjuku Academy staff must quickly disabuse new senmon students of the notions that a two-year 

vocational school is like a university environment, and that lax attendance will be tolerated. The first 

notion is complicated by the fact that higher education vocational schools in Japan have long modeled 

their campus facilities to resemble the university setting. Students must quickly learn that school absences 

have serious consequences in a two-year vocational program. When students skip classes, the school has 

several approaches in place to make students realize there is a potential crisis looming in their vocational 

education. Accountability is an early approach: Staff will first call the student’s phone and email them 

that they are missing classes. If nonattendance continues, the major department head will next call the 

student into a staff meeting room for an advising consultation. Sometimes the session will have several 

staffers with the student alone in the room. If student absences become habitual, the youth’s parents will 

be summoned for an advising consultation. During my field research, I would on occasion see students 

attending crisis meetings with staffers from the student’s major.  

 Finally, if a student misses too many class sessions, they are given one last opportunity to make up 

the lost class time by forfeiting their summer or winter break to take remedial class sessions at the school. 

If students fail to attend and pass remedial classes during school breaks to make up lost training hours 

before the end of the school year, they are failed out of the senmon gakkō. For a student to be in need of 

remedial classes is quite a serious incident at Shinjuku Academy. It presents the last chance for a student 

to catch up on missed coursework before the next academic year—or be expelled from school. In order to 

learn the required vocational skills necessary for employment in the pop culture industry, students must 

accumulate competency through hundreds of hours of practice in core techniques of a trade. Skill 
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deficiencies in new graduates threaten employer networks, jeopardizing the welfare of the institution. It 

makes sense that Shinjuku Academy incorporates remedial class policies into its regular yearly schedule.  

 Further evidence that attendance, and by extension student retention, is of primary importance to the 

senmon gakkō of Shinjuku Academy is the school’s active internal tracking of students. Next to the staff 

lounge in the staff room is a wall of a half dozen locked steel and glass cabinets with class attendance 

rolls and grades. One of the first routine activities of team-taught classes is for a staffer to bring out the 

class attendance book and go over any student issues with the contract instructor. The roll book is an 

important duty of the staffers, whose main job is to perform managerial tasks at the school. Table 7.2 

contains internal school data on student retention to graduation at Shinjuku Academy. The three-year 

average for retention of students the full two years of the senmon program was 77.9 percent, or an average 

loss of 22.1 percent of the senmon students before graduation. The net difference between years was 3.1 

percent, so the overall 77.9 percent retention ratio was relatively consistent on an annual basis. The 

animation major had a significant drop in enrollments in 2009, but the three-year retention ratio averaged 

87.5 percent.  

 The numbers in the category Not Certified for Graduation in the internal data is surprisingly low in 

relation to the retention percentages. Consider the category 2nd Year Enrollment 2009: of the 122 students 

that enrolled as first years in 2008, only 100 were certified for graduation in 2010, whereas three were not 

certified- with listed reasons being one dropout and two expelled. So, what happened to the other 19 

students? Students that dropped out, or were expelled, during the first year at the senmon gakkō are not 

calculated into the year two retention figures by the Shinjuku career support center. This explains the 

discrepancies of much lower retention ratios indicated by raw enrollment numbers in the school’s official 

enrollment figures, as listed in table 7.2. By throwing out the numbers of students lost by the end of the 

first year of the two-year program, the school statistics paint a more optimistic picture of retention. The 

practice of sweetening the internal data skews the 1st to 2nd year retention ratios, 2008-2010 category in 

table 7.3 the most.  

Attendance at Akiba 

 Akiba University also parallels the strict attendance practices of two-year Shinjuku Academy. 

Narratives from former and present Akiba staff indicated that the university attendance policy was once 

the same as most Japanese colleges: placing emphasis on passing the class, attendance required for exams 

but not enforced for class sessions. Four years into the institution’s history, as the first Akiba senior 

classes graduated with four-year diplomas, was when the issue of a traditional university attendance 

policy became acute. Pop culture employers expressed general dissatisfaction in the training quality of the 

university’s first batches of vocational graduates. Poorly trained vocational graduates reflected badly on 
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the reputation of Akiba University as a vocational training program. In a competitive market, the value of 

the university’s training program effectively crashed, which in turn weakened fledgling hiring 

relationships between the hybrid university and media content employers.  

 The problem with the university’s first graduates arose because Akiba conducted the school as a 

university program, tolerating low attendance and advancing students even if they hadn’t properly 

acquired vocational competencies because they had skipped too many classes. Consequently, because 

some of the first waves graduates had not put in the required hours of training for mastery of core 

vocational skills but were passed anyways, all Akiba graduates came to be viewed as bad hires. Why 

would a company want to go to all the effort of remedial training of a vocational four year college 

graduate when it could hire a properly trained student from an established and reputable senmon gakkō 

institution like Shinjuku Academy? Frank feedback from media content employers on the problem with 

the first waves of Akiba graduates was likely a shock to the system. Akiba University did an about-face 

on class attendance policies and implemented mandatory attendance measures. Under the same 

employment sector pressures as two-year senmon gakkō, Akiba implemented similar attendance policies 

to ensure that graduates were properly trained in skill competencies needed to be competitive in the job 

market.  

 Shinjuku Academy assigns the duty of recording and enforcing class attendance to the senmon staff 

member in charge of managing each class. If a class has a contract lecturer, then the duty of the staff 

member who accompanies the contract instructor is to take attendance roll and record grades. Akiba 

University chose a more high-tech solution to ensure regular class attendance. The university ID card for 

each student at Akiba University has an embedded integrated circuit, an IC card, also known as a smart 

card. These IC cards have to be carried by students at all times when on the campus premises. On the 

second campus, outside the orange door for each of the four classrooms on the seventh floor was a 

magnetic card reader strip with a display of the current time. This IC card reader plate was situated at 

chest height right next to the door handle for each classroom. If the student had their student ID on a 

lanyard around their neck, they could simply grab the card and swipe it at the IC card reader.  

 As with Shinjuku Academy, attendance is now rigorously recorded for every class at the university. 

However, in the case of Akiba University, by swiping their student ID with an embedded IC on the IC 

card reader when they enter the classroom, students perform the laborious task of roll call for each class 

session by punching their own “time card” for class attendance. Inside the classroom on the opposite side 

of the wall is an identical IC card reader used by the student to “clock out” when the class is over. At the 

very bottom of the IC card reader was a cord plugged into the base of the device. This Ethernet cable 

connected the IC card reader plate directly to the university’s computer network. By being connected   
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Table 7.2. Shinjuku Academy Retention To Graduation: 2009-2011 Enrollment Data  

Majors > Film Promo Novelist Anime Manga Totals 
       

2nd Year Enrollment 2009       Entered as 1st Years, 4/2008 122 43 22 25 5 217 
Promoted to 2nd Years as of 4/2009 110 41 15 23 2 191 
Completed 2nd Year Enrollment as of 
3/2010 103 38 12 23 1 177 
Certified for Graduation 100 38 12 22 1 173 
Not Certified for Graduation* 3 0 0 1 0 4 
   Reason: Dropped out 1 - - 1 - 2 
   Reason: Expelled 2 - - - - 2 
2nd Year Enrollment 2010 

      Entered as 1st Years, 4/2009 80 37 19 12 6 154 
Promoted to 2nd Years as of 4/2010 60 36 16 11 4 127 
Completed 2nd Year Enrollment as of 
3/2011 58 34 15 11 3 141 
Certified for Graduation 56 33 15 11 3 118 
Not Certified for Graduation* 2 1 0 0 0 3 
   Reason: Dropped out 2 1 - - - 3 
       2nd Year Enrollment 2011       Entered as 1st Years, 4/2010 68 41 27 25 5 166 
Promoted to 2nd Years as of 4/2011 54 39 22 18 3 136 
Completed 2nd Year Enrollment as of 3/2012                               (N/A – Students at 1/2 year mark) 
Certified for Graduation                                                            (N/A – Students at 1/2 year mark) 

!
Majors > Film Promo Novelist Anime Manga Totals 
 

Graduation Retention Ratios 2007-2009 
Ratio of 2nd year graduates that entered Shinjuku Academy as 1st year students in: 
…April 2007 (%) 71.0 87.3 (70.0^) 83.0 (70.0^) 77.3 
…April 2008 (%) 81.9 88.3 54.5 88.0 20.0 79.7 
…April 2009 (%) 70.0 89.2 78.9 91.6 50.0 76.6 
Average two-year retention to graduation %  74.3 88.3 67.8 87.5 46.7 77.9 
Delta in retention range (%) 11.9 1.9 24.4 8.6 50.0 3.1 
Average student loss %, over two years of training at the Shinjuku Academy of Film (%) 22.1 
 

1st to 2nd Year Retention Ratios 2008-2010 
Ratio of 2nd years that advanced from 1st years that originally enrolled at Shinjuku Academy in: 
…April 2009 (%) 90.9 92.6 80.0 95.6 50.0 90.6 
…April 2010 (%) 93.3 91.7 93.8 100.0 75.0 92.9 
…April 2011 (%) 79.4 95.1 81.4 72.0 60.0 81.9 
Average retention % from 1st to 2nd year      88.5 
Delta in retention range (%)      11.0 
Average student loss %, over the first year of training at the Shinjuku Academy of Film (%) 11.5 
 
Sources: Shinjuku Academy combined internal retention data 4/2008 to 8/2011 for 2nd year students. 
Note: Enrollment numbers in Shinjuku’s retention data does not match its enrollment data but the category 
“Promoted to 2nd Years as of April, 20XX” is the closest match. 
* Failure to graduate include repeating the school year, or repeating a semester omitted as no students listed. 
^2007 Graduation data combined novelist and manga majors as one population for a combined ratio of 70%. 
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 “live” to the university’s network, each time the IC card reader was used attendance information was 

automatically sent to the school server- so that the school administration had real-time updates on student 

attendance to quickly address any absences.  

 

7.1.3 The Campus Atmosphere at Shinjuku and Akiba 

 

 The second campus lounge area at Akiba University was busy and lively during my field 

observations. Even while classes were in session in the adjoining rooms, the lounge was always full of 

students who were socializing, checking their mobile phone’s email, using laptops, or even taking a nap 

in the plush couches. The generally upbeat campus atmosphere was an observable difference to that of the 

Shinjuku Academy campus. While I did witness Shinjuku students laughing, joking, and chatting, they 

were generally more serious or perhaps more focused due to the limited two-year training time. I rarely 

saw first and second-year Shinjuku students mingling, and when I asked students directly if they ever 

talked to classmates from the other class year, I was informed in interviews and casual conversations that 

Shinjuku students mostly form friendships with classmates of the same class year.  

 Unlike the Shinjuku Academy student body, Akiba University students often mingled with students 

from other class levels. During my field research at the second campus, I witnessed traditional hierarchy-

conscious Japanese sempai and kohai, senior/junior, social relationships between upperclassmen and 

lowerclassmen. The university students interacted in an amicable and relaxed manner in the second 

campus lounge environment. In general, university students expressed less stress over their major focus 

during interviews and casual conversations. Some students even indicated that they had drifted freely 

between majors until the third-year. A few of the more indecisive students were now fifth or sixth year 

seniors because they could not decide on a major. For some, there was less focus on a responsibility to 

finish and more energy spent to avoid classes they felt were hard. I interviewed two second-year students 

who indicated that they found programming classes difficult so they changed their major in the second 

year. 

 There are several possible explanations why class years easily mixed at Akiba. The first could be 

that despite the various changes in school policy, the campus culture at Akiba remains that of a university 

where inter-year mingling is encouraged. Another reason might be that, unlike the short two-year tenure 

of senmon gakkō training, four years allows for not only a more leisurely training curriculum, but also 

breathing space for genuine friendships to develop between the students. Another contributing factor 

could be the various social clubs and circles the school allows as social activities. While Shinjuku 
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Academy’s student guidebook lists roughly a dozen or so circles and clubs that students may join, senmon 

gakkō students never indicated involvement in the guidebook’s circles or clubs. Because of demanding 

coursework, senmon students usually did not partake in organized extracurricular activities beyond small 

groups of friends going out to karaoke or to eat dinner. 

 Circles and clubs are common extracurricular activities in the college setting in Japan. A student 

who joins a circle or club can develop close friendships with club members. Further, circle or club 

membership typically spans class years; a fourth year sempai may be leading club activities with first and 

second year kohai doing the busy work for the club. One such circle that I encountered at Akiba was a 

dōjinshi circle that produced a fan made manga each year for the biannual Comic Market events. At the 

time I conducted my interviews in July, the circle members were busily preparing its dōjinshi booklet for 

printing and display at their table for the summer Comiket, the 80th Comic Market. The second year circle 

member preparing the pages for printing told me that he was supervised by two fourth-year sempai 

members in his circle. The dōjinshi circle was one of many instances of prosumer freelance activity 

observed amongst university students at Akiba. 

7.2 VOCATIONAL SCHOOL STRATEGIES FOR JOB PLACEMENT  

 I asked Doi, the head of the animation department at Shinjuku Academy, how students in the media 

content vocational field seek out employers after graduation. Doi said that one way is through the 

Kurihaku creative job fair held each January in Tokyo. Kurihaku is very popular for students training in 

creative and vocational fields in video games, animation, video, and web design. Intrigued, I asked if it 

was the practice of Shinjuku Academy to send students to this Kurihaku creative job fair. I was 

particularly interested in whether Shinjuku Academy’s second-year students participated, since their 

primary school activities in their last two semesters consisted of their graduation project and sending out 

many dozens of job applications for vocational work. Surprisingly, Doi replied that no, Shinjuku 

Academy does not actively promote the Kurihaku creative job fair to its student body. Despite this, a few 

Shinjuku Academy students do attend the creative job fair each year.  

 Curious after Doi’s mention of Kurihaku, as well as seeking to discover why Shinjuku Academy did 

not encourage students to focus on the creative job fair, I made a point of attending the next Kurihaku 

event. I would not have to wait long, as the 2011 “Kurihaku Shushoku Festa”, was held from 10:00 A.M. 

to 4:00 P.M. on January 26 at the Shinjuku NS Building. Once there, I managed to arrange a brief 

interview with the head organizer of Digital Media, the company responsible for the Kurihaku event in 

2011. The lead representative informed me that the large game companies of Sega and Konami have been 

regular attendees and core corporate sponsors of Kurihaku since the inception of the job fair in 2004. 
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Outside of the core sponsors, the number and types of companies vary from year to year. The attending 

companies do not provide data on how many students they actually hire from the event, but the Digital 

Media spokesman pointed out that the creative job fair is held about a month before March graduations in 

the Japanese academic school year so it is likely that they do end up hiring a portion of the January job 

fair attendees. 

 The Kurihaku event map in 2011 indicated that the creative job fair was host to 36 different pop 

culture company booths seeking to hire new graduates. These three-dozen companies operate in the media 

content industries of video games, animation, video, web design, as well as others. The majority of the 

company booths were video game and digital animation producers, so Kurihaku was not a primary venue 

where film and animation companies found new employees. Although 14 of the 36 companies 

represented videogame interests at the job fair, there were several Japanese anime studios represented, 

including Studio Hibari, Polygon Pictures, the CG animation branch of the Production I.G animation 

studio, and A-1 Pictures: a subsidiary of anime production company Aniplex, which is in turn is owned 

by Sony Music Entertainment Japan. Also of interest to film majors at Shinjuku Academy or Akiba 

University were another four companies representing movie and film production. Film and anime 

company booths were smaller than the game booths, and company representatives were more relaxed and 

laid back. These film and animation booths had large wall posters of anime productions the company was 

involved with, as well as flat screen monitors playing looped commercial previews of company-produced 

anime. Several film and anime company booths had representatives who were professionals in the 

industry. Throughout the day, they would give presentations on job duties, and in at least one case, 

personal experiences getting hired and working for the company.  

 In particular, one speaker in causal attire was a company animator giving a crowd of thirty or so 

young attendees a motivational talk. This professional animator told the crowd that as graduates they 

couldn’t expect to simply show up at a company to be hired: applicants need to bring a product to an 

interview in order to display the ability to perform their occupation. He emphasized that the best way to 

get hired is to do a great production project and add it to your portfolio. Getting noticed for prior creative 

output significantly increases the chances of securing a media content industry job. The company pro 

concluded the pep talk by telling the gathered audience of students to, “believe in yourself.”  

 Company booths conducted information sessions at the top of each hour. A company representative 

would scan the barcode on attendees’ Kurihaku registration to check them in, then the young jobseekers 

sit at a folding chair in the booth to watch a video or PowerPoint presentation on who the company is, 

company growth, job opportunities, and other company data. If the attendee remains interested after the 

presentation, they again take their registration barcode up to a booth representative who scans it to 
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schedule a one-on-one job interview session on a future date. Participants of Kurihaku were issued color-

coded lanyards at the entrance to the expo hall. The majority of the young attendees had lanyards color-

coded red, indicating affiliation with a four-year university, like Akiba. Only a very small number of 

youthful attendees wore lanyards color-coded blue, indicating affiliation with a two-year vocational 

senmon gakkō, like Shinjuku. 

 

7.2.1 The Shinjuku Academy Career Support Center 

 

 Several months after Kurihaku, Yonai, Shinjuku Academy’s Section Head, arranged a meeting with 

Aoki, the school staffer responsible for tracking student retention, student graduation, and school job 

placement in the pop culture production industry. During this meeting, I inquired why the two-year 

senmon does not actively send students to the Kurihaku creative a job fair. Aoki and Yonai explained that 

Shinjuku students seeking media content industry jobs are better served by Shinjuku’s internal Career 

Support Center. The career center is a separate organization in the Shinjuku senmon gakkō umbrella 

corporation that works to address many critical issues that global competitive pressures bring to the 

vocational marketplace. Shinjuku students are free to apply for work at Kurihaku, but they have a better 

chance securing employment by using the informal school-employer hiring networks, jisseki kankei, 

managed at Shinjuku’s Career Support Center. 

 Shinjuku’s Career Support Center aids staff and students at all of the Shinjuku Academy campuses 

by: 1) maintaining enrollment retention, 2) fostering strong networks with pop culture production 

employers 3) providing students guidance during their job search, and 4) tracking annual school statistics 

on retention and post-graduation employment. Shinjuku’s Career Support Center has a printed mission 

statement on its role at Shinjuku Academy. This statement directly addresses several key points I have 

made throughout this dissertation, both in terms of characterizing the vocational education market in 

Japan, as well as the global aspects of the media content industry. Below, I have paraphrased the 

statement to preserve confidentiality: 

The Career Support Center makes the best use of the school’s close connections with corporations 
in the entertainment industry in order to collect and provide a wide range of information to aid in 
our assigned tasks, such as determining which media content corporations are actively recruiting 
students in Japan as well as corporations in South Korea and China. Another task of the center is 
to offer students guidance in finding employment and then getting hired. One of the ways in which 
career center fulfills that aim is to invite corporate recruitment officers to in-school open campus 
events as well as inviting entertainment agencies to auditions held on our campuses. The Career 
Support Center staff is highly trusted by companies looking to hire new employees (Source: 2010-
2011 Shinjuku Academy Guidebook for International Students). 
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 An important component to the successful operation of a private vocational school is adapting to the 

changing seasonal demands within the vocational markets. One practice is the successful enticement and 

enrollment of youth into the school, another is satisfying employer demand on expected training quality 

for new vocational gradates. The express purpose of Shinjuku’s Career Support Center is to aid students 

in securing employment after graduation from the senmon gakkō. The various services and products of the 

Career Center indicate that the center performs the important function of a facilitator of school-employer 

hiring relations with the media content industry employment sector. True, the Career Support Center is an 

important tool in helping Shinjuku students to secure employment in the content industry, but it is able to 

perform this task by fostering relationships with employers. The result is informal job offers that are often 

accompanied by unpaid internships just before graduation, termed naitei in Japanese. Further supporting 

this evaluation is another product of Shinjuku’s Career Support Center, the employment “Debut Book,” a 

catalog listing jobs acquired by Shinjuku graduates. This book, along with “job debut” testimonials 

scattered throughout the school’s open campus, mailing packets, and online advertising are used to entice 

students to enroll via name-recognition of high profile content companies enjoyed by pop culture fans. 

The detailed tracking and listing of student “job debuts” at pop culture industry companies also functions 

as a written record of Shinjuku Academy’s reputation, as well as a testament of its thick and deep network 

of jisseki kankei relations within the pop culture content industry in Japan. 

 Another way in which second year students at Shinjuku Academy find jobs is the method of 

“throwing everything at the wall and see what sticks,” in other words, pushing students to send out as 

many job applications as possible to saturate the potential job market. During my interviews, some 

students reported having sent out three-dozen job applications just at the start of their second-year. In 

several interviews, graduating second year students at Shinjuku reported that only one or two companies 

expressed interest after submitting 50 or more applications; often including applications for job capacities 

outside of the student’s major of vocational study. There were also reports of students securing post-

graduation jobs by networking with the school’s contract lecturers. Lecturers, who are also active 

vocational professionals in the pop culture production industry work, keep an eye out for promising 

students and sometimes recommend a senmon gakkō graduate for a contract job with a business associate 

in the production industry. Industry lecturer mentors providing employment opportunities occurred more 

often in film than animation and manga majors.  

The “Debut,” Post Graduation Job Placements as a School Selling Point 

 Strong evidence that informal hiring agreements between the vocational school and media content 

employers are important to the health and reputation of the vocational institution may be found in the 

annual Shinjuku publication, “A Look at Employment Debuts,” a 60 page, A4 sized, glossy covered 
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booklet that is included in every open campus information packet and school mailer. Updated with new 

graduate placements in media content jobs every year, the first pages of the booklet feature six in-depth 

profiles of recent graduates from Shinjuku Academy that were placed in high profile pop culture 

companies. The next section of the booklet is a dense list of all the production work that recent senmon 

graduates have had with any level of media content job involvement, be it a one-shot animation project, a 

commercial advertisement, or a television series production. The remaining 40 pages of the debut booklet 

contain a dense list of Shinjuku Academy graduates at all campuses from 2006 to 2010, with their job 

placements organized by Japan’s 47 prefectures. With approximately 60 listings per page, this equals 

roughly 2,400 two-year graduates of Shinjuku Academy for that five-year period.  

 Most of the twelve media content school schools surveyed in Tokyo devoted a considerable portion 

of their promotional mailers to material strikingly similar to Shinjuku Academy’s “A Look at Employment 

Debuts.” School mailers featured glossy testimonials by instructors who work in the media content 

industry as well as by former graduates now employed in the content industry. Several of the vocational 

schools promotional packets included multiple-page listings of high profile pop culture content 

companies where graduates have been employed. These “student debut listings” function as a record and 

confirmation of continuing hiring relationships between the schools and pop culture industry employers. 

 Shinjuku’s “debut” booklet, as well as other school’s marketing are strong indicators that school-

employer agreements are 1) important in maintaining a competitive reputation for vocational schools, and 

2) in enticing young people to enroll in the private vocational institution. The reputation and ranking of a 

university in Japan is an important criterion for elite students in deciding whether or not to take entrance 

exams to enroll, linked in part to a university’s ability to place its graduates in high ranking companies 

and government posts. These elite university and elite public and private job placements are an important 

criterion for elite students in deciding whether or not to take entrance exams to enroll. Likewise, the 

criterion for evaluating educational institutions competing in the vocational education market is through 

the strength of their continuing semi-formal recruiting relationships within the industries for which they 

provide vocational training. Vocational school value is determined by the ability to place graduates in 

vocational employment. So while similar to universities in that respect, unranked schools must entice 

enrollment rather than practice selective sorting through examinations to fill classroom seats. 

 The strong focus on advertising the job placement of senmon graduates at high profile pop culture 

entertainment producers within school promotional packets and glossy booklets has the secondary effect 

of enticing youth immersed in pop culture fandoms to consider enrollment. Pop culture fans reading 

glossy senmon booklets will recognize the names of high-profile pop culture companies and may imagine 

being hired there after graduation from the vocational school and rubbing elbows with their favorite 
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creators as an employee in the company. Many of the students that I interviewed and surveyed indicated 

strong preferences for the works of specific pop culture companies, directors, and creators.  

 Of the students surveyed at Shinjuku Academy who were asked what type of desired or specific job 

position they saw themselves in after graduation, animation majors provided the most evidence that 

school advertising of affiliations with pop culture companies was an effective means of enticing pop 

culture fans to enroll for training. Many animation students who answered with specific responses for 

these questions often did not indicate a skilled job description such as key frame animator, background 

art, or in-between frame animator, but rather, listed a well-known company in the pop culture content 

industry in which they wanted to work. A number of surveyed students indicated specific animation 

production houses such as Studio Deen, J.C. Staff Co. Ltd., Gainax, Kyoto Animation, Sunrise Inc., 

Bones Inc., Studio 4C°, and even Studio Ghibli. The reason students were able to provide such specific 

names for future employers is that these young fans enjoy entertainment products by those specific anime 

production houses. Animation students were influenced by their fan enthusiasm for Japanese pop culture 

entertainment to enroll at Shinjuku Academy. In turn, the vocational school’s training will shape their 

future job prospects. By hanging their hopes on working at a specific famous pop culture company rather 

than just working in the skilled pop culture production occupation, the odds are that the vocational student 

will fail to attain either. Vocational schools such as Shinjuku Academy are aware that their targeted 

marketing in glossy flyers of graduate debuts in promotional school packets attracts pop culture fans to 

enroll as students. So how does the school refocus a pop culture fan into realistic job expectations once 

they enroll as a student? Through visualization maps of pop culture job advancement. 

Job Advancement Maps: Shaping Expectations for On-The-Job Training 

 From the time young fans are first exposed to Shinjuku Academy through promotional flyers, 

mailing packets, and open campus booklets, the senmon gakkō provides flowcharts and mind maps that 

illustrate the many possible paths that enrolled students can take from training to employment in the 

media content industry. The utilization of maps and graphs for employment outcomes from vocational 

training is not unique to Shinjuku Academy’s promotional materials. Among the promotional packets and 

materials I received from the twelve vocational schools in Tokyo, many provided flowcharts and maps 

outlining promised vocational job outcomes for a young person who enrolls in the school and follows the 

prescribed training path. These ambitious flowcharts incorporate the training curricula, entry-level job 

outcomes for graduates, and projected on-the-job training and promotion within the industry after 

employment.  

 The visualization provided by pop culture employment flowcharts in vocational school promotional 

materials serve to entice adolescents to enroll and reinforce currently enrolled students’ motivations to 
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continue training by providing concrete job goals. For our purposes, they also serve as a future roadmap 

of job outcomes for vocational students in the majors of animation and manga at senmon gakkō. These are 

job outcomes tacitly acknowledged by numerous vocational schools through various publications, 

marketing, and advertising materials. The commonality in the job outcomes projected by vocational 

schools allows for a cohesive picture of what the schools offer in terms of training and how its graduates 

are expected to integrate into the pop culture production labor force. School-employer relations and 

competitive market forces maintain the reputation of vocational schools, so it can be inferred that, at the 

very least, entry level occupational trajectories in the diagrams are relatively accurate outcomes. Further, 

most entry-level outcomes are corroborated by lecturers, who are professional pop culture producers. 

 For example, occupational flowcharts make it clear that two-year vocational training offers only the 

most basic of entry-level skilling required for media content professions: years of additional on-the-job 

training is to be expected after initial employment in the vocation. In order to climb to a desired lead 

position as a director or a producer, the vocational graduate will have to navigate within the industry 

through on-the-job training to reach that goal, perhaps for over a decade. It is important to emphasize that 

two-year vocational graduates begin on the lower tier of production work in the pop culture industry, so to 

break into the upper tier of production jobs typically takes incredible determination and endurance. In 

contrast, college graduates still have to pay their dues within the company hierarchy, but their entry level 

jobs appear to be on a fast-track to upper tier careers.   
 

Figure 7.2. Animation Majors And Vocational Job Outcomes* 

 

*Sourced from Shinjuku Academy Promotional Materials, 2010-2011. 
 

 Figure 7.2 outlines training projections for animation majors. Animation majors must take core 

competencies for the animation vocation in the first year of training. In the second year, they specialize in 

one of three or more areas of production for animation. Say an animation major decides to specialize in 

2D analog animation, hand-drawn animation work. If that second-year anime student receives an informal 
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job offer, a naitei, from an animation production house they begin employment right after graduation. 

After graduation, the new employee is trained for on-the-job specialization by the anime company to be 

an in-between or dōga-ka, animator; a lower tier production job. After sticking with it for 5 to 10 years, 

the in-between animator may be promoted to a key animation, or genga-ka, production position. Over an 

indeterminate number of years, the key animator may eventually be promoted as an animation lead. 

Figure 7.3. Manga Majors And Vocational Job Outcomes* 

 

*Sourced from Shinjuku Academy Promotional Materials, 2010-2011. 
 

 Figure 7.3, showing job outcomes for manga majors, diverges significantly from the flowchart for 

animation majors, who end up in more team-oriented company work environments. Although manga 

majors also spend their first year learning core competencies in order to be a manga creator, the manga 

profession, is different from animation vocations in several crucial ways. First, with the exception of a 

very small percent who end up with the public celebrity status reserved for the most successful of manga-

ka, most manga artists work alone as freelancers, selling their completed manuscripts to publishers. If a 

manga artist’s work becomes a big hit, such as the popular Bleach series by Tite Kubo or the Naruto 

series by Masashi Kishimoto, the manga creator is able to afford to hire on assistants to help with 

production work. These assistants can become apprentices to the main manga artist.  

 Second, unlike the production of western comic books where the tasks of writing the story, 

penciling illustrations, inking the illustrations, lettering speech balloons, and the colorist are often divided 

amongst a number of workers, manga creators are expected to perform all of these tasks alone. Therefore, 

the creation and success of a new manga series is usually contingent upon the efforts of a single 

individual, often over many hours for low contract pay. A more successful new manga creator with 

regular work output might be able to secure a contract for regular work with a large publisher. So, if the 

manga student is able to get a manga publisher to recognize their creations, then the student is able 

“debut” at the end of the second year into the profession as a manga-ka. Otherwise, the manga flow chart 

indicates that the student will need to undergo further training through coursework, even after graduation, 
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until their manga work is acknowledged in a contest or competition and awarded a contract for a manga 

manuscript. 

School-Employer Connections Lead to Naitei, Informal Job Offers and Internships 

 Aoki explained that over the 32 years of Shinjuku Academy’s history, the institution has cultivated 

informal agreements and relationships between school organizations and pop culture employers, termed 

jisseki kankei in Japanese. One common way in which Shinjuku students are successfully hired is through 

established informal recruiting agreements with employers. One of the most visible manifestations of 

such relationships at Shinjuku Academy is the practice of informal or unofficial job offers, naitei, by 

Japanese companies to senior students while still attending school. This soft job offer may also include an 

unpaid internship by the employer, during the final school year before vocational graduation.  

  The related practice of prior agreement between Japanese businesses and universities that offers 

university students the right and obligation to work, has been established as a legally binding labor 

contract with the Japanese Supreme Court ruling on the Dai Nippon Printing Case on July 20, 1979. 

However, with that exception noted, current Japanese labor laws do not directly address such informal 

employment offers. Further, it is unclear if the Dai Nippon Printing Case equally applies to vocational 

job offers, as they appear to be even softer job offers. Even without the possibility of legal sanctions, 

vocational soft job offers aren’t risk-free for media content companies that use the practice. As with the 

pressure on vocational schools to ensure the quality of training for their graduates is up to employer 

expectations, likewise all parties expect such offers to be honored unless rational extenuating 

circumstances arise. If a company backs out of naitei, word will get out and it may damage the 

employer’s informal hiring relationships with training schools. Schools might advise students to skip that 

particular company in their job hunt.  

 The practice of soft hiring for final year vocational students benefits all three parties: the student, the 

employer, and the school. For students, such a job offer tremendously reduces anxiety about finding a job 

in their new vocation after graduation. For pop culture content companies, it has the benefit of reserving a 

pool of potential employees to meet yearly hiring quotas. For Shinjuku Academy, the advantage of 

informal job internships is that they enhances the school’s reputation, both towards 1) the market of high 

school graduates seeking a post-secondary school for vocational training and 2) within the job market in 

satisfying company expectations for properly trained vocational graduates. Being able to compete 

effectively in both of these markets enables the private institution of Shinjuku Academy to remain 

profitable and established. 

 For students, the school-employer arrangement of ‘soft-hiring’ benefits the students because they 

receive vocational training above and beyond the core skill competencies offered by the vocational school 
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by learning company-specific software and techniques while they work at the pop culture content job as 

an intern. However, these arrangements have a common stipulation: students offered them must complete 

their required school curriculum, including the final graduation project, and graduate in order to be 

formally hired. As they are typically offered during the last year of the student’s training, the final project 

is usually far from complete so students must spend their last school year juggling on-the-job training at 

the company with finishing up vocational school requirements for graduation. It can therefore be inferred 

that employers who extend informal job offers are doing so based on criteria other than the final project. 

So the final project becomes even more important for students that did not receive informal job offers 

during their last year of schooling. They function as an enhancement to the job portfolio that hopefully 

makes the graduate more marketable when looking for a job. Much of the final year of school time at both 

the two-year Shinjuku Academy and the four-year program at Akiba University is dedicated towards 

securing unofficial soft job offers from pop culture content industry employers. 

 Second year Shinjuku Academy students are advised by senmon gakkō staff to apply to media 

content companies in the industry related to their majors of study during their first semester. When a 

second year Shinjuku Academy student sends out a job application, there are four typical responses: 1) no 

reply at all by the company, or 2) outright rejection of the student’s job application. For companies that 

are partial towards hiring the senmon applicant, they respond with either 3) an informal job offer, a “soft 

hire,” or 4) a direct job offer after graduation. 

 For employers, the recruiting relationship-driven practice of taking on second year senmon gakkō 

students as interns allows the company to try out a probationary employee with relatively low risk, no 

pay, and only a loss of the time invested in the potential hire. The payoff is that successful internships 

provide the company with senmon graduates that are fully acclimated to the company’s corporate culture, 

verify the training quality of the students in core vocational skills required for employment, and use the 

internship to train in proprietary production techniques. One perk that some companies provide to pop 

culture content senmon graduates who were company interns is to forgo the 90-day probationary period of 

employment.  

 If a company does extend an informal job offer, the vocational student can receive it as early as 

August, with the expectation by all parties, the student, the school, and the company, that the student will 

graduate in March the following year. This can give enrolled students roughly seven months between the 

unofficial promise of employment by a company and graduation. There is a period between the initial 

informal offer and the first day of employment, naitei kikan. Aoki, the Shinjuku career support center 

representative who tracks retention, graduation, and job placement, states that informal job offers can and 

do fall apart in the seven months before a student can graduate. Reasons can range from problems with 
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the applicant not living up to naitei stipulations of the agreement or even the company changing its mind. 

The timing of initial offers is highly dependent on the company. According to Aoki, large corporations 

tend to be very selective and very slow to answer job applications, as it is a buyer’s market for high 

profile media content companies. Smaller organizations tend to be hungrier and in need of new workers, 

so they are more aggressive seeking out new hires each graduation season in Japan. 

 Often, the informal job offer will stipulate that the second year student participate in an internship at 

the company during the period before graduation. Such internships provide the student with on-the-job 

training in their desired vocational workplace, and provide the company a chance to acclimate the student 

to corporate culture and company production techniques. Internships provide two vital functions. First, 

internships allow the company to train students with company-specific skills and equipment so that once 

the student graduates, they are already specially trained; the primary cost to the company is time invested 

in the youth. Second, internships are a good test of employee/employer fit before a company begins a 

formal hiring contract. The duration of such internships is dependent on the size of the company. Small 

companies are typically willing to take a second year student into an internship almost immediately after 

the student accepts the informal job offer. In contrast, Aoki reported that larger corporations might wait 

on offering an internship until the 90-day period before vocational graduation at the end of March.  

 Aoki provided one real world example of hiring practices by content industry companies. Imagica 

(imagica.com), located in Higashi Gotanda, Tokyo is one of the largest post-production houses in Japan 

for film and CGI productions. Imagica will hire on new senmon gakkō graduates as contract labor for 

three years. If the person has a satisfactory performance record at the end of those three years, Imagica 

will offer the person full regular employee status, seishain. It depends on the company, but Aoki reported 

that large companies that offer transition into full employee status after a three-year period require that 

contract workers to take an in-company employment exam. If the contract worker can pass the company 

exam, they are promoted to full seishain status. Therefore, in addition to a three-year period as a contract 

hire, many companies have a proficiency exam as an additional barrier to entry into full employee status. 

 

Taro Becomes an Animator: an Example of the Intern to Vocational Employee Process 

 Naitei, informal job offers with internships are a vital goal of the job hunt by second year Shinjuku 

students. If a student manages to secure an informal job offer, they have secured not only immediate post-

graduation employment, but also a head start in the company, which may aid in job retention. Through its 

institutional practices with second year students, Shinjuku Academy recognizes the importance of these 

informal offers to their private institution’s operations, both in terms of boosting enrollment with exciting 

post-graduation job placements, and as a way to bolster school-employer networks with pop culture 
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content employers. Shinjuku Academy’s umbrella corporation maintains the Career Support Center to 

help students and staff from all four campuses. The career center performs this task by advising students 

through seminars, providing personalized guidance on the most effective methods of crafting job 

applications, etiquette and dress standards during the job search, and mock job interviews. Shinjuku’s 

Career Support Center knows the ins and outs of the job application process, tracks the current state of the 

job market in the content industry, who is hiring this season, the type of vocational skills that are being 

sought out that particular hiring season, and so on.  

 If students follow the Career Support Center’s guidance and advice, the student’s application might 

catch the attention of a company’s human resources department. In addition to pointing students towards 

particular companies that are known to be hiring, the Career Support Center can also act as a point of 

contact for students with no networking skills by calling the company and asking for current job postings 

as well as fielding inquiries on the school’s projected graduation numbers. Beyond job and application 

preparation and functioning as a point of contact between students and companies, the guidance center 

utilizes direct recruiting network relationships by the outright pulling of strings and favors to recommend 

a student to a company for employment.  

 The way the job application process works is “Taro,” an animation major at Shinjuku Academy, 

indicates that he wants to apply for employment in vocational jobs related to his major of study, 2D 

analog animation. Shinjuku’s Career Support Center advises Taro on how to format his application, what 

to include as a work sample, and what companies this season are looking for workers in his area of 

animation production. The Career Center supplies Taro with a list of 20 to 30 animation production 

companies looking for new hires with Taro’s specific skill set. Only 10 percent of companies respond to 

application canvasing with of any sort of job offer.  

 Taro always wanted to work at Madhouse, a premiere animation studio. If the Career Center advisor 

determines that Taro’s vocational training in 2D drawn animation is incompatible with Madhouse’s 

production openings for digital animators, or that the company is out of reach due to a policy that favors 

university graduates, the Career Center will advise Taro on a company that is a better fit. Perhaps he 

should apply to small to medium-sized animation production companies like Artland Studios, as they are 

looking to hire new 2D analog animators this season. The Career Center then advises Taro how to fill out 

applications as well as key points companies look for in the job application. At the Career Center’s 

recommendation, Taro submits his job applications in January; his application includes a three-minute 

hand-drawn animation movie class project as a sample of his vocational skills. Shinjuku Career Center 

helps Taro properly format and submit his job applications to companies that were actively looking for 

new hires with his skill sets.  
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 In this hypothetical instance, Taro’s application catches the eye of smaller-sized Artland studio as 

well as the larger Bones studio. Artland, a smaller but established 2D animation house responds in August 

to Taro with an informal job offer. However, Artland prefers not to take students on as unpaid interns- in 

case the student takes the skills learned as an intern to another company after graduation. For his part, 

Taro is relieved, as he knows he has a job waiting for him in seven months and can stop his job search, a 

major activity for seniors at both Shinjuku Academy and Akiba University. During Artland’s naitei kikan, 

the period between the informal job offer and the start of employment after graduation, Taro can the focus 

on his second year senmon gakkō studies until he graduates next year in March.  

 To complicate this hypothetical scenario, Taro was extremely fortunate in that among his 30+ 

application submissions to animation industry companies, the larger production studio of Bones also 

noticed Taro’s application. Bones Studios, as a large anime production house with many moving parts, 

notifies Taro of their interest through an informal job offer letter in October; several months after 

Artland’s initial contact with Taro. Bones prefers internships, but as a large company, likes to start 

internships just three months before March graduations.  

 So in a hypothetical scenario of receiving informal offers from two high caliber animation 

companies, Taro has a dilemma. He found out about the Bones offer much later than the Artland’s 

informal job offer and may have already accepted the Artland’s promise of employment. Also, the Bones 

offer requires an unpaid internship the last three months of his second year while he’s trying to finish his 

final project and graduate from Shinjuku Academy. On the positive side, if Taro participates in Bones’ 

unpaid internship, he’ll learn all about the company and receive company-specific on-the-job training in 

his vocational occupation. So when Taro graduates from Shinjuku Academy in March, he will begin work 

as a contracted vocational worker in the lower tier of animation production already trained and integrated 

into the Bones’ production team. 

 Again, it depends on the company, but senmon graduates typically begin as contract labor their first 

three years at the company in the lower tier of production work doing repetitive, outsourceable labor for 

long hours and low pay. As a contracted worker, Taro does not have job security and can be let go by his 

company at any time. According to Shinjuku’s Aoki, during the first three months to one year, new hires 

typically have probational status, where the worker can be let go from the company for any reason. 

Continuing the hypothetical case, after three to five years as a contract hire the quality of Taro’s 

production work is such that Bones offers him status as a full regular employee, a seishain. After five 

years as a contract worker, Taro passes the employee exam and is promoted to a full employee of the 

animation company, and perhaps the bottom rung of the upper tier of production work.  
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 Taro’s vocational training path began with core/basic skilling in his media content vocation over his 

two years at Shinjuku Academy. If Taro ended up at Bones in this fictional example, then he received 

three months of on-the-job training specific to Bone’s production techniques as an intern. Further, during 

his three years as a contract hire, Taro continued to learn his trade by performing on-the-job tasks as a 

dōga-ka, an in-between animator, before finally becoming a seishain, a full status employee, in year five. 

Therefore, Taro may actually required five to seven years of vocational training in order to become a full 

employee at a media content company: two years of rudimentary skills at a senmon gakkō and another 

three years of applied on-the-job training as an in-between animator, a dōga-ka, before completing his 

trajectory into a full time employee as a key frame animator, a genga-ka. Consider that senmon gakkō 

graduates may graduate in a shorter time than university students, but they spend additional years 

performing on-the-job specialized skilling that approaches parity with college graduates. The practice of 

hiring a vocational school graduate with basic skill sets with the intent of providing further training in the 

work environment is a common Japanese business hiring practice, sustaining informal agreements 

between schools and employers in Japanese society.  

7.3 A TWO-YEAR TECHNICAL CERTIFICATE OR A FOUR-YEAR DEGREE? 

7.3.1 Akiba University Student Narratives on Deciding to Attend: The Value of a Degree 

 

 The focus of the four-year program at Akiba University is primarily digital professions with majors 

in digital film, digital animation, computer graphics, web design, graphics design, and IT programming. 

During my field research at the university, I was able to conduct 27 interviews with students enrolled at 

the institution. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 provide breakdowns of the students interviewed in terms of school year, 

nationality, gender, and school major. One interesting pattern is that the non-Japanese ratio of 

interviewees, about 26 percent, was somewhat close to the school’s stated student body percentage of 

international students, 20 percent. Although I only provide four student narratives, the personal stories of 

many of the 27 students interviewed are similar in that students were either 1) unable to pass entrance 

examinations into their first choice universities or, 2) they were pushed by outside actors: it often took a 

parent or sibling to introduce the idea of enrollment at Akiba University. So most Akiba students 

interviewed fell into the first pair of motivational categories defined in Chapter 3: redefining the goal 

posts for success, or outside pressure to move into adult responsibilities. Both of these reasons to train are 

more in line with the film majors at Shinjuku Academy than those found among the animation or manga 

majors.  
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 Even though the university was essentially offering training for working class vocational jobs, there 

are strong indications that most Akiba students came from middle class family backgrounds, due to 

family reactions to the choice. Students who were interviewed related parental unease about the chosen 

subject of study. Several students recounted that their parents did not see how a degree in digital 

filmmaking or digital animation would land their child a job after graduation. After overcoming 

misgivings about their children choosing pop culture content training, several interviewees said that when 

parents finally accepted the idea of a pop culture major of study, their parents pushed them to choose a 

four-year university over a two-year senmon gakkō offering vocational training in the media content 

industry. Still, even in successfully pushing the university option on their children, parents’ reactions to 

their children “choosing” Akiba University ranged from surprise in choosing a relatively unknown and 

foreign sounding institution, to relief that their son or daughter was seeking job-training rather than 

lingering in the household as a freeter, NEET, or hikikomori. One university senior in the graphic design 

major acknowledged that he was in fact formerly a hikikomori shut-in for several years before enrolling at 

Akiba University, hence the reason why he was so much older than his classmates. Most parents 

eventually relented on the choice of Akiba University: even if it was a small, unranked, and obscure 

institution, it still conferred an accredited four-year bachelor degree, desirable by many middle class 

Japanese parents over the two-year certificate option. 

 A common theme in the student narratives was the ease in which they were able to gain entry into 

Akiba University. Once an undecided high school student had attended an open campus event or was 

persuaded by a family member, sibling, or friend, the university quickly sent out a representative to 

conduct an interview and administer a basic placement test. As I interviewed students actively enrolled in 

Akiba University, I cannot quantify how many students Akiba rejected in the application phase during 

their high school years. I can, however, extrapolate that based upon the number of student interviewees 

reporting failure on entrance exams for ranked universities, sometimes two to three personal picks, and 

the reported relative ease in which they were accepted into Akiba University, that failing the interview 

and application for acceptance into Akiba University was a relatively uncommon event. Unlike ranked 

universities that utilize selectivity through entrance exams for new enrollments, Akiba University: 1) 

targeted marketing at pop culture consumers, 2) offers immersion in Akihabara, 3) uses enticement to 

enroll through open campus events, as well as 4) alumni who currently function as the strong recruitment 

tool. As is the case with two-year vocational senmon gakkō like Shinjuku Academy, being accepted for 

enrollment into Akiba is not all that difficult nor based on prior academic achievement; the main feature 

is that young people on the market for vocational training become aware that the vocational university 

with the “strange-sounding name” exists in the first place. 
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Table 7.3. Breakdown of Akiba Student Interview Pool by Year/Nationality 

Major > Film 3DCG Web Design IT Totals 
1st Year 2 4 3 1 1 11 
  Japanese 2 4 1 1 1 9 
  Non-Japanese 

  
2 

  
2 

2nd Year 4 2 
   

6 
  Japanese 3 1 

   
4 

  Non-Japanese 1 1 
   

2 
3rd Year 1 

    
1 

  Non-Japanese 1 
    

1 
4th Year 1 2 3 2 1 9 
  Japanese 1 1 2 2 1 7 
  Non-Japanese 

 
1 1 

  
2 

Totals by Major 8 8 6 3 2 27 

Table 7.4. Breakdown of Akiba Student Interview Pool by Nationality/Gender 

Major > Film 3DCG Web Design IT Totals 
Japanese 6 6 3 3 2 20 
  Male 4 3 3 1 2 13 
  Female 2 3 

 
2 

 
7 

Non-Japanese 1 
 

1 
  

2 
  Male 1 

 
1 

  
2 

Westerner 1 2 2 
  

5 
  Male 1 1 2 

  
4 

  Female 
 

1 
   

1 
Totals by Major 8 8 6 3 2 27 

      
    Source: Compilation of basic data from 27 Akiba University qualitative interviews. 
    Abbreviations: Film = Digital Film, 3DCG = 3D Computer Graphics, IT = Information Technology 
 
 Akiba University student narratives and staff conversations reflected the value placed upon a 

university degree within Japanese mainstream society. However, the value of Akiba’s four-year 

credentials were tenuous in comparison to established and ranked Japanese universities. The vocational 

training offered at Akiba for the media content industry is not a mainstream university education in Japan, 

so there is some dissonance in the minds of the students about their choice of an educational path. I noted 

that during interviews, some students exhibited apathy about the educational choices that brought them to 

enroll at Akiba University. Several students bluntly admitted that a parent or sibling took the lead for the 

decision-making process to attend. Further, for youth who “suddenly found” themselves as students at the 

university, they commonly had vague and nonspecific answers about goal setting and future employment. 

It is clear that Akiba students are aware of the low ranking of their university and the unusual nature of 
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the Akiba vocational program, yet they still expressed gratitude that they were able to get into a four-year 

institution, any four-year institution.  

 Comparing the school atmosphere at the two-year Shinjuku Academy with the four-year Akiba 

University, the university students had a generally happier and more content attitude than the two-year 

students about their working lives after graduation. With a shorter educational window of two years, 

senmon gakkō students may experience greater stress than Akiba students. Perhaps this is due to the much 

more intensive experience that two-year trainees undergo during the explicit vocational training and 

implicit socialization taking place in the senmon gakkō environment. Continuity, school culture 

conformity, school uniforms, and contract lecturers as mentors and role models combine for an immersive 

transformation that enables students to effectively become their vocation through active performance. 

The Digital Effects Film Major 

 Hirano, a first year student in the digital effects film major at Akiba University, was originally from 

Fukuoka Prefecture, about a 12-hour train ride, and roughly 680 miles distant from Tokyo. She currently 

lives in an apartment a 50-minute train ride away from the university. Hirano comes from a family of six, 

and before university lived in a multi-generational household where her father supported the family as a 

farmer in Fukuoka in southern Japan. However, Hirano’s father sometimes participates in a standup 

comedy troupe, a gekidan. Growing up watching her father’s performances, Hirano said she wanted to be 

a standup comedian too as a kid. That changed in high school when Hirano got involved in the high 

school broadcasting club where she did school PA announcements, made short movies, and hosted local 

radio programs.  

 Hirano decided that she wanted to attend college and so took entrance exams for three Japanese 

universities, Waseda and Hosei in Tokyo, and Mejijo in Nagoya Prefecture. Unfortunately, Hirano was 

not able to pass the entrance exams for her three top university picks. Her friend, already a second-year 

Akiba University student suggested she apply to Akiba. Hirano also considered the vocational school of 

Yoyogi Animation, but in the end chose Akiba University because she felt that if she could, she had to try 

to earn a university degree, not a senmon gakkō two-year certificate. What influenced her to choose the 

digital film major over the animation major was growing up watching Japanese detective mystery series 

like Inugami-ke no Ichizoku and science fiction novels by Yasutaka Tsutsui.  

 Chiba is a fourth year Akiba digital effects film major from nearby Kanagawa Prefecture. Chiba’s 

family is comprised of her older brother and her two parents. Her mother works in a shopping mall and 

her father is a sports coach at a university in Kanagawa. Chiba lives in an apartment 15 minutes away by 

train, though she sometimes comes to the campus by bicycle, which takes considerably longer. Chiba 

grew up enjoying western films such as works by filmmaker Tim Burton, but during our interview she 
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stated that really never had a pivotal moment where she knew she wanted to be a filmmaker until she saw 

Pixar Animation Studio’s movie Toy Story. The CGI animation work in Toy Story left such an impression 

on her as a youth that when it was time to apply for college during high school she sought out schools 

offering digital animation programs.  

 Chiba indicated that she applied to a couple of other universities but was not able to pass the 

entrance exams. At the time she was applying to universities, Chiba’s older brother was already attending 

Akiba University but failed before the end of his first year of attendance. Perhaps her brother’s failure put 

Akiba University in the back of her mind, so on a whim she indicated interest in the university and a 

month later an Akiba representative showed up at her high school and administered an interview and 

exam with Chiba’s high school advisor present. Chiba was notified a month later by the university that 

she had been accepted as an incoming freshmen. At the time of our interview Chiba was a fourth year 

university student who had just returned from a study abroad program in Long Beach, California. She 

said that the program consisted of a homestay with immersion English classes. Most importantly, she was 

able to secure a freelance job working as an aide for an assistant director at Sony Pictures Entertainment 

for a period of nine months. Chiba enthusiastically concluded that she really learned a lot from the 

Hollywood experience. 

The Digital Animation Major (3DCG) 

 Hatta is a first year 3D computer graphics animation major who lives with her family of four in the 

northern outskirts of Tokyo. Hatta’s commute from the family home is an hour by train and bus each way 

to the university campus. Her father’s occupation is as a truck driver and her mother is a homemaker. In 

junior high school and then again in high school, she joined the school brass band as a trumpet player. 

During junior high school when her classmates studied about the events of World War II she realized that 

she didn’t know anything about the world outside of her circle of friends and family. It was then that she 

gained an interest in foreign films and documentaries about WWII and initially decided that she wanted to 

be a German-Japanese translator. As she entered high school, language study proved too difficult for her 

but she still enjoyed foreign films, especially action films by actor Arnold Schwarzenegger. When the 

Harry Potter series of movies came out she was fascinated by the digital special effects and in high school 

decided to search out schools that offered programs in 3DCG training.  

 Hatta came across Akiba University in a college listings guidebook, during her second year as a 

high school student. When she indicated her interest in applying to Akiba University to her parents, she 

said that her parents were quite surprised by the strange English-sounding name of the university and 

were unsure if the institution was reputable. Hatta was able to convince her parents go with her to an open 

campus event and see the university’s atmosphere and training programs. Soon after her third year of high 
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school, Hatta’s parents let her apply to the university in September, which consisted of a face-to-face 

interview with an Akiba representative, a placement test, and a sketchbook exercise with an Akiba 

University instructor. One month later, in October of the same year, she was accepted as a freshman 

student. 

 Maeda is a third year digital animation student from Sao Paulo, Brazil. His family of seven is still 

back in Brazil where his mother is a nurse in a hospital and his father works in auto repair. Maeda lives on 

his own in an apartment a 20 minute commute from the university campus. Maeda’s family supports his 

tuition and rent but he still needs to work part-time at McDonalds 15 to 20 hours a week, as well as 

freelancing on small digital editing projects because Tokyo is so expensive. In his first two years as a 

student, Maeda worked at his McDonalds job 40 hours a week to support himself, but with his freelance 

digital editing work, he has had to cut back. As with other Brazilians of Japanese decent, Maeda was able 

to secure a special visa to stay an extended time in Japan. He initially came to Japan in order to earn quick 

money to attend university back in Brazil.  

 When he first arrived in Japan, during his first year he worked at an LCD display factory in Gifu 

Prefecture while attending a Japanese language school. During Maeda’s second year studying at the 

Japanese language school, one of his language teachers introduced him to a friend working in post-

production at Shirogumi Inc. (shirogumi.com), a Japanese company that develops CG cinematics for 

video games. He was hired as an intern and was trained on the job by company professionals to do CG 

special-effect techniques. However, he wasn’t confident in his ability and anything he made by himself 

belonged to the company. So he sought out formal training with the intention of eventually forming his 

own freelance business. A friend of his was already studying at Akiba University and so Maeda attended 

a university open campus event and decided to apply. Now in his third year, his main struggle is the 

foreign language track emphasis on English. He lamented there were too many English classes and Maeda 

still didn’t feel if he has improved his skills in speaking English. As a third year non-Japanese student 

with no interest in the study abroad option, and as Maeda had already interned at Shirogumi before he 

ever entered university, Maeda has chosen to take supplemental vocational and business English classes 

while he tries to get his freelance video effects and post-production enterprise off the ground. 

 

7.3.2 The Value of a Four-Year Degree in the Japanese Educational Sector 

 

 As per Article 1 of Japan’s School Education Law in 1947 and amended in 2006,  

Universities, as the core of scholarship activities, shall cultivate advanced knowledge and 
specialized skills, inquire deeply into the truth and create new knowledge, while contributing to 
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the development of society by broadly disseminating the results of their activities (Japan’s Basic 
Act on Education, Act No. 120 of December 22, 2006).  

Akiba University is classified as a four-year institution in the university sector of Japan’s educational 

market. Universities fall into three types, national, public, and private institutions of higher education, 

situated in the post-secondary sector of Japan’s education system. In the case of Akiba University, it falls 

into the latter category as it is privately owned and operated. What this means at the most basic level, is 

that the institution is organized as per administrative guidelines set out by MEXT for universities and is 

officially accredited by a Japanese governmental agency to award bachelors degrees in six different 

majors of study as well as one masters degree in one field of study. Universities are considered the 

mainstream academic track of Japan’s educational system for middle class employment, and as a result 

are strictly controlled and regulated by MEXT to ensure that all students in the university sector receive a 

relatively uniform quality of education. As the primary measure of academic achievement in Japanese 

society, a university degree represents a passport into a middle-class career. For these reasons, the societal 

value placed upon the credentials offered by a college degree in Japan is understandable; the doors a 

university degree opens and the opportunities it presents are considerable for young adults from middle 

class backgrounds who seek employment.  

 In contrast, Japan’s non-university sector, typically organized as two-year vocational training, is 

considered ancillary to the main educational track of four-year education in Japan. Vocational training is 

not typically considered part of Japanese academics, but a for-profit industry for training skilled 

vocational labor. Vocational training in the non-university sector is not as strictly controlled by MEXT 

regulations and senmon gakkō must actively compete in a nearly pure market setting in order to entice 

high school students to enroll in their institutions. As non-university institutions must focus a portion of 

their organization’s resources on marketing and competition, the reasoning follows that the quality of 

education at two year vocational schools becomes secondary to profit margins. Therefore, the Japanese 

public views the educational quality of vocational training offered by for-profit companies as uneven and 

suspect. Accordingly, the Japanese public as a general rule tends to be cautious and devalues the 

education offered by non-university private schools.  

 Another factor that impacts the Japanese public perception on the value of the post-secondary non-

university training sector arises from Japan’s entrance exam industry and its hierarchy of Japanese 

university rankings. Japanese business and industry jisseki kankei network practices for hiring have 

commodified graduates from highly-ranked universities as the most desirable candidates for new 

corporate hires, with most placing more value on the name of an esteemed university over a student’s 

coursework major. Japan’s corporate culture practice of skimming the cream of the crop of four-year 
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graduates from highly ranked universities produces social prejudice against unranked institutions such as 

private institutions in the non-university sector, which are ranked lower in quality than even the lowest 

ranked university. Thus, graduates from non-ranked educational institutions tend to be ignored as job 

candidates for primary track employment in middle class occupations; even if the quality of education 

provided in a vocational school is higher than that offered in a university program. As a young institution 

and hybrid organization that straddles the university and non-university sectors of higher education, 

Akiba University is at the very bottom in the Japanese university ranking hierarchy. Therefore, the barrier 

to entry into Akiba University is quite soft, with the school focusing more on enticement strategies than 

the selective approach to enrollment that high ranked colleges practice through very competitive entrance 

exams. 

 It is important to point out a distinction between the senmon gakkō Shinjuku Academy and 

mainstream colleges and universities in Japan. All of the programs offered by Shinjuku Academy are 

short in duration; the campus only offers two-year training programs whereas colleges and universities in 

Japan commonly offer four-year degrees. Those who earn four-year degrees in Japan commonly end up in 

middle class, white-collar employment. The four-year college degree is the minimum bar of entry into the 

Japanese white-collar job market. There are many different levels and ranks of job placement and 

employment available to college graduates in Japan based upon the reputation and rank of the university, 

as well as the informal hiring agreements between the university and the corporate sector.  

 For youth in Japan who cannot pass college placement exams in their third year of high school, 

opportunities are severely constrained for a mainstream middle class corporate career. Some high school 

graduates, nicked named rōnin, Japanese for “master-less samurai”, are so determined to pass college 

entrance exams they attend special cram schools for year or more in order to re-attempt passing college 

exams in the next year. Those youth unable to pass university exams after several years may end up in 

non-university vocational schools like Shinjuku Academy, as freeters who flutter between part time labor, 

as NEET not seeking any form of education or training, or in the worst cases, as hikikomori, shut-ins in 

the family home. 

 Globalization of job markets has impacted Japan’s national labor force as corporations and industry 

sectors have moved towards flexible employment models in order to stay profitable. Inverting the school-

to-work transition for young people in Japan, the demands of global markets reshape the training 

processes to produce new skilled workers. The ability of the educational sector in Japan to prepare and 

train youth for work in parts of the Japanese economy subject to global economic pressures becomes an 

important benchmark of that educational institution’s utility and relevance. While Shinjuku Academy has 

the trappings of a technical institute or junior college, students who attend earn a two-year certificate for a 
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vocation in the lower production tier of Japan’s pop culture industry. Most students who attend Shinjuku 

Academy are aware, at least on some level, that the training and certificate they receive at Shinjuku 

Academy will not offer the opportunity of employment in white-collar careers as full-time regular 

employees with job security. The training at senmon gakkō and the job placement offered by the 

vocational sector in Japan is a school-to-work trajectory into skilled working class trades in the Japanese 

economy. 
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CHAPTER 8.  
ARE POP CULTURE JOBS COOL? A WORKING CLASS DESTINATION 

8.0 COOL WORKPLACES: THE IMAGINED VERSUS THE REAL-WORLD  

 Having tracked the trajectory of young individuals to the completion of their vocational training, 

what comes next? This chapter examines the post-graduation jobs available for senmon students when 

their vocational training ends. Higuchi, a contract lecturer at Shinjuku Academy provided the most 

informative framing on the challenge of gainful employment in the Japanese media content industry for 

senmon gakkō graduates:   

  
     I think it is important to first define what it really means to “get a job” in the media content 
industry. In Japan, getting a job means being employed by a company. However, in this industry, 
employment also means that you are a professional. In other words, until someone or some 
particular company in the industry pays you money for your work, you are not considered a 
professional in the Japanese working world; you are just an amateur. The line between a 
professional and amateur creator is fuzzy. There are amateur content producers who are as skilled 
as the paid professionals who work in content industry companies, but having the status as a 
‘professional’ in the industry is an important distinction.  
     And in order to work as a professional creator in the content industry, you need to have 
connections with people and organizations. And to create those connections, you need a system 
that allows you to network, which is a company or organization that is part of the content industry. 
In the job market, new grads lack these advantages that established vocational workers already 
possess, and companies in the industry prefer hiring those with existing personal networks.  
     I should emphasize that becoming a successful professional in this industry is only the start, as 
an individual needs a great deal of endurance and willpower to fight for work and recognition in 
Japan’s entertainment industry (Contract Lecturer Higuchi, in response to the Staff Questionnaire). 

 An active professional in the industry, Higuchi’s characterization of the Catch-22 situation for new 

graduates seeking to gain employment in the industry was a sentiment shared by other staff members. It is 

the problem of legitimacy: in order to be considered a professional in the industry you have to be 

employed, and employers prefer to hire individuals that are already established in industry. Throughout 

the staff and student surveys and interviews a common thread was that, in order to build that legitimacy 

for gainful employment, networking and connectivity with others in the workplace is an important asset 

to nurture. Ian Condry’s recent work indicates that human networks form a web of opportunities for 

further employment and job projects in media content industry creative collaborations (Condry 2009; 

2013). 

 Higuchi presents the definition of a pop culture content “professional” as a binary status: either you 

are a paid professional within the industry, or you are an unpaid amateur creator. This binary does not 

define professionalism in terms of skill or creative ability, but professional legitimacy through formal 

employment status with a production company. With some amateur creators, prosumers, being as talented 
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as established professionals makes pinning down the definition of “professional” based only on skill 

problematic. Therefore, the primary priority of vocational graduates for becoming professionals is to gain 

legitimacy and insider status through employment within the pop culture production industry.  

 

8.0.1 Desired and Realistic Work after Graduation for Shinjuku Academy Students 

 

 During my three semesters of participant observation at Shinjuku Academy, I became curious as to 

what enrolled students visualized themselves doing for work after graduation. In my casual conversations 

with students I noticed that, when asked about where they would like to work or where they saw 

themselves in the future after graduation, for the most part, students tended to proffer vague and 

nonspecific statements. During qualitative interviews with students, I was able to draw out specific post-

graduation employment desires and plans, but only after prompting beyond the original question set. Most 

likely, this was because students were reluctant to verbalize or dwell on their situation after graduation 

face-to-face with another person. To remedy this, I designed the final category of the Shinjuku Academy 

survey to include a series of questions about work in the future. The aim of the survey questions was to 

determine how clear, or conversely how vague, students were about their planning and visualization of 

pop culture industry employment after graduation. The intent was to generate a series of responses for 

desired or ideal industry work, possibly rooted in pop culture fan biases, versus practical speculation on 

future occupations based upon vocational training and socialization received since enrolled at Shinjuku 

Academy.  

 With such a small population size it is difficult to be too granular in analysis, so I grouped several 

types of student responses into two larger categories, I = Indicated industry employment of some type, NR 

= A nonspecific response to future employment. Why 31 percent of the 204 respondents chose not to 

answer the questions is unknown. It could be that the student had no idea, didn’t feel that an answer was 

dignified, or was uncomfortable about the question. When considered within the context of the entire 

survey, “no response” can actually be classified as a type of response- a choice to not enter information.  

 Only about 15 percent of students reported desiring a specific vocational job in their major field of 

study, with about 23 percent stating they desired a job related to the industry of their major. These 

percentages were reversed when students were asked what they expected: about 21 percent expected a 

specific job in their major, and 15 percent a job in the industry of their major.  Among both first and 

second year students, less than half listed any specific response, and nearly 60 percent did not respond. 

 Student self-projections for work in the pop culture content industry remain relatively unchanged 

between years one and two at the senmon gakkō. About 41 to 45 percent of the student body expressed a 
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desire to work in the media content industry after graduation is comparable to Shinjuku Academy’s post 

graduation internal data. Female students were somewhat less likely to offer specific responses than male 

students. Lower survey responses by female students enrolled at the two-year vocational school can be 

explained by differences in societal expectations placed upon young females in Asian countries in 

comparison to young males and current gender representation in Japan’s pop culture industry sectors. 

Responses by female students to survey question 3B, “How did you find out about this school?” indicated 

fewer female pop culture professionals as role models. As a generation of women entering the film 

industry with limited role models, it might be tougher to envision where they’ll be after graduation. 

Therefore, making declaratives about future employment might have been likewise difficult to make.  

 For the final question in section 4 of the Shinjuku Student Survey was Question 4e, “What kind of 

creative work do you see your self doing in 6 months, 1 year from now? How about 5 years from now?” 

less than half of the film majors, and only about a quarter of the small number of manga students thought 

they would be working in the industry after five years; the percentage of animation majors was even 

lower. The remainder either did not answer the question or gave very vague or ironic answers.  

 When examining student responses on future vocational work, vague and stock responses make 

sense with Shinjuku Lecturer Higuchi’s framing of employment in Japan. The state of being employed, 

preferably in the student’s chosen vocational field, is the most important ambition: as it satisfies the goals 

of legitimacy and membership as a “professional” in the media content industry. The details don’t matter 

as much as employment status. Second year students in particular don’t dwell on specific job positions or 

career goals, the primary anxiety is simply acquiring employment in the media content industry after 

graduation. Some of the vague, noncommittal responses and even the lack of any response in the survey 

might also be explained in that pop culture fan interests are more crystalized in student minds than 

abstract notions on the future employment. I noticed that for a fair number of students who left questions 

about their future employment blank on the survey, many still found the time to answer questions about 

their favorite pop culture influences, sometimes in paragraphs of great detail, as well as offer long 

passages on their inspirations to study in their vocational major.  

8.1 WORKING CLASS REALITIES IN JAPAN’S POP CULTURE INDUSTRY 

 Otani has worked in Japan’s entertainment industry as a professional scriptwriter and director for 

over 20 years. He got his start at the bottom, doing odd jobs on film sets. Through professional 

networking over the years, he has built a film industry career, directing dozens of films in Japan’s Yakuza 

and Pink Film genres in the 1980s and 1990s. At Shinjuku Academy, Otani moonlights as a contract 

instructor who teaches script writing classes for film, animation, and manga majors. As with other staff 
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and instructors at the school, Otani firmly believes that the enjoyment of entertainment, consuming 

movies and anime, should not be the only motivation to work as a professional in the pop culture content 

industry. He worries about his students after graduation, as two-year schools like Shinjuku Academy are 

the lowest rung of training for the Japanese entertainment industry. Otani maintains that, although they 

don’t realize it at the time they are enrolled as senmon students, the senmon certificate represents the 

youth’s only practical chance to gain production employment in Japan’s pop culture industry. Otani 

emphasizes that Shinjuku Academy graduates end up in the lower working class tier of contract labor 

with low pay and grueling work schedules. Based on his own experiences working in Japan’s film 

industry over the last two decades, long term job retention of young senmon gakkō graduates is very low: 

he estimates that about half of the young grads drop out of the entertainment industry by the end of their 

first year of work. By five years, only 10-15 percent of senmon gakkō graduates will still be working in 

the industry. After quitting production jobs, Otani conjectures that vocational dropouts usually end up 

working in service sector employment in supermarkets and convenience stores.  

 I bumped into Otani on numerous occasions during my three semesters at Shinjuku Academy. 

During one of our conversations between classes, Otani brings up some problems he has had with 

students lacking originality, instead writing scripts that directly copy a show of their favorite pop culture 

entertainment. He observes that being an avid fan of Japanese pop culture can serve to draw students to 

the senmon gakkō, but pop culture consumption practices can’t sustain students across the threshold to 

professionalism in the very different work-a-day world of production company deadlines. Otani believes 

that to succeed, students need to be flexible about their expectations of what they’ll be doing as a job after 

graduation.  

 
8.1.1 Shinjuku Academy Internal Statistics 
 

 Aoki is a company staffer from the Shinjuku Academy Career Support Center that serves all of the 

Shinjuku campuses. His job is to track issues such as enrollment, student retention, student motivation to 

seek employment in the industry, job placement, job application counseling, and post-graduation job 

placement tracking. The Shinjuku Academy statistical data provided to me by Aoki was only for the 2009 

to 2011 school years at institution and was not in its raw form but presented in tables, limiting secondary 

analysis. Further, there are glaring flaws with the internal statistics provided to me by Aoki, such as 

omissions and possible sweetening of the results for positive business promotion of the private institution. 

With that said, I am grateful that I was granted access to internal data on Shinjuku Academy. The type of 

data collected and internal analysis performed within the career support center was also an informative 
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window on school practices. That the private two-year institution has a staffer assigned to collect and 

analyze statistics for student retention, motivation to seek industry employment, and post graduation 

tracking, indicates that these are organizational issues that are critical enough that the institution devotes 

resources to track, analyze, and if necessary, modify school policies to adapt to the changing vocational 

market.  

Shinjuku's Internal Data on Post Graduation Job Placement and its Problems. 

 The most complicated data set provided to me by Aoki was that of Shinjuku Academy’s post-

graduation tracking data for 2009 to 2010 second-year graduates, condensed and reformatted for table 8.0. 

The first category row in table 8.0, 2nd Year graduates, lists straightforward graduation data for students 

who completed their second year of training at the senmon gakkō, sorted by each school major. Film has 

the largest enrollment at Shinjuku and the manga the lowest. From 2009 to 2010, the second-year film 

major had a significant drop in enrollment, a 44 percent decline between the two years whereas the rest of 

the majors stayed relatively steady in enrollment size. Of interest in the internal data is that second-year 

graduates have a stable male-to-female gender ratio of 2-to-1 over the two-year period. This aligns with 

my own student survey data, with a ratio of 73 percent male to 27 percent female. 

  The problems with Shinjuku’s internal statistical data in table 8.0 begins when in the second 

category row, Willing to work in the media content industry interacts with school majors. No explanation 

was provided by the school as to how this category, a desire to work in the content industry, was 

determined. The issues are the lack of context for data collected and how the results were gathered: 

willing to work at any industry job or one in their major? And was the category determined through a 

question posed to students, a survey, or in some other way?  

 A related problem is the ratio analysis based on that second category row by Shinjuku staff: ratio for 

those willing to work in the media content industry. I independently checked this ratio data, and the ratio 

was created by dividing the responses to Willing to work in the media content industry by the population 

numbers provided in the 2nd Year Graduates category. With the unknown way in which the original 

category of Willing to work…was determined, it calls into question the derived ratios given for second-

year students. With this caution about the source data in mind, data analysis of second-year students for 

both genders indicated that 62 percent had willingness to work in the media content industry. 

 The third major category row in table 8.0, Naitei, received an informal job offer from a content 

industry company is internal tracking data on the number of second-year graduates who had received 

informal or unofficial job offers prior to graduation from the two-year school. While not provided in the 

original source data from Shinjuku’s career center, I generated the category, Ratio for those that received 

informal job offers of 2nd Year Graduates in the population of second-year graduates for 2009 and 2010.
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This missing piece of analysis from the original statistical data was quite revealing: only 39 percent of the 

second year students in 2009-2010 received unofficial job offers from pop culture employers. Informal or 

unofficial job offers from industry companies are not binding as various issues can arise both on the 

student side and the company side. The job is unofficially offered but not necessarily waiting at the end of 

vocational school graduation. No additional internal data from Shinjuku Academy was provided 

confirming whether or not students were actually employed by the company after the naitei offer. 

Although the school’s data set implies that second-year students that received informal job offers were 

hired, it does not provide secondary data to concretely indicate that any naitei offer ultimately resulted in 

employment.  

 The fourth category row, Not yet employed or no job offers was found in the original statistics but it 

combined both male and female students into one category in the original data set. It is unclear if this 

unemployment data refers to inability to find work at all, or the inability to find work in the pop culture 

production industry. Performing my own secondary ratio analysis on the combined 2009 to 2010 

numbers, I arrived at Ratio for not yet employed/ with no job offers. The reported total of unemployed 

second-year graduates was 23 percent. Conversely, 77 percent of Shinjuku graduates ended up employed 

in some capacity. If 39 percent of all graduates in both years that received informal job offers end up 

employed in pop culture companies, and the unemployed 23 percent is removed from the total number of 

students, then an additional 38 percent of graduates who did not receive informal offers were still able to 

find employment after graduation, presumably in the pop culture industry.  

Comparing Shinjuku’s Internal Statistics With Staff and Contract Instructor Feedback 

 In the search for alternatives to the statistics provided in table 8.0, I went to staff questionnaire data 

results in Staff Questionnaire Section F, Question F1 “How are (Shinjuku Academy) students placed in 

jobs within the industry?” Compiled Shinjuku staff responses on employment percentages fill out the 

picture on success rates for employment after graduation from the two-year senmon gakkō. Staffer Fukada 

observes, “at Shinjuku Academy, approximately 50 percent of the students find a job in the entertainment 

industry. It totally depends on the student’s major, but in the case of film production majors, many of the 

film students end up working as freelancers. This outcome is distinctive in comparison to the other 

majors.” Fukada’s estimate of 50 percent is only 11 percent away from the 39 percent generated in the 

ratio analysis row for 2nd-Year graduates that received naitei job offers in table 8.0. Staffer Doi provided 

a more optimistic percentage, “I understand that approximately 70 percent of the students get a job that 

has something to do with their major. But the type of employment varies from full-time employment to 

temp work, part-time, or even freelance assignments.” Staffer Matsui’s estimates align with Fukada’s, “in 

the anime department where I work, at least half of the students are placed in jobs after graduation in the 
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industry vocation that they expressed an interest in.”  Staffer Okuda estimated the employment rate for 

film majors as well as job retention: 

I can only speak to my own department in the film major, but almost 70 percent of the students are 
placed in jobs related to visuals. About 50 percent of those end up in editing jobs. The rest are 
either in filming or production. In terms of the genre they end up working in, such as TV series, 
commercials, or music videos, the percentages differ widely… it’s my opinion that those students 
who decided they wanted to work in industry and actively went job hunting, they will stick with 
the job 5 years or more and become a professional in their field.  

For students who were not placed in jobs by the time they graduate, even if they do become 
employed in the industry, they are likely to quit within 3 years and change to work in a completely 
different job sector (Staffer Okuda, in response to Staff Questionnaire Question F3 “What are 
some of the biggest challenges for Graduates 1-5 years after graduation?”). 

As a final counterpoint to the data in table 8.0 is Higuchi, contract lecturer and industry professional: 

It varies depending on the major specialization, but on average 50 percent of the students find a 
job by the time they graduate. Some industries have an almost 100 percent employment rate, but 
not so with the creative industry. I know of a number of cases where people who want to work in 
the media content industry have had to work at odd jobs for 5 to 10 years in order to support 
themselves until they gain a claim as a successful creator in the industry.  

Of course, many people quit trying long before they reach that by many years struggling to break 
into the industry. So, it is a bit hard to accurately assess the student employment rate in in media 
content industry. It goes without saying that in order to be a film director, writer, producer, and so 
forth, you need to accumulate a great deal of experience. Moreover, there is the problem of many 
people who work for many years as freelancers but see themselves as part of a creative team- but 
the company only views them as contract employees and treats them as such (Lecturer Higuchi, in 
response to Staff Questionnaire Question F3 “What are some of the biggest challenges for 
Graduates 1-5 years after graduation?”). 

 
8.2 ENDURING THE CHALLENGES OF A WORKING CLASS JOURNEY  

 There are various challenges that a senmon gakkō like Shinjuku Academy must deal with in 

preparing students for the job market after graduation. Often, these are problems that the student brings 

with them to the vocational school that in turn become additional obstacles the senmon administration 

must overcome to deliver on the client promise of work in the media content vocational sector. Staffer 

Doi observed, “we are seeing an increasing number of students that have academic problems. Most 

vocational schools do not deny students on the basis of academic ability. Therefore, we get students with 

serious academic issues. I am not saying that we should have a stricter selection process for incoming 

students, but I feel that the school should at least require basic academic knowledge from applicants.”  

 Staffer Taniguchi noted another common problem that, “our students recently are increasingly 

passive. On one hand, it’s good for us teachers because they are easy to handle, but on the other hand I’d 
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like to see more students motivated to become professional creators.” Taniguchi was concerned because, 

“a lot of students seem like they are simply enrolled here to be taught, and they see the vocational school 

as an extension of public education. And because the pop culture content industry is not the kind of place 

where you can learn just one correct answer, I think that this trend in passivity can be a great hindrance 

after graduation.” Okuda agrees that passivity is a growing problem amongst the student body, “although 

I’ve only worked at the school for two years as a staffer, during my prior years as a student assistant and 

then as a vocational student myself, a decreasing number of students display personal independence.” 

Okuda offered that it might be a product of Japan’s compulsory education system’s recent emphasis on 

yutori, giving students more latitude rather then strict boundaries, but “there seems to be many students 

enrolled at the school who cannot understand what to do unless they are given detailed instructions, and 

many of our recent students behave in a manner much less mature than their actual age.” Staffer Fukada 

implied that a problem related to passive students is that, “the school is seeing more and more students 

that are not accustomed to being yelled at. When these types of students graduate, even if they have 

secured a good job in industry, I think it is a shame that they will quit their jobs so easily after being 

scolded a few times by their boss.”  

 Another problem with the current generation of students is the increasing inability to follow through 

on training from start to finish and transition into the job market. Staffer Nishimura observes that, “there 

are many students who are reluctant to find a job and have a negative image about working.” Staffer 

Fukada adds, “one of the biggest issues we’re seeing now is that students tend to delay their search for a 

job.” Staff member Matsui presented it as more of an issue of indecisive students who avoid vocational 

tracks that require hard work. Doi states, “there are students who are serious about pursuing their original 

career goal when they entered the school, but there are also students who try to change their career track 

and pursue something that looks easier. I think this latter group of students has been increasing in recent 

years. I find that students today tend to avoid vocational fields that require hard work and effort.” 

Contract lecturer Higuchi, an industry insider, observed that there is an issue of lower endurance on the 

part of incoming students. The crux of the problem for students is that, “even though students took the big 

step forward in their dream by enrolling in the school, some just quit outright or take a long leave, 

because in their mind, what they’re doing during their training is not what they thought they would be 

doing before they enrolled (emphasis mine).” Higuchi encapsulates the thought process of these students 

with, “the road to my dream is more precarious than I thought it would be before entering school. The 

problem is, these types of students think that work in the pop-culture industry that they admire is going to 

be easy.” 
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The Problem of Weak Communication Skills in Students Over the Last Decade 

 During my research, several contract lecturers working as professionals in the pop culture 

production industry emphasized that the ability to network and make interpersonal connections is an 

important component of successfully working in an entertainment industry production atmosphere. 

Collaboration and team effort are common features in the production of creative media, and as such, it is 

important for individuals that are employed at pop culture industry companies to be assertive and able to 

effectively communicate their thoughts to coworkers and superiors. Shinjuku Academy’s promotion staff 

interviews with Kurosaki and Hoshi acknowledged that newer generations of enrolled students invested in 

pop culture consumption tended towards introversion and shyness, so easily forming friendships and 

developing professional networking becomes a problematic prospect after graduation.  

 Manga-ka and contract instructor, Kiraku, pinpointed communication as a common problem that 

hinders Shinjuku Academy students when transitioning from technical and vocational training into the job 

search, “it might sound a bit outrageous, but recently we are encountering students at Shinjuku that do not 

have basic communication skills that should have been taught at the high school level or even lower in the 

primary education system.” In addition to teaching his students the technical skills necessary for of 

making manga, Kiraku makes it a point to improve their communication skills to help students “obtain 

common sense as a mature, full-fledged members of society,” as it is important for an employee to “be 

able to say greetings, be responsible, and to be able to express yourself in a way that people can 

understand.” Communication abilities are crucial skills for building human connections and networks 

after graduation in the media content industry.  

 Staffers Doi, Fukada, and Sakamoto all agree with Kiraku’s assessment that, in addition to technical 

vocational training, a major focus of the school’s instruction has become the broadening students’ 

communication skills. While weak communication ability is problematic during the student’s two-year 

enrollment at the school, it becomes a grave crisis for the senmon gakkō if students with the inability to 

communicate graduate and transition into the vocational workforce. Graduates who are unable to 

effectively interact with their new employers to do their jobs properly are deemed poor quality recruits, 

which in turn serves to weaken the reputation of Shinjuku Academy in the vocational employment sector. 

Introversion and social awkwardness have become so common amongst enrolled students, and the most 

pronounced amongst incoming animation majors, that addressing the issue of poor communication skills 

prior to graduation has become a paramount concern for the school. It is so pressing a matter, staffers and 

contract lecturers have devoted additional resources and made it a secondary aim in the vocational 

training curriculum to broaden students’ ability to communicate.  
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 The fact that Shinjuku Academy sees so many of its students suffering from poor communication 

skills in the last decade is partially attributable to the types of youth targeted in vocational school 

marketing. Through the enticement-to-enroll method of fulfilling enrollment quotas, the senmon gakkō 

attracts youth who have immersed themselves into fandoms of favorite pop culture entertainment. 

Growing up in a digital age, it is increasingly possible to invest considerable time engrossed in online 

enjoyment of entertainment as fans and hyperconsumers in online fan communities and networks, while 

participating with relative anonymity. Leisure pursuits in the digital sphere make it possible for youth to 

severely limit their human interaction as they are growing up, thus limiting opportunities for the 

development of face-to-face interpersonal communication skills, a situation that I hypothesize leads to 

social awkwardness and cases of hyperconsumerism. By the time youth fostered through online 

consumption reach the age of consent and enroll in a vocational institution, it is entirely possible they 

have never attempted to communicate with people outside of their small circle of immediate family and 

friends. So when youths who are deeply immersed in online pop culture fandoms arrive at Shinjuku 

Academy, they begin as students who have never developed the appropriate social and communication 

skills needed for adulthood. These youths relate more to the fictional characters in pop culture 

entertainment and come across as awkward and introverted outside their inner circle of family relations. 

Future Employment Prospects 

 Anime department head, Doi had this to say about student’s visions of future employment, 

“Unfortunately, the reality is that a lot of youngsters give up and stop pursuing their dream career in the 

entertainment industry. It’s often much harder to ‘continue working’ in the content industry than it is to 

simply ‘enter’ the industry.” First year anime Staffer Matsui expands on the dilemma for new graduates,  

Despite how much a student may love the creative works coming out of content industry, they will 
face many obstacles that they never even imagined until they start to actually work in industry. 
This experiential knowledge is something that can’t be taught by teachers at a school and is hard 
to understand until in the work environment. These challenges include 1) low wages, anime 
creators especially suffer from this problem, 2) the need to cooperate with people from different 
walks of life, since you’re part of an organization you cannot do things as you please, and 3) long 
working hours.  

There are many vocational graduates who give up working in the industry at an early stage 
because of these challenges. So sticking with the job despite the many hardships they face and 
putting their name on a list of animators for any kind of anime is something I wish for my students 
one year after graduation. And I would expect them to become the key animators for anime 
production teams within five years of graduation (Staffer Matsui, in response to Staff 
Questionnaire Question F3 “What are some of the biggest challenges for Graduates 1-5 years after 
graduation?”). 
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Perhaps the most instructive response was by staffer and Shinjuku Section Chief Yonai, who provided a 

detailed account of his personal experiences transitioning from vocational training into a production job, 

In an answer to the question of the challenges that new graduates encounter, I would like to refer 
to the hardships that I experienced personally when I graduated from vocational school. One, 
because I spent most of my school years in the Kansai area, when I moved to Tokyo for work it 
was a complete culture shock. New grads that must relocate for work will need to adjust to their 
new environment. Second, new grads will need to become accustomed to irregular hours and 
intense work shifts that they did not experience when they were training in school. For example, I 
personally had a hard time concentrating at my industry job for eight hours straight. Third, new 
grads will meet many people who are better than them in terms of skill and knowledge. They need 
to recognize their personal weaknesses, and despite them, stay motivated and committed to 
improve their abilities (Section Chief Yonai, in response to Staff Questionnaire Question F3 
“What are some of the biggest challenges for Graduates 1-5 years after graduation?”). 

Most of the staff responses included the concern about long working hours as a major problem for new 

graduates sticking with their job appointment. Staffer Okuda added, “Sadly, the reality is that most 

companies in visual production are violating Japanese work regulations and therefore, there are almost no 

regular working hours. Sometimes people fall ill because of working conditions, which forces the rest of 

the production team to spend many nights at work unable to go home except for several days a month.” 

But Okuda was optimistic about job retention, stating that graduates who drop out of the industry usually 

do it within the first year, if graduates are able to endure the first year, they end up staying in the industry 

long-term and by 5 years end up as film cameramen, editors, or operators.  

 
Several staffers were less optimistic, Staffer Sakamoto stated,  

I honestly have no idea how they will turn out in 1 to 5 years from now. I think it is good that 
you’ll never know how they become in the future. There are some graduates who I thought would 
never make it but actually became very successful. But on the other hand, there are other graduates 
who were very active in school but gave up in the end (Staffer Sakamoto, in response to Staff 
Questionnaire Question F3 “What are some of the biggest challenges for Graduates 1-5 years after 
graduation?”). 

And staffer Taniguchi in the novelist and manga department at Shinjuku Academy painted the grimmest 

picture for graduates, “in a year, probably about 30 percent of our department’s graduates will still be 

writing or making manga in the family home as a NEET or hikikomori. By the five-year mark, I believe 

that most of my graduates will have given up on writing or drawing, with only a very few that continue 

and receive a creative recognition of some sort and will be able to transition into professional status.” 

Drawing a Picture: Post Graduation Work for the Manga Industry, the Manga-Ka 

 Although the manga major represents smallest portion of the enrolled student body at Shinjuku 

Academy, one of the respondents to the Shinjuku staff questionnaire. Kiraku, a contract lecturer in the 

manga department, gave a tangible contextual examination of the manga-ka job market in answer to 
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question F2, “What is your opinion on the current job market in the department you teach?” Kiraku 

began his career in manga in the mid-1970s when he was hired on as an assistant to a manga-ka. 

According to Kiraku, in the 1970s the relationship between staff assistants and the manga artist was much 

more hierarchical than it is today. Ideally, the job position as an assistant to a manga-ka is akin to being 

an apprenticeship to a master craftsman, with the aim for assistants to eventually become professionally 

paid manga creators in their own right. Successful manga-ka can afford to hire assistant staff as full-time 

employees, but unknown manga-ka can only afford to hire on part-time assistants, without a contract, for 

as little as 15,000 yen a month or 1000 yen an hour.  

 Kiraku notes that, “the manga industry is currently in very bad shape for those seeking employment. 

The circulation of most every manga magazine has declined or discontinued except for Shōnen Jump.” 

Because of the economic downturn caused by low circulation numbers, the entire manga industry is in a 

downward spiral. Publishers are competing to sell magazines and comics at ever-cheaper price points, and 

the manuscript fee paid to manga-ka becomes increasingly smaller, so manga artists cannot afford to hire 

assistants anymore. Some established manga-ka are able to retain assistant staff using older royalty fees 

collected for tankōbon, bound volume reprints of their serials in weekly manga publications.  

 When manga creators suffer from economic hardship, Kiraku laments that it “influences young 

ambitious people to not pursue this occupation, which further contributes to the decline of the quality for 

manga, and as a result, manga sales worsen.” Having worked in the manga industry for over 30 years, 

Kiraku hates to be pessimistic, but it has been 50 years since manga were first published for a young adult 

audience in Japan; perhaps it is inevitable that the manga genre will fall into decay. Even if the Shinjuku 

Academy students he trains are unable to make a living by drawing manga, he hopes they will at least 

strive to continue publishing their works in the stable and fertile ground of the dōjinshi amateur fan 

market, or perhaps selling works in the digital medium online, cutting out the middleman of the publisher. 

8.3 A CASE STUDY: ANIMATION STUDIO, ARTLAND INC. 

 With only a few weeks before I was scheduled to end my field research and leave Japan, an 

academic colleague was able to set up with a visit to Artland Studio and an interview with Artland 

emeritus animator Noboru Ishiguro in August of 2011. Artland’s offices are located in Musashino area in 

the outskirts of Tokyo, just a couple of train stops away from my old apartment in Kichijōji. It takes a 10-

minute walk to arrive a nondescript three-story building as shown in plate 8.0. Located in a quiet 

neighborhood, the Artland building was built in the 1970s. Artland has been located at this address for the 

last 27 years. Prior to the move to Musashino, Artland maintained offices in the Shinjuku district, but the 

Shinjuku location proved too expensive for the company’s operating costs. As I arrive at the building, I 
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spot Noboru Ishiguro just walking down the stairwell next to the first floor entrance to Artland. Ishiguro 

welcomed us, opening the front door of the Artland offices where we were greeted by several staff. 

Plate 8.0. Artland Studio’s Front Door 
 
Plate 8.1. Noboru Ishiguro 

  

        Source: Researcher’s Field Visit, 2011 Note: “A passionate coffee for the fighting man... 
Bahamote Coffee.” The poster is a parody of a real 
product, Boss Coffee brand, sold by Suntory in Japan. 
Source: Researcher’s Field Visit, 2011 

 

 Born in 1938, Ishiguro passed away at age 73 in March of 2012, less than a year after my visit to 

Artland Studio. Pictured in plate 8.1, Ishiguro had a long career of over five decades in the Japan’s 

animation industry in lead production roles for a number of iconic animation industry works in the 1980s 

and 1990s. He had personal involvement in over 58 animation productions and directed a number of 

highly influential and iconic anime productions that, arguably, came to define the anime style for an era 

of Japan’s animation industry. Prime examples of Noboru Ishiguro’s contributions include the 1974 series 

Space Battleship Yamato for a 26 episode run, distributed in the west under the title Starblazers; the first 

color Astro Boy series in 1980 for a 52 episode run; the 1982 Sci-Fi space opera, Super Dimension 

Fortress Macross, for a 36 episode run and distributed under the title Robotech in the west; the 1983 

series Super Dimension Century Orguss with a 35 episode run; and the 1988 series, Legend of Galactic 

Heroes with a 110 episode run. In addition, Ishiguro directed several acclaimed original animated movies, 
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OAVs, including the 1985 classic, Megazone 23; as well as the 1984 OAV, The Super Dimension 

Fortress Macross: Do You remember Love?, a film adaptation of the broadcast TV Macross series.  

 Artland studio was founded by Ishiguro in 1978, and as of 2014 the production company is owned 

by video game maker and anime producer Marvelous AQL. Marvelous AQL, the parent company of 

Artland Inc., lists Artland as having a working capital of 5 billion yen (maql.co.jp), about $49 million 

dollars US as of 2/10/2014 (oanda.com). At the time of my visit to Artland in 2011, Ishiguro was semi-

retired but still had a considerable presence at the studio. Over the last 36 years of the company’s history, 

Artland has performed in various animation production capacities, from overall animation production, key 

animation, second key animation, in-between animation, production assistance, finishing animation, 

backgrounds and other roles in over 250 animation properties. 

 During the company’s zenith as an industry production house in the 1980s and 1990s, Artland 

primarily performed lead animation production and key animation work. Today, Artland is a large enough 

organization to still take the production lead on one or two anime series every year, such as the 2008 

series, Gunslinger Girl -Il Teatrino- for a 13 episode run; the 2008-2009 series, Tytania for a 26 episode 

run; and the 2010 series of Demon King Daimao for a 12 episode run. However, it also appears to be a 

common practice in Japan’s animation industry to outsource various segments of a production project to 

various subcontracting companies, as indicated on the right side of figure 8.0. Even when Artland 

produces the primary 22 to 24 minute animation for a broadcast series episode and then delivers the final 

completed project to the client, other companies may still be involved as subcontractors to produce 

segments such as the introduction or ending sequences, or even digital animation sequences, CG, for the 

animation project. In the last ten years, Artland has increasingly taken on work as a subcontractor for 

production assistance and in-between animation for larger, high budget animation production houses, 

such as Bones, J.C. Staff, and Madhouse. During my tour of the Artland offices, I was informed that 

Artland also works on various small animation projects, such as the artwork and intro/outro animation for 

pachinko cabinets, a form of pin-ball popular in Asia, as well as short animated introduction sequences 

and cut scenes for video games.  

 The first impression of the Artland offices was a cramped and disordered one, with boxes or stacks 

of paperwork in any spare space in the office. Later, the somewhat disorganized and unruly state of the 

offices was explained: several years ago, the building next door caught fire and the flames spread to the 

Artland building, causing quite severe fire and smoke damage to the Artland offices. Ishiguro joked that if 

we thought the current state of the offices looked messy, they were even messier before the fire damage 

renovations! The renovations were an excuse to tidy up the offices. The first floor of Artland was 

responsible for the front-end business tasks of the company, most of the desks on the floor were occupied 
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by staff and clerks in charge of the daily paperwork, accounting for the company, dealing with business-

to-business matters, as well as public relations. The first floor entrance to the Artland building opened 

into a room furnished by office desks arranged in clustered islands with no privacy dividers, a relatively 

standard Japanese business practice. What differentiated the Artland office environment on the first floor 

from others I had seen in my years living in Japan was how tightly packed together the desks were, as 

well as the general clutter of paperwork stacked on every flat surface. The computers on the desks in this 

office area looked old. Another feature common to offices in Japan, such as also seen in the Shinjuku 

Academy staff room, was the magnetic whiteboard to the left of the office entrance. On the whiteboard 

were magnets with the names of Artland staff. Those working the current shift had their magnetic markers 

placed on the whiteboard in labeled boxes for their assigned shift duties.   

 At the time I visited Artland in 2011, Ishiguro stated that the number of workers at the studio was 

around 50 people, including full-time permanent employees, known in Japanese as seishain, as well as 

contract-based workers. During our conversation in the conference room, Ishiguro indicated that Artland 

is always looking for new 2D animators, individuals that hand-draw each frame of animation in an analog 

manner on a flat piece of two-dimensional paper, in contrast to more contemporary 3D digital animation 

techniques performed on computers. Continuing, Ishiguro told us that the number of employees at 

Artland remains relatively stable at around 50 workers. Even in 2014, Ishiguro’s observation on Artland’s 

staff size remains correct. The Artland website (Artland 2014b) lists 49 total employees, broken down as 

2 directors, 1 manager, 10 in the production unit, 12 in the drawing department, 4 in the digital section, 6 

trainees, and 14 subcontracted workers. A different part of the Artland site about the company’s history 

(Artland 2014a) lists a count of 26 regular employees as November 2011. If, from the count of 49 

employees listed on the staff page for 2014 the 20 contract workers are subtracted, then we arrive at a 

estimation of 26 to 29 full employees at the company, seishain, more or less confirming the count on the 

2011 Artland history page. It could be inferred that at least 20 of the 49 staff at Artland, about 40 percent 

of all workers in 2014, are not regular employees. 

  

8.3.1 Production Tasks at Artland Studio 

 

 Figure 8.0 provides a map of the workflow involved in anime production, as well as a listing within 

black boxes the occupations involved in each stage of production. The production staff at Artland studios 

can perform most all of the tasks listed in figure 8.0 when producing an anime series. Work indicated as 

pre-production at the top of the figure involves scripting, storyboarding, and world building. These pre-

production tasks can occur either in-house in Artland’s conference room, or as part of a multi-company  
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Figure 8.0. Anime Production Work Flow and Industry Vocations 

 

Sources: Compiled from vocational school and job fair promotional materials and AJA 2008:12 
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production committee, a seisaku-iinkai, as indicated by the separate media content source material box on 

the top right side of figure 8.0. Jobs indicated in pre-production, such as animation director and anime 

producer, are the upper production tier of an animation industry organization. Anime production tasks, as 

indicated in the middle of figure 8.0, are the most physically intensive and time consuming. Job positions 

in production include key frames, genga-ka, in-betweening, dōga-ka, story boarder, and art director. 

Primary animation production is typically performed at the Artland offices on the second and third floors 

of the building. Permanent employees may be tasked with greater creative responsibility on the animation 

project creating key frames, whereas contract workers will be assigned repetitive, time-intensive in-

betweening animation. The box on the middle-right of figure 8.0, labeled anime production industry, 

shows the process of outsourcing or subcontracting segments of the production workflow to other 

companies and organizations. Although Artland does do finishing work on animation, some portion of 

post-production work, indicated on the bottom box of figure 8.0, must be done at other companies for 

voice acting, music, and dubbing in order for an anime to be distributed as a finished product. 

Artland’s Second Floor Production Studio and the Key Cel Animators, the Genga-ka 

 After a brief look around the first floor offices, Ishiguro led us up a flight of stairs to the second 

floor of Artland, the production level. On the second floor, each desk had thin cubicle walls five to six 

feet tall, presumably so that the animation worker can focus on their task without too much distraction. 

Most of the desks on Artland’s second floor had a backlit light board upon which 2D animation sheets 

could be placed on an alignment tap. With the light board on the desk, there was not much room for 

anything else. Most of the cubicles also had little personal touches such as stickers, figures, and drawings. 

As we walked through the rows of cubicles, Ishiguro informed us that Artland’s production staff works 10 

to 12 hour shifts each day in these cubicles on studio animation projects, so it is understandable that a 

worker might decide to personalize a workspace.  

 The first row of three cubicles was for the Animation Director, the Animation Supervisor, and the 

Animation Coordinator. The Animation Supervisor’s desk had two stacked video screens mounted to the 

back of the cubicle, both barely larger than a smart phone, and each with animation frames on display. 

The Supervisor’s cubicle was bordered on both sides by a small wooden barrier between his workspace 

and the next desk, perhaps to reduce any glare or distraction his video screens might cause to his 

neighbors. Clipped on the left side of the Supervisor’s cubicle wall was a colored reference image of 

anthropomorphic character with big floppy ears for his current project. The reference image had colored 

pencils marking borders for shading and shadows in order to create the illusion of a three-dimensional 

object lit by a light source. The flat space of the Supervisor’s desk was filled by a backlit light-board 

topped with an alignment tap for animation sheets. When we walked by his desk the Animation 
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Supervisor was in the process of flipping a thin stack of a half dozen hand-drawn animation frames 

aligned on the tap atop the light board to check for smoothness of transition in the animation element. 

One small, cramped cubicle desk next to the Supervisor was the Line Producer responsible for animation 

quality control. Next to the Line Producer’s desk was another employee working on a different animation 

project on a small 9-inch video screen, presumably in the capacity of key-frame animation creator. 

 As the three of us watched the Animation Supervisor work, Ishiguro informed me that all of the 

animation done by hand was performed on alignment taps that the supervisor used on the light board. 

Alignment columns on a three-peg tap ensure that the various elements of an animation are properly lined 

up when it is finally photographed, as shown on the blank animation sheet in plate 8.2. The animated 

character that the supervisor was working on was only one element of several layers for the final 

animation. Once animation is drawn on paper made semi-transparent by the backlit board, it can be 

checked for smooth transition.  

Plate 8.2. Blank Animation Sheets With Alignment Taps 
 

  

Note: A blank animation sheet with the J.C. Staff production house logo in the upper right. Note the three 
black cutouts at the top of the sheet for the alignment pegs of a tap. The header of the sheet also has blanks 
for cel number and a time stamp. 
 
Source: J.C. Staff. This sheet constitutes academic fair use, copyright remains with respective creators. 

 

 Final drawings on paper used to be then copied to a clear acetate/plastic cel sheet, which also has 

alignment holes for a tap, in order to be painted and colored. A painted cel is shown in plate 8.3. A final 

frame of photo-ready animation could be comprised of two to four stacked layers of acetate sheets aligned 
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on a tap. Although not a product of Artland studios, the single transparent cel in plate 8.3 with a painted 

element of the character Akane, from the 1989 Anime series Ranma ½ produced by Studio Deen, 

illustrates this layering effect of animation cels by the placement of a clear cel atop a cel of background 

art (Lamarre 2009). The bottommost acetate layer is usually background or environment art, often static 

hand-painted scenes of buildings or scenery designed to give the illusion of perspective when the 

animated elements are placed in front. 

Plate 8.3. Layering Of Cel Animation 

  
Note: A painted cel of only the element of character 
Akane from the 1989 Anime series Ranma ½, produced 
by Studio Deen. The cel itself is a transparent plastic 
sheet with alignment holes on the top of the sheet. 

Note: The same painted cel element of Akane on a 
transparent plastic sheet placed atop an image of the 
Eiffel Tower, which becomes the background art.  

Source: Studio Deen. This plate constitutes academic fair use, copyright remains with respective creators. 
 

 In plate 8.3, the layering effect creates the visual illusion that the anime character Akane is posing 

for a picture in front the Eiffel Tower in Paris. In an animated sequence, layered static forground and 

background elements can be shifted for the illusion of movement without redrawing an element. The next 

several layers could be other moving elements as well as animated characters such as the one I saw on the 

Artland supervisor’s light board.  

 A fourth or even fifth element might be layered atop, but one of the limitations of using this 

traditional layered acetate cel method is if too many layers were stacked, images can become muddy or 

cloudy due too many layers of acetate. All of the completed hand-painted acetate cells are then aligned on 

a tap to ensure the frame-to-frame transitions are not jittery or jumpy. Next, the stacked cells are 

photographed and effectively “flattened” into a single image that becomes the finished frame of 
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animation. Again, the tap ensures that through all of these stages of drawing and painting, the image 

remains perfectly aligned for smooth animation.  

 In recent years, parts of the traditional 2D animation process have moved to digital processing. The 

hand drawn art is scanned to a computer and then colored using computer software such as the Celsys’ 

RETAS software suite for manga and animation work. Next, the scanned and digitally colored animation 

elements can be layered, with relatively few limitations, into a computer program to be “flattened” into a 

final combined cel as a finished frame of animation. It is my understanding that Studio Pierrot’s Naruto 

Shippuden anime series uses this digital production method. 

Key Animators as Regular Employees and In-Betweens as Outsourced, Contract Labor 

 Behind the row of three cubicles for Lead Animators, the Production Coordinator worked at a 

cluster of four cubicles. At the Coordinator’s desk was a large sheet with a finished color image of a 

female character in a costume and holding a magic wand. Using this image as a reference, he drew key 

frames, or genga, for an anime project. In the Artland offices, a handful of employees are responsible for 

key frame animations. Using the storyboards for an episode as a direction guide, a key frame animator 

will make high-quality drawings for the desired starting and stopping points of an animated action 

sequence: such as a character jumping, laughing, or running from point A to point B. Depending on the 

amount of motion to be animated, a single second of animation can require hundreds of frames, with 12 to 

24 individually drawn images or frames for each animation element. What the key frame animator does is 

draw 3 to 9 frames for a second of animation in order to indicate the key change points for an animation 

sequence. These 3 to 9 key frame sheets in turn act as reference points of a sequence for which an 

additional 9 to 21 dōga, in-between animation frames, must be drawn to combine the genga and dōga 

frames into a smooth illusion of motion. In previous decades, in-between sheets were hand drawn, so any 

off-site work would have to be delivered by courier or transport. With high-speed fiber-optic 

transmission, Artland can outsource in-between work: the subcontractor optically scans the finished 

frames and transmits them digitally. Digital delivery makes outsourcing to other countries such as China 

and Korea both affordable and feasible for production deadlines. Ishiguro informed me that, in recent 

years, Artland has been outsourcing in-betweening animation, to China and South Korea. Sometimes 

hundreds of people at remote locations overseas will work on the bulk of the in-between animation 

needed for a particular Artland project.  

 The issue of quality control for key frames and in-between frames lies in the drawing style: the 

transition in animation between key frame states should be smooth and invisible. The viewer should not 

be able to discern that the animation was drawn by different individuals on a frame-by-frame basis, nor 

should the artistic style become different or sloppy between key frames. In addition to quality control 
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issues for the drawings themselves, another common issue that had arisen in 2011 was in several 

outsourced projects in which the subcontractor transmitted in-between animation as digital images but it 

lacked alignment tap holes in the scan that are required for final processing, making more work for 

Artland in Japan to fix alignment mistakes. Ishiguro stated that, when making a bid on an animation 

project, Artland calculates into their production timeline estimates on the amount of waste and rejected in-

between frames that they may have to send back to subcontractors to rework. In a few cases in the past, 

Artland has gotten really bad batches of in-between animation work from outsourced subcontractors. In 

order to meet production deadlines, the studio has had to divert in-house resources to re-draw in-between 

frames with their limited staff of 50. 

 Not all in-between animation is done offsite. Near the desk of the production coordinator was a 

cluster of six cramped desks occupied by six considerably younger workers deeply focused on drawing 

in-between animation frames, rhythmically flipping the tracing paper up to check animation transitions. 

On the left wall of each cubicle for these six young workers there was a penciled and inked reference 

image indicating gradations of shading. Proximity to the production coordinator’s desk enables him to 

keep an eye on the rank-and-file animation production output of the six in-between animators, the entry-

level job position that a vocational senmon gakkō school graduate would be hired for at Artland.  

 

8.3.2 Investment in the Production of a Japanese Animation Project 

 

 Ishiguro stated that the average production time, from start to finish, for a single animated episode at 

Artland in the middle of a production cycle takes roughly three months. For large projects, most of the 

office staff works together to get the work done. So even with the various technological aids of digital 

effects and global outsourcing, animation production is time consuming and costly. When receiving a new 

project as a primary animation production, it can consume much of an animation house’s resources for six 

months to a year or more. But this does not mean that anime production is done in a linear fashion. For 

even a small to mid-sized animation house such as Artland, more than one project or anime series episode 

may be going through various stages of production work in the offices of the studio. It may take three 

months to produce a single episode, but there are also other episodes in various stages of pre-production, 

scripting, storyboarding and pots-production that are being simultaneously worked on at an animation 

studio. But prioritized rush jobs can sidetrack these simultaneous production schedules. 

 Although CG digital effects have transformed the animation industry in both Japan and globally, 

many Japanese anime productions are a mix of digital and hand rendered analog animations. Even when 

outsourcing of the bulk of the inbetween analog animation frames to subcontractors in China and South 
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Korea for lower wages, the production of each animated episode is costly and time intensive. Both quality 

control and efficiency are essential. Yet, in spite of that, the production of broadcast television anime is 

often done at a financial loss. Profits are only recouped when a television anime series is repackaged for 

sales as DVDs and Blu-rays. Each 30-minute anime episode costs more on average than a two-hour live-

action variety show on Japanese TV. Azuma Fukashi, a producer at TV Tokyo, laid out the cost to 

produce a TV anime production: 

When we make a 30-minute anime program, it costs us about ¥12-15 million. We usually have a 
13 week [three-month] run of a TV series which needs 13 episodes, so the total cost is about ¥200 
million. Anime production is a high-cost business. Plus, it is highly important to share the 
production costs with other companies (F. Azuma 2013). 

 To begin with a baseline Artland reference in the 1980s, each 25-minute episode of The Super 

Dimension Fortress Macross is reported to have cost 5.5 million yen, or about 220,000 yen per minute of 

animation (animenewsnetwork.com). The 110-minute movie production of The Super Dimension 

Fortress Macross: Do You Remember Love? is reported to have cost about 220 million yen in 1984, 

breaking down to two million yen per minute of animation (animenewsnetwork.com). A more 

contemporary economic frame for animation costs is found in the November 5th, 2011 issue of Weekly 

Toyo Economics (Shūkan Tōyō Keizai 2011), a major business magazine in Japan that published a special 

feature on the struggle to balance cost with quality in Japan’s entertainment production industry. 

According to the Media Development Research Institute, as of 2010, the cost of a 30-minute animated 

episode totaled 11 million yen, just below TV Tokyo’s Fukui Azuma’s estimate of 12-15 million yen (F. 

Azuma 2013). The production breakdown for that 11 million yen cost is listed in table 8.1. If you consider 

that if each 30 minute episode costs roughly 11 million yen, and that the common run length for a single 

fall or spring season on Japanese broadcast television is 12 to 13 episodes, then it costs between 132 to 

143 million yen to produce a season of anime, again, just a bit less than Fukashi Azuma’s assessment.  

Why Animation Production Costs are Relevant to Vocational Graduates Seeking Work 

 Looking at table 8.1, the production task of in-between animation, or dōga, is bolded. The reason 

why this particular task is highlighted is that the majority of adolescents who engage in vocational 

training for 2D hand drawn animation employment will begin their occupations in this position. Only ten 

percent of the production budget is allotted towards what is the most labor intensive and repetitive task of 

the production: hand drawing each individual frame of animation. Contract dōga-ka, in-between 

animators, are often paid on a per-sheet basis, typically around two US dollars per page, and are expected 

to produce one sheet every few minutes in order to be considered productive workers (and thus stay 

employed).  
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Table 8.1. Production Cost Breakdown for 30-Minute Anime Episode* 

Production Task % of Cost Cost (Yen) Cost (US $^) 
Original Work (such as manga) .5 50,000 641 
Script 1.8 200,000 2,565 
Episode Direction 4.5 500,000 6,414 
Production 18 2,000,000 25,655 
Key Animation Supervision 2.3 250,000 3,206 
Key Animation, genga  13.6 1,500,000 19,241 
In-between Animation, dōga# 10 1,100,000 14,110 
Finishing Animation 10.9 1,200,000 15,392 
Background Art 10.9 1,200,000 15,392 
Photography (of cel frames) 6.4 700,000 8,979 
Audio Effects 10.9 1,200,000 15,392 
Materials 3.6 400,000 5,131 
Editing 1.8 200,000 2,565 
Printing 4.5 500,000 6,414 
Totals ~99.7% ¥11,000,000 $141,100 

 
*Based upon the breakdown provided by Media Development Research Institute for a 30-minute episode of 
animation costing 11 million yen as of 2010. 
^ Yen to US dollar currency conversion for the date of the source article, 11/09/2011, provided by oanda.com’s 
historical exchange rates.  
# In-between animation, the bulk of the production work, is only allotted 10% of the production budget.  
Sources: Shūkan Tōyō Keizai 11/09/11 (Shūkan Tōyō Keizai 2011), Media Development Research Institute 
(mdri.co.jp). 
 

 In-between animation is a job with low pay, long shifts, and repetitive labor that is increasingly 

outsourced overseas for cheaper wages. Yes, cheaper than $2 per sheet. Nonetheless, it is a skilled 

occupation requiring vocational training to perform. And that skilled training is provided by Japanese 

vocational schools in the non-university higher education sector. Youth who enjoy Japanese anime as fans 

may admire animation producers like Artland and Noboru Ishiguro and so seek out training in order to 

cross the threshold from fans of anime to professional producers of anime. However, skilled training for 

animation jobs at the two-year vocational schools funnels graduates into working class, lower tier contract 

work as entry-level dōga-ka, in-between animators, who are paid based on their production speed. And as 

employers with a financial bottom line, animation production houses have pragmatic expectations that 

vocational graduates will have at least the core skill set necessary to perform their job as an in-between 

animator. The pressures on animation companies to meet deadlines and costs through skilled employees 

in turn become pressures on the schools that provide that training through informal  school-employer 

hiring relationships. The practical considerations of running the animation production business echoes 

down the line, shaping the training policies and practices of vocational schools, and changing the lives of 
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the adolescent anime fans who enroll in order to become skilled animators in Japan’s pop culture 

production industry. 

 

8.3.3 Post Graduation Work for the Vocational Animation Major: The In-between Animator 

 

 The breakdown of the costs to produce a single animated episode in table 8.1 suggests that roughly 

5000 frames of animation are required to make a 30-minute episode. The bulk of these 5000 frames are 

in-between animation cels that are rendered by rank-and-file employees at an animation house, a 

subcontractor, or even outsourced to another country. Table 8.1 indicates that in-between animation 

production is only allotted ten percent of the 11 million yen budget for a single episode of animation 

production, or about 1.1 million yen. Breaking it down further, the cost to produce a single frame of in-

between animation in a production of 5000 frames is roughly 220 yen, or about $2.40 US dollars. And 

some contract dōga-ka, in-between animators, are paid on a per-frame output basis. Contract lecturer 

Midori in Shinjuku’s animation department stated that productivity expected of in-between animators is 

to be able to draw one page every 150 seconds. Assuming a contract animator can maintain that fast pace, 

for one hour of work an in-between animators can expect to generate 24 sheets; around 5,280 yen or 58 

dollars US per hour. While an impressive hourly payout, this is assuming 1) that the animation house 

actually pays the animator on a per-frame basis and 2) that the in-between animators can manage one 

production-quality drawing every 2.5 minutes, every hour, day in and day out. 

 Osamu Yamasaki of the Japan Animation Creators Association (JAniCA), a labor union formed in 

2007, was featured in an article on the typically low 220-yen pay for in-between animators 

(http://japanimate.com/Entry/2226). Yamasaki commented that the cost paid per frame of animation 

production work has remained relatively the same over the past 30 years. “It was said that 30 years ago, 

one person could draw 1000 frames a month, but now if you can manage to do 500 sheets a month that’s 

considered good.” Yamasaki’s estimate of 500 frames roughly works out to a monthly paycheck of about 

$1,100 US for contract in-between animators. Yamasaki submits that the relatively unchanged cost per 

frame and the lower possible productivity in the contemporary period creates the circumstances of the low 

wages for young animators in Japan. Apparently, JAniCA began as an advocacy group to unionize young 

animators through the “young animator training project,” now renamed “anime mirai,” Animation Future 

(janica.jp).  

 According to narratives provided by Shinjuku Academy staff and industry insiders, in the best-case 

scenario, two-year graduates with vocational animation certificates from senmon gakkō end up as 

employees in the lowermost ranks of an animation company. Contract work drawing repetitive in-
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between animation frames. Even Akiba University graduates with four-year digital animation degrees will 

likely end up on the bottom rung at a CG animation company at a computer workstation doing repetitive 

animation tasks. And as indicated by both the late Noboru Ishiguro and the Shinjuku Academy job 

placement staff, the workday for a new analog animator is long hours in a cramped cubicle for low pay. 

Further, with increasing educational degree credentialization of the animation industry job sector, 

possibilities of mobility within the company for someone starting as a new employee to work up in the 

ranks into production or director job positions are increasingly unlikely for senmon graduates. It is 

becoming increasingly rare in Japan’s contemporary two-tiered labor market that young animators can 

enter at the ground floor of animation companies, and through decades of hard work and talent, become 

top-level leaders in the Japanese animation industry as Sugii Gisaburou, Noboru Ishiguro, Hayao 

Miyazaki, and Osamu Tezuka did a generation ago. 

 Each animated episode takes several months of production work from conception to distribution. 

And as indicated during the visit to Artland Studio, in-between frames are the bulk of an animation 

production. However, in-between animation quality is generally lower than that of key frame animations 

prepared by a lead animator in the anime production team. Before the internet era, animation companies 

were constrained by physical distance. High-speed fiber-optic internet now allows transmission from 

anywhere in the world in the form of high-resolution digital images of ongoing animation projects 

between subcontractors located in Asia and the primary production company in Japan. During my visit to 

Artland, Ishiguro suggested that outsourcing in-between animation work to a secondary subcontractor has 

mixed results. The animation production pays considerably less for each frame of outsourced in-between 

animation, so outsourcing can generate higher bulk output of animated frames. However, the quality of 

outsourced in-between animators work is usually inferior to in-between animators who are under direct 

supervision of the key frame animators, genga-ka, in the lead Japanese animation company. The reason 

why companies like Artland continue the practice of subcontracting the ‘heavy lifting’ of an anime 

production, the repetitive in-between animation work, is due to the sheer volume of animation frames 

required for productions under a very tight schedule.  

Hiring Two-Year Senmon gakkō Graduates 

 The globalization of production work has made it economically prudent to structure a two-tiered 

animation production system in-house. Talented and skilled employees are pulled from Japan’s domestic 

market of college graduates to perform high responsibility tasks such as creative decision-making and 

quality control. Meanwhile, the lower tier of repetitive copying and drawing is relegated to domestic 

vocational graduates or outsourced to subcontractors in other countries. 
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 In discussions with insiders in the Japanese entertainment industry during my field research, they 

emphasized that larger production studios, such as Madhouse entertainment, generally do not hire two-

year senmon gakkō graduates. One media content source that had a contact in Ghibli Studios said that the 

studio prefers to hire new employees with broader university art backgrounds to a two-year vocational 

senmon gakkō graduate trained in the basics of animation software. As Ghibli has historically been a 2D 

hand drawn animation production environment like Artland, the preference for a new hire with broader 

artistic talent is understandable. Ishiguro likewise characterized Artland as seeking out new employees 

that are talented at hand drawing animation sheets over those trained with editing software. It’s likely that 

Ghibli holds a similar value for potential hires. It might be a simple bottom-line company evaluation that 

senmon gakkō graduates do not have training that adds value to a studio production team that focuses on 

hand drawn animation projects.  

 Another industry source offered an alternative reason: with the rapid franchise expansion of the 

vocational education industry, the general attitude of the top tier animation studios is that the quality of 

senmon gakkō graduates is irregular. Therefore, the source suggested that established top tier anime 

production houses such as Ghibli and Bones in recent years prefer to hire four-year college graduates, 

specifically art majors. The studios want individuals with art backgrounds. They can train new university 

hires in-company for any specific software techniques as needed.  

 Even in the face of an apparent degree credentialization trend in hiring practices by the top-tier 

animation houses in Japan’s media content industry, senmon gakkō graduates still end up in the industry 

production chain; just they are hired on as in-between animators by lower tier subcontractors doing in-

between animation. And as independently confirmed at Artland Studios, Shinjuku Academy’s job 

placement specialist, and several industry sources, large animation productions for movies and ongoing 

television series are not performed by a single production company.  

 When the large anime production house Bones Inc. won the bid to produce the 25-episode run of the 

2007 animation series Darker Than Black. Bones farmed out portions of the Darker Than Black 

production to subcontractors, such as Artland Studio, which provided animation assistance on the 

television project. For the 25 episode Darker Than Black series, Anime News Network indicates that: 2 

companies provided key animation, 9 separate companies provided second key animation, 6 companies 

performed finishing animation, and 30 different companies provided in-between animation for the final 

product (Animenewsnetwork.com).  

 If the characterization is accurate that a top-tier animation house like Bones prefers to hire college 

graduates as new hires, those 30 subcontracted companies performing in-between production frames were 

likely not as discriminating and employed two-year senmon gakkō graduates as their labor pool. Even for 
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animation projects in which the smaller Artland Studio wins the bid and takes the lead, such as the 13 

episode Gunslinger Girl -Il Teatrino that aired in 2008, Artland Studio mostly performed the key frame 

animations in-house at their Musashino headquarters. Then they likely subcontracted the repetitive in-

between  animation work to domestic subcontractors or outsourced it to China or South Korea. Even if 

large production houses like Bones Inc. have a company policy to hire only art majors who have 

graduated with a four-year university degree, on large animation projects with tight deadlines there are a 

great many subcontractors and even sub-subcontractors that will readily hire two year senmon gakkō 

graduates to do repetitive skilled vocational labor as in-between animators for hand-drawn analog cels. 

 So an elite strata of higher tier production companies are becoming discriminating in their hiring 

practices, exercising credentialized quality control in their direct hire policies. Yet, because of 

globalization practices within Japan’s pop culture production industry of subcontracting and outsourcing 

for cheaper production labor, discriminating hiring practices are subverted as labor required for animation 

projects at high profile animation houses are still performed by senmon graduates, just in the obscured 

capacity of subcontract work. We see several global processes beginning to take place in the anime 

production situation: a credentialized upper tier of work in high profile companies, and space for a lower 

tier of vocational graduates as subcontracted workers in smaller or outsourced organizations.  

Hiring Practices at Animation Studio, Artland Inc. in 2011 

 I received independent confirmation from both Artland and Shinjuku Academy’s staffers on how 

anime companies come to hire second year senmon students. At the time of the research in 2011 when I 

interviewed Noboru Ishiguro, he confirmed that there had been a huge influx in recent years of two-year 

vocational graduates from senmon gakkō applying for work as animators at Artland. In terms of a new 

potential job pool, senmon grads were all that the studio had to work with. Because Artland is a small to 

middle-sized 2D analog animation studio with a three-decade history of producing popular Japanese 

animation, two-year senmon students wanting to work in the analog animation industry seek out 

employment at Artland. Senmon students with 3D CG animation training might seek out other companies 

such as Satelite, Madhouse, or Bones. So Artland can pick and choose amongst this pool of vocationally 

trained senmon gakkō graduates, with a preference for graduates who can hand draw quite well at a 

relatively rapid pace.  

 Because of the necessary 10 to 12 hour daily production shifts, many young animators tend to burn 

out within 3 years of work, and so there is a fair amount of job turnover in the lower ranks of the contract 

employment pool at the Artland studio. In 2011, Ishiguro offered that as a 2D animation production 

company, Artland usually has empty job openings, so the studio is always looking for contract employees 

that are skilled at hand drawing images with a relatively steady output speed. As an employer’s market 
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with a high proportion of two-year vocational graduates flooding the labor pool, Artland can be relatively 

choosy about potential new hires. And generally, new hires are on a renewable contract basis. Ishiguro 

said that all of workers who stay on at the company for 9-10 years are offered seishain status as regular 

full employees. But for new hires, company work can be difficult, and if they have hopes to be hired as 

regular employees, they must work for years under a contract hire status first. The glut of vocational grads 

creates as a buyer’s market for employers, and as it can take up to ten years before an Artland worker 

becomes a full employee, Artland can lessen the risk of the unreliable senmon graduate quality by “trying 

before buying” with a high turn over of contract hires. 

 During the discussion about the studio’s hiring practices in 2011, Ishiguro brought out a postcard 

from a potential hire, a student that had accepted a naitei, an informal job invitation, by Artland. The male 

or female student, we couldn't be sure as the Chinese kanji characters for the youth’s name could indicate 

either, was from Kyūshū. The student had hand-signed the postcard, indicating acceptance of the informal 

offer to work at Artland. What the studio does if a senmon student accepts the informal job offer is train 

the two-year graduate on-the-job as an in-between animator in a contract employment position. 

Ordinarily, when Artland hired a new contract employee in 2011 they put them on a 90-day probationary 

period to learn the corporate culture and specific company techniques. Artland does not do internships 

because when the conditional period ends the intern could quit and use the skills they’ve learned at the 

smaller Artland to seek employment at a larger animation production house.  

 In terms of job retention, Ishiguro reported that about 10 contract employees per year quit but the 

company was also able to hire 10 new contract employees per year, so the size of their company remains 

relatively stable at around 49 to 50 workers. As Ishiguro walked us through the company’s second floor 

cubicles in 2011, I noticed that there were four empty cubicles next to the animation coordinator. Ishiguro 

stated that there are usually job vacancies that Artland can hire for because of job burnout by new workers 

in the animation industry. Ishiguro said that the average new employee quits an animation job after just 

three years of employment because the work is just too demanding for the average young person in this 

latest generation.  

 Artland’s website, accessed in 2014, indicates that they are still actively looking to hire staff 

(www.Artland.co.jp/recruit.html). According to the 2014 Artland Studio website, they are even now 

actively recruiting new employees on a three-month or 75 day trial period, during which they are paid 200 

yen per animation sheet, 3800 yen per original picture (background art), and 120 yen per finishing frame. 

During the first 75 days, trial workers are paid on a per-item basis, and the faster they are able to work 

while producing quality output, the better pay they can earn. After the trial period, workers are hired-on as 

contract laborers, for a flat monthly pay of 137,900 yen per month or $1,346 dollars US as of 2/10/2014 
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(onada.com). And, according to Ishiguro, the policy in 2011 was to offer to hire a contract worker on as a 

full employee after nine to ten years. 

 A new employee would begin their vocation at Artland doing production work 10 to 12 hour shifts 

in a relatively cramped cubicle. During these long hours of work each day, the new employee has the 

lowest ranked job tasks, such as repetitive in-between animation. In addition, pay for a new hire is 

generally very low. Long hours, repetitive tasks, and low wages could understandably have a 

psychological toll on a young individual after a period of three or more years. And as Ishiguro stated in 

2011, a lot of Artland’s new hires over the last several years were two-year senmon gakkō graduates, so it 

is likely that a percentage of these young people began their journey to become animators as enthusiastic 

fans of Japan’s pop culture entertainment. For a young fan immersed in the enjoyment of Japanese anime, 

the dream of becoming the next famous producer or director of their favorite anime franchise is 

incongruent with the crushing reality of work in the animation industry as an in-between animator with 

long hours, low pay, and limited job advancement.   
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 CHAPTER 9. 
CONCLUSION 

!!
Japan’s Pop Culture Industry for the Production of “Cool Japan” 

 This dissertation focuses on a specific vocational job sector: Japan’s media content industry, 

producers of Japanese popular culture entertainment. The media content industries are Japanese domestic 

trades that produce intellectual property domestically and globally distributed and consumed. Parallel 

with the industry’s efforts to sell their goods, Japan’s pop culture products also serve as the soft power 

currency and national “brand” for the Japanese government’s Cool Japan promotional campaign (Allison 

2009; Choo 2011; Lam 2007; Storz 2008). With the three notable exceptions of The Soul of Anime 

(Condry 2013), The Manga Movie Project (Joo, Denison, and Furukawa 2013), and Regionalizing 

Culture (Otmazgin 2013), there is a scarcity of comprehensive in-depth research on Japan’s media 

content industry from the perspective of the labor involved in intellectual property production. The 

majority of existing academic work on Japanese popular culture is focused on the consumption of Japan’s 

products domestically and globally (Allison 2006b; 2006a; Brenner 2007; Ito 2006; Iwabuchi 2002a; 

Kelts 2007; Napier 2006).  

 This Japan case on its domestic pop culture industry expands upon existing academic literature on 

the tiered nature of global labor (Furlong and Cartmel 1997; Goldthorpe 2002; Singh, Kenway, and Apple 

2005; Walby 2008; Williamson 1997). The research has demonstrated that the marketplace of vocational 

employment in Japan’s media content industry not only distributes pop culture goods in global markets 

that can lure international students to study in Japan, but the industry also practices a two-tiered 

employment structure found in other global job markets. An upper tier of directors and producers valued 

in the global knowledge-economy lead a lower tier of interchangeable workers performing skilled, but 

repetitive, tasks that can be outsourced out of country. One important distinction from the existing 

literature involves the characterization of lower tier workers in the global economy. The lower tier in 

Japan’s media content industry is comprised of skilled occupational workers. They still endure low pay, 

long hours, and repetitive labor situations that can be outsourced, but they are skilled in industrial trades. 

 Two-year post-secondary vocational graduates enter into the lower tier of the employment sector as 

working class contract labor with limited job mobility. They perform job duties that are increasingly 

outsourced to cheaper subcontractors out of country, such as in China or South Korea. This study 

confirms larger global labor trends, but also indicates regional variation in an industry sector that employs 

skilled workers in its lower tier (Frank and P. J. Cook 2010; Goldthorpe 2002; Roach 2006; Sato and 

Arita 2004; Walby 2008; Williamson 1997). There is an ever-growing body of academic literature 

examining the growth of Japan’s new working class strata of service and manual labor (Genda 2007; 
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Honda 2005; Kosugi 2004; Slater and Ishida 2010), This dissertation research provides an in-depth 

treatment on vocational training and skilling for occupations situated in an upper strata of Japan’s 

working class labor pool. 

 Complicating this two-tier labor system in Japan's media content industry is the emergence of 

vocational programs at universities that are further credentializing the required skill sets for entry into the 

media content workplace. The same pop culture corporations that pressure vocational schools to offer 

graduates with entry-level skills to start production work immediately also constrain job mobility based 

on school credentials. Increasingly, young individuals who wish to be in the top tier of Japan’s media 

content industry as directors and producers must earn a four-year degree at a university for entry-level 

company positions and then work upward, as indicated in the wider scholarship on the two tiered nature 

of global work (Frank and P. J. Cook 2010; Goldthorpe 2002; Sato and Arita 2004; Walby 2008; 

Williamson 1997). The end result in raising the credentials bar of entry is that all Japanese pop culture 

production work may eventually by require college degrees, putting all jobs in the industry firmly into the 

upper strata of the global knowledge-economy (Apple 2001; Carnoy and Rhoten 1999; Furlong and 

Cartmel 1997). The study indicates a preference by large media content employers for four-year 

graduates, yet two-year graduates can still find employment in lower tier work through lower pay sub-

contractors on large production projects.  

 The journey into that working class labor pool begins with immersion in pop culture fandoms, 

crosses the transitional bridge of vocational training in limited-apprenticeships with industry 

professionals, to end in working class outcomes in pop culture production jobs. Through these 

institutional processes, young people become adult members of society. Though the motivations for the 

student population in this study varied, the spark for the journey often began from immersion in pop 

culture consumption practices. Pop culture fans are targeted for enrollment by competitive vocational 

schools in Japan’s non-university educational sector. Once enrolled, youth who were once “courted 

customers” are transformed and repackaged by vocational schools through explicit and implicit training 

into human products with core occupational competencies to be delivered to pop culture industry 

employers as skilled industry workers.  

 

Education as a Consumer Product 

 Oriented as for-profit businesses as much as educational facilities, Japanese vocational schools 

pragmatically utilize the mystique and intangibles of a vocational field as an advertising tool to entice 

enrollment by young pop culture consumers. The vocational education sector capitalizes on the consumer-

oriented tendency of potential clients by transforming vocational training into a consumer product. One 
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practice is targeted marketing in pop culture entertainment media for the purposes of enticement to enroll. 

Many senmon have packaged the educational process itself as a product in which they “sell” the trappings 

and atmosphere of the vocation, often playing into pop culture dreams of youth. Once young pop culture 

fans are enticed to enroll at a vocational school, they transition from  “courted educational customer” and 

enter into the training sphere as clients to be prepared for entry-level employment. Over the course of 

vocational training, the school must maintain the student’s pop culture engagement and immersion but 

gradually reshape it through vocational role-play into vocational work place attitudes and goals.  

  The most important technique for vocational training is the practice of employing industry 

professionals in Japan’s pop culture industry as contract lecturers who are simultaneously master 

craftsmen, industry insiders, and student mentors. Contract lecturers bring legitimacy to a vocational 

institution as an “authentic” training institution, in the eyes of potential and current students as well as  

industry employers. As trained professionals, they lead explicit vocational classwork through applied 

training. As industry insiders, lecturers become representative role models for vocational behaviors and 

practices for vocational students. As master craftsmen, vocational instructors often develop an implicit 

mentoring relationship with their students. Collectively, these factors combine into a “limited-

apprenticeship” under the guidance of the contract lecturer. Vocational students internalize explicit 

techniques for a pop culture production trade through long hours of repeated practice in applied sessions 

under the guidance of a craftsman, which mirrors the training techniques for traditional Japanese arts and 

crafts. During this “limited-apprenticeship” students begin to view the industry professional in the 

classroom as a role model, in turn internalizing the practices, attitudes, and demeanor of their industry 

mentor.  

Popular Culture Fandoms and Working Class Trajectories 

 The macro-level institutions of Japan’s vocational education sector and media content industry for 

the production of global pop culture entertainment are not only situated in a global-domestic dialectic, but 

are simultaneously situated as interactions between adolescents and institutions. Youth on a school-to-

work trajectory into adulthood must contend with the structural forces and social pressures of meritocratic 

post-secondary education. For some youth, the path into adulthood is unclear. The study finds that some 

youth take cues from their leisure enjoyment of popular culture as personal solutions for defining desired 

employment, a phenomenon that expands and updates the academic research on youth subcultures for the 

global-domestic context (Brake 1985; Clarke et al. 1991; Maira and Soep 2005; Muncie 2004a; Redhead 

1997; Young 1971), and also expands upon the body of academic literature on material culture and 

consumer culture (Lury 2011) as applied to the case of Japanese popular culture consumption. The study 

has provided an expanded perspective on “leisure space” (Haworth and Veal 2004; Hebdige 1979; Levi-
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Strauss 1966; Rojek 2005) as a place for pop culture consumption and consumer identity (Lury 2011) to 

interact. Consequently, some youth seek to redefine their future options based upon a pop culture 

consumption identity (Lury 2011) rather than follow their parents’ class-based role in production in the 

domestic workplace.  

 Interacting with this pool of pop culture fans is the post-secondary non-university higher education 

sector that aggressively targets and markets to this stratum of youth in order to entice enrollment into two-

year post-secondary vocational schools (senmon gakkō).  For young individuals from domestic working 

class or failed middle class backgrounds transitioning into adulthood, two-year training for skilled 

vocational jobs offers a positive alternative to the increasingly precarious flexible labor and structural 

inequalities for the next generation of adult workers in Japan (Genda 2006; 2007; Hara and Seiyama 

2005; Honda 2003; 2006; Sato and Arita 2004; Slater and Ishida 2010). In terms of socio-economic status 

and family class background interacting with a vocational trajectory into adulthood, the dissertation data 

strongly indicates that working-class youth engaged in vocational training are on an arc towards an upper 

strata of skilled working-class job occupations, while youth who have failed to pass college entrance 

exams are ending up on downwardly mobile working class vocational paths as media content laborers. 

But not they are not at the very bottom of the working class in unskilled precarious labor situations. 

 The study has found that vocational training for skilled work in the popular culture production 

industry can provide different solutions for young people who are already immersed in popular culture 

fandom. One way is through crossing the threshold from a participant consumer into a paid producer 

possessing legitimacy, professional status, and personal enrichment. This research expands the body of 

literature on participant consumers, or prosumers (Jenkins 2006a; Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010; Ritzer et al. 

2012), by examining amateur creators in the context of Japan and Japanese popular culture. It adds to 

existing literature on the Comic Market as a mode of self-expression for otaku culture (Tamagawa 

2012:133) by offering an in-depth case study of vocational students as dōjinshi circle creators of fan-

produced materials, which they undertake in order to build their confidence in the vocational skills needed 

to become pop culture producers.  

 The changing structural conditions in the educational and labor institutions in Japan may evoke in 

an adolescent a sense of being pressured to assume an adult role but having no appealing structural 

options for that directive. Prior to enrolling for training in the media content industry, some Japanese 

students in this study admitted to living at home with their parents as freeters or NEET, filling their free 

time by indulging in “otaku” entertainment consumption behaviors as fans and hyperconsumers of films, 

animation, video games, manga, and online forums. The connection between NEET or freeters status and 

ending up enrolled at a vocational school for pop culture production is for some an adolescent attempt to 
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redefine adulthood workplace roles outside traditional bounds, an attempt at individuality. The problem is 

that, no matter how a young adult defines their own measure of personal success, adolescents from 

domestic Japanese backgrounds who attempt to redefine the goalposts after being a NEET or freeter end 

up in the globally oriented lower tier labor of pop culture production. 

 In some cases, student respondents indicated that the “motivation” to pursue a trajectory of 

vocational training was caused by failure to get past the gatekeeper for a middle-class trajectory into 

adulthood: the Japanese college entrance exam. The mainstream route to work in Japan is akin to a multi-

lane highway starting at childhood with few on-ramps, dwindling to nearly none after a certain age. As 

continuing education and adult reskilling for global market adaptability are still limited at best in Japan, if 

a youth takes an off-ramp too early for whatever reason, there are few options to get back on the highway 

again to a mainstream middle class life. The consequence is that high school graduates in Japan have 

basically one shot at a mainstream middle class school-to-work transition into adulthood. While there are 

other factors, the restrictive institutional pathways to mainstream middle-class careers in Japan are one 

contributor to the rising contingent and contract worker population in Japan. To fail out of college in 

Japan produces severe limitations on ever getting back into a middle class trajectory.  

 For a youth who has failed to reproduce his parent’s middle-class background, training for 

vocational labor in the Japanese entertainment industry may offer a perceived measure of status as a 

media content producer in a creative industry within the knowledge-centered economy of global markets. 

Even if this perception of status is somewhat of a fallacy, it can offer a middling solution for 

disappointment in failing to achieve on the traditional college trajectory into a middle class career. Skilled 

vocational labor is located towards the top of the working class strata. In a sense, even working in the 

periphery of the creative production of pop culture entertainment grants heightened status through the 

glamour of fame. Other types of skilled vocational labor, such as truck driving, likely do not offer a 

chance at “passing” as a middle class adult.  

 For youth from both working-class and middle class backgrounds that end up training for vocational 

labor in the Japanese entertainment industry, there appears to be the hope of  “hitting the lottery” five to 

ten years into the occupation and getting promoted to the upper tier of production labor. After several 

more decades, they might even become famous and admired media content creators like Noboru Ishiguro 

or Hayao Miyazaki. The idea of starting work at the entry level of lower tier media content labor and 

“hitting it big” for upward mobility into middle class status appeared to be a common ambition among 

vocational students. Their yearning for middle class recognition was often linked to admiration of pop 

culture creators. A more modest ambition was to seek to work in a job associated with a creative pursuit, 

even if the work itself was not directly involved in the creation process of pop culture goods. 
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The Opportunity and Reality of Vocational School Training  

 Japan’s vocational sector is unambiguously practical in its practices: attracting, training, and placing 

its educational products, its graduates, into vocational employment. The end trajectory that a vocational 

two-year certificate offers is a working class adulthood, an outcome that runs counter the Japanese 

mainstream middle class narrative for success, that of a four-year college degree resulting in the status as 

a secure, regular employee. Some adolescents from middle class family backgrounds that are following 

working class paths into adulthood may experience internal conflict and cognitive dissonance in their self-

image - they are not following a path to middle-class success as defined by mainstream Japanese society.  

 Senmon gakkō, classified as part of Japan’s non-university higher education sector, yet not viewed 

as higher education by society’s elites places additional stresses on the perceived value of vocational 

school training. Another unfortunate reality is that the globalization of Japan’s contemporary labor market 

for skilled vocational occupations is typically contract-based labor that can be outsourced. While the 

majority of senmon gakkō certificate graduates are assumed to transition into skilled vocational labor, 

there are other possible trajectories, such as gravitating towards the small business sector, going back to 

school for further training, attempting to transfer to a college, or (less positively), dropping out of 

vocational employment after only a short time to fall into service industry jobs as part timers, freeter, or 

unemployed, as NEET.  

 Arguably, youthful motivations to work in the pop culture industry are not imaginary or temporary 

adolescent subculture resistance to family socio-economic class backgrounds. A youthful solution of 

work in the pop culture industry is not built upon their parent’s class background; rather it is often based 

upon immersion in pop culture fandom practices. Young pop culture fans who finish the journey and 

become employed as animators or manga creators do not necessarily reproduce their parent’s class 

background, but become skilled working class adults with credentialed employment just below the middle 

class strata of domestic society. Vocational training offers middle class youth a downward path to 

working class outcomes, but with the possibility of job mobility several decades later into the middle 

class as industry creators. Students from working class backgrounds ended up in a slightly upward path 

into skilled working class job positions, possibly more secure than parents in unskilled working class 

occupations. While vocational training for pop culture production work leads to the lower tier of the 

industry job market in the working class outcomes, it is the creativity, desire, and will of the individual 

students that determine whether youth can endure the hardships and make the pop culture occupation a 

sustainable career. The road for the journey is often not a smooth one, and some youth are not able to 

complete the journey because their vehicle, motivation, is not sturdy enough to survive the transformation 

into working class attitudes or the realities workers in Japan’s pop culture industry must endure.  
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 This research has indicated that targeting adolescents through pop culture media in order to enroll in 

media content vocational training can have negative consequences. Rather than sorting enrollment by 

aptitude or ability, the common element amongst targeted youth are pop culture consumption practices. 

This approach to entice enrollment can backfire as such targeted adolescents may utilize heavy immersion 

in pop culture as a solution to other issues in their lives, such as an inability to communicate with other 

people, introversion, and social awkwardness. The schools try to address these issues by re-socializing the 

students to normal Japanese social communication and interaction patterns in order to produce 

employable graduates, but they do not always succeed. The study finds a fairly high dropout rate from the 

training programs and also from employment in the industry by those who do graduate. Student burnout, 

low motivation, and high stress may be outward signs of pop culture dreams clashing with the hard 

realizations of working conditions in the lower tier of vocational labor in the media content industry. 

 However, lest too grim a picture is painted for youth at vocational schools, the hegemonic 

expectations of a mainstream middle-class trajectory: four years of college and then a career in white-

collar labor is hardly uniform nor the only discourse for school-to-work transition in Japanese society.  

While elite individuals with high grades that are able to transition into high-ranking universities may view 

vocational education as a less than desirable option, youth from working-class backgrounds may be more 

satisfied with outcomes offered by senmon gakkō programs, which offer training and certification for 

skilled employment in the working class strata of Japanese society. While initially this leads to contract 

work, more successful long-term outcomes can include either employment as a full-time worker at a 

media production company or development of an independent small business in the media production 

sector.  

 
 

! !
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APPENDIX 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 1 

Teaching Staff Questionnaire   
Questionnaire Respondent Code������ 
! !

Teaching Staff Questionnaire 
  

 
A. Personal Experiences at the school. 

A1. Did any creative works influence you when you were younger? What were they?  
A2. Have you ever worked in the creative industry? Can you describe the length and content of that 

work? Would you like to work in that field in the future?  
 
B. The School’s Methods 

B1. What does the school focus on most with students? Why?  
B2. To succeed in the creative industry, what skills or abilities does the school emphasize?  
B3. Have the school’s methods and policies changed with the times? If they have changed, what were 

the reasons for the changes and what were those changes?  
 
C. School Instructors 

C1. How important are creative content instructors to students and why? If you are not an instructor, 
how is it different from your duties? 

 
D. Potential Students 

D1. What are common reasons students attend this school?  
D2. For young people who enter your school as students, what problems are there for those  
        who started out just consuming creative products as fans? Does it help or hurt them? 
D3. How does the school recruit students? Which are most successful? 
 

E. Current Students 
E1. For currently enrolled students, can you describe some common issues? In recent years, has there 

been any new trends or problems?  
E2. Are there changes in behavior between 1st and 2nd year students? (Between 1st and 4th       
    years?) What are they? �  
E3. As a staffer at the school, is there an interesting story about a student that touched you  
    Deeply? What was that event?  

 
F. Students After Graduation 

F1. How are students placed in jobs within the creative industry?  
F2. What do you think about the current job market in the area you teach or supervise? Are there 

problems in job market recently? Can you explain? 
F3. What are the three biggest challenges for new graduates? Where do you see this year’s graduates 1 

year from now? How about 5 years from now?  
Thank you for your time. ! !
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 2 

Student Questionnaire   
Questionnaire Respondent Code������!

!
Student Survey 

  

 
1. Background information.  

a) Male/Female? b) Where are you from? Prefecture/Country?____________________________________ 
c)What High School did you graduate from?___________________________________________________ 
d) How many people are in your family? _____________________________________________________ 
e) Is anybody in your family in creative work? What field?_______________________________________ 
f) Do you live with your parents? ___________________________________________________________ 
g) How long is your commute to school every day? _____________________________________________ 

 
2. School. 

a) What year student are you? __________b) What is your school major? ___________________________ 
c) How many class credits/hours do you take per week? _________________________________________ 
d) How many hours do you study per week? __________________________________________________ 
e) What is your favorite class? Why? ________________________________________________________ 
f) What class is the most challenging? Why?__________________________________________________ 

 
3. Influences. 

a) Did any creative works influence you when you were younger? Did they influence you to choose your school 
major? What are 
they?__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
b) Why did you decide to attend this school? What influenced you? How did you find out about this school? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
c) Are you a fan of any creative works right now? What do you enjoy watching, reading, listening to in your free 
time? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. The Future. 
a) When you graduate, where would you like to work? ___________________________________________ 
b) Realistically, what type of job will you start your career in? _____________________________________ 
c) To succeed in the creative industry, what skills or abilities are important? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
d) What are your 3 biggest challenges right now? _______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
e) What kind of creative work do you see yourself doing in 6 months, 1 year from now? How about 5 years from 
now? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your time.  
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 3 

Interviewee Respondent Code������      Interview Length_________________ 
Interview Date____________________        Interview Location_______________ 
 

Student Interview Summary Sheet (Starting Questions) 
  

 
1. Background information.  

a) Male/Female? b) Where are you from? Prefecture/Country?____________________________________ 
c)What High School did you graduate from?___________________________________________________ 
d) How many people are in your family? _____________________________________________________ 
e) What do your parents do for a living? What field?_________________________________________ 
f) Is anybody in your family in creative work? What field?_______________________________________ 
g) Do you live with your parents? ___________________________________________________________ 
h) How long is your commute to school every day? _____________________________________________ 

 
2. School. 

a) What year student are you? __________b) What is your school major? ___________________________ 
c) How many class credits/hours do you take per week? _________________________________________ 
d) How many hours do you study per week? __________________________________________________ 
e) What is your favorite class? Why? ________________________________________________________ 
f) What class is the most challenging? Why?__________________________________________________ 

 
3. Influences. 

a) Did any creative works influence you when you were younger? Did they influence you to choose your school 
major? What are 
they?__________________________________________________________________________________ 
_ 
b) Why did you decide to attend this school? What influenced you? How did you find out about this school? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
c) Are you a fan of any creative works right now? What do you enjoy watching, reading, listening to in your free 
time? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. The Future. 
a) When you graduate, where would you like to work? ___________________________________________ 
b) Realistically, what type of job will you start your career in? _____________________________________ 
c) To succeed in the creative industry, what skills or abilities are important? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
d) What are your 3 biggest challenges right now? _______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
e) What kind of creative work do you see yourself doing in 6 months, 1 year from now? How about 5 years from 
now? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INTERVIEWER!NOTES!
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________!
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